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Suddenly, other 2-head cassette decks i
look like toys. , 1

' Nakamichi 600 cassette console.
038-66 inc VAT at 12’T%

Take a look at the new Nakamichi DT600 above.
Such an astonishing cassette recorder, that it makes the 

competition look like no competition at all.
For a start, compare its dynamic range.
With the 600, you can record up to+7dB without 

distortion.This is unprecedented by any other cassette deck, 
because no other model has the Intermodulation Distortion 
Suppressor that makes it possible.

, Secondly, take the frequency response.
Other cassette deck makers may be proud of reaching 

15,000Hz. Guaranteed minimum specification of the 600 is 
40 18.000HZ ± 3dB. As for wow-and-flutter, at 0-08%, you

It doesn't stop there. Here is a combination of other , 
features you won’t, find on any other 2-head deck.

Nakamichi’s exclusive focused-gap crystal permalloy head..
Built-in test tone and recordlevel calibration controls.
User adjustable bias.
Peakreading meters from — 4.0to + 7dB.
A memory tape counter.
Master recording level control
Even a system for unattended recording or playback.
Wecouldgoon.

Only Nakamichi could have tiiade the DT600.
For the first time, 3-head performance in a 2-head 

machine.

Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Strathcona Road, North Wembley. Middx.Tel. 01 904 0141
NAKAMICHI
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YOU’VE NEVEVER HEARD ANYTHING j 
LIKE THIS BEFORE. .

Our sensational new Stereo 
Cassette Deck combines the designing 
expertise of both Japan and Italy. 
Mario Bellini designed the outside so 
the deck can sit at 45? You can place it 
high or low on your shelving and still 
easily see the meters andcontrols. 
Yamaha designed the inside for 
superb sound.And you'll find it 
irresistible at £222^30.

Unique to theTC 800GL are the 
46dB meters with peak level LED's 
that flash green at-3 peak level and 
flash red at+3 level. 
And listen to all the 
other 

things it has: a Memory.A Limiter so 
you don't over-record. Dolby® noise 
reduction. Switchable bias and 
equalisation for chrome, ferric and 
ferrichrome tape.Pitch Control and 
full mike-line mixing facilities.

It also has a headphone outlet. 
Inputs for two microphones.And it's 
portable with a built-in mains 
transformer. You can even record 
while you’re out by putting the deck 
into the record mode, 
and 

connecting it to a simple time switch.
\When Martin Coeloms measured 

theTC BOOGL,he got figures ofO-06% 
din wow and flutter and 64dB weighted 
signal to noise ratio. From this he 
concluded:"performance equals,and n 
some respects exceeds,the highest 
standards currently available."(Hi Fi 
News.July 1975.)

For more details write or 
telephone Natural Sound

Systems Ltd, Strathcona Road, 
Wembley, Middx.

01-904 0141.

OYAMAHAMAKERS OF FINEMUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
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YOU’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING
LIKE THIS BEFORE

® Dolby is a registered Trade Mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc. TC 800G L Stereo Cassette Deck, £222 -30 including VATat 12’/$%.



Editorial

SINCE the first edition of Hi-Fi Choice: Cassette Decks published in 1975, over 50 new 
stereo cassette decks have been launched on to the market. Bearing in mind the 
expansion of the cassette deck market, the publishers felt it was important to produce 
a new updated edition. This includes reviews of 34 new stereo cassette decks.

Of the machines reviewed in the first edition, 19 are now discontinued or 
superseded, although some models may still be available from some retailers. These 
include the BASF 8100, Beocord 2200, Dokorder Mk 50, Harman Kardon HK1000, 
Hitachi TRQ 20400, JVC 1950, Philips N2515, and N2520, Pioneer CT-F 6161 and CT-F 
7171, Sanyo RD4250 and RD4300. Sonab C500 (which at present does not have a 
distributor in this country), Teac A160, A260, A360 and A460, Technics RS610US and 
Trio KX710.

Thirty-four of the machines are still available and the reviews are reprinted from the 
original edition and updated where necessary. These include: the Aiwa AD1300 and 
AD1800, BASF 8200, Dual C901, Hitachi 03500, Nakamichi 500 and 750, Neal 102 Mk2 

r and 103, Pioneer CT-F2121 and CT-F9191, Sansui SC3000 and SC737, Sanyo RD4260 
and RD4600, Sony TC138SD, TC153SD, TC177SD and TC209SD, Tandberg TCD 310, 
Technics RS273US and RS 676US, Telefunken MC3300, Trio KX 620, Uher CG 360 ' • 
and Yamaha TC 800 GL.

In addition, we have included a survey of over 50 types of cassette tapes in order to 
help you decide which tape will elicit the best response from your stereo cassette deck.

As with the three previous issues our thanks must go to Angus McKenzie and his 
colleagues Nicky Paul-Barron, Tony Faulkner and Andrew Quick, for their unstinting 
hard work and dedication to the project.

If you would like details of further issues, please write to me with a stamped 
addressed envelope and I will forward them to you as soon as they become available. 
Unfortunately, neither the publishers nor the author can undertake to reply to any 
correspondence concerning the contents of this publication, although we would be 
delighted to receive any constructive suggestions.

The Editor

For information concerning future issues please write to the following address:

Hi-Fi Choice, 14 Rathbone Place, London W 1 P 1 DE
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rates
Tlity and 
_hat sets 
jrt from 
the rest.

RD5500
Modular. professional 
standard front loading 
stereo cassette tape 
deck in rugged matt-black 
metallic casing with 
'Dolby' noise reduction 
system.

RW401
Compact 2 drive speaker 
units attractively styled 
with acoustic foam grills.

TP725
High stability. 2 speed 
stereo. belt drive 
turntable with 4 pole 
synchronous motor.

@ SANVO
a world of difference

0CX6000
AM. FM and FM Stereo 
receiver. Pure 
complementary circuitry 
provides low distortion 
and stable amplification

sSonyo Marubeni (UK) Limited. 8 Greycaine Road. Greycaine Estate. Watford WD2 4UO. Tel: Watford 3U4i I
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PERSONAL SERVICE AND ASSISTANCE

WORLD 
WIDE 

Hi-fí Exporters
^^&SUÍS

^DGWARE^RD^KING^C^OSS^^JEVVISHAIVj^JI^ORID

NUSOUND
BRITAIN'S MOST COMPETITIVE

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
HUNDREDS OF SPECIAL OFFERS ALWAYS IN STOCK 

Full details of Special Offers etc. in any issue of the monthly hi-fi 
magazines.
Stockists of

AKAI HARMAN/KARDON ROTEL
AIWA HITACHI SANSUI
ARMSTRONG IMF SONY
AMSTRAD JVC SINCLAIR
B&O KEF STRATHEARN
B&W LEAK SCAN-DYNA
CAMBRIDGE MARSDEN-HALL TAN OBERG
CELESTION MONITOR-AUDIO TANNOY
CONNOISSEUR NATIONAL TECHNICS
EJAM NEAL TOSHIBA
FERROGRAPH PIONEER TRIO
GALE QUAD THORENS
GARRARD RANK TRANSCRIPTOR
GOODMANS REVOX WHARFEDALE
GRUNDIG ROGERS YAMAHA

Branches throughout central and greater London

MAIL ORDER
Order with confidence. Every

rUSOUND HI-FI CENTRES 1 

■ HOLBORN 81. HIGH HOLBORN. WCI. Tel: 0M41 7401
EOGWARE RD 376. EOGWARE ROAO. W 1 Tel: OJ-7141583 
KINGS CROSS 141/144. PENTONVIllE ROAO. NI. Tel: 01-837 8100 
LEWISHAM 36. lEWISHAM HIGH ST. SE13. Tel: 01-851 1399

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND 
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME

order acknowledged by return 
and goods despatched quickly 
and efficiently in sealed 
manufacturers cartons.

Overseas visitors can take 
Immediate "Over the Counte; 
delivery. or we will DIRECT 
EXPORT to you -enabling your 
purchase at "less VAT prices" '

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 
82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1

ILFORD 87/100. PIONEER MARKET. IlFORO lANE. IlFORO Tel: OJ-478 1191
OPENING HOURS:-HOLBORNMon-Fri9-6, Sat 9-1 
llford. Lewisham. Kings Cross . Edgware Rd. Mcn^Sar 9-6. Thurs 9-1

(Holborn, Edgware Rr; & Kings Cross) 

SAVE 12112% ! VAT.
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So does the PC-5060

PC-5060
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 12 kHz (Normal tape)

40 Hz to 15 kHz (Chrome tape)
Wow and flutter: 0.08% wrms

And the PC-4030

Frequency response: 40 Hz to 12 kHz (Normal tape)
40 Hz to 15 kHz (Chrome tape) 

Wow and flutter: 0.12% wrms

And the PC-4020

Frequency response: 40 Hz to 12 kHz (Normal tape)
40 Hz to 12.5 kHz (Chrome tape)

Wow and flutter: 0.15% wrms

Although you wouldn't think so, 
these four cassette decks are part of a 
range. All four were developed 
together, btthe same scientists using 
the same skills. Only the specifications 
differ.

So the same expertise that makes 
the incredible PC-6030 outstanding in 
its class makes the others outstanding 
in their respective classes.

What many people don't realise, 
is that it often takes more ingenuity and 
resourcefulness to perfect the smaller 
products in the range than the range 
leader.

The quality of the PC-6030 is 
enviable, and we'd all have one if we 
could. But that quality is much refiected 
in the price.

I f you're just building up your hi-fi 
system, or even a beginner, we'd like 
you to know that we are just as proud 
of what we achieved in building up the 
rest of the range.

Each model incorporates Toshiba's 
prize-winning RC.T. (Perfect Crystal 
Technology) ultra-low noise transistors 
(S0% of noise level at 120 Hz, and 30"Ai of 
noise level at 10 Hz, compared to the 
noise level of conventional low-noise 
transistors), resulting in a substantial 
improvement in S/N ratio in the low 
frequency spectrum.

Write to us for the name and 
address of your nearest stockist. He has 
a cassette deck just right for you, and 
everything we know went into it. 

TOSHIBA
... In Touch with T^rnor^ow

I--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

' Please send me the name and address of my 
। nearest Toshiba stockist.

| NAME________________________________________

ADDRESS

I ________________
| TOSHIBA (U.K.) LIMITED Toshiba House, Girling Way, 

| Great South West Road, Felthamm, Middlesexx TW14 OPG.
Tel: 01-75112Btn



£67-90
lis sound 

sense 
io buy from 
muliisound

DolbyAmstrad 7050 
tv C 1740 ÁlWÁ AD1300 TEAC A400 £145.00 £173.00
— i/AT at 121°/

Multisound have probably the widest selection of hi-fi equipment in Yorkshire: 
Al the leading makes, all on display and all tit really competitive prices. Take 
your choice. There's helpful staff with expert knowledge on hand to give advice 
and a demonstration area with the latest comparator equipment for you to hear 
the sound that's right for you. And don't forget our 12 months' guarantee, 
backed by full servicing facilities on the premises.
For the choice you need and the service you demand it's sound sense to 
shop at Multisound.

multisound hi-fi lid.
7 Davygate Arcade. York Y01 2SU. Tel: York (0904) 51712

TA YISTOCK HI-FI THE SOUND BARGAIN CENTRE
STOCKISTS OF

N.A.D. AKAi ROTEL AMSTRAD KOSS

CELESTION MORDAUNT SHORT LEAK

MARANTZ JVC PIONEER SANSUI 

SANYO MONITOR AUDIO TANNOY

VIDEOTONE SONY WHARFEDALE

DEMONSTRATION ROOM-COMPARITOR OEMS

TAVISTOCK HI-FI
21 TAVISTOCK ST BEDFORD, Phone 56323
• GUARANTEE 12 months labour and parts
• H P AVAILABLE on certain items
• EASY CAR PARKING
• MAIL ORDER AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
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Guess who ^^^s
Hi-Fi as well as 

Hitachi makeTV?
Not surprisingly, Hitachi do.
Which, if you're familiar with our remarkably 

reliable TV sets, is a pretty good reason for exploring 
our hi-fi range too.

Another must be the extremely wide choice 
of amplifiers, tuners, turntables, cassette decks and 
speakers. Something for everyone, really, from 
beginner to ambitious enthusiast.

Then there's the extremely good value. Hi-fi 
this good hardly comes cheap. But getting a Hitachi 
system together won't bankrupt you either.

Finally, of course, there's the performance. 
Pure, powerful, devoid of gimmicks. And, like every
thing we make, designed to sound sweet for years.

Hear fur yourself. If you care to write we'll 
tell you where your nearest dealer is. And send you 
our latest catalogue.

It's essential reading for anyone wishing to 
take the guesswork out of buying the best in hi-fi.

D 3500 Stereo Cassette Deck with three^ head recording deck. two VU meters, Dolby system, memory device, Cr02 tape facility, 
tape counter. Signal-to-noise ratio: better than 55dB at Dolby off; better than 63dB at Dolby on.Wow and flutter: 0.05% WRMS. 
Write to: The Hi-Fi Division, Hitachi Sales (UKI Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road. Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR.



Stockists of: AR, Aiwa, Armstrong, BSR, Cambridge 
Audio, Celestion Decca, Oenon, Dual, Goodmans, Harman- 
Kardon, Jordan Watts, JVC, KEF, Lux, Monitor Audio, 
Nikko, Nakamichi, National, Pioneer, Radford, Rogers, 
Richard Allen, Revox, Rotel, Salora, Sansui, J.E. Sugden, 
Scandyna, Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba, Tannoy, 
Tandberg, Teac, Wharfedale, Wollensak, Yamaha.
Tapes by Maxell and TDK.

Personal, uninterrupted demonstration facilities available. 
Please telephone for details.
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THE NEW BRITISH ANSWER ■ 
TO IMPORTED CASSETTES

NEW CASSETTES FROM PYRAL

NEW LOW NOISE graph
referenced to DIN 4SSIJ7/6 1

SUPER OPTlMA graph
referenced to BASF LH Super 2

NEW MAXIMA graph
referenced to MAXELL UDXL 3

Pyral Magnetics Ltd., reserve the right to modify and/or 
adapt all products in their pursuit of its policy in 
implementingimprovements resulting from research 
and experience

All R.R.P. are at time of going to publication and 
exclude VAT.

TEST PROCEDURE
Graph 1 was plotted using a 
Pioneer 2121 cassette deck, 
Graph 2 using Technics 67 • 1, 
Graph 3 Nackamichi 700.

The input level was -20dB ref. 
230nW/B level. Test equipment 
was based on B+k 2010 Analyser 
and B+ k 2307 level recorder.
All bias settings were based on 
standard ferric bias switch or 
deck manufacturers 
recommended procedure.

Whereas Pyral are conscious 
that frequency response 
characteristics do not completely 
define the performance of a 
cassette the graphs serve to 
illustrate the type of frequency 
performance achievable with the 
new Pyral generation of cassette 
on three high quality cassette 
decks. Obviously, there are 
many quality cassette decks with 
differing bias and equalisation 
characteristics so try the 
BRITISH MADE PYRAL 
cassettes on your cassette 
recorder and prove to yourself 
that with PYRAL
LISTENING IS BELIEVING.
I n all cases the velour effect was less than 2dB

Pyra! Magnetics Limited, 
Airport House, Purley Way, 
Croydon, Surrey, CRO OXZ. 
Telephone. 01-681 2272

•ml^
LISTENING IS BELIEVING
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Your best buy
The great majority of shops buy a range of cassette decks to 
meet popular demand but the individual buys only one unit, 
the choice of which is often greatly influenced by specialist 
surveys such as Hi-Fi Choice, magazine recommendations, 
advertising, and so-called discount prices. We, at Hampshire 
Audio, behave like the individual buyer but with a 
difference-a wealth of practical day-to-day experience. We 
come to our own conclusions on value for money and 
sometimes they are at variance with the hi-fi press and at 
other times in accordance, though it may be for different 
reasons. Indeed, we keep in stock one very well-known 
cassette deck given as a "best buy" for comparison 
purposes, that has upset many a potential purchaser who 
has put his faith in expert reviews..

No one manufacturer can provide superb value throughout 

the range of hifi and it is very rare for a company to offer a 
superb range of cassette decks such as Aiwa and 
Nakamichi. But, given their success, Aiwa and Nakamichi 
still have competition on their hands, particularly as prices, 
which must be the base line for value, are for ever changing. 
So if you do not like the styling of Aiwa or Nakamichi 
cassette decks, nor the combination of facilities offered, we 
are not at a loss to demonstrate and supply from stock an 
alternative valuefor^money product also backed by our 
normal two-year labour and parts guarantee with, of course, 
our essential pre-sale check. Outside the guarantee period 
servicing on items supplied is charged out at no more than 
actual cost. Finally, being small, dedicated, and 
knowledgeable we are one of those few remaining shops 
where real personal satisfaction can still be found when 
buying hifi equipment.

• •. at Hamuyhire Audio Lil
8 & 12 HURSLEV ROAD, CHANDLER'S FORD. HANTS. TEL: (0421512827 & 5232
* Agencies include: AIWA, AR, ARMSTRONG, 

B&W, CELEF, CHARTWELL, CELESTION UL, 
FONS, HARMAN-KARDON, IMF, JR 149, KEF, 
LINN-SONDEK, NAO, NAKAMICHI, 
PIONEER, QED, QUAD, SANSUI, SMC, 
SPENDOR, SONY, STANTON, J.E. SUGDEN, 
TANDBERG, TANNOY, TEAC, TECHNICS, 
TRIO, YAMAHA, AND OTHERS.

* COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS OF uy 
CASSEilE DECKS

* NAKAMICHI CENTRE
* YAMAHA CENTRE
* OPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 8 pm
*EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING ON OUR 

FORECOURT

* MAIL ORDER AND ACCESS ACCEPTED BY 
TELEPHONE

* TAPE BY BASF, EMI, FUJI, MAXELL, 
MEMOREX & TDK AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
PRICES

* WHEN BUYING YOUR CASSEITE DECK USE 
THIS ADVERTISEMENT TO BUY F/VETAPES 
FOR THE PRICE OF FOUR AT OUR SPECIAL 
PRICES

* ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED CHECKED 
BEFORE SALE ... NO SEALED BOXES 
SUPPLIED

* ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED COVERED BY 
OUR OWN TWO-YEAR LABOUR AND PARTS 
GUARANTEE

NAKAM/CH/ DTuy AIWAADluy NAKAMICHI DT60
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LATEST additions to our audio series
ABCofHI-FI
John Earl
By the successful author of 'Improving your Hi
Fi'. The main objective of this book is to provide 
information on particular subjects, to define 
terms, to supply facts about equipment, and to 
outline essential aspects of the art of hi-fi listening. 
The wealth of information contained makes this 
book a must in the home, reference libraries, the 
laboratory, and service workshop.

176pp 216 x 138mm Casebound
0 85242 409 4 £3.75

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
John Earl
A fully up-to-date handbook on the subject essential reading for all who wish to realise the full 
potential of the cassette recorder. Profusely illustrated.
176pp 216 x 138mm Casebound
0 85242 510 4 £4.75

IMPROVING YOUR HI-FI
John Earl
The author details how to connect the units together to obtain top 
performance and explains the meaning and proper use of the many 
control knobs and switches found on modern hi-fi gear. There are 
useful hints on simple performance checks, running repairs and 
adjustments. Final chapter on surround sound and quadraphony.
176pp 216 x 138mm Casebound
0 85242 335 7 £3.00
other titles in the series

PICKUPS AND LOUDSPEAKERS JOHN EARL £3.00
CREATIVE TAPE RECORDING VCAPEL £3.50
TUNERS AND AMPLIFIERS JOHN EARL £2.50
TAPE RECORDERS HW HELLYER £3.75
STEREO SOUND HW HELLYER £3.50

Order from your local bookseller or direct from the publishers

Fountain Press
Argus Books Ltd., 14 St. James Road, 

Watford, Hertfordshire.

15



•
TO GIVE THE MOST MUSICAL SIGNAL TO YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM WE 

OFFER THE INCOMPARABLE

Most highly 
recommended are:

LINN SONDECK L.P .12 
and if you want to record, 

the SUPERB AIWA 
AD 1800

AMPLIFIERS—
Naim, Lec$on and Sugden

CASSETTE DECKS—
Aiwa, Akai, Harman- 

Kardon, Nakamichi, Neal, 
Pioneer, Sansui, Teac, Trio

SPEAKERS—
Celef, Dahlquist, J.R.149, 

Lentek, Linn, Isobaric, 
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt 
Short, Nightingale NMI, 

Rogers LS 3/5A

W. A. Brady & Son 
401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool 15

Mail order and export enquiries welcome

Phone 051-733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

Better ServiceBetter Equipment Better Prices

AIWA 
AD1800

TANOBERG
330

PIONEER 
CT2121

NEAL
102

ARMSTRONG, AIWA, AMCRON, ARISTON, BOSE, B&W, -CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, DUAL, 
ESS, FONS, FORMULA 4, GALE, HARMAN KARDON, IMF, JBL, KLH, KENSONIC 
ACCUPHASE, LINN SONDEK, LINN ISOBARIK, LEAK, LECSON, LUX, MARANTZ, MONITOR 
AUDI, MICRO SEIKI, N.A.D., NEAL, NIGHTINGALE, QUAD, ROTEL, ROGERS, SUPEX, 

SANSUI, J.E. SUGDEN, SMC, TOSHIBA, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TRANSCRIPTORS, 
VIDEOTONE, etc. etc.

6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READING, BERKS. 
Tel.(07341585463
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OUR FIRST 5 SECONDS 
WILL TRANSFORM YOUR NEXT 

45 MINUTES.
Maxell Ultra Dynamic tape 

is the most remarkable thing 
ever to happen to your cassette 
deck. Not only does it sound 
better than any other tape, but 
it actually improves the perform
ance of your tape deck.

It's the cassette whose first 
five seconds of leader is also a 
head cleaner.

And because it's non
abrasive, it keeps your tape 
heads perfectly clean without 
wearing them down.

Our head cleaner is also a

like so many other cassettes do, 
we've designed a tiny metal 
frame to hold it firly in place. 
You won't ever need to worry 
about signal fluctuation or loss 
of response again.

We've even gone to the 
trouble of putting our round 
screws into square holes. That 
way the thread shavings are 
squeezed into the corners to 
make sure nothing gets into the 
works. You get the best sealed

so yon get less noise 
and cleaner sound. Arid our 
dj naniic range is so wide,you 
can practically forget about 
distortion.

One last thing.Mxell LUD 
tape comes 1n four different time 
lengths. Each one guaranteed 
never to go wrong. Each one 
designed to give you the most 
exciting performance you've - 
ever had from your cassette 
deck. All you have to do is try one. 
It's very little to spend on a 
lot of beautiful sound.

timing leader. Just align the 
starting line and the capstan, 
and five seconds later, away you 
go without wasting any tape.

We've given our UD) cassette 
quite a few other special details.

'Thke our pressure pad. Instead 
of just sticking it in with glue,

cassette possible.
As to the tape itself, 

we've made the particles 
of PX gamma ferric oxide 
so tiny that our frequency 
response reaches 22,000 Hz.

How's that for a great 
high? Our signal-to-noise 
ratio is SdB better than 
ordinary cassettes -

maxelt
Before it plays, it deans

A member ofthe Jonathan Fallo^wfield Group ofCompanies
Distributed by Natill'al Sound Systems Lt.cl, 

StrathconaRoad. Wemblev,Middlesex^A9^^L01-904 0141



ll the BEST BUYS
from

^^^
HiFi Entres

AIWA 1250, 1300, 1800 
and 6300

JVC 1635 Mk II 
and 17408

TECHNICS 630, 640 and 
671

YAMAHA 800 GL

NAKAMICHI 550 and 
600

SONY 136 and 138

2 Years' Guarantee parts and labour
BARfIArCARO

Access Barclaycard H.P.

Phone us for best prices and availability
Rush Hi-Fi Centres:
38 North Street, Romford, Essex. Tel: Romford (0708) 26840
6 Cornhill, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel: Chelmsford (0245) 57593
75 Baddow Road, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel: (0245) 64393
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We can only tell you why 
it sounds good, 

not how good it sounds.
1. The new Pioneer SX-850 has a continuous 
power output of 65 watts per channel with a 
total harmonic distortion of less than 0.1%. 
You hear nothing but pure, clean hi-fi.A large 
transformer and two high power capacitors 
give an amazingly realistic reproduction of 
low frequency notes so you 'feel' as well as 
hear the sound-as you would in a live 
performance.
2. Like al I the new Pioneer Receivers the 
SX-850 features a high performance tuner 
section with a newly designed 'Phase-locked 
Loop' circuit which ensures very stable, 
wide stereo FM separation.

Exceptionally high sensitivity and 
selectivity allow you to enjoy stereo 
broadcasts with the minimum of fading and 
interference.
3. A Turnover Frequency Switch for each 
tone control allows you to choose the tone/ 
frequency balance that is perfectly suited 
for whatever you might be listening to.
4. The static noises you hear between 
stations as you tune-which can lead to

speaker damage-are totally eliminated by 
a special electronic transistor muting circuit. 
5. A self-restoring Power Protection Circuit 
replaces fuses as a guard against damage to 
the power output transistors and other 
units in your system.

The SX-850 is also fully equipped to 
drive every piece of equipment you need for 
a first class hi-fi system.

These are some of the reasons why it 
sounds so good. Now to find out just how 
good it sounds, simply go along to your 
nearest hi-fi store and ask to hear it.

There are 8 Receivers in the new 
Pioneer range, from the 15 watt SX-450 to 
the 160 watt SX-1250, all featuring the 
latest technical advances in hi-fi music 
reproduction.

For more details of the whole Pioneer 
range write to Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, 
The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks SLO 8JL.

®PIONEER®
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TOP TAPE ?
ww

ALWAYS COMPETITIVE 
-IF HOT RINS 01-4868262

We are now Stockists of Fuji 
FX C.90 & C^90 Cassettes.
Fuji cassettes are of high 
quality and very competitive, 
a Japanese cassette tape that 
will probably produce 
excellent results on most 
modern cassette decks. 
Screwed case.

Super Ferro Dynamic ISMJ
C.66......................
C.90......................
C.120. .............

90
Chrome 
C.90......................

. .. £0.64
£0.83

...£1.19

£0.99

AMPEX
20/20 + 
C.90.

C.120

. . . £0.75
£0.92

.. £127
20/20 + 8Track Cartridge
C.90. £1.25

X1000
C.90.........
C.90. ..

EMI

. £0.60
. . £0.79

maxell.
Low Noise
C.90........................
C.90. .........................
C.120....... ................
Ultra Dynamic 
C.90.........................
C.90........... ...
C.120. . . ...........
Ultra Dynamic Xl
C.90.........................
C.90..........................
Ultra Dynamic XLll
C.90..........................
C.90..........................

£0.56
£0.72
£0.91

£101 
£115 
£1.5

£1.15
£144

£149 
£189

WphÎlÎps
MRX2

Low Noise C.90.............................. 90.69
C.90........................ .. £0.45 C.90............................. £0.83
C.90........................ .. £0.62 C.120........................... £1.29
C.120.......................... .. £0.83 Chrome
Super C.90............................. £0.92
C.60............................ .. £0.58 C.90............................. ^135
C.90.......................... .. £0.73 8-Track Cartridge
C.120......................... .. £0.98 C.90............................. ^139

SONY &
Low Noise TDK
C.90......................... . £0.52 Dynamic
C.90......................... . £0.69 C.90............................... £0^52
C.120 ... _........... . 90.91 C.90............................... £0.75
HF-High Frequency 
C.90HF..........................£0.72

C.120...........................
Super Dynamic

£0.99

C.90HF................... .. 90.89 C.90 .. C.90.. . C.20 ...
C.120HF.................. .. £109 AUDUA
Chromium Dioxide C.90............................... £0^93
C.90CR.................... .. £105 C.90............................. ^131
C.90CR................... .. £1.3 Avilyn
Ferro Chrome C.90............................. ^102
C.90FECR............... .. £115 C.90............................... ^146
C.90FECR............. .. £169 •PRICES ON APPLICATION

Reel-to-Reel Tape‘‘
Agfa 
PE36 ...

90 
£2.89

PE90 . £3.56
PE66 . £417 
Maxell
UD LIP . £3.12
Matt Back
UD35
L/P .... £3.43 
Memorex

1090'' 1090" 
CINE NAB 
£7.15 £8.23

£7.39

£8.05

L/P
D/P

....

Sony 
SLHILP. 
SLH DIP
TDK

£2.63 
£3.45

90.95
£4.35

£6.95

Audua LIP £2.95 -

9

.

All PRICES INCLUDE 8% VAT and correct at 20/12176. MAILORDERS TO !Oept H.C I 33 Bridle Path. Watford. Herts. W02 4BZ. (Postage Wp per order.I Payment to Top 
Tape by cheque. postal-order. cash (registered). Callers Welcome at KJ Showrooms below. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9.30-6.30. late Night Thurs. until 8 p.m.

. 90, Wigmore Street
LONDON W.l. welb;ckStiee0
Sales Tel: 01-O86 8262

101, St Albans Road 
WATFORD 

Sales Tel: Watford 45250

27, Springfield Road 
^90ROW 

Sales Tel: 01^1786-O

1 278, High Street
U90REGE 

Sales Tel: Uxbridge 1774

i

Sevenoaks Hi-Fi Centre
118 London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 1BA. Tel: (0732) 59590.

We 90ock, demon90rate & install: 
AIWA, SONY, TANDBERG, PIONEER, YAMAHA, 
HITACHI, NAKAMICHI, JVC, TRIO, TECHNICS, 

B17, AKAi, ROTEL, 
etc, etc.

Phone (0732) 59556 for our lowest price
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IF1HE NAKAMICHI
CANC

Bk«
■. . record/playbackhead. And it's the 

’ only one with a battery lite that can Rive yon 
H^pRhp th 15 hours continuous playing.

When you try the Nakamichi 550, you’ll know why 
• it costs £338 66 including VAT at l?/2%.
^Suddenly, other portable cassette decks look like.toys.

a Thconlyone 
■ too, with a button that 
F shows how much of your 
cassette you've used.
And Nakamichi’s exclusive

Natural Sound Systems Limited, 
Strathcona Road North WemhUv Middv HAOXOT 01-004 0141

Most portable cassette decks are qmte Wpp’U _ 
recording the odd pop song.

But gi ve them something truly challenging, and you 
soon realize their shortcomings. Fine, if you’re content to be 
unambitious. But at Nakamichi we think you should be able 
to record any sound you want Which is the reason why we 

... produced the Nakamichi 550. '
UrFrom a mouse squeak 'JUS’ - to the triumphant sounds of

IFethoven. you can record it 
S all on a Nakamichi 550.

Its peak level meters U havearangeof ludB.lts
HL signal to-noisc ratio is more

lltaii 00<IB. Its microphone 
H mpuis have.I dynamic range 
■ o(125dB.
■ Wider ranges Ilian
H any other portable cassette 

deck in the world.
HL And that's not all. The
HL 550 is also I homily portable 

TOI WMMHk cassette deck with 3 
microphone inputs. Ami a 

V'fVHKa laP*' ‘ "‘i alarm with pre
. ^L';' E, set timer.



Isn't it about time 
you tried the tape 

the professionals use?

Yes, it's time you tried Ampex.
Try the new 20/20+ series - tape of 
recording studio quality; it uses 
gamma ferric oxide, for a formulation 
that is arguably the best for l1i-fi 
recording and replay.

Now our top-selling tape across the 
country, Ampex 20/20+ comes in a 
range of cassettes, reels and cartridges.

Or have you met the 'Grand 
Master'? The Ampex 'Grand Master' 
series was developed as a studio 
masteringTape. Ampex has now made 
it available to all, whether you record 
for a living or for pure delight in 
superb sound, perfectly reproduced.

Our 20/20+ and our 'Grand Master' 
won't disappoint you.

Information on the Ampex range of recording tapes is available from:

Ampex Great Britain Ltd., Acre Road, Reading, Berks. Tel: (0734) 85200

Mannetic Tape;Audio and Videotape Recording Equipment;Video Cameras;lnstrumentation;
Computer Tape Drives;Core Memories;Uisk Urives



Introduction

Until recently, the average person has regarded tape recording as a 
black art. Fifteen years ago, most machines were so complicated to 
thread up and operate that they were only owned by professional 
engineers, musicians and real enthusiasts. Not surprisingly, the use of 
such equipment in the home was confined to the male of the family. The 
distaff side, quite justifiably, had neither the time nor the patience to 
learn. However, by the end of 1975, according to the British Radio 
Equipment Manufacturers Association, more than 40% of all 
households in the United Kingdom owned some form of tape replay 
and/or recording equipment-a figure which is expected to more than 
double within the next five years. And, of the equipment in use, almost
90% employs the compact cassette

When Philips introduced their cassette system 
some ten years ago, they hardly could have realised 
that it was eventually to become the most popular 
audio recording medium. Initially, it was designed as 
a 'LoFo' means of recording and reproducing 
background music, rather than the serious recording 
of high quality music programmes.

Early cassette recorders had an extremely limited 
frequency response and a very poor signal to noise 
ratio-even worse than the first domestic reel to reel 
machines, which were produced as early as 1950. 
The response on the first Philips cassette recorders 
only extended to around the 6kHz mark and some, 
as I well remember, were 20d8 down at 10kHzl In 
addition, speed variations made such machines 
totally unacceptable for recording serious classical 
music.

It was not until 1970 that any remarkable 
improvement in the signal to noise ratio (ie: hiss) 
was made. In that year, Ray Dolby, a brilliant 
American electronics engineer, designed in 
conjunction with his team a domestic version of his 
Dolby noise reduction system. This was and is still 

configuration.
known as the Dolby B system. A small experimental 
production run of these units which, when coupled 
to any domestic tape recorder, gave up to 10d8 
improvement in tape hiss level without any 
significant reduction of quality, were produced. This 
prototype system was evaluated by many potential 
licencees who were already in the field of cassette 
recorder manufacture. It soon became obvious that 
the system improved the cassette medium to the 
extent that, with considerably superior mechanics, 
cassette recording could become a much higher 
fidelity process.

Throughout the world, work began in earnest to 
improve the relatively poor performance of cassette 
recorders. Amongst the first to produce a higher 
quality deck were Advent in the United States and 
Nakamichi in Japan. However, the first deck to 
show a significant improvement was made by 
Wollensak-a branch of the Minnesota Mining and 
Manufac,turing Company, who are also responsible 
for the manufacture of Scotch recording tape. 
Incorporating Dolby, the Wollensak deck was the 
first to achieve relatively good stability in the 
transport, and was, in fact, used by Advent. Later 
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Introduction

versions of the same deck are now used in the 
Wollensak machines marketed in the United 
Kingdom by 3M, as well as NEAL 102Mk.ll and 103, 
which are thus American decks but all-British 
electronics.

The early Nakamichi decks incorporating the 
Dolby B system were marketec;l by many companies 
in the United Kingdom, including Wharfedale, 
Bell & Howell and Kellar. Unfortunately, despite 
their showing considerable improvement over 
previous non-Dolby models, the mechanical 
performance of these decks left much to be desired. 
The main problem was poor head to tape contact 
caused, in part, by the tape weaving up and down 
the capstan.

Looking back rationally at the early days, cassette 
tape itself was generally rather poor, having a limited 
response and dynamic range. It also tended to hiss 
much more than its modern equivalent. I think it true 
to say that the very latest tapes give an improvement 
over their early predecessors almost as great as the 
improvement created by Dolby processing.

Thus, the best stereo cassette recorders using the 
best cassette tape are capable today of giving a 
performance that is more than acceptable to the 
vast majority of users. Certainly, the best modern 
machines have a wide frequency response and a 
good signal to noise ratio. Most have acceptable 
wow and flutter and, in general, the result is in many 
ways superior to the good domestic reel to reel 
machine of twelve years ago.

However, the publishers feel that the majority of 
the public are still in a quandary when it comes to 
deciding which stereo cassette recorder would be 
best suited to their requirements for the minimum 
cost. Almost all retailers have a vested interest in 
tending, naturally, to recommend models which 
they stock, which may not necessarily be the best 
answer to a particular user's requirements. 
Additionally, the reviews of cassette recorders 
appearing in the hi-fi magazines, although useful in 
many respects, usually fail to give comparisons of 
performance, thereby making it difficult to relate the 
review to optimum value for money. The Consumer 
Association partly fills c.n urgent need, but simply 
cannot allocate enough space to go into sufficient 
detail to enable those who are really interested to 
discover how all the technical parameters vary.

This book has therefore boon written to explain all 
the different parameters met with in cassette tape 

recording, compare the performances of the 
majority of available machines, and thereby enable 
the reader more easily to make a choice. It must be 
emphasised, however, that the results published are 
those made specifically on the machines submitted 
for review, and neither the publisher nor the 
laboratories can accept any responsibility should the 
performance of any machine fail to come up to 
expectation. Very great care has been taken to 
ensure that all testing has been done fairly, and in 
such a way as not to favour certain machines whilst 
unfairly condemning others. To illustrate to the 
reader exactly how the project commenced we 
include the text of the original letter sent to each 
supplier, detailing the entire project:

Selected manufacturers and distributors of stereo 
cassette decks with a recommended retail price in 
excess of £125 (exclusive of VAT) are requested to 
sub'mit a sample, by agreement, of any machines 
they wish reviewed, to Angus McKenzie Facilities 
Limited by July 23, 1976. It will, of course, be 
appreciated that time is of the essence in this 
project. It is regretted that no late entries can be 
accepted for review.

Each recorder submitted to Angus McKenzie 
Facilities Limited will be given a comprehensive 
subjective check before laboratory tests commence, 
and the supplier will be told at this stage if there is 
any basic fault condition detected. The supplier may 
then be asked, in his own interest, to exchange the 
machine within a period of a few days. If, however, 
after either the subjective tests or all the tests have 
been completed on a machine that did not appear to 
have basic faults at the time formal tests 
commenced, Angus McKenzie Facilities Limited feel 
that the tested sample is not typical in performance, 
the supplier will be invited to resubmit an extra 
sample for testing. Because of the high cost of the 
general testing programme, the supplier will be 
requested to bear the cost of a retest, which will be 

'charged at the normal rates of Ar.gus McKenzie 
Facilities Limited for such work. Naturally, if a 
supplier is satsified with the results for the originally 
fully tested sample, these can be allowed to stand 
without further tests, and no mention will be made 
that the supplier was asked to submit a further 
sample. However, if a retest does occur, at the 
manufacturer's expense, a brief mention will be 
made in the text, together with thA rAl'lsnns fnr 
which the retest was deemed to be necessary.
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Test Programme

Copies of the test programme are being made 
available to all manufacturers submitting equipment.

All manufacturers are asked to submit user and 
service manuals (including circuits) with the 
equipment, and also, 3 RECOMMENDED 
CASSETTES of each cassette type (ie: C90, FE, CR 
etc.) for use with each machine. Angus McKenzie 
Facilities Limited reserve the right to choose an 
alternative cassette brand if, in their opinion, the 
recommended brand is too difficult to obtain. The 
suppliers, however, will at all stages be informed if 
such problems arise, so that suppliers can 
themselves suggest alternatives, if necessary.

The publishers request the suppliers to be 
responsible for the insurance of all equipment 
loaned for review during the time that equipment is 
away from the suppliers premises. They also ask the 
suppliers' indulgence in a request that equipment be 
retained for a period of at least four weeks after 
publication, so that any queries resulting can be 
resolved.

Neither the publishers nor Angus McKenzie 
Facilities Limited can be held responsible in any way 

whatsoever for any errors or omissions contained in 
the publication. Naturally, the Laboratory will take 
all reasonable steps to ensure the impartiality and 
accuracy of conclusions made. Every attempt will be 
made, therefore, to make the publication 
representative of the cassette recorder scene, since 
they realise that this publication will clearly have 
both influence and far-reaching consequences in the 
future designs of equipment.

It is intended also that the publication will be 
made available in a similar format in other countries, 
and the publishers reserve the right to publish 
relevant data overseas with, however, the full 
knowledge of the suppliers at the time.

It is understood that the price will, of course, be a 
contributory factor in determining the value for 
money of any particular unit, and naturally less 
expensive models will not be expected to perform to 
as high a standard as more expensive ones. In this 
context the publisher will also bear in mind typical 
retail prices in addition to those claimed as 
recommended retail prices.'

“ NOW THAT YOU HAVE 
CHOSEN YOUR 

CASSETTE DECK ...
You could still be looking for a receiver or a pair of loudspeakers. And the 
simple solution is to Read 'Hi-Fi Choice: Receivers' and 'Hi-Fi Choice: 
Loudspeakers'. Reviewing the receivers publication, The Gramophone 

said 'The book can be recommended to anyone about to purchase a hi-fi 
receiver or advise others on so doing.' And on loudspeakers, H/-F7 News 

and Record Review commented 'A wealth of valuable advice should 
make selection a less confusing task . . .'. A limited number of copies 
are still available from the publishers, priced at £1.25 (UK) or £1.75 

(overseas) to include postage and packing.
Other 'Hi-Fi Choices' on turntables and amplifiers are to follow shortly.

m Aquarius Books Limited, 26 Parkway, London NW1.
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How a cassette recorder works

The cassette itself contains tape which is only 7" 
wide-approximately half the width of a normal 
open reel tape. Across this width, four tracks are 
recorded, two in each direction. This allows a 
cassette • recorder to record stereo in one direction 
and, by turning the cassette over, to record an 
additional stereo track in the opposite direction. The 
layout of the tracks is shown in fig. 1.

The cassette tape first passes over an erase head 
before recording takes place. An extremely high 
frequency alternating current, obtained from an 
erase oscillator, is passed through the erase head 
to wipe our any recording that had previously been 
made on the relevant stereo track.

The tape then passes a record head, which is fed 
with an audio current and a high frequency bias 
current, the combination of which allows audio to 
be recorded onto the tape in the form of variations in 
the magnetisation of the tape's oxide particles. The 
high frequency bias current is, in fact, obtained from 
the erase oscillator but is at a much lower level, 
since it purely has to magnetise the oxide particles 
in such a way that audio currents will then vary 
this magnetisation, in order that on playback the 
distortion will be acceptable. The process is similar 
to the biasing of transistors in electronic circuits, 
since without bias both a recording and an amplifier 
would have exceptionally bad distortion and, at low 
levels, would not work at all.

On playback, the variations in the magnetisation of 
the tape's oxide coating are picked up by the 
extremely narrow gap on the playback head. On 
almost all cassette recorders this is the same head as 
that used for record, but with different switched 
connections. The variable magnetic field produced 
in the gap of the replay head induces an audio 
current in the winding, and, to give a flat play back 
response, the output of. the head has then to be 
amplified and equalised in the playback amplifier. 
The amount of equalisation applied to playback has 
been internationally standardised. Consequently, 
the record amplifier has to be designed so that the 
input programme which is to be recorded is 
equalised in such a way for the recording produced 
to replay correctly.

Very considerable high frequency boost is 
necessary on record to offset the losses inherent in 
the cassette recording process. Such losses are 
caused by the fact that normal oxides are incapable 
of a naturally flat response. This is mainly the result 
of a high frequency bias current having to be applied 
in the first place, since the high frequency bias 
partially erases high audio frequencies whilst they 
are being recorded. Therefore the high audio 
frequencies have to be boosted up on record and 
playback to achieve linearity.

The record amplifier of a cassette recorder is itself 
driven from a pre-amplifier which, in conjunction 
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Input circuits/Playback circuits

with the record gain controls, sets the required level 
on the tape for any given input level to the cassette 
recorder. Clearly, more gain is required to amplify 
the output from a microphone than that from an FM 
tuner, which is already at a fairly high level. Most 
cassette recorders have two or three inputs with 
differing sensitivities, and these will be explained 
later.

All recorders are supplied with meters, which 
allow the user to tell if the correct volume level is 
being recorded. If too much level is passed through 
the record head bad distortion will result, since the 
oxide particles simply will not accept more than a 
given amount of magnetisation. However, if 
insufficient volume is recorded, the replay gain 
required to achieve full listening level will be 
correspondingly greater. Thus, any hiss or hum in 
the system will be exaggerated, as it will become 
louder relative to the programme.

Some types of record level meter are more 
accurate than others. In particular, peak programme 
meter types allow the loudest levels being recorded 
to be judged very accurately. Ordinary VU type 
meters, on the other hand, frequently do not show 
the real peak level encountered in music, as the 
loudest moments of speech or music occur for only 
a few thousandths of a second, which is not long 
enough for a cheap meter movement to respond 
properly and give an accurate reading. Certain 
machines have peak reading indicators, which flash 
when a given loud volume level is reached.

Because, on most cassette recorders, the margin 
between tape noise becoming audible and distortion 
becoming objectionable is rather narrow, it is 
extremely important for the user to learn how to 
interpret meter level readings. It is therefore 
advisable to read the instruction manual carefully 
and experiment with, for example, recording from a 
stereo tuner, before attempting to make serious 
recordings that are intended to be preserved.

Input circuits

Most cassette decks are supplied with mi<!rophone 
DIN socket and phono socket inputs, although a few 
models have only phono or DIN sockets. The 
variation in socket types found on the cassette 
recorders has been a pest throughout all the tests, 
especially since the machines had to be tested in 
accordance with several different specifications. We 

measured how sensitive each input was in relation to 
a recorded level, equivalent to a standard reference 
level of magnetisation (referred to as Dolby level).

We also measured the maximum level that could 
be applied to each input before distortion resulted. 
Such distortion clearly results if too much level is 
introduced into a highly sensitive input. These 
measurements are highly relevant when cassette 
recorders are interconnected with hi-fi equipment 
and in particular we found that many recorders were 
overdriven on their DIN inputs when these were 
connected to many makers of tuner amplifier 
designed to other than DIN specifications. All DIN 
inputs incidentally were tested with a level of 470mV 
through a resistor of 470k ohms followed by a 
capacitor of 250pf shunting down to earth. This 
network represents a DIN standard source, the 
capacitor being approximately equal to the 
capacitance of a 1 metre cable used for normal 
interconnections. We also tested the input 
impedances to see if any further interconnection 
problems would arise.

Please refer to the conclusions sections for further 
details.

Playback circuits

The playback amplifiers of all the cassette recorders 
were checked to determine the frequency response 
resulting from playing international standard test 
tapes. We determined response for ferric, 
ferrichrome and chromium switched positions and 
also the various output levels from each machine for 
a given magnetisation on a test cassette. Each deck 
was checked with a very high level recording to see 
if the replay amplifier could handle very high 
recording levels without developing additional 
distortion. We also measured the accuracy of the 
meters to see if the machines were correctly 
calibrated for replay gain, particularly when the 
machines incorporated Dolby circuitry. In general 
the replay calibrations were fairly accurate on steady 
tone, but on pre-recorded cassettes very 
considerable variations were noted.

We found that the accuracy with which the play
back head had been set up by the manufacturers 
was frequently not good enough with the result that 
some recorders might well not give a good high 
frequency response from the average prerecorded 
cassette. All the recorders were adjusted to standard
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the best choice...
Comet have been discounting Hi-Fi since 1968 and 
that makes us not only the biggest but one of the 

oldest-established discounters in the UK.
Goodmans, Akai, Wharfedale, Pioneer, Marantz, Leak 

and Sansui . .. these are only a few of the famous high fidelity names 
you'll find in our warehouses and shops. All available at discount 

prices and backed by the Comet Promise of 12 months' free 
service, including parts and labour.

As specialists in the Hi-Fi field we give you expert.on-the-spot 
advice - whether you need a budget-priced audio system, 

a super stereo installation or wall-to-wall quadraphonic sound. 
Remember you choose only from the best at Comet ... the 

company that's high on fidelity and low on price.

...that’s eo111rr

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
SCOTLAND: Dundee, Dunfermline, Edinburgh, Kilmarnock, Glasgow.

NORTHERN ENGLAND: Barnsley, Birkenhead; Blackburn, Bolton, Bradford, Bridlington. 
Burnley, Darlington, Dewsbury, Doncaster, Driffield, Goole, Grimsby, Halifax, 
Horsforth, Huddersfield, Hull, Jarrow, , 
Leeds, Liverpool, Newcastle, PontefraCt. 
Preston, Rochdale, Sheffield, Stockport, 
Stockton. Sunderland, Wakefield, 
Wigan, York.

MIDLANDS: Birmingham. Hanley, 
Leicester, Mansfield, Norwich. 
Nottingham/Derby, Shrewsbury, 
Willenhall, Wolverhampton.

LONDON: Hackbridge (Nr. Croydon), 
Hayes (Middlesex). Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Dagenham. Potters Bar.

SOUTH: Bournemouth, Brighton, 
Eastleigh, Ipswich, Oxford, Portsmouth, 
Reading, Rochester. Southend,

WALES AND SOUTH WEST: Bristol, 
Cardiff. Exeter, Gloucester, Newport. 
Plymouth, Torquay.

ECLIPSE DISCOUNT STORES:
Bristol. Cardiff, Dudley, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Harrogate. Manchester. 
Swansea. Willenhall.
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Playback circuits

azimuth and inaccurate manufacturers' settings are 
referred to in each review under 'azimuth'. Since the 
output level from the replay head is so very low, the 
amount of amplification necessary to increase the 
level is considerable. Some machines had much 
noisier replay amplifiers than others, the best being 
five times better than the worst, ie the background 
noise introduced by the replay amplifier measured 
1 /5th (-14dB) of that of the noisiest. The noise 
level was measured in two ways, flat from 20Hz to 
20kHz in which the main noise on most machines 
was caused by hum and low frequency rumble, and 
CCIR weighted, which applies equalisation to the 
measuring equipment to exaggerate noises which 
are subjectively more annoying to the human ear 
and which reduce noises which are far less 
approving. The response curve of the CCIR 
weighting filter used is shown in fig. 2. We 
measured the CCIR weighted noise for both 
channels and in ferric, ferrichrome (where 
applicable) and chromium equalisation positions and 
we checked the amount of noise reduction achieved 
in each case. The optimum reduction should be 
9.5kB but some machines did not achieve this. 
When ferrichrome or chormium cassettes are in use, 
most machines change equalisation on replay by 
approximately 4.5dB to reduce the audible hiss. 
Naturally we expected to see an improvement in 
replay noise of_this figure but alas severai machines 
hardly showed any improvement at all. It appears 
that insufficient care has been taken in some cases 
to design the replay amplifier circuits optimally and I 
was surprised to find that in many cases chromium

Fio.2

CCIR Filter

doixide equalisation was achieved by passively 
cutting high frequencies after the pre-amplifier in a 
network which reduced the level so much that an 
additional pre-amplifier was necessary to bring the 
level up again to that required to drive fully the 
Dolby circuitry. On some models this extra pre
amplifier introduced substantial noise. It would have 
been very much better to have incorporated 
switching in the head pre-amplifier itself to adjust 
the response appropriately without affecting gain at 
middle and low frequencies.

When the Philips system was first inaugurated the 
replay amplifier was designed to have a bass cut 
incorporated of some 3dB at 100Hz and 7dB at 
50Hz. This required an appropriate boost on record 
to give an overall flat response. This, of course, 
meant that at low frequencies distortion became 
apparent on loud passages of music containing a 
considerable proportion of low frequencies. It has 
now been agreed internationally that the bass cut 
designed into the replay circuit should be 3dB loss at 
50Hz and thus some 4dB less bass cut and therefore 
requiring less boost on record and hence lower bass 
distortion.

Most Japanese recorders have been made to the 
new standard, but unfortunately, a few machines 
still employ the old 1590 Us bass cut, and thus have 
more frequency distortion when recording. Since 
the new standard has been fully accepted by DIN, 
these manufacturers really should put into effect 
immediate modifications.

Most machines allow the meters to switch 
between record and playback and whereas on 
record the meters read the relative level being 
introduced to the record head driver circuit, some of 
them on replay read the actual output from the 
recorder after the replay gain control and thus the 
reading could be varied at will by adjusting replay 
gain. With these models it was not possible to read 
the absolute level on the tape and so in the 
laboratory we used external equipment for checking 
Dolby level.

Some of the noisier replay ampllfiers clearly had 
not been designed in such a way that the replay had 
matched the input of the amplifier for optimum 
noise performance. In some cases a machine 
showed a weighted noise figure better than it would 
have measured if the playback response had been 
equalised to be flat up to 14kHz or so rather than 
dropping at lOkHz. After much research, we
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Wow and flutter/Spooling and tape position indicators

decided to use Teac test cassettes rather than BASF 
ones, since we found that the latter seemed to have 
too much high frequency output on machines that 
had been very carefully set up from first principles in 
the laboratory. Out of six Teac test tapes five were 
within an exceptionally close tolerance and these 
were continually checked against our laboratory 
standard. It was necessary to azimuth every 
machine after checking its original state on delivery, 
so that all the machines were standardised to play 
back response tests, which included, naturally, 
frequency response and playback of a series of pre
recorded cassettes. We were pleased to see that the 
majority of machines had a very good playback 
response at the treble end, but unfortunately we 
noted considerable variations at the low frequency 

end. This made many pre-recorded cassettes sound 
boomy on some machines and light in bass on 
others and it was clear that not all pre-recorded tape 
duplicators had been standardised on the same play 
back equalisation.

Wow and flutter

When the tape passes from the left hand hub 
through the transport and round the capstan to the 
right hand hub its speed can be inaccurate in a 
continuous sense or more probably it may vary 
either rapidly or slowly. We measured the basic 
speed accuracy of each recorder to check that a pre
recorded cassette would play back at the correct 
pitch and we also measured the wow and flutter as a 
check on speed variations. Variations of up to a few 
cycles per second are terrried wow and are caused 

by either irregularities in tensioning or by an 
imperfect pressure idler wheel. This wheel holds the 
tape in contact with the capstan and it must rotate 
extemely smoothly and have a perfectly parallel 
surface pushing against the capstan. If its wheel is 
slightly askew, the tape will tend to ride up and 
down the capstan slightly and thus cause azimuth 
variations and phase jitter.

Flutter is usually caused by eccentricities in the 
tiny capstan that is turned by its motor. The capstan 
has to revolve at a constant speed and thus, with the 
help of the pressure idler wheel, pulls the tape 
across the heads. If the capstan itself has an 
irregular surface or has poor bearings, flutter will 

develop in the form of speed variations above 10 
times a second or so. These variations can cause a 

burbling effect on music and are particularly 
noticeable on woodwind instruments. We measured 
the wow and flutter with a DIN peak weighting 
meter three times each at the beginning, middle and 
end of a cassette and the figures quoted are the 
average of the nine readings taken. Machines having 

a wow figure higher than 0.15% would be audibly 
inferior to those significantly better. Machines better 

than 0.1 % are very good and I doubt whether on 
normal programmes any user would notice speed 
variations.

The speed accuracy was measured using a 
calibrated cassette having a tone of 3kHz recorded 

on it at precisely 1.7 /Sips. We were surprised to find 
that almost all the recorders tested were remarkably 
accurate and even musicians would be hard put to it 
to notice any pitch errors on pre-recorded cassettes, 
unless the cassettes themselves were at fault.

Spooling and tape position indicators

We measured the time taken to wind on and rewind 
a full cassette tape on each machine. Machines that 
spool too quickly are more likely to damage cassette 
tape than those which spool relatively slowly. 
However a machine which rewinds extremely slowly 
can be very irritating, particularly if one wants to 
spool back an entire cassette before replaying a 
recording. Since it is a matter of opinion about 
spooling time, it will be up to the user to select a 
compromise. Many machines had a memory 
spooling system incorporated, which allows a pre
selected point to be chosen for stopping the 
cassette automatically during spooling.

The logic circuits of the various machines tested 
operate in many different ways, for in some cases it 
is possible to go direct from play into wind and 
return, whereas on others it is necessary to stop the 
transport before re-commencing playback. Some 
machines had the useful facility of going straight to 
rewind from record or play back and whilst the 
machine was rewinding the tape remained in semi
contact with the head, allowing monitoring of the 
spooling. When the rewind button is released the 
tape then reverts to play back rather than record. On 
the other hand if the rewind button is depressed 
from stop the head is muted and it is necessary to 
press the stop button again before playing a tape. 
Some machines were able to play back in either 

direction (eg Uher CG 360). On one machine (Dual
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Noise reduction systems

C901) it was possible to record in either direction as 
well as play back and this is extremely useful. Note 
that some machines stop automatically when the 
tape has spooled to the end where as on others the 
motor is still engaged and harm could result if the 
machine was not switched to stop. The Wollensak 
decks used by NEAL could not be locked on to 
spool (though Wollensak's own machine did lock) 
and this could be a little tiresome if one wanted to 
spool back a complete C120 at the same time as 
serving drinks at a party.

Noise reduction systems
The first and by far the most successful noise 
reduction system so far to be developed for cassette 
was the Dolby B and its operation entails the 
boosting up of high frequencies at low levels on 
record and the reciprocal process of expanding them 
down again on replay together with tape hiss 
produced by the cassette recording. The frequency 
at which the boost comes in on record and cuts on 
replay varies with the actual level being recorded at 
any one moment, so that at very low levels 
frequencies above 2kHz are boosted by a full 10dB 
to be cut again on playback by a similar amount, 
thus restoring an overall flat response. The replay 
expansion should reduce tape hiss by approximately 
9.5dB overall as compared with the results obtained 
when the noise reduction system-was switched out. 
The Dolby B system at high levels marginally 
reduces high frequencies in an attempt to reduce 
tape saturation. There can be no doubt that this 
system transforms the cassette medium to a hi-fi 
one that is capable of giving results that are really 
superb. The very best machines that we tested gave 
results which were subjectively every bit as good as 
the average domestic reel to reel recorder (without 
Dolby) at 7Y.zops, but it is emphasised that the 
correct cassette tape must be used on each 
recorder. The Dolby system requires a signal to pass 
through the record Dolby at very close to the same 
level as it should replay through the system. To 
enable this to be set up and checked, Dolby 
Laboratories have defined a particular recording 
level at a frequency of 40 Hz as being 'Dolby level'. 
Some machines have their meters set up such that a 
Dolby level calibration tape, available as a 
Metrosound accessory, and actually prepared by the 
writer, should play oack at OdB whereas on other 

recorders the reading may be intended to be + 3dB. 
The calibration point on the meter should in any 
case be labelled and we noted any case be labelled 
and we noted any calibration errors present when 
both ferric and chromium tapes were in use. Most 
machines were very accurately calibrated on 
playback but on record some of the calibrations 
were many dB's out, despite the correct brand of 
cassette being used, as supplied by the 
manufacturer or importer. We did not re-calibrate 
the record section unless user operational controls 
were provided, since we felt that no normal user 
would be in a position to dig inside the electronics 
and correctly reset delicate potentiometers, let alone 
even find theml Dolby calibration has to be accurate 
to within ±2dB for the overall sound quality not to 
suffer degradation.

Any errors in record equalisation of either high 
frequency boost or cut will have the error 
exaggerated when the Dolby circuitry is operating. 
We have chosen to publish only a sample of overall 
response pen chart recordings and these were taken 
at a level of 24clB below Dolby level, at which level 
no tape compression should be noticeable at high 
frequencies. Unfortunately the size of this book 
does not permit all the pen charts and 
measurements to be included, but nevertheless any 
anomalies found receive comments in the relevant 
text.

Since the Dolby system boosts low level high 
frequency signals, but does not boost higher level 
signals to the same degree, any, continuous spurious 
high frequency signals present such as multiplex 
breakthrough from an FM tuner must be removed in 
the recorder before the complete signal is passed 
through the Dolby record circuit. All Dolby 
machines contain a multiplex filter and whereas 
some recorders have the filter permanently in circuit, 
others have a switch provided to switch out the fiiter 
when the recorder is used for recording programmes 
from sources other than tuners in which no 
spurious high frequency signals are present. Each 
filter was checked by recording a 1kHz tone some 
30dB below Dolby level and pulsing a 19kHz pilot 
tone at the same level on and off, whilst recording 
with the Dolby circuit operative. Almost all the 
recorders tested did not show any degradation of 
noise reduction action, although when the test was 
applied to the JVC recorders, employing the ANRS 
system, a considerable degradation was noticeable, 
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Distortion

which could reduce the available noise reduction of 
that system by MB or so if recordings were being 
made from a stereo tuner itself having inadequate 
multiplex filtering.

The ANRS system was compared with the Dolby 
system both on record and playback and whilst we 
consider that the two systems are fairly compatible, 
it certainly would not be true to say that they are 
fully compatible. It appears to us that the ANRS 
system does not have such a comprehensive control 
circuit as the Dolby and thus we found on subjective 
listening tests that Dolbied tapes reproduced 
through ANRS appeared to sound a little brittle and 
had too much high frequency energy. We also 
noticed an apparent expansion effect upwards of 
high energy high frequencies, which we can only 
describe as 'tufting'. Unfortunately this effect also 
includes an apparent increase of cassette noise 
audible from time to time behind the programme 
and we were hard put to it to reproduce the same 
effect with Dolby, which was therefore subjectively 
rather cleaner.

We also noticed similar effects when ANRS 
recordings were played back through the same 
system. We think it unfortunate that JVC, therefore, 
did not include Dolby on any machines reviewed and 
we are sorry to have to suggest that because of this, 
users may well favour machines incorporating Dolby 
rather than ANRS. This year's JVC models 
incorporating ANRS, and their new super ANRS 
system, show distinct improvements over last year's 
ones, and were found more compatible still with 
Dolby, and produced less 'tufting'. Subjectively 
results were only marginally inferior to Dolby B, the 
latter still however being preferred. See further 
comments in the conclusions section.

Philips introduced their own playback only noise 
reduction system some while ago before they 
ultimately were given a licence by Dolby, which now 
allows them to incorporate the full system in their 
recorders. The Philips system named DNL applies a 
fairly steep top cut below a pre-set dynamic level 
and whilst this will remove tape hiss on non-Dolbied 
cassettes, it also at the same time removes most of 
the higher harmonics of music present when 
instruments such as violins and guitars are playing 
quietly. It takes so much life out of a sound and in 
our opinion is in no way compatible with Dolby. It is 
useful, however, for removing hiss from very nni'>y 
cassettes if the reduction of extreme top in quiet 

passages is considered preferable to the hiss that 
would be audible without DNL. In all cases when 
DNL was switched in, the system worked as it was 
designed to but with the drawbacks already 
mentioned. We cannot see any real advantage 
purchasing a machine that has both DNL and Dolby 
over one having only the latter, although users who 
like to wear both a belt and braces may well find it an 
advantage very occasionally.

Distortion

We measured the third harmonic distortion 
produced on the tape of a frequency of 33 Hz at 
both Dolby level and 4dB above Dolby level. 
Measurements were taken for both stereo tracks 
and on all cassette tape types recommended for 
each machine ie, ferric, ferrichrome and chromium. 
Chromium tape almost always produced 
considerably more distortion at low and middle 
frequencies than the other types and in some cases 
the distortion at high levels was really alarming as 
will be seen in the tables for each of the machines. 
Almost always, though, chromium tape produced a 
cleaner high frequency sound quality at climaxes, 
since it will accept more energy at these frequencies 
than ferric tape. About 2 years ago ferrichrome 
cassettes became available which have a basic ferric 
oxide layer coated with an additional layer of 
chromium oxide on the surface. It can be said that 
ferrichrome cassettes can have the benefits of both 
ferric and chromium types, but the process of 
double coating is extremely critical.

Usually ferrichrome tape has sounded better than 
chromium on machines with appropriate switching, 
but in the meantime such major improvements have 
been introduced in ferric tapes that the difference 
between the latest high energy ferric tapes ^and 
ferrichrome types is becoming almost marginal. 
Please see the chapter on cassette tapes for further 
details. The best cassette recorders produced only 
0.6% harmonic distortion at Dolby level on 
Superferic tape as opposed to an average of 1.25% 
on older types. We noted 2% distortion on average 
for chromium tape at the same level. Therefore, 
although chromium tape, appropriately equalised on 
playback, sounds about 3.5dB quieter, the new 
ferric cassettes can accept a recording level at least 
4dB grAlltAr than chromium for the same overall 
distortion, although it is admitted that chromium is
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Overall signal to noise performance

still superior at vey high frequencies. Recorders 
fitted with equalisation and bias switches for 
ferrichrome will sound even better if they. are 
correctly set up.

Very few cassette recorders indeed have had their 
electronics and heads optimally designed for 
chromium tape, since it is exceptionally difficult to 
design a record head that will accept without 
distortion the very high record. and bias currents 
necessary to obtain optimum performance. Most 
machines considerably underbias chrome tape and a 
comparison of performances of this tape on 
some of the machines will prove interesting. By far 
the lowest distortion on pure chrome tape was 
measured on the Nakamichi 700, whereas some 
recorders were literally five times worsel If you wish 
to use chrome tape in addition to ferric and 
ferrichrome then note the distortion at 4dB above 
Dolby level of the machine that appeals to you and 
consider whether the quoted distortion is good 
enough.

In general, as the bias level through the record 
head is increased the distortion at middle 
frequencies fairly dramatically decreases but 
unfortunately at about the same rate that a 
deterioration of high frequency performance is 
noted. Bias setting is therefore a compromise 
between mid frequency distortion and high 
frequency 'squash'. By squash I am referring to the 
inability of the cassette tape to reproduce levels 
above a maximum at the same level as is put into the 
recorder. At recording levels below the 'squash 
point' level the frequency response of a cassette 
recorder should be substantially flat up to the 
frequency at which this squash is being measured. 
At higher levels higher frequencies will be reduced at 
a very high level. When the programme itself 
contains considerable high frequency energy, its 
high frequencies will therefore be squashed and 
their impact subsequently reduced. Listen carefully 
to this effect when trying a cassette recorder at a 
high level. Heavy brass instruments,. percussion 
instruments and vocalists can produce a rather nasty 
sound quality. In some cases, because of the 
amount of high frequency boost, applied in the 
recorder's recording amplifiers, the actual 
electronics themselves clip and this can produce an 
even more intolerable sound. It is better for the tape 
itself to limit high frequencies than for the 
electronics to do likewise by default, although some 

recorders do have pretty effective limiters built in 
which do not distort, good examples being those 
made by Sony.

To test the replay amplifiers we developed in our 
laboratory a special cassette recording containing a 
333Hz frequency, which reproduced at a level of 
6dB above Dolby level. The third harmonic 
distortion of this tone was approximately 3% but the 
second harmonic measured approximately 0.03%, 
since very great care had been taken to reduce the 
distortion to exceptionally low limits in our 
experimental recording amplifier. We noticed a 
considerable variation in the second harmonic 
distortion produced in the replay amplifiers of 
different machines and whilst we found none that 
created as much second harmonic distortion as 
would be present as 3rd harmonic on a tape, the 
measurement was an indicator to the competence of 
circuit design. We also checked. the machines that 
were able to monitor the input circuits on an output 
socket to see if any distortion was introduced before 
a programme entered the record amplifiers. Some 
pre-amplifiers had noticeable distortion, although in 
general the input pre-amp distortion was always 
pretty low.

Overall signal to noise performance

We measured the overall CCIR weighted signal to 
noise ration with respect to Dolby level as this is 
clearly defined in terms of magnetisation flux. The 
total dynamic range available on most programmes 
will be several dB's greater than the overall figures 
quoted and the useable range is giveri in dB's in a 
separate column computed from the SN ratio ref. 
DL and the distortion characteristics of the relevant 
tape at low, middle and high frequencies. The signal 
to noise ratio was measured with the record gain 
control set to minimum and as in practice users will 
of course have the record gain control set 
somewhere above minimum, so that an appropriate 
input programme will be recorded at the correct 
level, we also measured any additional noise 
produced by the recorder input pre-amplifier both on 
the DIN and phono-or auxiliary inputs. In some cases 
te DIN specified input level for testing degraded the 
overall noise produced, when chromium tape and 
Dolby circuitry was in use, by many dB's and thus 
the recorder's basic input sensitivites could not be 
used to the full without degradation of performance.
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Azimuth and phase jitter.

We noticed on many models that the so called line 
input, sometimes referred to as phono or auxiliary 
input, was attenuated severely by a high value series 
resistor, which fed into the DIN input amplifier. 
Levels normally encountered in practice connected 
to these inputs, therefore, required a very high 
setting of the record gain controls' to achieve 
optimum record level and considerable hiss resulted. 
The original sample of the Dual model C901,.in fact, 
produced 20dB of additional noise in this test and 
after Dual's attention was drawn to this problem 
their engineers in Germany visited us with a 
completely re-designed pre-amplifier which virtually 
eliminated the problem and stated that all future 
models would incorporate the inproved circuit. 
Many recorders had switches to select DIN or line 
inputs in each case working the pre-amplifier at 
optimum gain and thus reducing input noise to a 
minimum.

The microphone input noise was checked 
subjectively using typical microphones usually 
selected by the manufacturer, but sometimes by us 
as being appropriate for the recorder. The best 
machines had extremely low noise microphone pre
amplifiers but I am afraid that the worst either 
produced a.sound that we likened toNiagara Falls in 
the background or added an objectionable hum, 
which would most certainly disturb a user. It strikes 
me that some cassette recorder designers do not 
bother to listen adequately to their own products let 
alone compare their performances with those of 
equivalent-priced alternative brands. The 
publication of this book may well influence design in 
future to the ultimate benefit of users.

Whereas we found that the replay amplifier noise 
varied over a very considerable range from machine 
to machine, the overall noise in general varied over a 
considerably smaller range, with just a few 
exceptions. The margin between noise and 
distortion, though, is so critical thatmachines giving 
say 44dB S/N reference DL without noise reduction 
were subjectively much better than machines 
measuring only 4dB worse. Undoubtedly some of 
the difference was due to poor replay amplifier 
design {eg Teac 360) but in other cases the 
manufacturer had recommended either a noisy tape 
or one which ■ gave rather poor distortion on their 
machine {B& 0 Model 2200).

It might be said that we should have tested all the 
recorders with the same good brand of tape, but 

since this would have involved our spending several 
hours aligning each recorder to the chosen tape, 
which no normal consumer could do, we considered 
it fairer to test the recorders on the brands stipulated 
by the manufacturers, since we felt that in all 
probability the average user would do likewise. 
Unfortunately many machines could not 
accommodate ferrichrome tape, but you may find 
that you obtain significantly better results on this 
tape {Sony and Scotch classic) in the ferric or ferric 
high switched positions on your recorder. If you 
notice too much top, though, it shows that the bias 
level setting on your recorder is almost certainly not 
suitable without adjustment.

Azimuth and phase jitter

If a cassette recorder is to play back pre-recorded 
cassettes with the optimum high frequency 
performance, the playback head must be aligned so 
that the magnetic gap, which picks up the variations 
in magnetisation of the tape; is at exactly 90° to the 
direction of travel of the cass.ette tape. If it is tilted 
one way or the other so that it no longer remains 
vertical, {as seen directly from the front) a high 
frequency loss will become. apparent when playing 
back cassettes recorded correctly on other 
machines. This error would not, however, affect 
recordings made on the same machine, since they 
too would be incorrect but would play back with the 
same error and thus would be linear overall. The 
problem would be akin to a motor car having the 
back wheels turned slightly in one direction, so that 
by compensating the steering in the front, the car 
would still move in a given direction but skew, as it 
were, the limit of course being the car moving bodily 
sideways! The effect is similar to that employed by 
the term 'crabbing'. The replay head must thus be 
set by the manufacturers, so that its azimuth is 
standard and .any error in this setting will 
progressively degrade the reproduction of high 
frequencies of pre-recorded cassettes. The head 
must also be adjusted so that its height is correct 
for, if it is not, modulation appearing on the right 
channel of track 2 will become audible on the right 
channel of track 1 or vice versa.

We checked the crosstalk of all machines in this 
way and very few indeed were incorrect. We also 
measured crosstalk between left and right channels 
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Overall frequency response

of a single track and frequently this deteriorated at 
high and low frequencies. High frequency crosstalk 
is usually produced in the input and output circuitry 
and in particular actually across the pins of the DIN 
sockets. To reduce both crosstalk and feed back 
from the monitoring circuits to the input, the DIN 
specification states that the replay pins of a 5 pin 
DIN socket should be muted on record. Most 
machines made in Japan were not wired up in 
accordance with this recommendation and thus did 
not conform to DIN specifications. (Refer to 
'Interconnecting the recorder', which explains the 
problems in greater detail. l We measured crosstalk 
at three frequencies and usually found that although 
excellent measurements were produced by almost 
every machine at middle frequencies, considerable 
variations were found at low and high frequencies. 
Quite frankly, though, the L/R crosstalk on almost 
every machine was good enough for any normal 
programme source to be recorded without audible 
deterioration on playback in this respect.

Whilst some transports had an extremely even 
and accurate transfer of the tape from the left to the 
right side of the machine, others allowed the tape 
physically to move slightly either up and down the 
record/replay head or skew, so that the azimuth 
angle would be continually changing with respect to 
the edge of the tape. Moreover the tape/head 
contact was found rather imperfect occasionally. 
Any azimuth variations produced a change of 
relative phase between the two stereo tracks and 
where appropriate this was measured with a 
gain I phase meter, with its output connected to a 
DC micro-volt meter and a storage oscilloscope. 
Again. where appropriate short term variations were 
observed on the millivolt meter and long term 
variations across the screen of the oscilloscope, 
whose dot traversed slowly from left to right, tracing 
the long term variations of phase whilst drawing a 
line behind it each time it traversed the screen. A 
stability and dropout test was made by recording a 
10kHz tone on the left hand track and replaying it 
through equipment on to a pen chart recorder over a 
period of a minute or so. The pen chart recording 
showed us the short term variations in output and 
allowed us to check the dropout characteristics of 
each recorder. We picked the left hand track, since 
this was closest to the edge of the tape and is thus 
usually more critical. Again we carried out the test 
on the cassette tape recommended rather than a 

chosen tape for all machines for the same reason as 
was explained earlier.

Overall frequency response

The overall response of each recorder was 
measured, using the recommended tape types for 
each machine, on both tracks and with and without 
Dolby or ANRS processing. The synchronised pen 
charts were fairly difficult to obtain, since it was 
• necessary to record first a good frequency sweep 
from 20Hz to 20kHz on each track without dropouts 
and then play it back precisely in synchronisation 
with the frequency markings on the pen chart 
recorder paper. For this a B & K 2010 analyser, a 
4409 synchroniser and a 2307 chart recorder were 
used and the most important charts recorded are 
shown with each individual review. The range on the 
potentiometer used on the chart recorder was 25dB 
from top to bottom and thus boosts and cuts of up 
to 12dB from a central line are visible. Each major 
horizontal line represents 5dB change. Almost all 
recorders showed appreciable wiggles in the 
response below 200Hz and these are due to replay 
head characteristics. We fciund that some recorders 
had a response extending to well beyond 15kHz at 
the high frequency end, particularly on chrome tape, 
and we consider that recorders having such a 
response are not optimally designed, since very few 
signal sources have any significant output above 
15kHz anyway and not many users will be 
concerned with attempting to record frequencies 
not present on an input programme. Moreover, if a 
cassette recorder has a replay head with an 
extremely fine gap, necessary to give an extended 
treble response, the output from such a head at 
lower frequencies is less and thus such a recorder 
will tend to have more noise on playback. If the 
same fine gap replay head also serves as a record 
head, matters are even worse.since unless the head 
is superbly well designed gap saturation can occur 
and thus distort at a lower level than it might 
otherwise.

With modern electronics and cassette 
technology, the optimum overall response is 
probably flat to 12kHz and a few dB down at 15kHz, 
since this subjectively will sound clean and less noisy 
particularly to a younger listener who will hear very 
high frequency hiss very readily. Almost all 
machines have pretty flat input circuits but some
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Interconnecting the cassette recorder with external equipment

will show a severe high frequency loss when 
interconoected with DIN equipment (see later). In 
general the frequency response can be said to be 
good if the apparent boost or cut in the Dolbied 
state is within ±2dB at 10kHz with respect to the 
response at 333Hz. At the low frequency end 
variations of up to. ±2dB would in practice be 
almost unnoticeable especially since the noise 
reduction systems employed on cassette recorders 
do not exaggerate any errors at such low 
frequencies. Finally we checked the consistency of 
response between the two stereo tracks and, whilst 
a slight boost or fall off on any one track may not be 
serious, it would be more noticeable if on the 
alternate track the response measured in the 
opposite direction with respect to a flat one. If the 
left channel for example measured 3dB up at 10kHz 
and the right channel 3dB down in the Dolbied state, 
a shift to the left would become noticeable on 
sibilants of speech or singing or on high frequencies 
present at intermediate energies on a typical 
programme. Any relative inbalance of response 
receives comments in the text.

Interconnecting the cassette recorder 
with external equipment

The microphone input circuits, in addition to having 
different sensitivities from brand to brand, also have 
different input impedances. Many microphones are 
available in low, medium and high impedance 
versions. You should always be careful to select the 
right impedance microphone for the recorder in use. 
If a low impedance microphone is plugged into a 
high impedance input, there may be insufficient gain 
in the recorder to obtain full recording level from 
quiet speech. However, a high impedance 
microphone plugged into some low impedance 
inputs would also lose gain, and high frequencies as 
well. The optimum impedance input for a cassette 
recorder for most microphones available today (low 
impedance) is between 1(00 ohms and10,(00 ohms. 
A microphone is referred to as low impedance if it 
presents a source of 60) ohms or less to the input 
circuits of the microphone pre-amplifier. Some 
circuits are more noisy than others, and thus if you 
wish to record speech you should select a recorder 
which performed well in the subjective tests. If on 
the other hand you wish to record loud music, and 
with the microphones fairly close to the musicians, 

you should choose a recorder capable of 
withstanding high microphone levels. The average 
low impedance microphone will give an output of a 
few hundred microvolts on speech two feet away 
from the mic, but a pop group could produce an 
output from the same microphone some 40dB 
louder, ie of the order of several tens of mVs. Some 
of the recorders clipped at as low a level as 10mVs 
and would thus not be suitable for recording live 
music close to the microphone. This problem is a 
severe one and,it would be better for some of the 
more expensive cassette recorders to include a 
low/high mic, input gain switch.

Remember too that capacitor microphones and 
most electrets give a higher output than moving coil 
or ribbon types. If the recorder you select has a poor 
microphone input sensitivity, it will almost certainly 
be perfectly satisfactory with the more expensive 
electrets, for example, which in any case usually 
give better reproduction than the cheaper moving 
coil types, although it is stressed that an expensive 
moving coil microphone can be at least as good as 
even an expensive electret. The best microphone 
quality though will be found in genuine capacitor 
microphone types which need an appropriate power 
supply to power then.

The 5 pin DIN inputs should have an impedance 
as specified by the Deutsche Institute Norme (DIN) 
of between 1k ohm and 50k ohms. The optimum 
level for their operation is 1mV per k ohm of 
specified input impedance, thus a DIN input that we 
measured at 10k ohms impedance was tested at an 
input level of 10mVs. The DIN specification also 
states that an input level some 6dB higher than this 
should transfer through the system without 
distortion. Some machines only just had this 
overload margin and this is shown by the clipping 
level at which the input circuit distorts. 
Unfortunately this is not the entire problem, for too 
low a DIN input impedance can lead to noise 
problems developing whilst too high a one can lead 
to severe high frequency loss problems, especially if 
lengthy leads are used for interconnecting the 
equipment. To measure this effect we fed 470mVs 
through a 470k resistor right into the DIN input 
socket with an additional 250pF to earth to represent 
the capacity of a typical interconnecting cable. 
Recorders .having an imput impedance of higher 
than 20k ohms showed a progressively more serious 
high frequency loss In Lhe input circuit and in 
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particular the B &O model Beocord 2200 achieved 
the distinction of the highest HF loss in its input 
circuitry of any machine testeed (approximately 7dB 
at 10kHz). We were alarmed to find that this 
recorder, in addition to its 50k ohm input impedance 
on the DIN socket, also had a measured input 
capacitance in excess of 250pF without our extra 
capacitor being added. Thus a typical cable 
connected to this model would present a 
capacitance of 50pF to equipment feeding it, so 
causing the loss measured. The auxiliary input on 
this machine, however, had a compensation 
capacitor added to offset the problem and gave a 
fall off of only 1.5dB at 10kHz—far more tolerable.

Some machines had inadequate screening around 
the input circuits and hum induction became a 
problem, which receives comment in the text. We 
feel that many models need a major re-design in the 
input circuitry, so that they can be used without 
aggravation with virtually any input source normally 
met with when inter-connecting hi-fi equipment. If 
your amplifier or receiver is built to DIN 
specifications, it should be satisfactory simply to 
interconnect with a 1 metre 5 pole DIN plug on each 
end. If, however, it has a low source impedance 
tape recorder feed socket, it will be necessary to 
employ a lead having built-in resistors, so that the 
voltage fed from the amplifier is changed effectively 
into a current feed into the DIN socket on the 
recorder. Such leads are obtainable from well 
stocked hi-fi shops, although you may have some 
trouble in finding an assistant who can understand 
the interconnection problem! Always use the 'Radio' 
DIN socket for interconnection with DIN equipment, 
but use the phono/line in sockets if you can for 
interconnection with non DIN external equipment. 
Conversely never connect a DIN receiver or amplifier 
to the high impedance inputs of a cassette recorder, 
for such connection will give you serious high 
frequency loss, since both source and input 
impedances will be high and thus the capacity of the 
cable will reduce high frequencies severely. Do not 
forget also that connecting the phono outputs of an 
amplifier or receiver, not built to DIN spec., straight 
into the DIN sockets of many cassette recorders will 
produce overload distortion. In such cases always 
use an appropriate lead with built in resistors. Make 
sure that all interconnection leads have all the live 
wires separately screened. Two live wires inside a 
common screen, such as is used in balanced 

microphone cable, should never be used for feeding 
a stereo unbalanced signal, since crosstalk at high 
frequencies will result.

Earth looping can also be a problem. Always make 
sure that only one piece of equipment in the hi-fi set 
up is earthed to the mains, unless any particular 
piece of equipment's chassis is separated from the 
signal earth. It is best to earth the main amplifier or 
receiver and to connect the recorder to the mains 
with only two wires leaving free any earth wires 
provided. There is no harm, however, in attempting 
different earthing combinations, provided that at 
least one piece of equipment is always earthed to 
the mains for safety. You may even find that 
reversing the live and neutral of the mains to a two 
wire mains connected machine can reduce hum. In 
some cases you will have to place the cassette 
recorder at least a foot or so away from the receiver 
of amplifier, since any mains transformer in the latter 
can induce hum into the playback head or 
electronics of the recorder. We found several 
machines were susceptible to this.

I f your amplifier has a control to select the output 
level fed to the recorder, try varying this in 
conjunction with appropriately adjusting the 
recorder's record level controls to obtain optimum 
signal to noise ratio without distortion. The 
Armstrong tuner amplifier range for example has a 
pre-set to adjust this whereas the Leak 200 range 
has a switch which selects high or low source 
impedance and hence level into a DIN input. Having 
adjusted input levels do the same with your recorder 
on playback by adjusting the replay level control if 
fitted, so that a similar volume returns from the tape 
when you depress the tape monitor button. This will 
allow you to receive all input programmes at a 
similar tevel. Finally, unless your tuner has a superb 
multiplex filter incorporated in it, always use the 
multiplex filter in the cassette recorder if it can be 
switched in and out. If you do not switch in this 
filter, you might hear whistles and burbles on a 
cassette recording, produced by FM multiplex tones 
distorting and creating beats with the bias oscillator 
in the cassette recorder. These whistles should not, 
ofr course, be audible on the original broadcast, 
unless the tuner has a serious fault in its decoder.

Maintenance
A cassette recorder will not continue to give 
optimum performance unless you maintain it
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HIGHLY-RECOMMENDED
EQUIPMENT FOR THE

AUDIOPHILESERIOUS

ARMS: SME 3009 and 3009 S2; Grace G-707; Mayware Formula 4.

OUR ADDRESS:

OUR POLICY: We are not satisfied with a sale until our customer is: One 
week exchange facility; Credit card nonsense; Hire purchase facilities; 
generous part-exchange facilities; Home demonstrations; Delivery and 
installation available; Cash discounts available on certain equipment 
under certain conditions.

AMPLIFIERS: Nairn 120, 160 and 250 amplifiers utilizing the NAC 12 
preamp; Quad 33/405; Yamaha CA1000/ll. Yamaha B2/C2; Nakamichi 610 
and Amp (2x130 watts);The mighty Orpheus preamp and amplifier. Finally 
the Julius Futterman 80 watt valve amp. and now on show the amazing 
DB Systems preamplifier.

ACCESSORIES: Sheffield Records; HFS 75 75 and Shure Test Records; 
Pixall, Vac-0-Rec; Zerostat; KMAL Record Washing Facilities.

CASSETTE DECKS: Nakamichi OT 600, OT 700, TT 1000; Technics full 
range; Yamaha TC 800 GL, TC 511, TC 8000; JVC CD 1635/11. CD 1635.

TURNTABLES: Linn-Sondek LP-12. ton CQ-30; Yamaha YP511; Transcriptor 
Prisma; Harman-Kardon ST-7. On show: The ADC Accutrac for the 
ultimate in laziness.

CARTRIDGES: ADC XLM; Grace F8E, JVC X1; Stanton 681 EEE. For 
unsurpassed reproduction we have the following moving coil cartridges: 
Ortofon MC20; Supex SO 90 Super; Supex SD 901 (no transformer 
required); Fidelity Research. Transformers for the MC cartridges: Linn Pre
amp; Huntingdon Micro Amp; Supex Transformers; Fidelity Research 
tranformer. Incidentally the Nairn, Orpheus and Yamaha amplifiers have 
integrated moving coil inputs available. Coming soon: The unbelievable 
Nakamichi cartridge (both in performance and price)_

GUILDFORD HLFI
270 HIGH ST, GUILDFORD, SURREY Tel. 71534
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regularly. The most important requirement is to keep 
the tape path clean, and you should buy a 
recommended type of cassette head cleaner which 
will remove odd oxide particles from the head 
surfaces. It is important to clean very carefully both 
the capstan and idler wheel occasionally, and this is 
best done by using cotton buds as supplied by 
chemists for cleaning ears. Sometimes it will be 
necessary to use a solvent, and this should be 
chosen very carefully. Ordinary methylated and 
surgical spirits must not under any circumstances be 
used because they contain dissolved additives, 
including vegetable matter, pyridine and oils. 
Industrial methylated spirit is satisfactory in some 
cases, although chemists will not be prepared to 
supply it without a special licence. Some retailers 
stock special head cleaning fluids, but be careful 
that these do not affect the material from which the 
idler wheel is made, and also that they will not 
dissolve the glues used in joining some parts 
together. To obtain good advice on head cleaning, 
go to a reputable retailer or ask the 
manufacturer I importer.

If any of the volume controls start crackling after a 
while the machine will have to be serviced by a 
dealer, but make sure that he does not touch any of 
the basic electronics when changing a simple 
control if the machine. is workingwell in other ways.

Unfortunately the heads themselves will 
occasionally need replacement, for the tape will 
gradually wear the gap edges. A head change will 
become necessary either when a high frequency loss 
is noticeable on the same •type of tape that has 
previously given good response or when high 
frequencies start varying in intensity showing poor 
head to tape contact. A head change should only be 
done by a very competent dealer or better still by the 
manufacturer/importer. An unskilled engineer will 
be more likely to produce results which are worse 
than the original head and will probably not azimuth 
the new head correctly. Metrosound test cassettes 
are available now, and enthusiasts can check the 
replay performance of their recorders quite easily, 
provided that they have some form of external 
meter.

Your record/playback head should^ not normally 
require demagnetising and unless you have a very 
good reason for suspecting that the head has 
Qecome magnetised do not attempt to use a 
demagnetiser. In any case this operation should only 

be carried out by an experienced person as more 
harm than good can be done by an inexperienced 
operator. Never under any circumstances touch the 
front of the heads with a screwdriver or other sharp 
object; in fact do not even try to touch them with 
your finger as they may become tacky and attract 
particles of dust and oxide. Keep to.cotton buds and 
use a new one each time; even rags or 
handkerchiefs can cause damage.

Always keep your cassette tapes and the machine 
well away from direct sun or heat and store your 
cassettes in a relatively modest temperature in a 
place not subject to high humidity or rapid changes 
of temperature, to avoid print through and warp.

Finally if a dust cover is provided use it, and if one 
is not provided then cover the machine when not in 
use with a plastic sheet to keep dust out of the 
mechanism.
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Aiwa AD1250 Aiwa Sales and Services (UK) Ltd., 31-32 Westwood Park
Trading Estate, Acton, London W3. 01-993 1673.

The AD 1250 is the very latest addition to the bottom 
end of the Aiwa range, and whilst it has only very 
basic facilities, it is extremely well ergonomically 
designed and styled. A removable transparent tinted 
perspex cover, hinged at the back, exposes only the 
mechanical deck function controls when closed. 
These functions are virtually identical to those on 
the model 1300 and, as with other Aiwa decks, three 
positions of bias and equalisation are provided on 
two independent slide switches. Two record and 
two output faders are provided on the sloping top 
panel and above these, the two record meters are 
complemented by a peak reading light. Push 

• buttons reset the counter and switch Dolby noise 
reduction in and out. Mechanically, the deck worked 
well, and incorporates oil damped elevation when 
the eject button is depressed. This mechanism also 
automatically opens a shutter which slides back 
revealing the cassette. The cassette is automatically 
inserted into the correct location by pressing it on 
the platform and closing the shutter in what is one of 
the neatest decks in the survey.

The wow and flutter averaged 0.1% peak 
weighted DIN, and the speed accuracy was always 
within 0.5%. A C90 wound and rewound in just 
under 2 mins. Two microphone jacks and one stereo 
headphone jack are located at the front, whilst at the 
rear, phono line in and line out sockets are 
complimented by a 5 pole DIN socket which can 
either give a fixed output level or can be switched to 
vary with the replay level controls. The mains lead is 
colour coded two core. The microphone input 
impedance is 6.7k ohms, and was not particularly 
sensitive, so a stereo electret microphone is 
recommended. Its input clipped at 28mV which is 
adequate for normal requirements. the DIN input 
impedance of 2.5k ohms is rather on the low side, 
and 2dB noise degradation occurred from our 
standard DIN source. Sensitivity was adequate, and 
the input clipped at 28mV, the phono line input had 
70mV sensitivity into 84k ohms, and no clipping 
.Problems were experienced. No noise problems 
were encouRtered on this input. All the inputs feed 
on to the same record level faders. The VU meters 
gave average under-read performance on a 64m sec 
tone burst (-6.5dB). The peak light responded to 
an am sec tone burst.

Both ferric and chromium replay responses 
measured well, having the new bass time constant 
ot 3180u sec. Unfortunately, some hum w11s h11111ll 

on replay, the most noticeable component being at 
150Hz (-61dB, right channel), which was more 
audible than the 50Hz hum at -55dB right channel. 
The weighted replay noise on ferric averaged 
-51dB, but improved by 10dB with noise reduction. 
Chromium equalisation reduced the noise by a 
further 4dB.. Replay amplifier distortion was 
excellent, and the output clipping margin was 
considerably better than average. Pre-recorded 
cassettes replayed extremely well with well above 
average stability, and head/tape contact, and 
sounded clean and with a wide frequency response. 
The replay azimuth as supplied was very accurate. 
Replay Dolby level was very close on ferric tape, but 
the output was just slightly low when equalisation 
was switched to 70u sees (chrome, ferrichrome, 
etc). An output of 1V was achieved at Dolby level, 
whilst the headphone output gave 95mV into 8 
ohms, and this was not quite sufficient for driving 
headphones of normal sensitivity (60 ohm models 
unsuitable here).

The overall frequency responses were all very flat 
with Dolby out, and reasonably flat with processing 
switched in. The overall tape distortion figures 
measured very well on ferric and ferrichrome, and 
were better than average on chrome. At +4dB, 
ferrichrome gave only approximately 3% distortion. 
A/B Dolby levels were all quite consistent. A full 
10dB of noise reduction was achieved overall, and 
the noise levels were all significantly better than 
average (eg, ferrichrome -57dB with noise 
reduction). We noted an excellent distortion 
performance of the input amplifier, and this is most 
creditable. Both erasure and cross talk performance 
were excellent.

As it stands, this machine is clearly 
recommendable since it performed extremely well 
with just the exception of some replay hum. The 
modern styling is most attractive, and if you want a 
simple but effective recorder you should investigate 
this model. Aiwa, have now attended to the hum 
problem, and have shown us a sample of their latest 
production just before going to press, which 
showed they had completely cured that problem.



Aiwa AD1250

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................................... 43dB
Dolby Improvement.....................................................................   10dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)...................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement. .......... ..................................... .........9.25dB
ChromeAv. L + R DolbyOutlCCIR)........................................ 46.25dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation . ........ ................. 2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation. . . . ^ . ... OdB
Spooling Time. .......................................................................... 1m 56s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............. ........................... ............ ... 62.5dB
FeCR02/LN.....................................................................................68dB
Chrome........................................................................................... 65dB

TAPE USED
Ferric. . . , . ,_._,..... Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN......................................................................SonyFeCr02
Chrome.........................................................................................SonyCr

Recommended Retail Price............................................ £128.40 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................. 5°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................4MpV
Microphone Input Clipping..............................................................28mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 6.7K
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 490pV
DIN Input Clipping.......................................................................... .28mV
DIN Input Impedance Average........................................................2.5K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 71mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>lOV
Line Input Impedance Average ................•..............................................................84K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right .......................•.•.•...-0.75dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right........... ...................................-1dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/ 20 worst channel .......•.•.•.•.......................... 52dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out) .. . . ................................... 51.25dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................10.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).........................................  55.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average.............................................................0.1 %
Speed Average...............................................................................-0.2%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.......................................................... 6.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.7%
OverallFerricAv.L + Rat+4dB................................................. 4.1%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level............................... 0.9%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4dB...................................... 2.8%^
Overall Chrome Av.L+R at Dolby Level ....................................... 2.1%
Overall Chrome Av.L+R at +4dB.................................................. 5.8%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L + R.......................................................OdB
10kHzFeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv. L + R............................................ OdB
10kHz Chrome Dolby OutAv. L+R...................................................OdB

OVERALL DEVIATION l100Hz-12kHz)
Ref.333HzFerric .............................................•.•.•.............+0.5/-0dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN.................................  + 0/-1dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome.............................................................+0/-0.5dB
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Aiwa AD1300 Aiwa Sales and Services (UK) Ltd., 31-32 Westwood Park
Trading Estate, Acton, London W3. 01-993 1673.

Although a very simple machine, incoporating Dolby 
B, the Aiwa 1300 acquitted itself very well indeed 
with only minor criticisms when one relates cost to 
performance. Two )4" microphone jacks are 
provided with.an input sensitivity of 400uV for Dolby 
level, and clipping was reached at 23mV, the input 
impedance being about Bk ohms. The sensitivity 
was found a little too low for moving coil 
microphones and so the Sony electret was used, 
which gave recordings of high quality on chrome 
tape with low noise. A very slight hum was audible 
on overall recordings, but this did not detract from 
the fine quality. There are bias and equalisation 
switches for ferric, ferrichrome and chrome 
cassettes. The 5 pole DIN input/output socket had 
an identical input sensitivity and clipping margin to 
the microphone one, but the impedance measured 
lower at 3.3k ohms, and this is slightly below DIN 
specification for the given sensitivity although more 
than adequate. At the DIN test level, no noise 
degradation occurred, but slight degradation did 
occur on the line input from 100mV source. The line 
in phono sockets had a sensitivity of 70mV and an 
impedance of approximately 100k ohms and did not 
clip with very high input levels. The deck functions 
were similar to those of the BASF range and if the 
wind button is depressed whilst the cassette is 
playing back cueing results since the tape is held in 
contact with the replay head. The wind and rewind 
buttons in those circumstances become spring 
loaded but if depressed from stop they will lock. The 
VU meters under-read 5dB on a 64m sec burst, and 
are thus better than average, although no peak 
reading light is provided. The wow and flutter in 
general was good in relation to the price, averaging 
.12% although some cassettes might well give a 
degraded figure. Although the wow was only .11% 
at the beginning and end of a cassette, in the centre 
the figure rose to .15% and this is presumably due to 
insufficient tension on the capstan idler. In general, 
though, wow would only be heard on long sustained 
notes, very occasionally.

The replay performance was extremely good, the 
response being virtually flat on the left channel and 
showing a drop of only 1.5dB on the right, which 
would be practically inaudible. At the bass end,. 
however, the replay response started falling so that 
it became approximately -2.5dB at 50Hz, and 
whilst this is acceptable it alse showed up overall to 
produce a 3dl3 loss at 50H:z, on all tape types. The 

chrome response was virtually flat to 10kHz on both 
channels, quite remarkable. Pre-recorded cassettes 
sound magnificant with very good head to tape 
contact and the replay noise level was just 
marginally worse than average, although adequate.

The overall response on TDK SO ferric tape was 
quite unusually flat (see pen chart), and the 
distortion very low, particularly on the left channel. 
Although the overall weighted noise on ferric tape 
was below average, a reasonably wide dynamic 
range' could be recorded since there was only a 
slight increase of distortion above Dolby level, the 
left channel rising to 2.1% whilst the right increased 
to 3.8%, still fairly low for a 4dB level. The record 
quality was very. well liked although there was just a 
slight suspicion of azimuth wander. Better still was 
the performance on Sony ferrichrome with 
distortion at Dolby level being 0.5% on the left 
channel and 0.75% on the right, increasing to only 
1.3% and 2.4% respectively. Whilst the response at 
10kHz fell to -3dB on the left channel, it was flat on 
the right, and subjectively the sound was very good 
indeed, with a much lower noise level than ferric, 
measuring -46dB weighted, which improved a full 
10dB with Dolby, thus giving one of the best overall 
figures. Since very high levels recorded cleanly with 
low high frequency distortion, the dynamic range 
which could be recorded was very wide indeed. 
Chromium tape gave about the same extremely low 
noise overall, but had a slightly rising top at 10kHz 
and marginly more distortion, although considerably 
better than average, averaging 1.5% at Dolby level 
and 4% at + 4dB, a figure reached at Dolby level on 
many other machines. The replay azimuth on 
delivery was moderately well set at -25° at 3kHz, 
and no cross talk or erase problems were 
encountered.

Despite its very modest price, then, this machine 
performed very well and is thus clearly good value 
for money. Although very simple input gain contols 
are provided, it will probably be much easier to 
operate than many other machines especially since 
no serious problems of any kind arose.
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Aiwa AD1300

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)..................................................41dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby OutICCIRI...................................... 46dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................10dB
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................47dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................... .......... 9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation . ....................................................2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Spooling Time...........................................................................3m 11s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric............................................................................................... 60.5dB
FeCR02/LN........................................   68dB
Chrome.............................................................................................65dB

TAPEUSED
Ferric.......................................   TDKSD
FeCR02/LN..., ...................... .................................SONYFeCr02
Chrome........... .......................  TDKKr'

Recommended Retail Price  .............................. ... £144.36 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.............. ........................ 17*°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................400pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 23mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................................SK
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 400pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 23mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................3.4K
LineInput Sensitivity..........................................................................70mV
Line Input Clipping............................................................................ >10V
Line Input Impedance Average................................ ...................... 95K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... -1.75dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right.............................................-1dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................................0

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................... 46dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)....................................................49dB
Dolby Improvement. .  .................................................9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)............................................... 53dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.12%
Speed Average............................................................................... —0.1 %
Meters Under-read at 64ms........................................................... — 5d8

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input...................................................... 0.1 %
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at Dolby Level...........................................0.8%
OverallFerric Av.L + R at +4dB................................................. 2.9%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level................................0.6%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + R at + 4dB...................................... 1.8% •
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at Dolby Level...................................... 1.5%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at +4dB................................................. 4% •
OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R..............................................-0.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R........... ...................... — 1dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................................+1dB

OVERALL DEVIATION H00Hz-l2kHzl 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric......................... ................................ +0.5/ —0.75dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN...............................................  . +0.25/ — 1.5dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome.............................................................+ 1.25/-1dB

Aiwa AD130 : Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Aiwa AD130 : TDK SO Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Aiwa Sales and Services (UK) Lrd., 31-32 Westwood Park
Trading Estate, Acton, London W3. 01-993 1673.Aiwa AD1600

This model is one of several in the survey which is 
basically very well designed with no particular 
problem areas. The deck incorporates all the usual 
facilities-Dolby B processing, % " microphone jack 
inputs and DIN and line (phono) input and output 
sockets. A stereo headphone jack is also 
incorporated. Since there are no peak reading lights, 
users will have to rely on the rather average VU 
meters which under-read a 64m sec tone burst by 
6.5dB. The deck operated extremely well, was very 
simple to use, and was well liked. In particular, the 
wow and flutter figure, averaging 0.07%, is 
regarded as very good indeed. The stability was 
good, and the machine was delivered with fairly 
accurate azimuth setting. Pre-recorded cassettes 
played back quite well, and with reasonably 
extended response, which improved after slight 
resetting of the azimuth. The bass end was just a 
little light, and this needs improving. The replay 
response on both ferric and chromium measured 
reasonably flat at middle and high frequencies.

The microphone input had a sensitivity of 300uV, 
and an excellent clipping point of 40mV, so that an 
electret microphone would work very well with the 
recorder on even very loud sounds. However, only 
just enough gain is incorporated for speech, and so 
200 ohm moving coil microphones with their 
inherently low output would not be satisfactory for 
speech, although the same would not be true of 600 
ohm types. The DIN input gave some noise 
degradation (2.75dB), having a sensitivity slightly 
lower than that of the microphone, but an even 
better clipping margin (58mV) into an impedance of 
3.3k ohms. This might be usefully increased to 6.Sk 
ohms or so, although the DIN specification is just 
about met on sensitivity and easily met on clippihg. 
The phono inputs were high impedance, and 
presented no problems at all even at very high levels. 
They had a sensitivity of 90mV.

The overall distortion was low for both ferric and 
ferrichrome, but chrome tape was very average. At 
Dolby level ferric (Maxell UDXL) measured 
1%/0.6% rising to 3% average at +4dB, and Sony 
ferrichrome was very similar at Dolby level (1%), 
again rising to 3% at +4dB. Ferric tape had a slight 
high frequency boost, approximately 3dB up at 
10kHz, whereas ferrichrome measured very flat up 
to 10 kHz. The ferric treble rist gave a rather bright 
quality which was quite liked.

Sony chrome sounded rather poor. The distortion 

was not good at Dolby level, measuring 3%, and 
rising to an alarming 11% at +4dB. The sound 
quality was very scratchy, and distortion became 
quite apparent at high recording levels particularly at 
lower frequencies. A Sony stereo electret 
microphone gave very clean speech recordings, but 
considerable spitching was noticed when speech 
was reproduced on chrome tape. The ferric overall 
noise performance was excellent, as were the 
ferrichrome and chrome performances. Ferrichrome 
measured -57.5dB CCIR weighted noise (Dolby in) 
reference Dolby level, and since the overload 
performance was excellent, clearly gave the best 
overall performance. The availability of three bias 
and equalisation positions is indeed useful, and by 
varying these and using unconventional positions 
for ferrichrome the response can be reasonably 
optimised.

This present review is the result of re-testing a 
recent sample, and shows a considerably better 
alignment than the model originally reviewed in the 
first edition. It can now be recommended, although 
the DIN input noise degradation requires attention. 
Notwithstanding its good performance, the Aiwa 
AD 1^M would appear to be a better buy, although 
the AD 1 ^) still offers acceptable value for money.
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Aiwa AD1600

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L+R Dolby Out (CCIR)..................................................44dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................... ...................9.5dB
FeCR02/LNAv. L + R DoIbyOut(CCIR).......................................48dB
Dolby Improvement. . ... 9.5dB
ChromeAv. L + R DolbyOut(CCIR)....................................... 47.75dB
Dolby Improvement.....................................................................  8.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................2J5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.......................................................0.5d8
Spooling Time................................................................................. 2m 8s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric . .. ........................................................................ 64d8
FeCR02/LN..................................................................................... 68dB
Chrome............................. . ^ ,. ^ ... 63dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric...................................................................................Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN......................................................................SonyFeCr02
Chrome............. ...................................................................... Sony Cr

Recommended Retail Price............................................£196.59 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average......... ..................................17°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................300pV
Microphone Input Clipping.......................  40mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................................SK
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 430pV
DIN Input Clipping. .. .........  58mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................3.3K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 92mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................... 156K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................-1.8dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right ........ .................. -1.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................53dB
Ferric CCIR weightedWolby Out).............................................  52.75dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)........................................... 567SdB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.07%
Speed Average............................................................................... + 0.2%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................  675dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.21%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at Dolby Level...........................................0.7%
OverallFerricAv.L + Rat + 4d8.................................................. 3.3%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level................................... 1%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at +4dB........................................... 3%*
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 3.3%
OverallChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB............................................. 11.2%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... + 2.5dB
10kHzFeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv.L + R................................+0.25dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R  ...................................... +2dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref. 33HzFerric........................................................................+ 3/-OdB
Ref. 333HzFeCR02/LN ... :...................... +0.5/ -0.5dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome..............................................................+21 -0.5dB

Aiwa AD156: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Aiwa AD156: Maxell UDXL Dolby In
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Aiwa AD1800 Aiwa Sales and Services (UK) Ltd., 31-32 Westwood Park
Trading Estate, Acton, London W3. 01-993 1673.

A very recent design, this model incoporates Dolby 
B processing and a very high standard of 
mechanical and electrical performance. It also has 
one particularly interesting feature, a series of peak 
reading lights operating at various peak levels. The 
VU meters themselves were very average but the 

lights operating at Dolby level and +4dB allow very 
accurate record level setting, indicating even with an 
Sm sec burst, so transients will be accurately shown. 
The deck functions were very easy to operate. It was 
possible to go direct from play to rewind and hear 
the tape in this position. Two separate pairs of input 
faders are provided for microphone and line/DIN 
inputs, thus allowing mixing of microphone with 
either of the other inputs. The machine has a replay 
line out level control and unfortunately, the meters 
read the level after this control rather than before, so 
that intrinsic levels cannot be determined very 
easily. On record, though, no trouble was 
experienced.

The % " microphone input jacks presented a 
maximum sensitivity of 240uV which was adequate' 
for electret or capacitor microphones but not quite 

enough for recording distant speech with moving 
coil mics. The clipping margin was excellent at 
70mV and the impedance was 5.5k ohms. The DIN 
input unfortunately had a very poor range of input 
levels available, since the sensitivity, reasonable at 
300uV, and the impedance of 2.6k ohms (just a little 
low) were matched by a very poor clipping level of 
10mV. Although this is within DIN specification, 
there will undoubtedly be clipping problems if the 
DIN socket is used for connecting equipment having 
DIN sockets, but not designed precisely to DIN 
specification. The DIN input had an extremely low 
noise level, and strangely when a DIN plug was 
inserted into the socket the overall tape noise 
decreased very slightly which was rather puzzling 
but was confirmed by checking several times. The 
line input (phonos) had a sensitivity of 50mV with no 
noise degradation, and an excellent clipping margin.

The replay performance was very good indeed, all 
the responses being virtually flat to 10kHz, although 
the old bass time constant of 1590u sees was 
chosen. The replay noise figures were good, the 
chrome figure ref. Dolby level, with Dolby in, 
measuring -64dB. Pre-recorded cassettes replayed 
with excellent head to tape contact and good 
stability. Very noticeable was the consistently good 
azimuth when cassettes were replayed, although 

unfortunately on delivery the azimuth was found to 
be set incorrectly, some 100° out at 3kHz.

The overall sound quality was certainly in the top 
class of machines tested, for not only were the 
general distortion levels low on ferric and 
ferrichrome cassettes but the responses also were 
good. On ferric, for example, 10kHz measured only 
1.5dB down, on the left, and was virtually flat on the 
right, and subjectively tapes had a very wide overall 
response. The distortion, even at +4dB, measured 
only 2.7%, falling to 0.55% at Dolby level. Whilst 
the overall noise level on ferric tape was only 
average, the low distortion allowed a very wide 
dynamic range to be recorded. Ferrichrome usually 
produced an even better result having a distortion of 
only 1.9% at +4dB and yet 4.5dB quieter 

background than ferric. The pen charts show the 
good response overall, and ferrichrome tape on this 
machine produced an almost exceptional sound 
quality showing the cassette medium at its best. 
Chrome tape, although having a good overall 
response, had noticeably more distortion at 2.2% at 
Dolby level, rising to 6% at +4dB, with virtually the 
same overall noise as ferrichrome. Although the 
chromium tape produced very clean recordings at 
high frequencies distortion became apparent at high 
recording levels and thus chrome could not be 

recommended, since the ferrichrome performance 
was so superb. The machine also incorporated a 
useful user adjustable pre-set for biasing ferric tape, 
and so many different makes could be used with 
satisfactory results after adjustment.

It is felt that the machine can be strongly 
recommended, although the DIN input circuit could 
cause a problem to some users. The machine clearly 
shows significant technical improvements over 
machines produced a year or so ago and should give 
results which will be more than good enough for all 
normal domestic purposes.
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Aiwa AD1800

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI............................................42.5dB
Dolby Improvement.................................................... .. ...............9.75dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.............................................. 47dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................... 9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Spooling Time.........,................................................................... 2m 10s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric  ..................................................................................... 63dB
FeCR02/LN......................................................................................69dB
Chrome. ........•...•.••.•..•.... ....... ......... ^6^3. ^5^d^B

TAPEUSED
Ferric............................................................................................. TDKSD

’FeCR02/LN.. . , ............................................................SONY FeCr02
Chrome.................................................................................... 'TDKKR^

Recommended Retail Price............................................£233.66 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.......................................... 108°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................240pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 70mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................5.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................ .. ............. -300pV
DIN Input Clipping.................... ............. ......................................7.75mV

• DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................2.7K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................49mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>lOV
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................85K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right ................................... -1.75dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right. _ ............................... +0.25dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.................................... +0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................52dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)............................................... 50.5dB
Dolby Improvement.......................,...............................................10.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)................................................ 54dB

Wow and FlutterAverage..............................................................0.07%
Speed Average............................................................................... +0.2%
Meters Undenread at 64ms.............................................................—7dB

20 Hi SO 100 200 S00 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L+R at Dolby Level........................................... 0.5%
OverallFerric Av.L+R at +4d8..................................................2.7%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level.............................. 0.7%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at +4dB..................................... 1.9%*
OveraUChrome Av. L + R at Dolby Level........................................2.2%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at +4dB................................................ 6%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHzFerric Dolby Out Av.L + R.................................................-IdB
10kHzFeCR02/LN Dplby Out Av.L + R....................................+ldB
lOkHz ChromeDolby Out Av. L + R...............................................—3dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 300HzFerric.............................................................+0.5/ — 1.25dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN.......................................................+ 1 / -0.5dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome......................................  + 0.5/-5dB

Aiwa AD180: TDK SO Dolby In 
Aiwa AD180: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In

nb: 200B scale used fromlop to bottom
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Aiwa AD6300 Aiwa Sales and- Services (UK) Ltd., 31-32 Westwood
Park Trading Estate, Acton. London W3. 01-993 1673.

• A budget priced front loader, the AD 6300 has basic 
input facilities similar to their new model AD 1250 
with the exception that a mic DIN/line in switch is 
provided. The recorder is housed in an attractive 
metal case and has two mic jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack on the front, giving just adequate 
volume into 8 ohm headphones, and line in, line out 
and 5 pole D.IN sockets on the back for 
interconnection. An earth terminal complements the 
two core colour coded mains lead and a switch 
selects fixed or variable DIN output levels. The front 
loading mechanism has an oil damped release and 
inserting cassettes is very simple just requiring 
slotting and pushing home the inverted door. .The 
control buttons were easy to use and allowed 
switching directly from play into rewind (which 
provided cueing) or back again without using the 
stop button. Concentrically, mounted record level 
controls were very smooth and are complemented 
by a ganged replay level control. Separate three 
position bias and equalisation switches allow 
optimum choice of settings for most tapes whilst 
additional buttons control Dolby B switching and a 
tape counter reset.

The mic and DIN inputs appear to be in parallel, 
the mic input taking priority by auto switching. The 
sensitivity here was 380uV for Dolby level and whilst 
this is much more than necessary for the DIN input, 
it is not quite sufficient for use with some low output 
microphones. The input impedance is optimum for 
mic but too low for DIN, thus causing the all too 
common slight noise degradation on the DIN input 
from a typical DIN source. (2dB extra noise.) 
Clipping was at 33mV. The line input was 80k ohms 
with a sensitivity of 76mV and no clipping problems 
were noted, but the input circuit was just a little 
noisy at full sensitivity. The VU meters were average 
and the peak reading light came on at +6.5dB. The 
wow and flutter performance was average 
measuring 0.12% and the speed very slightly slow 
averaging -0.4%. Erase was excellent but crosstalk 
just reasonable with very slight breakthrough 
between reverse tracks (right channel) at 333Hz. A 
C90 wound from end to end in 1min 55sec. Replay 
azimuth was accurate.

Both ferric and chrome replay responses were 
very good and showed slight droops at very low and 
very high frequencies of a dB or so. Tape stability 
and jitter was average and gave just slightly hazy 
images in the centre. Replay noise levels were very 

good and particularly com.mendable was the low 
hum level. The full 10dB noise reduction was given 
on replay and also overall. Dolby level replayed very 
accurately and gave an output from the machine of 
1.1V. Replay distortion was very low and an 
exceptionally good clipping margin was available. 
The line out impedance measured 3.5k ohms. The 
input pre-amplifier also had a very good distortion 
performance, far better than average.

On ferric tape (Maxell UDXL) the overall response 
was extremely flat to 10kHz but showed a slight rise 
above this (Dolby out). With Dolby, a slight shelf 
rise was noticeable of 1.5dB at all high frequencies, 
showing a very slight Dolby situation error, but this 
is certainly better than an equivalent fall off. The 
third harmonic distortion of 333Hz at Dolby level 
measured 1% which rose to 3.5% at +4dB and this 
is considered good. Sony Ferrichrome showed a 
slight fall off at 10kHz (-1.5dB), but maintained this 
figure to 13kHz. This slight loss became exaggerated. 
a little with Dolby in and the pen charts showed 
slight dropouts which were confirmed in the 
listening tests (not serious). Distortion at Dolby level 
measured 1.1% and rose to 3% at +4dB, again 
good. Sony Chrome (Dolby out) gave a response 
extending to 12kHz within a dB or so, which only 
degraded by 0.75dB with Dolby switched in. At 
Dolby level 333Hz distortion measured 2.5% which 
rose to 6% at +4dB, once again showing the 
relatively poor performance of chrome tape. We 
would advise Aiwa to bias and equalise the chrome 
position for Maxell UDXL II or TDK SA, which 
would be much better. UDXL gave an overall CCIR 
weighted noise with Dolby in of -53.SdB reference 
Dolby level which improved to -58dB with Sony 
ferrichrome (excellent).

If you want a front loader at a budget price this 
machine can be recommended. Good value for 
money then, but flutter was just audible 
occasionally.
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Aiwa AD6300

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR).................................................. 43dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................... .......... 10.25dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR).................................47.75dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)............... ........................45.75dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................  10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation ........................................................... 2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation...................................................... 0.5dB
Spooling Time...............................................................................1m 55s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............. .. ............. .............................. ................................63.5dB
FeCR02/LN .  ................................................ .. ......................68.5dB
Chrome ....................., ............ ......... ^^4dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric................................................................................... Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN................................. .................................... Sony FeCr02
Chrome........................................................................................Sony Cr

Recommended Retail Price............................................£“1^41^77 + VAT '
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.............................................7°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................380pV
Microphone Input Clipping...........................................................33.5mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 2.4K
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 380pV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................33mV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................. ...........2.4K
Line Input Sensitivity........... ........................................................ 76mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................... .......................... 78K

REPLAYRESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.................................................-118
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...............................................-1dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................55dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)............................................. 51.75dB
Dolby Improvement...................................................................... 10.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)......................................... 55.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................... ..........................................0.12%
Speed Average......... , .. ........... ......... ............................. -0.4%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................6.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at Dolby Level.......................................... 0.9%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at + 4dB................................................... 3.7%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level................................1.1 %
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at +4dB.................................. .. 3.2%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at Dolby Level.....................................2.4%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at +4dB................................................6.7°%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... + 0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R...................................... -2dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R...........................................+ 0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric..................................................................+2/ -0.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN........................................................ +0/-2dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome....................................................................+1 I -OdB

Aiwa AD^: Maxell UDXL Dolby In
Aiwa AD^: Sony Cr Dolby In
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Aiwa Sales and Services (UK) Ltd., 31-32 Westwood Park
Trading Estate, Acton, London W3. 01-993 1673.

Aiwa AD6500

The Aiwa AD 650 is a. more expensive front loader 
with a few more facilities than the AD ^630. The 
loading mechanism literally grabs the cassette from 
your hand, and a small motor inserts it into position. 
Whilst this is fun, it is perhaps an unnecessary 
luxury, although it will impress friends! The deck 
controls are virtually identical with other Aiwa 
models, but an extra button is provided for opening 
the hatch it you are too weak to do it for yourself! 
Switches on the front operate Dolby, mic, DIN/line 
input and three positions of independent bias and 
equalisation switching. 5 pole DIN sockets on the 
front and back are complemented by mono mic 
jacks, a stereo headphone jack and line in and line 
out phono sockets. The machine is well styled and is 
housed in a completely metal case with a two core 
colour coded mains lead and earth terminal 
provided. Two large VU meters with presets for 
sensitivity are complemented by mono peak reading 

• lights indicating at Dolby level and +4dB 
respectively. The 5 pole DIN output can be switched 
to fixed or variable output levels for DIN 
compatibility.

Whilst earlier samples tested of this machine had 
only an average wow and flutter performance, Aiwa 
have improved the latest batch, the review sample 
averaging only 0.06% which is really remarkable. 
Speed stability was good maintaining at +0.5%. 
CM spooling averaged 2 mins 10 sees. Erasure and 
crosstalk performance was very good indeed. 
Replay azimuth was set reasonably accurately.

Dolby level replayed very accurately and the 
replay response was really excellent being virtually 
flat on both ferric and chrome tapes at 10kHz, the 

• new bass.3180uS time constant being incorporated. 
Replay noise levels all measured very well and 
showed a 10dB improvement with Dolby and a 
further 4dB with 70uS (chrome etc). Pre-recorded 
cassettes played back well but -overall some pulling 
to the right was noticed on chrome tape and also the 
tape/head contact was a little below average.

The overall response on ferric (Maxell UDXL) was 
very flat indeed to 14kHz but when Dolby was 
switched in very slight loss at 12kHz was penned. 
Nevertheless, this is regarded as very good. On 
Sony ferrichrome, however, the overall response 
was very poor, showing -BdB at 10kHz with Dolby 
switched in. This was confirmed by comments of 
"very muffled" in the subjective test. The chrome 
rAspnnsA was vAry onnrl AYtAnrlino tn inkHi nn hoth 

channels, showing slightly more loss on the right 
channel than the left. UDXL tape gave very low 
distortion at 0.6% at Dolby level which rose to 2.5% 
at +4dB (excellent). Ferrichrome measured about 
the same, but chrome measured 2.5% at Dolby level 
risingto7.5% at +4dB.

The mic and DIN inputs had approximately the 
same sensitivity of 330uV, clipping at 25mV. The 
mic input impedance at 7.5k ohms unfortunately fell 
to only 3.1k ohms on the DIN^ input, although this 
only resulted in 0.5dB noise degradation. The line 
input (150k) had MmV sensitivity and no noise 
problems were encountered. The line out 
impedance measured 3.3k which is very 
satisfactory. Only barely enough volume was 

.available into 8 ohm headphones and 60 ohm 
models will not be satisfactory here. The overall 
noise performance on ferric tape with Dolby 
measured -52.5dB CCIR weighted, which 
improved to -M.5dB on ferrichrome and -55.5dB 
on chrome. These figures are very good, but 
bettered by some machines. The distortion 
performance of the electronics is good throughout 
and although 1V is given for Dolby level on replay, 
clipping did not materialise until 5V was reached, 
which is reaHy excellent.

Although some of the measurements were very 
good indeed on this model, I could not raise any 
particular enthusiasm for it, particularly because the 
ferrichrome performance was so poor. Although it is 
a personal opinion, I feel that the mechanical 
gimmicks, including memory counter, are totally 
unnecessary and must contribute considerably to 
the higher cost over the model 6300. The machine is 
thus rather average value for money and can only be 
recommended if Aiwa take more trouble in the 
alignment of the ferrichrome .position of bias and 
equalisation switching. Not my favourite Aiwa 
product.
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Aiwa AD6500

OVERALL NOISE 
FerricAv. L + R DolbyOut(CCIR)............. ................................ 42.5dB
Dolby Improvement..................................................................... 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................. 47.25dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 9.25dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR) an45.75dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation..........................................................0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation....................................................  OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................2m 11s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric..................................................................................................64dB
FeCR02/LN...................................................................................... 69dB
Chrome........................................................................................... 62.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric........................................................................ .. Maxell UDXL
FeCRD2/LN........................................................................SonyFeCr02
Chrome......... ....................................................................Sony Cr02

Recommended Retail Price............................................ (2M.34 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................15°
Microphone Input Sensitivity an an an an -................................. 330pV
Microphone Input Clipping........... ............. ....................................25mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average..........................................7.3K
DIN Input Sensitivity.................................  330mV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................25mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.......................................................... 3.2K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 59mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average................ ............... ..................152K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................-0.8dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right................................................... OdB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right........... .. .....................+ 0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................52.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..................................................... 51dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)......................................... 55.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.06%
Speed Average................................................................................. +0.5%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................. 7.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input..................................................... 0.13%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.6%
OverallFerric Av.L + Rat+4dB..................................................!.&%•
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level............................... 0.7%
OverallFeCRO2/LNAv.L + Rat +4dB...................................... 2.2%^
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...................................... 2.4%
Overall ChromeAv.L + Rat +4dB............................................... 7.5%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L + R..............................................-0.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R........................................ -4dB
10kHzChromeDolbyOutAv.L + R............................................... -1dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 33HzFerric..................................................................+0.5/ -OdB
Ref.333HzFeCRO2/LN.........................................................+0/-5dB
Ref. 33Hz Chrome............................................................. +0/ -1.75dB.
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Rank Audio Products Ltd., PO Box 70, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 922.Akai GXC 3100

This fairly expensive machine would seem to be 
rather larger than necessary, considering its 
facilities. The usual microphone jacks, 5 pole DIN 
input/output socket and line in/out phones are 
provided. The record section incorporates a 
switchable limiter (which performed unsatisfactorily) 
as well as Dolby processing. Two VU meters are 
complemented by a mono peak light, indicating at 
+ 4.8dB ref Dolby level. Push buttons allow ferric, 
ferrichrome or chrome tapes to be used, and select 
Dolby in/out, mic, line or DIN line switching. Two 
large rotary record level controls placed some 25cm 
apart either side of the VU meters make it rather. 
difficult to adjust gain up and down equally. A line 
output stereo ganged control adjusted the output 
level from a maximum of 1V output.

Although the deck buttons provide play. into 
rewind and in to play again without using stop, if 
required, they were rather stiff in operation, and not 
much liked. The pause button was also stiff, 
although the eject button was easy to operate. A 
stereo headphone jack is provided giving a level of 
only 50mV for Dolby level, and this is neither 
adjustable nor loud enough for many purposes.

Wow and flutter measured 0.12%, and the speed 
was 1.2% fast. The spooling time at about 1min 
50sec was around average, while erasure was 
excellent. Crosstalk was average, but satisfactory.

Whilst the microphone input sensitivity was 
460uV (fairly insensitive), the DIN input required 
3.2mV for Dolby level, its input impedance being 
31.5k ohm, this being attenuated down to mic level 
internally. This impedance is on the high side, but 
the circuit induced slight noise degradation. The mic 
input impedance measured 4.5k ohms and clipping 
was reached at 91mV, which is excellent. DIN input 
clipping was at 560mV, which is surely unnecessarily 
good. The line input sensitivity measured 80mV into 
120k ohms, and again slight noise was introduced. 
This was almost certainly due to too much gain 
being present in the amplifier after the volume 
control. Unfortunately, this seems a typical Akai 
design problem, for it has previously been 
encountered on the 63008 reel to reel recorder.

The replay azimuth was found to be a little out, 
showing a phase error of 45° at 3kHz on our special 
azimuth test tape. Whilst the replay response was 
very good on ferric tape, showing just a slight bass 
roll off ref the new standard equalisation, chromium 
equalisation was totally wrong giving some 3dB too 

much treble overall. Thus, whilst the ferric replay 
noise was around average, chromium was below, 
showing almost no change. However Dolby noise 
reduction gave a full 10dB improvement. Very slight 
hum was audible on play back with the volume 
increased, but this would be almost unnoticeable 
normally. Tape stability seemed good, no problems 
being experienced. The replay amplifier had more 
than adequate clipping margin, and also relatively 
low distortion.

Fuji FL tape overall gave an excellent response 
with and without Dolby, and produced distortion of 
1.4% of 333Hz at Dolby level, rising to 6% at +4dB. 
Sony Ferrichrome gave an excellent response to 
14kHz with and without Dolby, which is most 
commendable, and the distortion too measured only 
0.75% at Dolby level, rising to only 2.5% at +4dB. 
Ferrichrome thus performed considerably better 
than ferric, but note the incorrect equalisation 
previously mentioned. Ferrichrome recordings 
however sounded very good, although a little more 
hissy than usual (overall noise with Dolby -54.SdB 
weighted ref Dolby level). BASF Chrome tape also 
gave an extremely good response to 13.5kHz but the 
distortion was somewhat higher at Dolby level 
(3.5%1 rising to an alarming 17% at +4dB. 
Chromium recordings, as would be expected, 
sounded very rough at high levels. Unfortunately, 
Akai have sacrificed distortion on chrome to 
frequency response, which makes it virtually 
unusable if clean recordings are attempted.

Whilst this machine has many good points, it 
would seem to be only rather average value for 
money in the light of its competition. The recorder 
will make a good clean recording on ferrichrome, 
and thus the machine can be recommended, but is 
clearly not one of the best buys. Akai must correct 
the 70u sec replay equalisation though, and they 
would be adivsed to re-adjust the machine for TDK 
SA or Maxell UDXL II, both of which would give 
superior results on the chrome position if presets 
were adjusted appropriately.
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Akai GXC 3100

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L+R DolbyOut(CCIRI...............................................43.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.75dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+ A Dolby Out ICCIRI................................. 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.75dB
Chrome Av.L + A Dolby Out ICCIAI...............................................46dB
Dolby Improvement..............................   10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation. ........ . ......... . :. 0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.......................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time. ............................................................................. Im 48s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.......................... ...................................................................... 62dB
FeCA02/LN.......................................................................................66dB
Chrome............................................................................................. 62dB

TAPE USED
Ferric......... 
FeCR02/LN
Chrome ...

................................................................................. Fujii FL
.................................................................... Sony FeCr02
.........................................................................BASFCr02

Recommended Retail Price
Normally substantiallydiscounted

£214.67 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................45°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .........................  460pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................91mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average .................................4.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................3.2mV
DIN Input Clipping............... ........................................... 555mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................31.5K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................83mV
Line Input Clipping...  >1OV
Line Input Impedance Average..........................................................122K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right................................................. OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right................................................... OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right......... ...........................-1.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel. ............................... 53.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOut)............................................... 51.5dB
Dolby Improvement.............. ....................................... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)............................................... 53dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................. ... .................... 0.12%
Speed Average :...............................................................................+1%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................-6dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input ... ..... ......... 0.2%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level ............ .........  ........ 1.4%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat + 4dB ... ................................5.9%"
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+R at Dolby Level................................0.8%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat +4dB...................................... 2.5%"
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 3.7%
OverallChromeAv.L+Rat +4dB............................................. 16.8%"

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOut Av.L+R............................................... -0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOut Av.L+R................................ +0.25dB
10kHz Chrome DolbyOut Av.L+R...................................................0dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric.............................................................+0.75/-1.5dB
Rei.333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................... +1/-0.5dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+ 0.5/-0.5dB nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Akai CS 7050 Rank Audio Products Ltd., PO Box 70, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex. 01-568 922 .

This reasonably priced front loader is housed in a 
wooden cabinet and incoporates jack sockets for 
mic in and stereo headphones (not loud enough 
even for 8 ohm models), line input and output 
phonos and a 5 pole DIN in/out socket. A switch on 
the rear selects phonos or DIN input, the 
microphone input overcoming .the latter when a plug 
is inserted. A two core mains lead (colour coded 
blue and black unfortunately) is not complemented 
by an earth terminal. Two separate large rotary 
record level controls provide independent 
adjustment for left and right. Two level meters in 
between them have a mono peak reading light. 
Separate push buttons are provided for operating a 
limiter, Dolby B circuitry and ferric, ferrichrome or 
chromium equalisation (nb. not separate switches 
for bias and equalisation since Akai hold the relevant 
patent allowing single button controls). The 
operational controls were well liked and it is possible 
to go from play direct into rewind and back into play 
again. The pause control does not snatch, but the 
loading was found a little inconvenient, two hands 
being necessary to extract a cassette quickly, 
although with practice one hand operation would be 
possible.

Mic and DIN sensitivities measured approximately 
265uV, clipping at 73mV and the input impedence 
measured 2.1k ohms. 3dB of noise degradation was 
noticed from a standard DIN source and 
unfortunately 1dB degradation was noticed on the 
line input from a 100mV source. The line in 
sensitivity of SOmV into 100k ohms is nevertheless 
adequate for all normal requirements and no clipping 
problem was noted here. The input pre-amplifier 
distortion was very low as was that of the replay 
electronics, which gave 550mV for Dolby level, but 
did not clip until 4.8V was reached on the 
monitoring circuit. Wow and flutter measured rather 
average at 0.13%, but the speed was extremely 
accurate. C90 spooling was very fast at 1min 10secs 
average. Erase and crosstalk performances were 
excellent.

The replay responses on ferric and chrome tape 
were excellent, but unfortunately, the recorder on 
delivery was as badly out of azimuth as we have yet 
known, and so pre-recorded cassettes originally 
sounded impossibly muffled. Our azimuth setting 
tape proved to be virtually 360° out by measurement 
and clearly the eng"ineer setting it up had not 
bothered to listen to itl The replay noise 

performance whilst being acceptable was bettered 
in hiss level by many other machines, but the hum 
performance was reasonable.

Fuji FL ferric cassettes gave an overall response 
with + 1dB to 10kHz with Dolby in and this is 
certainly creditable. The response extended fairly 
flat to 13kHz or so but began to fall off rapidly above 
this when Dolby was in use. On the left track, 
distortion at Dolby level reached 2.5% but was 
better on the right at 1.4%. At + 4dB distortion 
reached an alarming 10% on the left channel, which 
is frankly very poor on ferric tape. Subjectively, high 
frequencies showed noticeable" tape compression 
and some phase jitter was audible, as was some 
smudging of central images. Sony Ferrichrome gave 
a good response on the right channel, but on the left 
a noticeable boost occurred at 8kHz especially with 
Dolby (see pen chart). Distortion fared much better 
averaging only 0.6% at Dolby level rising to only 
1.4% on the right, but 2.5% on the left (still good). 
BASF chrome gave a very good response overall 
even with Dolby switched in. As expected, 
distortion of 333Hz was not too good measuring 
4.5% on the left track and reaching 12% at +4dB. 
Ferrichrome and chrome tapes both subjectively 
sounded as if high frequency compression was 
below par and the distortion was clearly audible at 
higher levels on chrome. Overall noise levels 
measured well, but Dolby noise reduction varied in 
effect from 8.5dB to 10dB improvement between 
channels and cassette types.

I am worried about the azimuth setting problem 
and the overall performance seemed rather variable 
on the different tape types. The machine is 
reasonably priced but overall was only a rather 
average performer. Heavy competition in its price 
bracket unfortunately must prevent a 
recommendation for purchase, but perhaps another 
sample would perform better and show more careful 
alignment.
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Akai CS 7050

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI............................................. 43.5dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................9.7SdB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..................................... 47dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................8.7MB
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI................................................48dB
Dolby Improvement ... ................................... 9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation..................................... .................2.7MB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ IdB
Spooling Time:.............................................................................1m 12s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric..............................................................................................61JSdB
FeCR02/LN...................................................................................68dB
Chrome......................................................................................... 63. MB

TAPE USED 
Ferric..........  ......... ............... . ...........Fuji FL
FeCR02/LN ...................................................Sony FeCr02
Chrome.................................................................................BASFCr02

Recommended Retail Price............................................E159.55+VAT
Normally substantially discounted

ReplayAzimuth Deviation trom Average...............................................
Microphone Input.Sensitivity..........................................................258pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 73mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 2.1 K
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 272pV
DIN Input Clipping............................. .............................................. 74mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................2JK
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................78mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >0V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................97K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................ +0.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................................OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel............... ............ 53dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)  ....... .............. 50.5dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted).........................................53.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.13%
Speed Average............................................................................... -0.2%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...............................................................-5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input......... .......................................... 0.05%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat Dolby Level............................................1.8%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB.................................................. 7.7%'
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + R at Dolby Level..............................0.6%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB.......................................1.8%'
Overall Chrome Av.L + R at Dolby Level  ................................3.2%
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat +4dB......... ...................................... 8.9%'

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R........................................................OdB
10kHz FeCRO2/LN DolbyOutAv. L + R................................+0.75dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R.........................................— 1.25dB

OVERALL DEVIATION'(100Hz--2kHz)
Ref. 333Hz Ferric....................................................................+ 1I — 0.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN.........................................................+ 2.5/ — 0dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome..............................................................+ 0.5/—1.5dB

Akai CS7ÍÂD: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Akai CS7758D: Fuji FL Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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BASF 8200 BASF UK Ltd., Knightsbridge House, 197 Knightsbridge, 
London SW7 1 SA. 01-637 8971.

The BASF 8030 is a very simple deck, incorporating 
Dolby B and DNL. It also includes a useful automatic 
gain control which overrides the position of the 
record level control when selected. DIN mic sockets 
are provided together with a s'pole DIN socket for 
record and playback and phono sockets for line in 
and line out. Neither 5 pole DIN nor line out sockets 
are live during recording, which is inconvenient; and 
whilst this is normal practice for a DIN socket, the 
phono sockets should have been permanently live. 
Mechanically, the deck performed quite well 
although the phase jitter was not as good as many, 
but the wow and flutter measured extremely well at 
.09%. This was a very good figure, as was the speed 
accuracy at only 0.15% fast. The deck functions 
were very easy to use, and conveniently it was 
possible to go from play or record in to wind and 
back to play again without using the stop button.

The ferric replay response was exemplary as far as 
BASF test cassettes go, but experiments have 
proved that almost certainly these are slightly up in 
top and so extreme top was probably marginally 
down although pre-recorded cassettes sounded very 
good indeed. The machine was delivered almost 
precisely in azimuth. The chromium dioxide 
response was clearly up in top by about 2dB and this 
was proved not only by the response measurements 
but by the replay weighted noise measurements 
which showed only 2%dB change. The replay noise 
was a little inferior on average but was adequate.

The overall frequency response on BASF Super 
LH was excellent and on chrome the response was 
also very good. The distortion on ferric tape was 
exceptionally low (onlY 0.45% at Dolby level, rising 
to only 1.3% at +4dB. This was confirmed by the 
excellent subjective quality and clarity of recordings 
made on Super LH. Chromium tape also sounded 
well and with a lower hiss level, but with noticeably 
more distortion, and the distortion measured 
markedly higher (3%) at Dolby level. Unfortunately, 
a slight hum was audible on replay which was 
especially noticeable in quiet passages when chrome 
tape was used. Inadequate smoothing of the power 
supply would seem to be the cause.

The microphone input had very low noise and 
worked well with good sensitivity. It was quite well 
designed as its input impedance was optimum at 
2.7k ohm, which was also the DIN input impedance. 
No clipping problems were noted on mic or DIN, but 
unfortunntely the line output was most 

unsatisfactory since quite severe noise degradation 
occurred with even medium level input signals. A 
100mV signal recorded showed 12dB more hiss 
overall than was present if the record level controls 
were reduced to minimum, and this design fault 
frankly is intolerable. BASF should have a switch 
selecting mic/DIN or line in which would obviate the 
problem. The VU meters were very average and 
under-read 7dB on a 04m sec pulse. Since there is 
no peak reading light users will have to be careful 
not to over record, although BASF Super LH on this 
machine accepted a high recording level without 
distortion and thus produced the very wide dynamic 
range, CCIR weighted, of approximately 65dB. 
Chrome tape did not give such a wide dynamic 
range since far less level could be recorded if 
distortion was to be avoided. Although no cross talk 
problems were noted, the erasure, whilst being 
adequate, was not quite as good as most, a figure of 
62dB being noted on the left channel when a high 
level recording was made on chrome tape.

Subjectively, then, the performance on ferric tape 
when the DIN input was used was very good, the 
chrome performance less good, but adequate, and 
the machine can be recommended. The DNL 
worked as well as could be expected but was not 
liked. Nor did we like the smoked plastic covers over 
the cassette well and counter. The former could, of 
course, be kept raised in order to see the cassette, 
but the latter made the figures annoyingly dim. It 
was felt that despite the generally good performance 
the price was rather high and would only prove good 
value for money if bought at a reasonable discount. 
Unfortunately, a retest was called for due to the 
chromium dioxide automatic switch being unreliable 
on the first sample, which also had a very poor high 
frequency response on chrome tape.
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BASF 8200

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L+R DolbyOutlCCIR)................................... .. ............ 43dB
Dolby Improvement...................................................................... 7.75dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R DolbyOutlCCTRl ......................................... -
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................
ChromeAv. L + A Dolby Out ICCIR)..............................................46dB
Dolby Improvement........... ...........................................................8.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation................................................ 13.5dB
Spooling Time........................ ...................................................... 2m12s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric.................................................... 63dB
FeCR02/LN.........................................................................................
Chrome ..... . ................................................................... ■. .. 61dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric..............................................................................BASF SUPER LH
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome................................................................................. BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price....................................... .... £180+VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. .............................. 0°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 170pV
Microphone Input Clipping . . ......... . . . . ..............58mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.........................................2.7K
DIN Input Sensitivity.................... ............................................. 170pV
DIN Input Dipping.............................................................................. 58mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................2.7K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................65mV
Line Input Dipping.............................................................................. >lOV
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................ >lOOK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.........................................-0.25dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right.......................................-1.25dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right...................................... + 2dB^

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel. ...... 47.5dB 
Ferric CCIR weighted IDolby Out)............................................. 48.75dB
Dolby Improvement...................... . ...... ,................lOdB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted) ......................... 51.5dB

Wow and Rutter Average............................................................... 0.09%
Speed Average............................................................................... + 0.2%
Meters Undenread at64ms. . .................. ....... -7dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input.............................................................
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.4%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat + 4dB.................................................. 1.3%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level......................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB....................... ..................
Overall Chrome Av. L+R at Dolby Level............................................3%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB.................... .. .................... 6.5%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................................0
lOkHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L+R............................................. —
lOkHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R....................................................... 0

OVERALLDEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 333Hz Ferric....................................
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN.......................
Ref. 333HzChrome................................

+ 0.75/-1.25dB
....................-/- 
. . + 0.5/-1.0dN

BASF ^: BASF Cr02 Dolby In
BASF ^: BASF Super LH Dolby In

nb: 2MB scale used from top to bottom 
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DuaJ C901 Audiodecks Ltd., PO Box 7, Sandbeck Way, Wetherby,
West Yorkshire, LS22 4YS. 0937 5477.

This machine offers the unique function of being 
able to record and play back in either direction, and 
is thus most useful for many applications, including 
rapid quality assessment and continuous 
background music. The first sample delivered had 
such serious input noise problems that a retest was 
called for before very much laboratory, testing was 
done, and so all the remarks and figures quoted are 
for the 'retest' machine. The input circuitry includes 
two sockets for Dual capacitor microphones with 
built in provision for powering, a 5 pole DIN socket 
and line in and line out sockets. Dolby B circuitry is 
included, and also an extremely effective automatic 
record gain control, which adjusts the- level to the 
loudest peak; backing down the gain after the peak 
to.preserye the correct dynamic range. It has an 
extremely long recovery time, apparently of several 
minutes. Both VU meters and a peak reading light 
are incorporated, the latter coming on when Dolby 
level is reached. The machine is well styled and 
typically German in appearance. It includes an 
automatic chromium- bias and equalisation switch, 
which tended to be unreliable on all the machines 
tested, despite a factory modification to try to 
improve it. The peak reading light did not respond to 
short duration peaks, but the VU meters had 
considerably better than average ballistics, under
reading only 4dB with a 64m sec pulse. Although in 
general the recorder was liked, the overall and replay 
noise measurements were average, and these were 
confirmed in the subjective listening tests.

The •replay response had the correct bass time, 
constant, but slight treble boost was noticed at 
10kHz on both ferric and chrome tape 
(approximately 2dB). This boost emphasises the 
replay noise, and if the manufacturers reduced it a 
little the general noise performance would, of 
course, improve by about 2dB. Pre-recorded 
cassettes played back extremely well with pretty 
good stability and excellent response, although the 
high frequency end was clearly just a little 
predominant. On delivery, the- replay azimuth was 
accurate. The wow and flutter measured an average 
of .08%, and the speed stability 0.25%, both 
considered very good.

Somewhat horrifying though, was the overall 
distortion measured on both BASF ordinary LH and 
chrome cassettes, the exceptionally high figure of 
4.5% being noted for the former and 5% for the 
latter at Dolby level. Both these figures rose to10% 

when the input level was increased by 4dB. This 
unfortunately was confirmed by the excruciating 
distortion audible when high recording levels were 
attempted in the subjective tests. In other respects 
though, the sound quality was liked, and on ferric 
tape in particular the response was very flat, 
although on chromium a slight treble rise was noted. 
At the Laboratory's suggestion the manufacturer 
agreed to a further retest on BASF Super LH tape. 
The results immediately dramatically improved; for 
the average distortion at Dolby level became only 
1 % instead of 4.5%, but on the other hand there 
was a noticeable treble rise. The response was 
flattened again by increasing bias, thus transforming 
the entire machine into one that could be 
recommended but only for its performance on ferric 
tape. Dual have now agreed to bias all machines 
coming into this countryfor BASF Super LH as from 
October 1, 1975. If you are considering this 
machine, you should insist on your dealer setting up 
for super ferric tape, and check that the overall 
response sounds even rather than toppy. Although 
the left/right crosstalk was adequate, some trouble 
was experienced between the two tracks, and Dual 
will have to improve the breakthrough, for on the 
machine tested the programme on the opposite 
track to that being monitored became just 
perceptible in quiet passages. It is presumed that 
slight breakthrough exists in the track change 
switching.

The redesigned input circuity performed 
extremely well on the DIN and line inputs, but slight 
overload might occur when recording loud 
instruments because the microphone's clipping 
margin measured only 23mV, and capacitor 
microphones normally: give a much higher output 
than moving coil ones. Dual have obviously 
designed a very good basic machine, but they 
should appreciate that on the production line more 
rapid changes are necessary to keep up with 
improvements in technology.

With the cautions pointed out, This machine 
seems good value for money.
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Dual C901

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRl.................................................. 42dB
DolbyImprovement. ........... ........ 9^5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out(CCIR)............................................ -
Dolbylmprovement.............................................................................
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRl......................................... 46.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation......................................  OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation.  ....................................... .............1dB
Spooling Time. ............. .....................................................1m 16s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..............................................................................................56.5dB*
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome............................................................................................. 60dB

TAPE USED
Ferric............................................................................................BASFLH
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................................... -
Chrome..........................................  BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price 
Not normallydiscounted

£233.47 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. ...... 12°—3°—
Microphone Input Sensitivity .........................255pV
Microphone Input Clipping ............................................................23mV
Microphcne Input Impedance Average.......................................... >1OOK
DIN Input Sensitivity ...................................................................... 2.6mV
DIN Input Clipping............................................................................232mV
DIN Input Impedance Average ........................................................... 18K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................31mV
Line Input Clipping............................................................................2.75V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................>100K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...............................  OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right............................................. +2dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.......................................+ 4dB*

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channei........................................ 43dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)............................................... 46.5dB
Dolby Improvement.............  ............. ...... ............10.OdB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).................................................50dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.08%
Speed Average...................................................... ........................ -0.3%
Meters Undersread at 64ms............................................................... 4dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input................................................ -
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................4.5%*
Overall Ferric Av. L +R at + 4d8.................................................10%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level ....................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat + 4dB.
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat Dolby Level.....................................5.6%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB............................................ 10% •
OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerricDolby0utAv.L + R............................................... + 1dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L+R.............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolpy OutAv.L+ R.................................................OdB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(00Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 333Hz Ferric................................................................. + 1.0/-2.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................................-/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome.............................................................+ 0.5/-3.0dB

Dual C901: BASF LH Dolby In
Dual C901: BASF FeCr02 Dolby Out
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Harman Kardon 2000 Tannoy Prbducts Ltd., St. John's Road, Tylers Green, High 
Wycombe, Bucks. HPlOBHR.049481 5221.

This American machine is housed in a metal case 
and has high and low level phono inputs in addition 
to the usual % " mic jack sockets. No DIN socket is 
provided. Separate left and right input and output 
faders are incorporated and the mic input circuit has 
a separate gain control on the input which allows a 
form of mic/line mixing. Unfortunately, the circuitry 
results in an attenuation of mic signal and thus a 
little more noise than usual might be audible if 
normal moving coil microphones are used. The 
microphone input is very sensitive, only 190uV being 
required for Dolby level, and clipping is virtually 
infinite, since the microphone pots can be turned 
down to zero. The input impedance here varies from 
90 ohms to 1.4k ohms with the input control flat 
out, but at 6dB down the impedance rises to around 
6k ohms. The phono input sensitivities are 39mV 
and 285mV respectively into 28 and 45k ohms 
respectively. The phono output impedance is 1k 
ohm/ and the stereo headphone socket provides 
320mV into 8 ohms, which is most commendable, 
giving more than enough volume for all 
requirements.

Lever switches operate Dolby, multiplex, tape 
type (ferric or chrome) and memory spooling 
functions. The level meters read programme peaks 
very successfully and this is most commendable, but 
a peak reading light is also provided. Wow and 
flutter measured incredibly low at 0.05% (best in the 
survey). Speed is variable (user preset .±20% !) but 
as delivered, was 0.7% fast. Erasure was reasonably 
good and crosstalk satisfactory, although slight low 
frequency breakthrough between the two right 
tracks was noticed. C90 spooling was achieved in 
1min 45sec. Replay azimuth was very accurately set. 
Record and replay Dolby calibrated levels are user 
adjustable and Dolby tone oscillator is included for 
this. A maximum line out level of 1.BV is available for 
Dolby level and clipping is reached at 4.6V. Replay 
response was very good, but showed a very slight 
droop at 10kHz on our test tape. Replay amplifier 
hiss levels were all very good indeed and showed a 
10dB improvement with Dolby and 4dB on chrome. 
Very slight hum was noticed on the right channel 
but this was not serious. Replay and general 
electronics distortion were about average. Stability 
and head/tape contact were both good.

Unfortunately, some response anomalies were 
noticed on the tape types sent to us by the 
importers. Ferric UdxL gave a just adequate 

response, being -3dB at 10kHz without Dolby, but 
-5.5dB with noise reduction. Thus recordings 
sounded a little dull. Memorex chrome also had a 
similar HF roll off. A second sample was examined 
and this proved to have a presence boost of some 
4dB at 2.5kHz with noise reduction in. Possibly, 
difference in batches of tape might be responsible 
for these responses anomalies, but I rather think that 
more care is required in setting up. Both samples. 
checked had very low distortion on UDXL at Dolby 
level rising to 2.7% at +4dB, which is still very 
reasonable. Memorex Chrome however produced 
2.5% at Dolby level rising to 8.5% at +4dB. This 
distortion sounded dreadful subjectively and I 
suggest that the factory should consider rebiasing 
etc for UDXL II or TDK SA in future. The overall 
noise performance was excellent and showed an 
average of 9.5d8 noise improvement with Dolby. 
Chrome for example , measured -58.5dB CCIR 
weighted ref Dolby level.

Mechanically, the deck was easy to use and was 
very well liked and the machine's potential 
performance is really excellent. It can be 
recommended, but do try a frequency response check 
before purchase to make sure that 10kHz and higher 
frequencies are both clean and flat. Harman Kardon 
inform us that they are improving the replay 
electronics to reduce some slight second harmonic 
distortion found, and have taken our criticisms of 
response very much to heart. In the circumstances, I 
feel this model is relatively good value for money, 
providing you want its specialised features, 
including the mixing in of mic with a line input, the 
Dolby level calibration facilities and the absence of a 
DIN socket which 1 personally find refreshing I Again 
I must commend its superb metering system.
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Harman Kardon 2000

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L+RDolbyOut ICCIRI ............................. •.•................. 43.5dB
DolbyImprovement ...............................  , , , ....... , ,,. , , ........... 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+RDolbyOut ICCIR) ...................... , ...........................-
DolbyImprovement .............................................•.............•................................-
ChromeAv.L+RDolbyOutlCCIRI ...........................•..................48.75dB
DolbyImprovement ....................................•........................................................9.5d8

DIN Input NoiseDegradation .......•.•..........................•.•.......................................-

Line Input NoiseDegradation ..................•................ •....................................0.5dB
Spooling Time .........................................•...•.............•..........................1m 46s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric .................................................•.•...................•.•.................................65dB
FeCR02/LN .............................•.•...................•.•.•.............•................................-

Chrome ................•.•...................•...•..........................•................... , ..... 66dB

TAPE USED
Ferric ....................•.•.•..........................•.•...................•....................Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN ........................................•.•....................................................................-

Chrome......... , ................................................................ Memorex Cr02

Recommended Retail Price
Not normally discounted

£22 .22+ VAT

ReplayAzimuth Deviation from Average ............................................  0°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................H90lpV
Microphone Input Clipping ......................................•.•............................>10V
Microphone Input Impedance Average ........................................3.5K*
DIN Input Sensitivity................................................................................-
DIN Input Clipping..................................................................................-
DIN Input Impedance Average.............................................................. —
Line Input S:nsitivity................................................................39-280mV
Line Input Clipping............................................................................. >10V
Line lnput lmpedanceAverage .....................................................28-45K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63HzAverage Left and Right ....... , ..., , • , , , • ,,..+ 0.2 5dB
Ferric 10kHzAverage Left and Right . , , .., .................•....................-1.5dB
Chrome 10kHzAverage Leftand Right .........•.•.......................................-1dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20worst channel...........•.•.................................55.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !DolbyOut) , , , , , , .., , •.•, ..,.........  53.5dB
DolbyImprovement ........................................................•.......................10dB
ChromeDolbyOut ICCIR weightedI .......•..........................•.•.............57.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average ........................................•.•.......................0.05%
Speed Average .............................•..........................•.•.•....................... + 0.9%*
Meters Under-read at 64ms .......•.•.................................•...•............. + 0.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolbylevel monitoring input ....................•.•.•.•.•....................0.08%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at Dolby Level........................................ 0.5%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at +4dB.................................................2.7%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level......................................-
Overall FeCR02/ LN Av.L + R at +4dB.............................................. -
Overall Chrome Av. L+R at Dolby Level....................................2.5%
Overall Chrome Av. L+R at +4dB...............................................8.4%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerricDolbyDut Av.L+R .......................•.•.•...................+0.5dB
10kHzFeCR02/LNDolbyOut Av.L+R .............................................. -
10kHzChromeDolbyOut Av.L+R .,,,,.,.,., •., ...,.,+ 2.5dB

OVERALLDEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref.333HzFerric.............................................................. +21 -1.0dB*
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN.................................................................. -/-
Ref.333HZChrome............................................................ +3^5/-1dB

Harman Kardon 200 : Maxell UDXL Dolby In
Harman Kardon 200 : Memorex Cr02 Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road,
Hayes, Middlesex. 01-8488787.Hitachi D275P f

Despite its modest price, both Dolby B and the 
Philips DNL noise reduction system are 
incorporated. Push buttons also control a memory 
counter, ferric/chrome bias and equalisation 
(combined switch) and line in/mixing. Two average 
record level meters are not provided with a peak 
reading light. Two record level and two replay level 
faders are provided for left and right respectively. 
Deck functions permit transfer from play into rewind 
but not back again unless stop is depressed first. 
The machine was easy to load and eject and a pause 
button is fitted.

Both the microphone inputs and the headphone 
output were unfortunately on DIN sockets and this 
is extremely annoying in,the UK, although probably 
more convenient for the rest of Europe. No 
headphone plug was supplied. Phono line in/out 
sockets and a 5 pole DIN one are mounted on the 
rear and a three core mains lead is provided. The 
microphone input sensitivity measured 460uV into 
2.Sk ohms. The DIN input sensitivity was 06uV into 
8.9k ohms. The line input sensitivity measured 74mV 
into 166k ohms. The mixing switch retains the line 
input permanently live, but switches the microphone 
input on and off and this seems rather pointless, and 
could be better engineered. Dolby level gave a 
maximum output of 1V from a very low source 
impedance. No distortion problems were noted in 
the electronics. We all found it extremely tiresome 
that neither the output phonos nor output pins on 
the DIN socket were live whilst recording and 
although it is usual for the DIN socket to be muted, 
replay phonos should always be live in my opinion.

Wow and flutter averaged at 0.09% and the speed 
at 0.85% slow. A C90 spooled in 2min 15sec. Two 
samples were tested, since response anomalies 
existed in the first one and the erase head was 
slightly incorrectly set producing cyclic non-erasure 
on BASF chrome but at best was satisfactory. The 
second sample was better here. Crosstalk was rather 
poor (-26dB at 33Hzl between left and right 
channels, but very good between the two 
directions.

Replay azimuth . as delivered was reasonably 
accurate, but whilst the replay response was 
excellent at high frequencies, the bass end proved to 
have the old time constant, which must be updated, 
and many prerecorded cassettes will sound bass 
light. Unfortunately, some replay hum was notiood 
on the left channel and the replay hiss levels were 

slightly inferior to average (ferric measured 
-50.MB weighted ref Dolby level without noise 
reduction). Dolby gave 10dB improvement and 
chrome an extra 4dB. DNL noise reduction 
produced an average of 7dB improvement for ferric, a 
but, as explained in the introduction, is strongly 
disliked by the writer and is not compatible with 
Dolby anyway. The hum problem is particularly t 
strange because of the extra bass cut incorporated ..

in the old equalisation circuit employed.
Tape/head contact was good, but we noticed 

subjectively that sibilants and transients leapt 
around from left to right for some inexplicable 
reason, producing almost a moog synthesiser effect, 
which might be exciting to some, but wrong for mel 
The second sample, tested on Hitachi UD, showed a 
slight rise at 2kHz, but was flat at 12kHz even with , 
Dolby in on the left channel, but 2.5dB up on the 
right at 12kHz. 333Hz distortion measured 0.9% at 
Dolby level and rose to 3.5% at +4dB. The overall 
weighted noise level with Dolby measured -53.5dB 
ref Dolby level which is excellent. BASF chrome 
gave 2.7% distortion of 333Hz at Dolby level but 
rose to 8% at +4dB. With Dolby out the response 
wavers between flat and -2dB up to 14kHz on the 
left and from + 1dB to -1.5dB to 14kHz on.the right 
and was thus good. With Dolby in, however, a 4dB 
dip was noticed on the right channel at 4kHz, 
showing a Dolby record calibration error. The 
subjective quality on chrome was very poor.

The awkward input and output facilities and 
general performance problems do not allow this 
machine to be recommended. There are so many 
better machines at the same price. It was extremely 
difficult to measure and proved to have too many 
problems.
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Hitachi 02750

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R DolbyOut(CCIRI.......................................... 43.7MB
DolbyImprovement...................................................................... 9.MB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R DolbyOut(CCIRI....................................
DolbyImprovement.............................................................................. —
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.......................................46.7MB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 8.7MB

•01N Input Noise Degradation............................................................OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation..................................................... 0.7MB
Spooling Time...............................................................................2m 15s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric..............................................................................................63.MB
FeCR02/LN . 
Chrome......................................................................................... 62.MB

TAPE USED 
Ferric....................................................................................... Hitachi VD
FeCR02/LN........................................................................................... -
Chrome.................................................................................BASFCr02

Recommended Retail Price
Occasionally discounted

£176.89 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................ 20°
Microphone Input Sensitivity....................................................... 4WpV^
Microphone Input Clipping......................................................................—
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 2.8K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 860pV
DIN Input Clipping . . ..........................................................................
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................8.9K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................74mV
Line Input Clipping................................................................................... —
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................... 1MK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.........................................-2.2MB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right..................................................OdB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.............................................. OdB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................52dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOut).................................................M.MB
DolbyImprovement............................................. lOdB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)...........................................54.MB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.09%
Speed Average.................................................................................-0.8%.
Meters Under-read at 64ms...............................................................-7dB

DISTORTION 
AtDolbylevel monitoring input......................................................... -
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.8%
Overall FerricAv.L + Rat+4dB..................................................3.5%*
Ovarall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat DolbyLevel....................................
Overall FeCR02/LNAv.L + Rat+4dB.............................................
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 2.6%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB ...................................... 8%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHzFerric DolbyOutAv. L+R.............................................+0.7MB
lOkHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv. L+R...............................................-
l OkHzChromB OolbyOut Av.L + R...........................................-1.25dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(60Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric............................................................... +1.5/-0.MB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN................................................................... -/-
Ref.333HzChrome...........................................................+0.5/-2.MB

Hitachi 027M: Hrtachi UD Dolby In
Hitachi 027(60: BASF Cr02 Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Hitachi 03500 Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road,
Hayes, Middlesex. 01-8488787.

This three head machine has very comprehensive 
facilities and in particular allows off tape monitoring 
during recording. The record and replay heads are 
enclosed in the same head housing with a 
remarkable isolation between the two pairs of gaps.

Dolby B noise reduction is incorporated and both 
ferric and chromium tapes can be used, but no 
additional switched position is provided for 
ferrichrome. Separate phono/line in and miciDIN 
input faders are provided and a switch selects either 
phono input only or a mixing facility. Pre-recorded 
tapes reproduced very well, but with a lack of very 
low frequencies (old time constant). The replay 
noise was rather disappointing, in particular some 
150Hz hum being audible. The overall record quality 
on ferric Hitachi UD tape was very good indeed, 
with a flat response and very low distortion, but 
showed slight HF jitter. Slight bias breakthrough 
whilst monitoring gave a marginally subjective treble 
lift, which disappeared when a recording was played 
back.

The overal signal to noise ratio measured well 
(-53.SdB weighted, Dolby in on ferric) and a wide 
dynamic range could be recorded (only 1.2% 
distortion on ferric tape at +4dB-astounding). At 
very high levels, however, distortion of low bass 
frequencies became slightly noticeable because of 
the incorrect time constant. The first retest sample 
had 0.4% wow and flutter at the end of a cassette 
which is very poor indeed, but a second sample was 
much better, averaging 0.09% at -1% speed.

BASF chrome gave a reasonably flat response 
drooping 2dB at 10kHz, but, as set, the response 
showed some anomalies when the Dolby was 
switched in. Presets are provided for adjusting 
record Dolby level and these would have corrected 
the anomaly. As it stood on delivery, chrome 
recordings were a little muffled, but showed 
excellent potential although the distortion measured 
3.5% rising to 10% at +4dB (33Hz). When making 
an A/B comparison whilst copying from a master 
tape of our test programme, it was fairly difficult to 
tell immediately which sound was the original and 
which the copy on Hitachi UD ferric tape. This fact 
alone shows that the machine is basically well 
designed. The replay azimuth was accurately set at 
the factory and this shows a considerable 
improvement over the original prototype reviewed in 
the first edition. All the comments in this review 
refer to the retest sampies.

Although the microphone input circuitry had very 
low noise (5.Sk input impedance), it had rather 
insufficient gain for recording speech, even from an 
electret microphone (sensitivity 500uV). At least SdB 
more gain is required here. The microphone clipping 
margin was rather poor, only 24mV being required 
to produce it, thus only a 34dB margin being 
provided, whereas almost all competitive products 
offer 40dB or so. The DIN input impedance 
measured extraordinarily low at 1.6k ohms and this 
caused problems with noise degradation of around 
2dB. The manufacturers clearly should re-design the 
DIN/mic input circuit to improve clipping and 
increase the DIN input impedance. The line input 
had a sensitivity of 72mV into 110k ohms, and no 
clipping problem was experienced (the original 
prototype reviewed was bad here).

Whilst erasure was excellent, some crosstalk was 
experienced between the right channels in each 
direction, 42dB being measured at 63Hz rising to 
60dB at 33Hz. This shows the head height to be 
slightly incorrectly set. 1V output was given for 
Dolby level with an adequate clipping margin and 
with relatively low amplifier distortion. The overall 
results on ferric tape were excellent with the 
exception of the slight replay hum and a suspicion of 
phasiness introduced by slight errors in the 
record I replay head combination.

Quite clearly, though, the overall sound on ferric 
is sufficiently good to allow this machine to be 
recommended as a three head one, especially as its 
price is very reasonable indeed giving very good 
value for money. The promise shown in the original 
review was well justified, but I recommend Hitachi 
to re-bias the chrome position for their own latest 
UDXL II cassette tape, also distributed by Maxell.
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Hitachi 03500

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIR) ............................ •.•.............43.2 5dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby OutICCIRI..........................................
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................
ChromeAv. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..........................................47.5d8
Dolby Improvement.........................................................................9.5d8

DIN Input Noise Degradation. .,...< .. 2.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.. ... ......... >. ............. OdB
Spooling Time............................................................................. 2m 10s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.............................................................................................. 66.5d8
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome............................................................................................63dB

TAPE USED
Ferric............................ ........... .......................... . Hitachi UD
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................................... -
Chrome................................................................................. BASFCr02

Recommended Retail Price................................... . £221.33 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.............................................11°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................50054V
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 23mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average......................................2^7-5^5K
DIN Input Sensitivity..........................................................................45054V
DIN Input Clipping............................... .............................................20mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................1.6K
Une Input Sensitivity..........................................................................72mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line lr.put Impedance Average. .  11QK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right................  . . . . -3d8
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................................OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 1.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel...................................... 50.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out) ................•.•.•.............................49.75dB
Dolby Improvement...................................................................... 10.25dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).................... .........53.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.09%
Speed Average................................................ -1.1%
Meters Underread at 64ms...............................................................-5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input.................................................... 0.22%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level......................................... 0.3%
Overall FerricAv. L + Rat +4dB ................................ 1.2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+R at Dolby Level.................................... ....
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat+4dB............................................. -
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 3.5%
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat +4d8............................................. 10.6%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby OutAv.L + R.............................................-1.75dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L+R......... ...................... . -
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L+R............................................. -2dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric....................................................................+ 1.5/ -2dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN....................................................................-/-
tief.333Hz Chrome............................................................... + 1.5/-2dB

Hitachi D350 : BASF Cr02 Dolby In
Hitachi D350 : Hitachi UD Dolby In
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JVC C.01635 Mk.11 JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading .Estate, Staples Corner,
6/8 Priestley Way, London NW27AF. 01-4502621.

This recorder can-be battery or mains operated;and 
incorporates.both JNV ARNS and Super ANRS noise 
reduction systems. It is handsomely styled, and 
incorporates two 14" microphone jacks, line in and 
line out phono sockets and the usual 5 pole DIN 
socket. External 12V from a car accumulator etc can 
be plugged straight in, or alternatively a special 
mains lead, thus allowing considerable flexibility.

A switch is provided to show battery condition on 
a level meter, or else it can allow both meters to be 
illuminated. There are separate record rotary gain 
controls for left and right, together with a multi 
stepped position ganged stereo master control 
which is very smooth and well liked. An internal 
mono speaker has its own volume and tone control, 
but no replay gain is available for feeding the 
external sockets, which give a fixed level of 670mV 
for Dolby level. A mono/stereo microphone switch 
is incorporated. Separate bias and equalisation 
switches choose .between chrome and ferric 
cassettes, but JVC apparently do not recommend 
ferrichrome for this recorder, none being provided. 
A further switch selects the required noise reduction 
system. An excellent feature is a switch which 
selects mic/DIN, lower sensitivity mic input, or line 
input for optimum input levels. The deck functions 
work well, and allow switching from play straight 
into rewind and back, although for battery economy 
the amplifiers are switched off in other than record 
or replay functions, and thus, after engagement of 
these, about two seconds elapse before the 
electronics are fully operational.

An excellent microphone sensitivity of 160uV in to 
9k ohms is provided with an incredible clipping 
margin of 50dB (55mV). 20dB attenuation is 
provided in the attenuation position, which 
increases the clipping point to 360mV. DIN input 
sensitivity measured at 1.6mV into 9k ohms but, 
unfortunately, produced some 3dB of noise 
degradation from our standard DIN source and level. 
The input attenuator also works on this input. The 
line input sensitivity was 107mV in to 95k ohms, and 
no problems arose.

Wow and flutter measured 0.13%, which is good 
for a battery portable, but. is only adequate for a 
mains machine. Erasure was barely adequate on 
chrome tape, but cross talk measured extremely 
well. The replay response showed approximately a 
3dB droop at 10kHz on both channels, whereas 
chrome was approximately 2dB down. The bass end 

is correct, andthe replay noise levels were good on 
battery but very slight hum was noticeable on the 
left track when on mains. Both nois11 reduction 
systems gave 10dB hiss reduction. Two samples 
were checked, the first having an odd azimuth 
problem in the head, but the second one. being 
satisfactory. Fuji FX ferric cassettes gave a response 
within 1.5dB to 1OkHz with or without noise 
reduction, and this is excellent. Distortion was low 
at Dolby level (0.75%) rising to 3% at +4dB. The 
overall sound quality was very good, although rather 
bright, especially on mic recordings, and clearly the 
JVC noise reduction systems have been greatly 
improved in the last year. BASF chrome gave again 
a very flat response to beyond 1OkHz, but distortion 
measured 2.5% at Dolby level (reference flux). This 
rose though to 7% at+ 4dB,

Chromium tape, then, was not as good as ferric, 
showing bass distortion at high levels, and some 
spitch was noticeable. The overall noise 
performance was very good, and in particular, 
chrome tape gave an overall weighted noise level of 
-58.5dB, substantially better than average. I must 
criticise heavily the record monitoring since the 
noise reduction system processed signal is being 
heard, which is virtually useless for giving an 
indication of balance. No effective multiplex filter is 
fitted, and thus bad pilot tone breakthrough from a 
tuner could cause problems.

This machine can be recommended, although the 
price is just a little high. Most certainly, this little 
machine shows the JVC amplifiers and Super ANRS 
system in a much better light, and whilst it is not 
completely compatible with Dolby it works well in its 
own right. JVC claim a .considerably extended 
battery life due to the incorporation of electronic 
current saving circuits.
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JVC CD1635 Mk.11

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out (CCIR)................................ 44dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI........................................... -
Dolby Improvement  ................................................ -
ChromeAv. L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI..........................................49.5dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 9.25dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ 3dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................... OdB
Spooling Time..................................................................................2m 9s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.................. ........................................................................ 65.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome.......................................................................................... 66.5dB

TAPEUSED
Ferric................................................................................... .... Fuji FX
FeCR02/LN.........................................  . ............................ -
Chrome................................................................................. BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price............................................ £201.21+VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average... .............
Microphone Input Sensitivity........... .............. .. 160^V-160mV*
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................53mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.........................................9-11K
DIN Input Sensitivity.............................................................. 1.6-16mV
DIN Input Clipping.....................................................................50mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.............................................................. 9K
Line Input Sensitivity................................................................ 107mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................ 95K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right............................................... +1dB
Ferric10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................— 2.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... —1.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................52dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)................................................51.5dB
^D^ol^^^/ I^^i^^r^o^/e^^te^tt. >•>•••••••••>>•••>•••>■  ............ ^9>^5^d^3
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).........................................56.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.13%
Speed Average................................................ ...... — 0.2%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...................................... ............. .. 5.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input.................................................... 0.16%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.7%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat+4dB..................................................2.8%'
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat Dolby Level..................................... -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat+4dB ...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level.......................................2.5%
Overall ChromeAv. L+ R at +4dB................................................7.5%'

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerric Dolby Out Av.L+R..................................................—IdB
10kHzFeCR02/LNDolby Out Av.L+R...............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R...........................................+0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.333HzFerric..................................................................+0.5/ — 1dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN..................................................................-/ —
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+0.5/—0.5dB
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JVC IUK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner,
6/8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF. 01-450 2621.JVC CD1920

This front loader is fitted with the ordinary JVC 
ANRS system and includes the usual facilities for 
two microphones, a 5 pole DIN socket and line in 
and line out phonos. A two core colour coded mains 
lead is included but no earth terminal. The machine 
is metal cased and incorporates a friction locked split 
record level rotary control. The well styled machine 
has push buttons for mic, DIN/line switching, 
ANRS on and off and separate bias and equalisation 
switches (two positions) allowing a choice of three 
tape types. Two samples have been checked, the 
first one having such a bad replay hum level as to be 
unacceptable, whilst the second sample was 
considerably better with only a fairly slight replay 
hum. The microphone input sensitivity was 300uV 
into a very high impedance, whilst the DIN socket 
had a sensitivity of 2.35mV into 9.4k ohms. Some 
4dB noise degradation here was noted due to 
inappropriate circuit design. The line input had 
120mV sensitivity into 145k ohms and was most 
satisfactory. Record level meters are complemented 
by a series of peak reading lights, which gave a good 
indication of peak recording levels and were well 
liked. Some bias breakthrough was noted onto the 
line output circuitry during recording, but this was. 
not too disturbing. Wow and flutter measured rather 
badly, averaging 0.2%, but the speed was 
accurately set. Erasure was reasonable and crosstalk 
excellent. Spooling was very slow, a C90 requiring 
just under 3 mins, which could be annoying. The 
mechanical functions operated well, allowing 
transfer from play into rewind into play again 
without pressing stop unless required.

On delivery, the azimuth was quite badly mis-set, 
but the frequency response on replay was 
reasonably flat, showing just a small droop at 10kHz 
of 2dB or so on both ferric and chrome. Replay hiss 
levels all measured well and showed a 10dB 
improvement with noise reduction, and 3.5dB with 
chrome equalisation. Stability and head/tape 
contact were good. The machine gave a rather low 
output of 430mV from a standard Dolby level test 
tape, but clipping was not reached until 3.3V was 
attained. Replay distortion was low.

Maxell UDXL gave an overall response which 
showed a droop at 10kHz attributable mainly to 
replay and this was exaggerated when noise 
reduction was switched in (note pen chart with 
ANRS in). Distortion was exceptionally low at only 
0.3% at Dolby level (333Hz) rising to only 2% at 

+ 4dB. Characteristics show the machine clearly to 
be slightly overbiased for the tape type used. Sony 
ferrichrome showed a bad dip starting at 5kHz with a 
response rising slightly above this and again I 
suggest that it was overbiased. Distortion measured 
an average of 0.6% at Dolby level rising to only 
1.7% at +4dB. BASF chrome fared rather better, at 
worst being -2dB at 10kHz on the right channel. 
With ANRS switched in only slightly more HF cut 
was noted. However, chrome tape produced high 
distortion, typically at 3% (Dolby level) rising to 10% 
at +4dB and thus cannot be recommended (surely 
Maxell UDX Lll or TDK SA would be better here). 
Overall hiss levels on ferric were remarkably good 
giving an extraordinary figure of -56dB ref Dolby 
level flux. Chrome achieved -59dBI No satisfactory 
MPX filter is fitted and so difficulty might be 
experienced when recording from tuners having 
inadequate filtering. Headphones monitored the 
normal input signal, but gave only just enough level 
with virtually none to spare.

Subjectively, this machine was slightly muffled on 
ferric and ferrichrome, and chrome produced rather 
high distortion. UDXL ferric showed the best 
potential and the ANRS system certainly sounded 
better than my memories of the same system as 
applied to machines reviewed in the first edition. 
Although the machine is an inexpensive one it 
cannot be recommended as it stands, because of 
intense competition, although it clearly has some 
potential if set up more carefully for the tape types 
recommended. The poor wow and flutter 
performance and the unfortunate hum problem on 
the first sample need investigation and so therefore 
the machine is no better than rather average value 
for money.
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JVC CD1920

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIRl..............................................45.5dB
DolbyImprovement..................................................................... lOdB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R DolbyOut ICCIR)................................... 48.5dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... 10dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby OutICCIR) .......................................49.25dB
DolbyImprovement.......................................................................... 10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ 4dB
Une Input Noise Degradation.. ... . <  OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................2m 57s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric...............  ......... ..........................................68dB
FeCR02/LN..................................................................................... 71dB
Chrome. . . . ^ . . 65.5dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric.................................................................................. Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN......................................................................Sony FeCr02
Chrome................................................................................. BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price............................................E139.92 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.......................................... 55°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................300pV
Microphone Input Clipping...............................................................61mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average , .................... 76.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................2.3mV
DIN Input Clipping..................... ................................................. .. .. 460mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................9.4K
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................120mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average.........................................................144K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... -0.25dB
Ferric 10kHzAverage Left and Right......................................... — 1.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.....................................— 1.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................54.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out).............................................  52.25dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).......................................... 55.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.18%
Speed Average................................................................................. -0.4%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...................................................... —5.75dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input.................................................... 0.04%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level............................................ 0.3%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB....................................................1.9%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level................................. 0.6%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB........................................ 1.5%^
Over-all Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................3.3%
Overall ChromeAv.L + Rat +4dB................................................10%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................. —3.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv.L+A..................................-2.5dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R.................. ...................... — 1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATIOM100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric................................................................+ 0.5/-3.5dB
Rei.333Hz FeCR02/(N..................................................+0.5/ -2.5dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome............................................................... + 0.5/—2dB

JVC CD1920: Maxell UDXL ANRS In
JVC CD1920: Sony FeCr02 ANRS In
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Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.

Nakamichi 350

This model is primarily intended for use in a caravan 
or car and inputs are available with special leads for 
driving it from an external 12V supply (ie. car 
battery), or alternatively its external mains power 
supply can be used. Fitted with a car bracket 
accessory it incorporates Dolby B noise reduction 
and includes line in and line out phonos, Y." mic 
jacks for left, right and centre blend and a stereo 
headphone socket, which delivers a very adequate 
level into 8 ohm headphones and even just sufficient 
level into 60 ohm models. Friction locked 
independently variable concentric record tevel and 
replay gain controls are provided with an additional 
mono pot for the third microphone (all very small). 
Just a single mono meter which had better than 
average ballistics is incorporated. Push buttons 
select Dolby on/off or ferric/chrome switching. 
(Nakamichi EX and SX cassettes were supplied).

Since battery economy circuits are incorporated, 
the electronics only come up to full operation a few 
seconds after switch on to play or record. Whilst the 
mechanical functions were easy to use, the stop 
button must be depressed to change from play to 
rewind or back. Extreme simplicity in operation is an 
essential part of the design and so facilities are only 
very basic. Wow and flutter averaged 0.11%, which 
is good for a 12V capability machine and the speed 
was extremely accurately set. Spooling was rather 

• slow taking 2mins 40secs for a C90. Erasure was 
adequate and crosstalk very good. The microphone 
input sensitivity was better than average at 210uV, 
but the clipping threshold was rather poor (11.5mV). 
The line input sensitivity was 62mV into high 
impedance and no noise or clipping problems were 
experienced here.

Replay azimuth was quite badly out on delivery, 
but after resetting this, the ferric frequency response 
measured very well on replay, showing just a slight 
treble lift at 10kHz. Chrome replay, however, was 
decidedly up at 10kHz ( + 2dB), and thus tapes made 
on other machines might sound a little brittle. 
Tape/head contact and high frequency stability 
were excellent but replay noise levels were much 
hissier than average-possibly due to more treble 
emphasis than usual being employed in the replay 
amplifier. Hum levels when the recorder was used 
with the mains power supply were virtually inaudible 
and very low when measured.

Distortion in the electronics was also 
exceptlotially luw, which is commendable. 640mV 

output is available for Dolby level and the output 
clipped at 2.IV. The overall sound quality on ferric 
tape was generally good and very clean, but whilst 
the frequency response overall showed a slight dip 
at 10kHz, but rising again above this, the measured 
distortion at Dolby level was surprisingly high on 
ferric at 2.75% rising to 9.5% at +4dB. The 
machine would appear to be underbiased on record 
here, and afeo incorrectly equalised, particularly 
bearing in mind that :eplay was slightly up. 
Nakamichi SX chrome also gave similar response 
charts, but produced surprisingly lower distortion 
than ferric of 1.5% at Dolby level, rising to 5% at 
+ 4dB. This, then, is one of the few machines which 
gave better results on the chrome position than on 
the ferric one but some HF squash was nevertheless 
noticed on the former. The overall weighted noise 
levels were none too good, measuring -51.5dB on 
EX ferric and -53.5dB on SX. With the limitation of 
dynamic range produced on ferric tape by the 
distortion performance and with the higher than 
average hiss, the overall dynamic range s 
unfortunately more limited than average. The SX 
dynamic range can only be said to approximate that 
of the average ferric on another machine, but s 
bettered in distortion performance by most ferric 
high quality cassettes on the better competitive 
models.

Whilst the overall sound quality was good and 
clean, particularly on Nakamichi ferric EX, I cannot 
help but be a little disappointed with this recorder. It 
clearly has some specialised uses and has basically 
been well designed. Biasing and equalisation need 
some attention on ferric, particularly in the record 
amplifier. Its very small size and neatness will 
obvio'usly attract purchasers but the price is on the 
high side.
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Nakamichi 350

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L+RDolby Out (CCIR).................................................. 42dB
Dolby Improvement............................................  .. . . . 9.5dB
FeCR02/LN L+ R Dolby Out (CCIR)..................................................
Dolby Improvement.................................................................. -
Chrome Av. L+R Dolby Out!CCIR). . .......................45dB
Dolby Improvement.............................................. ............. 8.5dB

DIN Input Noise Oegredation .................... -
Line Input Noise Degredation........................................................... OdB
Spooling Time. .. : ; : , t.. ..... . .... , .. .............2m 37s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric.................................................................................................59dB
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome .......................... ............... .............62dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric................................................................................ Nakamichi EX ‘
FeCR02/LN.....................................  -
Chrome............................................................................ Nakamichi SX

Recommended Retail Price......................................... £214.95exVAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.......................................... 70°
Microphone Input Sensitivity...........................................210pV-230pV^
Microphone Input Clipping...................................... 11.5mV-13.25mV^
Microphone Input Impedance Average. .................... ..  . 4.5K-5.4K
DIN Input Sensitivity............................................. ................ . . —
DIN Input Clipping.................................................................................  
DIN Input Impedance Average..................       -
Line Input Sensitivity   ........... ...........  .............. . . 62.5mV
Line Input Clipping. ..., ...................... .......>10V
Line Input Impedance Average........................ .... 93K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Lefl.and Right................................................... OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................+ 1.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... +2.5dB.

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20worst channel . ..................................53dB
Ferric CCIR weighted Dolby Out.................................................. 47.5dB
Dolby Improvement.........................................................................10.5dB^
Chrome CCIR weighted Dolby Out........... . .  .................51dB

Wow & Flutter Average..................................................................0.11 %
Speed Average...................................... ., ,. . ^: .... -0.1 %
Meters Under-read at64ms............................................................-3d8

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level when monitoring Input..........................................0.08%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level............................................ 2.6%
Overall Ferric Av. L +R at4dB .... ........................ ... 9.4%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+R at Dolby Level......... ...................... ....
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4dB.........................  -
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level............................. .. 1.5%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat+4dB.............................................4.9O%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerric Dolby OutAv. L + R.................................................-IdB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L+R.............................................  
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R.........................................-1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz)
Rei.33Hz Ferric....................................................................+0.5/-2dB
Ref. 333HzFECR02/LN................................................................... -/
Ref. 333Hz Chrome..................................................................+ 0/ -2dB

Nakamichi 350: Nakamichi SX Dolby In
Nakamichi-350: .Nakamichi EX Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Nakamichi 550 Natural Sound Systems Ltd,, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.

Designed specifically to obtain maximum 
performance from internal battery operation (an 
external mains power supply is also provided) the 
recorder can further be operated from a 12V car 
battery and incorporates Dolby B processing and a 
record limiter. A programme time elapsed counter 
indicates when. required on one of the VU meters 
and a preset can allow an alarm light to come on at 
any required point towards the end of a cassette, 
thus showing the user that a tape turnover will 
shortly become necessary. The machine is very 
smartly finished and easy to use, and includes peak 
reading VU meters which under-read a 54m sec 
burst by only 2dB and an Sm sec burst by 7dB, thus 
making it.simple to adjust correctly for peak 
recording level. A tone oscillator allows both ferric 

- and chromium cassettes to have compatible 
record/playback calibration levels. On replay, the 
bass response was correct on both ferric and 
chrome but as with the model 700 a treble rise 
(averaging 1.5dB) was noted. The Dolby circuit on 
replay appeared to be slightly mis-set on the right 
channel, but this was not too obvious when playing 
back pre-recorded cassettes, since they sounded 
extremely good with a very extended high frequency 
response. The replay noise measured 2dB better 
than on the 700 and was thus about average and 
more than adequate. The stability and absence of 
dropouts was impressive and phase jitter also 
measured well, 10kHz reproducing ±1 0°. The 
overall wow and flutter was good for a battery 
operated machine, measuring an average of 0.12%. 
Some hum was noticed if the mains power supply 
unit was located too close to the recorder, but this 
completely disappeared when the supply was 
removed as far as possible. On ferric Maxell UD tape 
the distortion measured 1 % at Dolby level increasing 
to 3% at +4dB and this was considered good. The 
response was not altogether satisfactory, measuring 
3dB down at 10kHz without Dolby processing, but 
flat again at 15kHz, but when the Dolby circuits 
were operating the apparent hole at 10kHz was 
exaggerated at low levels to be 5.5dB down. It 
seems that Nakamichi's philosophy of extending the 
response to well above 15kHz degrades the 
performance in the important region between 5 and 
10kHz and this may not be considered altogether 
wise. Surely it is preferable to have a flat response at 
10kHz, falling off at higher frequencies. 
NAVArthAless, the imund quality overall was

extremely good and the clarity and lack of distortion <
commendable. Surprisingly, the measured response 
anomaly did not seem to be too audible subjectively.
Nakamichi chrome produced 1.5% distortion at 
Dolby level rising to 3.4% at +4dB. The response 
again had a hole at 10kHz (-3.5dB) but recovered 
to a flat response at i5kHz, thus showing almost 
certainly that the machine incorporated a resonance 
at about this frequency. The quality on chrome was 
very good indeed. and the noise performance was 
excellent being -56.5dB below Dolby level with 
Dolby switched in. The distortion subjectively was 
very low and the machine had a brilliance which can 
only be assumed to be due to the ringing of the 
peaking circuit thus making up for the loss of 
response at 10kHz. The ferric noise was not 
altogether satisfactory, some 3dB below optimum.

Three Y." mic jack sockets are provided for left;
. centre and right and had a sensitivity of 22uV into 
an impedance of 700 ohms. A Sony stereo electret 
worked extremely well with the recorder, but only 
just enough gain is available for recording speech 
with moving coil microphones. The microphone 
input circuit had an incredible overload capability of 
400mV and even professional capacitor 
microphones would not cause overload problems. 
The 5 pole DIN input/output socket had an input 
impedance of 10k ohms, about optimum, but the 
sensitivity of 18mV was far below DIN specification, 
and interconnection with DIN equipment might well 
not be satisfactory. Even the rated DIN source 
would not fully load the recorder, let alone the 
specified .1mV /k ohm sensitivity demanded by DIN. 
The clipping margin, however, was virtually infinite. 
The phono line input sockets had a sensitivity of 
60mV into a high impedance of 100k ohms. Only 
slight noise degradation occurred when the gain 
control was advanced fully. The erase was 
satisfactory but slightly below average and no 
particular crosstalk problems were encountered. 
The machine performed very well on batteries, 
although the battery consumption was rather high 
since a DC/DC inverter incorporated has to raise the 
input voltage to 27V for the motor. Despite the 
response anomalies, the machine was very well liked 
and can be recommended, for it was found very 
reliable and gave such a good overall performance. 
The price is pretty high and many users might prefer 
to consider the Yamaha battery portable as giving 
better value for money, although Nakamichi's better 
microphone sensitivity and noise performance will 
undoubtedly influence potential purchasers. Maxell 
UDXL 1 or Nakamichi EX is now recommended for 
thp fAmc nnsitinn.
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Nakamichi 550

OVERALL NOSE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out CCIR.......................... ............. 40.5dB
Dilby Improvement........................................................................ 10dB
FeCR02/LNAv. L+R DolbyOut CCIRI...................................
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................
Chrome Av. L + R DolbyOut CCIRI.......................................«.75dB
Dolbylmprovement................ ........ . ........... 1OJB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.........................................................1.5dB
Line Input Noise Oegredalion...................................................... 1.5dB
Spooling Time.............................................................................. 2m04s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferre..............................................................................................60.5dB
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome...........................................................................................66dB^

TAPE USED 
Ferric.................................................................................... MAXELLUD
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome.................................................................................NAKAMICHI

Recommended Retaii Price......................................... £301.03 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

ReplayAzimuth Devialion from Average........................................ 117°
Microphone Input Sensitivity  .......................................... ...........217pV
Microphone Input Clipping...........................................................  397mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average......................................... 700
DIN Input Sensitivity.................................... ............................... 18.6mV
DIN Input Clipping........................................ >10V
DIN Input Impedance Average  ... ................................ . 10K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 60mV
Lineinput Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average.........................................................100K

•REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...............................................+1dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right........................................ + 1.5dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 225dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric unwei^ted20/20 worst channel...................... ................. 52dB
Ferric CCIR weighed DolbyOut  ................ ......... . 50dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out tCCIR weighted).................................................54dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.12%
Speed Average................................................................................. +0.3%
MetersUnder-read at64ms...............................................................2dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring input....................................................0.04%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at DolbyLevel.................................... ....1%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at + 4d8.....................................................3%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat DolbyLevel................................... -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at Dolby Level......................................1.5%^
Overall Chrome Av.L + Rat + 4dB.............................................3.4%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOutAv. L + R............................................... -3dB
10kHz FeCRD2/LN DolbyOutAv. L + R............................................. -
10kHzChromeDolby0utAv. L + R.......................................-1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric......................................................................+ 2/-3dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN..................................................................-/
Ref. 333Hz Chrome...................................................... +0.25/-1.75dB
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Nakamichi 600 Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road,' Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.

The Nakamichi 60 is most unusually styled, the 
entire front sloping upwards and backwards. at 
around 40° from horizontal. No microphone inputs 
are provided but a 5 pole DIN in/out facility is 
incorporated in addition to. phono sockets for input 
and output. Furthermore, no headphone output is 
available. A tape selector switches in equalisation 
etc. for either Nakamichi EX or SX cassettes. A 
small stereo ganged rotary output level control is 
complemented by two input controls for left and 
right, which are followed by a large rotary stereo 
ganged master recor.d control. User presets are 
provided for ferric and chrome bias setting, Dolby 
record calibration levels, and IM replay suppression. 
Push buttons operate Dolby processing, tape type 
(bias and equalisation separate), Dolby tone 
oscillator, MPX filter and IM suppression on/off.

The two record level meters allow a very wide 
dynamic range to be indicated and are reasonably 
peak reading, 8mS pulse only under-reading 5.5dB. 
These greatly assist in the setting of accurate peak 
recording levels. The DIN input sensitivity measured 
67mV into 42k ohms and is thus totally non DIN 
compatible. The line input phonos gave identical 
measurements. Very slight hiss was introduced from 
a 100mV source, but when interconnected with the 
average receiver having phono sockets, no noise 
problems should be encountered on the input 
circuit. The wow and flutter averaged at 0.09%, 
which is thus pretty low and the speed was 
extremely accurately set. A C90 spooled rather 
slowly in 2mins 38secs. Erase- was excellent and 
crosstalk good.

The azimuth on delivery was a little out on the 
second sample, but the first sample was very 
accurate. The second sample was requested 
because the replay IM presets were maladjusted and 
an average user would not be able to set them up 
anyway without the required test equipment. Whilst 
the first sample was unsatisfactory here, .the second 
one was very much better, although we could not 
detect much difference subjectively when the 
button was depressed (it showed a significant 
measurement improvement though). Whilst the 
bass end on replay was very flat, the 10kHz response 
showed a marked rise to + 2.5dB on ferric and 
+2.25dB on chrome. Pre-recorded cassettes 
sounded brittle and hard and replay hiss levels were 
much higher than usual. Tape/head contact was 
exlieiiiely good 11s wa11 gonorol MF Gtability, The firvt 

sample had incredibly good hum levels, but the 
second- one reproduced very slight hum on the left 
channel. Dolby level gave 670mV approximately on 
each output and clipping was reached at 3.8V. 
Distortion in the electronics was generally at a low 
level.

On a ferric cassette the overall response without 
noise reduction extended to.20kHz on one track, but 
was slightly down at EHF on the other and even with 
Dolby in, the response was still very good. The 
overall hiss level,. however, was very disappointing 
at only -M.5dB weighted ref. Dolby level. Distortion 
of 333Hz at Dolby level measured 0.7% with the IM 
button depressed, which rose to an average of 3% 
at +4dB. Subjectively; the overall sound of ferric 
was superb and almost beyond criticism but, 
nevertheless, a little noisy. Nakamichi SX chrome 
gave an incredibly flat response to 19kHz on the left 
channel, but was slightly down on the right, but still 
good (without noise reduction). With Dolby noise 
reduction inserted a slight dip occured on both 
channels at 2.5kHz, but the response came up again 
at 10kHz. Resetting record SX Dolby calibration 
levels would probably have given a better overall 
response, which was nevertheless pretty good. 
Although the dynamic range seemed better on SX, 
the distortion was more marked on the first sample 
but less on the second one. We still all preferred the 
sound of ferric tape, but acknowledged the excellent 
sound quality on SX which was far better than 
almost any other machine used in the chrome 
position. Distortion on the second sample measured 
0.6% at Dolby level rising to 3% on the left channel 
and less than 1 % on the right. Both were measured 
with IM reduction in. Nakamichi SX noise measured 
-55dB with Dolby in.

An excellent machine, then, which is highly 
recommended providing you are only concerned 
with recording and playing back your own tapes. 
Mr. Nakamichi insists that he is right regarding 
equalisation, which thus makes him incompatible 
with almost every other manufacturer in the world 
and so who is in step? Although slightly hissy, then, 
the remarkable sound quality shows this machine to 
be reasonable value for money.
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Nakamichi 600

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR}..................................................41dB
DolbyImprovement.......................................................................9.5dB
FeCR02/LNAv. L+R DolbyOutlCCIR}......................................... 
Dolby Improvement .............................................................................
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR}...............................................45dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB
DIN Input Noise Degradation........................................................ 0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time.................. ................. ..2m38s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric..............................................................................................61.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome............................................................................ 68dB

TAPE USED 
'Ferric.................................................................................Nakamichi EX
FeCR02/LN .. 
Chrome........................  , :  .........Nakamichi SX

Recommended Retail Price......................................... £301.03 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.................................... .. .. 50o
Microphone Input Sensitivity.................................................................—
Microphone Input Clipping . ............................. ............................... —
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................. ...... - „ . —
DIN Input Sensitivity........... ............................................................ 67mV
DIN Input Clipping . ..................................>10V
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................42K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................68mV
Line Input Clipping. . . . . . ... ............>10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................42K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................+ 0.5dB
Ferric 10kHzAverage Left and Right.........  ..............+3dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... +2.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel. . .... ........... 45.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..................................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 9.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted}............................................ 52.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.09%
Speed Average ........................................................................................0%
Meters Underread at 64ms  ........................................... ............. 1.75dB

DISTORTION 
AtDolbyLevel when monitoring input.........................................0.02%
Overall FerricAv.L+Rat DolbyLevel............................. 1.9%-0.6%*
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB.......................................6.9%^-3.%
Over-all FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level................................ —
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat +dB ........................    -
Overall Chrome Av.L+R at Dolby Level............................1.6%-0.5%^
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat +4dB........................... .. 5.6%^-1.6%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L+R....................................................-1dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv. L+R............................................... -
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L+R.............................................-0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl
Rel.333HzFerric........................................................................ +0/-2dB
Rei.333Hz FeCR02/LN................................................................... -/-
Rei.333Hz Chrome............................................................. +01 -1.5dB

Nakamichi ^60 Nakamichi EX Dolby In
Nakamichi ^60 Nakamichi SX Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Nakamichi 700 Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex. 01-8638622.

One of the very few three-head machines in the 
survey, this model also includes Dolby B processing, 
record limiter and provision for ferric and chromium 
tapes, but unfortunately none for ferrichrome. All 
the deck controls are touch sensitive types and are 
easy to operate once a user has acquired the knack.. 
The cassette has to be loaded sideways and the 
deck section also includes a number of other 
interesting and helpful controls. A beacon system 
allows ease of azimuthing, the record head being 
adjustable. Unfortunately on delivery the beacon 
system, in fact, was set incorrectly, but a small 
modification incorporated by the importer put 
matters right. A pitch control, operable on replay, 
allows a considerable adjustment of ±5%. The 
wow and flutter measured .08%. The deck has a 
well deserved reputation for excellent stability and 
incredible tape/head contact. The bass response 
had the old 1590u sec time constant but the treble 
end rose to +2dB at 10kHz and showed a continued 
rise above this frequency. Both test tapes gave the 
same indication of treble lift. Since the head/tape 
contact was so good, virtually all pre-recorded 
cassettes sounded rather toppy. The chrome replay 
equalisation also showed a treble lift of 
approximately 1.5dB up at 10kHz but had the 
correct bass response. The replay signal to noise 
ratio measured some 2dB worse than average, but if 
the treble reponse is corrected by the importer 
clearly the hiss would be reduced.

The overall response on Nakamichi ferric tape 
surprisingly showed. a slight top loss at 10kHz of 
approximately 3dB, but the response extended at 
this level to 15kHz.. As the recording level was 
increased, the relative response was still the same at 
10kHz at -8dB, ref. Dolby level, but of course the 
15kHz response was falling sharply because of 
squash. The machine produced an overall clarity on 
ferric tape which was remarkable and most pleasing, 
although the tape noise was some 4dB below 
optimum caused primarily by the incorrect replay 
response. The distortion on ferric tape measured 
0.7% at Dolby level, rising to 2.4% at +4dB. It was 
felt nevertheless that the machine was slightly 
underbiased in order to give the extended treble 
response, and considerably under-equalised 
especially bearing in mind the replay boost. The 
stability was excellent and rewinding and replaying a 
hieh frequency tone produced only a marginal 
change of azimuth. rhe chrome tape also proved to 

have very low distortion, averageing 1.2%, although 
the left channel measured only 0.9%, rising to 2% at 
+ 4dB, whereas the right increased to 3.8%. The 
response on the right hand channel was 
extraordinarily good. Although it measured 2dB 
down at 10kHz, it returned to a virtually flat 
response at 20kHz. The left channel had a similar 
characteristic (see pen chart) but showed a rise of 
3.5dB at 5kHz. The overall noise on chrome tape 
was very much better than ferric, measuring -54dB 
reference Dolby level with Dolby operating. Again 
this figure would have been better with correct 
replay equalisation.

The deck incorporates a memory counter and has 
a fairly fast rewind time of 1 minute 20 seconds, and 
the speed was just 0.3% fast. Three ’14" mic jacks 
are provided for left, right and central injection and 
the sensitivity measured M0uV approximately into 
an input impedance of 700 ohms. A 5 pole DIN 
microphone socket is also provided with the same 
sensitivity and impedance. An excellent clipping 
point was measured (125mV). The DIN input varies 
in impedance from 26k ohms to 43k ohms, 
dependent upon the gain control position, a 
maximum sensitivity of 24mV being given with an 
infinite clipping margin. The input impedance is 
considered a little high here and furthermore the 
sensitivity is nowhere near sufficient to meet DIN 
requirements and so interconnection with DIN 
equipment might present problems. The line input 
had a 90mV sensitivity into 90k ohms and very high 
input levels can be accommodated without clipping. 
The record limiter had rather too high a threshold 
and so slight distortion resulted on peaks. The 
limiters on each channel were not ganged and so a 
peak on one channel, resulting in limiting, tended to 
swing the image to the other channel. The VU 
meters read peaks fairly well, under-reading a 64m 
sec tone burst by 3.5dB and an Sm sec burst by 
8.5dB. This allowed optimum record level setting 
with ease.

This machine is extremely expensive and 
naturally, one must expect superb performance for 
the price. It does perform well but Nakamichi should 
definitely attend to the lack of input sensitivity and 
the overall equalisation problem. Noise, too, could 
do with some improvement and finally the erase 
should be improved since the measurements were 
not altogether satisfactory, although the crosstalk 
wa$ exeellent.
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Nakamichi 700

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.................................................. 40dB
DolbyImprovement..........................................................................10dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+R DolbyOutlCCIRI.........................................  
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................. —
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................45dB
DolbyImprovement............................................................................9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation . an............... an...........................OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation .   OdB
Spooling Time...........................................................................1m 21s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................................................................................. 61dB
FeCR02/LN      -
Chrome......................................................................................... 64.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric..............................................................................NAKAMICHI EX
FeCR02/LN....................................................................................... -
Chrome...............................................................................NAKAMICHI

Recommended Retail Price.................................... . . £531.91 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

ReplayAzimuth Deviation from Average an an an an an an an...........14°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.................................... ................410pV
Microphone Input Clipping........................................................... 125mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...........................................  700Q
DIN Input Sensitivity an ......... ................................23.5mV
DIN Input Clipping............................................. ........................... .>10V
DIN Input Impedance Average...........................................26K—43K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................92mV
Line Input Clipping.................................................................................. >V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................90K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... — 3.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right an an ........... + 1.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................... + 1.75dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric unweighted 20/20worst channel...........................................50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out).............................................  47.75dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................... 10dB
Chrome DolbyOut CCIR weighted..................................................52dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.08%
Speed Average............. ............................... ................ .... +0.3%
Meter UndeMead at 64ms...........................................................—3.5d8

DISTORTION
At DolbyLevel monitoring input.................................................... 0.22%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.........................................0.7%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat +4dB.................................................. 2.3% •
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level....................................-
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av.L +Rat +4dB...............................................-
Overall ChromeAv. L + R atDolbyLevel.....................................1.25%
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat +4dB..............................................2.6%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerricDolbyOutAv. L + R........................................................—3
10kHzFeCRO2/LNDolbyOut Av. L + R . 
10kHz ChromeDolbyOut Av. L + R.......................................-1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 11OOHzd2kHzl 
Ref. 333HzFerric..................................................................+01 -3.5dB
Ref. 33HzFeCR02/LN..................................................................-/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome............................................................. +01 — 1.75dB

Nakamichi 7700: Nakamichi Cr Dolby In
Nakamichi 7700: Nakamichi Fe Dolby In

nb: 2MB scale used from top to bottom
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NEAL 102 Mk.11 North East Audio Labs Ltd., 5 Charlotte Square,
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. 0632 26660.

Basically, a slightly restyled and electronically 
improved version of the already established Mark I, 
the recorder includes Dolby B processing and 
provision for ferric and chrome tape but not 
ferrichrome. % " jack sockets are provided for 
microphone, a 5 pole DIN for interconnection with 
DIN equipment and also phono line in and out 
sockets. A % " stereo headphone jack gives ample 
level for both 8 ohm and 60 ohm type phones. An 
input switch selects mic. (slightly insensitive but 
with a reasonable clipping margin) DIN which is 
right along the optimum centre line of 10k ohms 
with adequate sensitivity and clipping, and line 
which is high impedance. This line input, 
unfortunately, clipped at 4V which is more than 
acceptable for normal users but might give clipping 
problems when interconnected with semi
professional equipment. The machine employs the 
Wollensak deck but has British made electronics.

The unit is fairly well styled and is simple to 
operate, although the almost entirely mechanical 
deck is a little old fashioned in its operation. Rewind 
and wind could not be locked on but the machine 
requires only just over one minute to wind a 
complete C90 (rather noisily) which could possibly 
cause trouble to some cheaper cassettes. The 
record button is much better than that on the 
Wollensak machine but the pause control remains 
stiff in operation and rather inconvenient. Clearly, 
the electronics are pretty well designed and the 
replay response was good with the correct bass time 
constants. The replay hum level was remarkably low 
and both replay and overall noise measured well. 
Whilst the response on ferric tape was excellent, 
both with and without Dolby, on chrome tape a 
slight hole in the response at around 4.5kHz was 
noted (see charts) and this gave a slightly spiky 
sound subjectively. The machine's overall distortion 
performance was excellent and in particular the 
remarkable low distortion figure of 0.5% was noted 
at Dolby level on ferric tape, which rose to only 2% 
when the level was increased by 4dB. Chrome tape 
also performed better than average, since distortion 
was only 1.3% at Dolby level. Slight squashing of 
high frequencies was noted on ferric tape due to the 
machine being set up for minimum distortion at 
middle frequencies, but this did not in any way 
cause problems subjectively. Unfortunately, some 
phasA jittAr w11s nntir.11d and the azimuth tende9 to 
vary somewhat when a cassette was re-loaded into 

the machine. The original model supplied had a 
faulty replay head, which had different azimuths for 
the two channels, and so it was necessary to re-test 
a second model, the subject of this review. The 
speed accuracy was remarkable, with an error of 
only 0.1 % , and the wow and flutter varied between 
.07% and .1 % through a cassette, again very good 
indeed considering the deck itself is quite an old 
design. Neal have carried out several mechanical 
modifications to the 3M deck to improve' the 
performance and whilst this was clearly effective in 
general, occasional dropouts were noticed on the 
tested sample although not found previously in 
other models checked. The machine recorded 
speech extremely well with very low background 
noise and a good response, although a very slight 
distortion was suspected. The record level meters 
must be particularly highly praised for their very 
accurate reading of peak levels, a 64m sec pulse only 
under-reading by 1dB and even an Sm sec pulse only 
under-read 7dBI

No erase or crosstalk problems were noted and in 
general the machine was found very reliable^ and 
functional. Electret or capacitor microphones are to 
be recommended with this machine because of its 
rather poor input sensitivity. Although TDK tape 
was used for the tests, other high quality high 
output types would also work well with the 
machine, but it might be necessary to adjust the 
internal record equalise presets to obtain optimum 
response. Record and replay calibration presets are 
provided but these are best left untouched as should 
all internal presets, since the manufacturers clearly 
set each machine up more than adequately. The 
machine is clearly pretty good value for money but 
does not contain some of the little trimmings 
available on many imported machines. 
Interconnection with both DIN and phono 
equipment presents no problem and compatibility is 
clearly better than that of the Mark I version.

Another version of this model is now available, 
but was not submitted for review. It is known as the 
102 Mk llV. Costing slightly more, it includes user 
bias presets for ferric and chrome, and record 
equalisation presets similar to those on the 103. This 
should make the Mk II version particularly useful if 
different tape types are regularly in use.
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NEAL 102 Mk.11

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + RDolby Out ICCIRI.............................................. 42.5dB
DolbyImprovement. .................................................. 10dB
FeCRO2/LN Av.L+RDolby Out(CCIR).........................................
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................. —
Chrome Av.L + RDolby Out ICCIRI...........................................46.5dB
DolbyImprovement..................................................  10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation .............................................................OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ IdB
Spooling Time............................................................................... 1m 6s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Fer-r-ic................................................................................................. 64dB
FeCRO2/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome........... ............... ....................... 66dB

TAPE USED
Ferric.......................................................................................... TDKSD
FeCRO2/LN..........................     -
Chrome....................................................................................... TDK Kr

Recommended Retail Price.......................... ............. £215.00 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average........................................... 8°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................450^V
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 38mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...........................................2.2K
DIN Input Sensitivity............. ..............................................................2mV
DIN Input Clipping. .......................................................................... 180mV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................ lOK
Line Input Sensitivity.  ...............................................40mV
Line Input Clipping................................................................................. 4V
Line Input Impedance Average. . ........... ................. >lOOK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right .. ...... ......... +0.5dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right.........................................-1.9dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.................... 54dB
Ferric CCIRweighted !Dolby Out)........... . .........................51.5dB
Dolby Improvement.................. ..................................................10.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIRI...........................................................64.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.09%
Speed Average................................................................................... +1%
Meter Under-read at 64ms......................................... . . .........1dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring input..................................................... 0.08%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level..........................................0.5%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat + 4dB....................................................... 2%
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av.L + Rat Dolby Level ................................... -
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av.L + Rat +4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................1.4%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB. . . ........... ............. .. 3.4°%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Fer-r-ic Dolby Out Av. L + R . .    0
10kHz FeCRO2/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R.........................................-0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref.-333Hz Ferric....................................................................+ 1.5/-1dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN................ ...............................................-/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+ 1.5/ -1.75dB
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NEAL 103 North East Audio Labs Ltd., 5 Charlotte Square,
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. 0632 26660.

Neal have realised' over the last year that there are 
keen cassette recording enthusiasts who like to have 
not only a very good cassette recorder but one 
which will allow experimentation with different 
makes of cassette tape, obtaining optimum results 
on almost any brand. The model 103 is very.similar 
to the 102 Mk II, but includes separate mixer 
controls for mic, DIN and line inputs, each control 
having two separate concentric pots for the two 
channels and, like the 102 Mk II, user preset controls 
for ferric and chrome bias record equalisation and 
Dolby calibration levels. A push button permits the 
bias levels to be monitored, so' that when changing a 
cassette tape type the bias can be reset toa different 
reading as explained in the extremely 
comprehensive and useful instruction book.

The general performance was very similar to that 
of the 102 Mk II but where differences were noted 
they were usually marginally better on the 103. The 
distortion levels, however, were very slightly inferior 
but our measurements show that this is primarily 
due to the bias settings adjusted by the 
manufacturer before delivery. Re-adjusting these, 
produced an improvement in distortion at middle 
frequencies, but of course deteriorated the very high 
frequency squash performance. Whilst the ferric 
replay response was very good, the chrome one had 
insufficient shelf cut, and a further 1 :Y.dB cut would 
have corrected the problem and improved the 
chrome replay and overall noise levels further. The 
deck itself was identical, wow and flutter was .09% 
and the speed accuracy was 0.45% -good but 
bettered (though perhaps unnecessarily) by many 
machines. No crosstalk or output clipping problems 
were eneountered and whilst the DIN and line inputs 
were excellent the microphone input, although 
much more sensitive than the 102 Mk II, had 
unfortunately a rather low clipping level of 15mV. 
This would definitely prevent users from recording 
loud pop music live without distortion. Input noise 
and distortion levels otherwise were excellent.

The Neal 103 incorporates a built in tone oscillator 
for setting Dolby level on recording very accurately 
and this can be switched in by depressing a button 
on the side panel. The pen charts show the ferric 
overall response with Dolby to be good but before 
the machine was re-biased more precisely a hole of 
some 3.5dB was noted in the response at 4kHz on 
chrome tape. Neal agreed to a re-test penchart 
recording with a lowering of bias level; and a 

resetting of Dolby calibration and equalisation on 
chrome tape. The second pen charts showed a 
considerable improvement at 4kHz but allowed the 
treble to rise somewhat at 14kHz, which was not 
considered serious.

The level meters, surprisingly, were even better 
than on the 102, having a most remarkable response 
at Mm sec (under-readong only -0.5dB) and. Sm 
sec even more remarkably under-read only 4dB. This 
allows very precise setting of peak recording levels, 
so that if a user knows his favourite cassette tape 
brand well optimum performance can easily be 
obtained.

This machine in general performed excellently and 
reliably, although the tape itself had the same phase 
jitter, azimuth and slight dropout problem. It can 
undoubtedly be classed in many ways as one of the 
leaders and should therefore do very well.

After pointing out the chromium dioxide problem 
to NEAL they stated that they would redesign the 
record equaliser to match the new record head type 
that they are now fitting to this new model. It seems 
possible that part of the rise at 14kHz could be due 
to insufficient damping on replay, since test tapes 
are not available extending further than 12kHz for 
chromium and 10kHz for ferric. 'It is thus difficult to 
see whether the error in response at very high 
frequencies is on record or replay.
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NEAL 103

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.............................................. 43.5dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI ............... . -
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................. —
ChromeAv. L + R Dolby OutICCIR)...............................................46dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB

DIN Input Noise Degredation ................    OdB
Line Input Noise Degredation .. ..... .... ......................................OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................. 1m8s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric. ..........................................................................................6V.5dB
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome......................................................................................... 6VdB

TAPE USED 
Ferric............................................................................................ TDKSD
FeCR02/LN............... ..........................................................................
Chrome........................................................................................TDK Kr*

Recommended Retail Price................. ...................... £240.00+VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................98°
Microphone Input Sensitivity ............. ............. ............................ 116VpV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 16mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average................................................ 2K
DIN Input Sensitivity...................................................... .... 4.6mV
DIN Input Clipping.......................................................................... 58)mV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................ 10K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 68mV
Line Input Clipping...........................................................'................ >10V
Line Input Impedance Average.....................................................•. >1(00K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................+ 0.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Lett and Right.......................................... + 0.6dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................... + 2.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................54dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !DolbyOut)....................................................52dB
DolbyImprovement............................................................................10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).. ...................... ..................55dB

Wow & Flutter Average...................................................................0.09%
Speed Average.................................................................................—0.5%
Meters Under-read at 64ms..................................................................5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring input..................................................... 0.04%
Over-all Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level .. > .............. ............. 0.6%
Overall Ferric Av.L + A +4d8........................................................ 2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L +R at Dolby Level.................................  
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat+4dB............................................  
Overall Chrome Av.L + Rat DolbyLevel.......................................1.9%
Overall ChromeAv.L +Rat +4d8 ................................................4.5%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L + R............................................ -0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................................-
10kHzChrome Dolby Out Av. L + R.......................................... — 1.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(00Hz-12kHzl 
Ref.333Hz Ferric..................................................................... +1/—1dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN........................................... ......................—/ —
Ref.333Hz Chrome............... .......................+ 0.5/ —1.5dB

NEAL 103: TDK Kr Dolby In latter tweak bias reduction) 
kicai ma. -mv

nb: 26VB scale u58d from top to bottom
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Pioneer CT-F2121 Shriro (UK) Ltd .• Unit 58, The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks.
0753 65 222.

Despite this machine being modestly priced and 
having only basic facilities, with Dolby 8 processing, 
VU meters but no peak reading light, and mic/DIN 
and line inputs without mixing or switching, it 
produced a very. fine overall performance, which 
was bettered by very few others in some respects. 
The replay response on ferric tape was very fine 
indeed, measuring virtually flat to 10kHz on both 
channels with the correct bass compensation and a 
similar •excellent replay response for •chrome tape. 
The unweighted signal to noise ratio was about the 
best measured, averaging -57.5dB below Dolby 
level, and quite remarkable for a cassette recorder. 
There was virtually no hum on either record or 
replay, and even the hiss was appreciably better 
than average, Dolby showing an improvement 
generally of about 9.5d8, and on chrome the 
improvement over ferric averaged 3.5d8. The 
overall noise measured well above average, the 
outstanding replay figures of 58d8 (weighted) being 
measured ref. Dolby level, on chrome tape with 
Dolby proce!!Sing switched in. The overall response 
was extraordinarily good with ferric, ferrichrome and 
chromium tapes.

The machine was also superbly well set up with 
the correct bias voltages on all three tape types. 
Ferric tape (Sony HF) gave a distortion of only 
0.55% at Dolby level, rising to only 1.9% at +4d8. 
Sony ferrichrome tape fared even better, with the 
same distortion at Dolby level but only 1.2% at 
+4dB, whilst chrome tape, as would be expected, 
had more distortion at Dolby level (1.6%) rising to 
3.8% at +4dB. These figures alone are very 
remarkable, but when added to the flat overall 
response for all three types, the recorder gave a 
performance in the absolute top class, with a very 
wide dynamic range and brightness of sound which 
was a sheer joy to hear on the cassette medium. The 
frequency response at -10d8 on ferric tape though 
did show some appreciable squash at 10kHz, 
although remarkably little at SkHz, and this was 
produced by the bias setting which was optimised 
for lowest distortion at middle frequencies whilst 
accepting slightly inferior extreme hf power 
performance. The general sound though was so 
good that the -squash was perfectly .acceptable. 
Ferrichrome tape of course fared better as would be 
expected,- and in. any case had a noticeably '-better 
signal to noise ratio. In order to" use ferrichrome, 
Pioneer have arranged matters so that tho biac 

switch should be on normal but the equalisation on 
chrome, the appropriate bias and equalisation being 
internally set up as necesary.

A Sony stereo electret microphone was used, and 
produced- a veryfine quality speech recording with 
low distortion. and a wide frequency response. 
Slightly more hiss than usual was noted here, but 
this might well have been due to the recorder have 
such a flat response, whereas others frequently cut 
the hiss produced inherently in the cassette process 
because of poor HF performance. The sensitivity 
was adequate for an electret microphone, .but was 
not high enough for 200 ohm moving coil mics. The 
clipping margin was extremely good, some 73mV 
being required before distortion would become 
noticeable.

The DIN input also fared very well with virtually 
the same sensitivity and clipping margin but with an 
input impedance at 2.Sk ohms. No noise 
degradation was observed from a DIN source, and 
thus this machine would be very easy to match with 
any BIN receiver. The line input varied in impedance 
from 60 to 80k ohms depending upon the position of 
the record gain control, and hap a sensitivity of 
72mV. No clipping was noted even when 10V input 
was derived from a low distortion oscillator. The 
output impedance measured 3.Sk ohms, and this 
would appear to be optimum for interconnection 
with external equipment. The VU meters were 
purely average, under-reading 7dB on a 64m sec 
burst, and the lack of a peak reading light is probably 
the only minor criticism that could be made of the 
recorder, since care will have to be taken not to to 
over-record. The wow and flutter measured 0.12% 
which is average, and in general use wow would 
only be noticed on instruments such as the piano 
which are very susceptible to this effect. The speed 
accuracy was + 0.45% average, and the A/ B phase 
measured very slightly inferior, but averaging + 15°. 
The machine appeared to have a pretty consistent 
azimuth which on delivery measured -20° at 3kHz, 
perfectly acceptable.

This machine, then, must be regarded as 
extremely good value for money and is strongly 
recommended. A recent sample of this model was 

.examined, and found to have significantly better 
wow and. flutter measuring 0.09%. Thus the 
machine is even more strongl . recommended.
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Pioneer CT-F2121

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby OutlCCIR)............................................... 44.5dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... lOdB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)......................................48dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................................48dB
Dolby Improvement........................ -........ ...... 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................ 0.5dB
Spooling Time....................................................................................... 2m

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric..................................................................................................66dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................. 70^5dB
Chrome............................................................................................. 66dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric ...... ...... •. •......•....•.•.. ...... ■ •.. ^S^O^^^Y F 
FeCR02/LN........ ......................................................... SONYFeCr02
Chrome......................................................................................... TDKKr*

Recommended Retail Price............................................E173.52 + VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................(2°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.............  .................................... 320pV
Microphone Input Clipping.........  ........................................... 73mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................. 28K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 465pV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................73mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................2.8K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................72mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................ 68K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63 Hz Average Left and Right.........................................— 1.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................................OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................57.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out).................................................52.5dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR wevhted).................................................56dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.09%
Speed Average............................................................................... +0.5%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...............................................................—7d8

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring input................ ........... ....... 0.05%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.........................................0.5%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB....................................................2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L +Rat Dolby Level............................. 0.5%
OverallFeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat + 4dB....................................L3%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.....................................1.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L +R + 4dB..................................................3.8%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
110kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L +R.....................................................OdB
1 (0kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L +R....................................- 2dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R......................................... —1.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l1(»Hz —12kHz) 
Ref. 333HzFerric............................................................... +1/ -0.75dB
Ref. 333HzFeCR02/LN....................................................+I -2.75dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome............................................................. +1 I ^L75dB

Pioneer CT-F2121: TDK Kr Dolby Out
Pioneer CT-F2121: Sony HF Dolby Out
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Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, Iver. Bucks. 0753
65222.Pioneer CT-F6060

The Pioneer ^6060 is a metal encased front loader 
incorporating Dolby B, %" jack inputs for 
microphone, 5 pole DIN in/out sockets and phonos 
for line in/output. A switch on the rear selects DIN 
or phono input to optimise input noise, although 
3dB noise degradation was noted on the DIN input. 
An IEC mains socket is included with its associated 
separate mains lead-(three core). Mechanically, the 
machine operated well, giving wow and flutter 
figures averaging 0.09%, and it is possible to 
transfer directly from play into rewind and back 
without depressing stop. Both play and record 
buttons however were rather stiff, and a cassette 
was a little difficult to load as there was no 
conventional reject control or special loading 
mechanism. A window flaps down over the cassette 
when loaded. Friction locked concentric rotary 
controls are provided for both record and replay, 
and these were both smooth and fairly large. A 
stereo headphone jack gives only barely enough 
volume into 8 ohm headphones, and is insufficient 
for 635 qhm models. Two average quality record 
level meters are included, but no peak reading lights.

The microphone input sensitivity was adequate at 
200uV into 20k ohms. The DIN sensitivity measured 
300uV into 2k ohms. The line input sensitivity 
measured 78mV average into 122k ohms, and no 
problems were experienced on this. Clipping 
margins were excellent generally. The replay 
controls affect the replay metering level, and a 
maximum of IV is given for Dolby level, but if the 
gain is backed off for this to read +3VU (Dolby 
level) the output is 685mV. The line out impedance 
measured 4.5k ohms.

As delivered, the replay azimuth was a little out, 
and the replay response showed a very slight fall off 
at 10kHz (-2dB), Ferrichrome and chrome responses 
averaged -3dB at 10kHz. Whilst it is possible to 
switch between ferric and ferrichrome, chrome tape 
is accommodated only with an automatic switch, 
and can thus only be used for a chrome tape having 
the special cut-outs. Replay hiss levels measured 
well and no hum was audible. Dolby noise reduction 
gave 9.5dB average improvement, and chrome tape 
a further 4.5dB. Although tape/head contact was 
good, HF stability was just average, a slight 
smudginess being audible on centre images.

Maxell UDXL gave a reasonably flat response to 
10kHz with Dolby in or out, but the resporise fell off 
very rapidly above this, giving rise to a subjective 

comment that the recorder sounded flat and lacked 
sparkle and transparency. 333Hz distortion 
measured at only 0.65% at Dolby level, rising to 
2.5% at +4dB, and whilst lower and middle 
frequencies sounded clean, some HF squashing 
produced sibilants on speech. BASF Ferrochrome 
gave a good response to 13 kHz on both channels, 
but showed a tendency to dip around 3kHz-see 
pen chart. Sony ferrichrome, however, did not have 
this dip. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level measured 
0.55% and this increased to only 1.2% at +4dB, 
which is remarkable. Again, spitchiness on speech 
was noted, but it was better than ordinary ferric. 
Sony chrome peaked +3dB at 10kHz without 
Dolby, which was slightly exaggerated with Dolby, 
the response falling to flat again by 13kHz. 
Distortion measured 1.5% at Dolby level, rising to 
5% at +4dB-not bad for chrome.

The sound quality occasionally seemed a little 
rough, and gave the impression of a form of 
transient distortion more common to power 
amplifiers, but we could.find no explanation for it in 
the laboratory. All the overall noise levels were very 
good-for example at -53dB CCIR weighted. The 
RRP seems rather high, but if this machine is 
purchased at a good discount it would be good 
value for money and thus recommendable, but 
examine the competition before purchase. The 
mechanical 'play' function was occasionally 
intermittent, causing some aggravation. Particularly 
commendable is the exceptionally low distortion, 
which seems dependant on tape type, rather than 
any normal deficiency in the electronics.
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Pioneer CT-F6060

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI............................................. 43.5dB
Dolby Improvement........... ................... ............... ... lOdB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+ R Dolby Out ICCIRI...................................49.5dB
Dolby Improvement. .................................................................... 9.25dB
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.........................................47.25dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 9.75dB
DIN Input Noise Degradation........................................................3.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................ 2m 7s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..............................................................................................65.5dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................72.5dB
Chrome........................................... . . ............................ 65dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric.................................................................................. Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN......................................................................BASF FeCr02
Chrome............................................................................... .. Sony Cr

Recommended Retail Price.
Normally substantially discounted

JJ.67 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................40°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................280pV
Microphone Input Clipping............. ...................... ..................112mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.............................................. 20K
DiNInput Sensitivity...................................... 300V
DIN Input Clipping...........................................................................1 lOmV
DIN Input Impedance Average.............................................................. 2K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................78mV
Line Input Clipping..............................     >lOV
Line Input Impedance Average ..... .........................122K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.........................................—1. 2 5dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right  ............................. — 1.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................-2dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................55.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)............................................. 51.75dB
Dolby Improvement...........................................................................1MB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weightedl................................................MdB

Wow and flutter Average................................................................0.09%
Speed Average............................................................................... + 0.3%
Meters Under^read at 64ms...................................................... —6.25dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input......................................... 0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.6%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat + 4dB................................................2.4%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+R at Dolby Level..............................0.5%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB.......................................1.2%^
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat Dolby Level ............................... 1.7%
OverallChromeAv. L + Rat +4dB................................................5.30%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby OutAv. L+R............................................. -0.75dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv. L+R.................................. +0.5dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R........................................... + 2.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(00Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric....................................................................+0J -1.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN.........................................................+ 1/ — 1dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome..................................................................+3/ — 0dB

Pioneer CTF^: BASF FeCr02 Dolby In
Pioneer CTF^: Maxell UDXL Dolby In
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Pioneer CT-F7070 Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 5B, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753
65^22.

The 7070 is virtually identical to the same 
manufacturer's ^6060 with apparently the sole 
exception of the provision of a memory counter, 
which thus costs an additional £266, and is probably 
only worthwhile if you are desperate for itl Please 
see the ^6060 review for details of facilities and input 
and out sensitivities etc.

On delivery, the replay azimuth was reasonably 
accurate, and the replay response almost identical to 
the ^6060. Slight hum was noticed on the right 
channel, the 150Hz component measuring -59dB. 
Strangely, replay hiss levels were clearly worse than 
on the ^6060, our sample measuring -50.SdB CCIR 
weighted with Dolby out on ferric equalisation. 
9.5dB improvement was noted with Dolby, and an 
additional 4dB with chrome. The overall sound 
quality on Maxell UDXL was good, but showed the 
same slight fuzziness at the ^6060. The overall 
response measured very flat to 12kHz without 
Dolby, and barely inferior with Dolby in. 333Hz 
distortion at Dolby level measured only 0.4% rising 
to only 2%' at +4dB-quite amazing. More bass 
loss than usual was noted below 40Hz and 
subjective comments on 'sibilance' were made.

BASF ferrochrom gave a slight top rise at 10kHz 
with a dip on one channel of 2dB at 2kHz with Dolby 
in use. Some treble squash was noted subjectively. 
06Hz distortion measured 0.9% at Dolby level, 
rising to 2.2% at +4dB. Possibly Dolby levels had 
been set slightly inaccurately, and too much record 
pre-emphasis was present, but potentially this 
machine seemed very good indeed. Sony chrome 
again showed a 10kHz rise of about 2dB which 
increased to +3dB with Dolby in. About 2.2% 
06Hz distortion was present at Dolby level, which is 
about average for chrome, and so again, we suspect 
too much record pre-emphasis. Distortion rose to 
8% at + 4dB. Chrome nevertheless sounded better 
than average overall/ but the increase in HF was 
audible. The overall noise level on ferric with Dolby 
in measured -53d8, which was good, the equivalent 
figures for ferrichrome being -57d8 and chrome - 
068, all CCIR weighted ref Dolby level. 3dB noise 
degradation was noted when the record levels were 
brought up to transfer our standard DIN source level 
to read Dolby level on the record meters, and once 
again it seems that yet another manufacturer does 
not appreciate the importance of designing the input 
circuit correctly for complete DIN compatibility. 
However, only slight hiss was introduced on the line 

input. Wow and flutter measured an average of 
0.08%, which is pretty low, but the speed was a 
little fast, averaging +0.6%. Erasure was very 
good, and the crosstalk performance excellent.

As with the ^6060, I feel that at its full RRP the 
recorder is over priced, but since Pioneer equipment 
is typically heavily discounted the 7070 would be 
quite good value for moiey purchased at a discount. 
The ^6060 though seemsgenerally better value. For 
other comments with reference to mechanical 
performance etc. please refer to the ^6060 review. 
However, no intermittancy of the 'play' function 
was noted on this model.
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Pioneer CT-F7070

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIR).................... 43dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out (CCIR)...................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................. 9dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out (CCIR)........................................ 47.25dB
Dolby lmprovement.............................................................................9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................. 3dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.........................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time.................................................................................. 2m 9s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.................................................................................................65.5dB
FeCR02/LN........................................................................................69dB
Chrome............................................................................................ 64.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric......................................................................................Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN....................................................................BASF FeCrO2
Chrome.........................................................................................Sony Cr

Recommended Retail Price.......................................... ^£251.81 + VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average..........................................20°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 270^V
Microphone Input Clipping ........................................................... 110mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average..............................................20K
DIN Input Sensitivity.........................................................................340^V
DIN Input Clipping...........................................................................110mV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................. 2K
Line Input Sensitivity.........................................................................81mV
Line Input Cipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average.........................................................117K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric63Hz Average Left and Right...............................................-1dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................... -2.25dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right....................................-1.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................51dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out) . . ....... .. , . 50.5dB
Dolby Improvement...........................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)........................................ 54.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................0.08%
Speed Average................................................................................+0.5%
Meters Under-read atMms........................................................-6.7dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input......................................... 0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level..........................................0.4%
Overall Ferric Av. L+ R at +4dB..................................................... 2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...............................0.8%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat +4dB......................................2.2%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level......................................2.4%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB...............................................7.9%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R................................................0.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv.L + R............................... + 2.25dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R.................... ........................+2dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 11OOHz-12kHz) 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric...........................................................+ 0.25/-0.25dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN..................................................... +2.5 (-0dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome............................................................+2/-0.5dB. nb: 25d B scale used from top to bottom
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Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 58, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753
65^.

Pioneer CT-F8080

Although the Pioneer ^80 is some £73 (ex. VAT) 
more expensive in terms of RRP than the ^6060, the 
only apparant differences are provision of a memory 
counter, a pause control and separate bias and 
equalisation switching, which can be set for ferric, 
ferrichrome or chrome tapes, although the last loses 
its autoswitching facility. The large price increase 
then should reflect a fairly marked improvement in 
overall performance.

Two % ", mic jack inputs had a measured 
sensitivity of 220uV if the mic DIN/line switch is set 
to the line input position. However, if switched to 
DIN the sensitivity decreases to 720uV into an 
impedance of 5.4k ohms. This can be very useful 
since of course the clipping margin is improved for 
recording close to musical instruments etc. In any 
case 1OOmV (320mV) are required for clipping on the 
mic input. DIN input sensitivity is 730uV into 8.5k 
ohms clipping at 320mV. 1.5dB noise was added 
from our •standard DIN source, and so the full 
potential of the quietest cassette tapes can not be 
completely realised from the DIN input if used with a 
DIN standard receiver. Line sensitivity measured 
80mV into 115k ohms, and again slight noise was 
introduced.

As delivered, replay azimuth was reasonably 
accurate, and replay response was nearly flat up to 
10kHz, although some bass loss was present of 
around 2.5dB at 50Hz. Chrome equalisation though 
showed approximately 2dB loss at 10kHz. Replay 
noise levels were rather average, but Dolby noise 
reduction produced 10dB improvement, and chrome 
some MB more. Distortion in the electronics was 
minimal throughout. Output pipped at 3.IV, and 
Dolby level gave a maximum’ output of IV, but this 
could be reduced by the replay gain control which 
also affects the replay meter reading. Wow and 
flutter averaged 0.1%, although it increased to 
0.13% at the end of a casette, and unfortunately, it 
generally seemed a little unstable. Spooling was 
fast-approximately 1min 30secs for a C90. The 
speed was very accurately set. Erasure and cross 
talk measurements proved excellent. Stability and 
head to tape contact were very good, receiving no 
adverse comments at all.

For some reason Sony HF tape was specified 
rather than UDXL, which had been recommended 
for the ^6060 and 7070, and we penned some HF rise 
of + 2.5dB at 10kHz, which degraded to +3.5dB 
with Dolby inserted overall. 33Hz distortion 

measured 0.6% .at Dolby level, rising to 3% at 
+4dB, and I must conclude again that too much 
record pre-emphasis is incorporated. Recordings 
sounded clean and clear, and relatively undistorted, 
but the rising HF was clearly audible. It is only fair to 
mention though that some will like it this way, but I 
prefer if flat. Sony ferrichrome charted with a slight 
EHF rise, reaching a peak of +2.MB at 12kHz with 
Dolby in. Distortion again measured 0.6%, rising to 
2% at +4dB, and subjectively sounded extremely 
low, but with a noticeable EHF rise which 
emphasised speech sibilants. The overall impression 
though was excellent on ferric. Sony chrome had a 
considerable HF peak of up to +5dB at 13.5kHz on 
the right channel with Dolby out, deteriorating to 
+ 6.5dB with Dolby in. Subjectively, recordings 
were very toppy, although clear at HF. Some 
sibilance and roughness were noted overall. 333Hz 
distortion at Dolby level measured 4.5% rising to an 
alarming 12% at +4dB. Pioneer would be well 
advised to abandon chrome tape in favour of new 
types such as Maxell UDXL II and TDK SA. Noise 
levels were excellent overall, despite the treble 
boosts which if corrected could make the noise even 
better.

The response anomalies are frankly puzzling, 
though potentially this is undoubtedly an excellent 
machine. If the response could be flattened I would 
recommend it, but even so it would still be only 
average value for money at its high RRP. As it 
stands, if offers below average value for money 
unless found at a considerable discount.
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Pioneer CT-FBOBO

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out (CCIR)............................................43.25dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out (CCIR)....................................49.5dB
Dolby Improvement...................................................................... 9.25dB
Chrome Av.L+ R Dolby Out!CCIRI...................... ............. 47.25dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................  . 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation....................................................... 1.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation ........ ... 1.25dB
Spooling Time................................................ ...............................1m 29s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.............................................................................................. 64.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................... ............. .....................................71dB
Chrome........................................................................................... 62.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric.......................................................................................... Sony HF
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................Sony FeCr02
Chrome. ................... . ..........................SonyCr

Recommended Retail Price..........................................£302.94 + VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. ....................................20°
Microphone Input Sensitivity............................................. 'l2.0JJ.V-^20pV
Microphone Input Clipping ^ . .... 100mV-320mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................... ......................5.3K
DIN Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 720pV
DIN Input Clipping............................................................................ 320mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................8.5K
Line Input Sensitivity....................................... . ........... 82mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average..........................................................115K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................... -1.5dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right............................................. — 1dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.....................................-1.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel...................................... 52.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !Dolby Out)............................................. 51.25dB
Dolby Improvement ...........  ..... ............... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted).........................................56.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average.... . . . ,  0.11%
Speed Average.............................................................................. +0.1%
Metera Under-read at 64ms. ....... , .......-4dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input........................................ 0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level , - . ......... ......... .... 0.6%
Overall FerricAv.L+Rat4dB...................................................... 2.8%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level............................... 0.6%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat +4dB...................................... 21 %*
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 4.2%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB................................................12.6%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R................................................+2.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................................+ 1.75dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L+R............................................... +3dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric..................................................................+2.5/-0.5dB
Rei.333Hz FeCR02/LN ........................................................ +2/—0dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+3.5/ -0.5dB

Pioneer CTF^^: Sony HF Dolby In
Pioneer CTF^: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In

nb: 2'l2.B scale used from top to bottom
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Shriro (UK) Ltd., Unit 58, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. 0753
65 222Pioneer CT-F9191

The CTF 9191 can be regarded as a front loader with_ 
a difference in that it has many special features, and 
is one of the heaviest cassette recorders in the world 
(12 kg). Although it was conventional for early 
machines to keep weight and size down, this is to a 
degree irrelevant since performance and ease of use 
are far more. important.

Separate pairs of concentrically mounted 
rotatable gain controls are provided for mic/DIN, 
line phono and output level (varying replay only and 
not monitoring levels). The machine has two heads 
and Dolby B processing, a record limiter, and a peak 
reading •light between the fairly large-VU meters. 
These meters, however, under-read a 64m sec burst 
by some 9dB. The peak reading light operated with 
peaks exceeding +2dB over Dolby level even on 
only an Sm sec transit, and. could with advantage 
have been set to operate at a higher level, since the 
machine's distortion performance is extremely good 
and will permit recording of very high levels without 
distress.

The rotary volume controls each have a flange 
which can be set as a marker for correct record level 
settings from different sources.

The microphone inputs ( %" jack sockets on the 
front) were just a little insensitive at 30uV, but the 
clipping margin was really excellent. A strange 
anomaly resulted when a stereo microphone having 
a common earth was plugged in, since bad hum 
resulted,. which completely disappeared when only 
one jack was inserted, showing a bad earth loop in 
the chassis. The input impedance here also was a 
little high, and thus optimum hiss was not reached 
for low impedance moving •coil microphones. The 
DIN input impedance was much too low at 2.1k 
ohm, and could tend to introduce noise from low 
output level DIN tuner amplifiers, although at 
specified DIN levels almost no noise degradation 
took place. The line input sensitivity was excellent, 
and any input level could be accommodated without 
distress. The record level limiter worked very well 
with its threshold set at a sensible tape distortion 
level, so that even when an input programme was 
driving it very hard, distortion was not apparent, 
although the recovery time was a little on the fast 
side, thus causing slight pumping when driven hard.

Pre-recorded cassettes played back extremely 
well, but on delivery a slight azimuth error was noted 
(30° at 3kHz). The replay response was good, 
narticularly flt thA hioh frAfliiAnry find, but 

unfortunately, Pioneer still use the old bass —time 
constant, so. some- pre-recorded- cassettes will play 
back with slight bass loss.

Despite the bass boost necessary on record, 
however, to obtain an overall flat response; bass 
distortion was not really noticeable at fairly high 
recording levels on ferric tape, since both biasing 
and equalisation were exceptionally well adjusted. 
The ferric overall response with Dolby in was very 
good indeed, but quite outstanding was the 
remarkably low distortion on Sony HF and BASF 
Super LH-below 0.6% rising to only 1.5% at 
+4dB and 4.5% at SdBI "his gave an extremely 
clean sound up to-very high levels. Although the 
chrome sound-was good, it was-clearly not biased 
correctly, since the left channel showed a fairly 
sharp rise at 10kHz and the right channel an 
equivalent fall off. This produced a rather lop-sided. 
treble response, fairly evident on any normaLinput 
programme. Whilst.the replay noise levels were only 
average, the overall noise performance, which after 
all is what really matters, was extremely good, and 
bear in mind the machine's amazing distortion 
performance and the very wide dynamic range that 
could be recorded, even though a very slight hum 
was audible on replay in very quiet passages. The 
stability was excellent, and no drop outs were 
audible at any time. There was no erase problem, 
and the crosstalk measured well.

The overall sound on ferric was so good that for a 
moment it was thought that we were listening to the 
master rather than the cassette. High. praise indeed. 
And, had the chromium biasing been more precisely 
set, results probably just as good, or even better, 
might have been noted. The wow and flutter 
measured just under .1% and the speed was 0.3% 
slow, whereas most machines seemed to run a 
fraction fast. This is perfectly satisfactory for all 
normal purposes. This machine should so well, since 
its price seems very fair, and the presentation 
excellent. The method of loading and unloading the 
cassette was not liked-but this is a matter for 
personal preference.
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Pioneer CT-F9191

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.........................................44.25dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................... .. 9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI ... ..................... 47.75dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................BdB
ChromeAv. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR).......................................  47.75dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 8.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................... 0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation ....................................................0.25dB
Spooling Time. ....... .............................................................1m30s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..................................................................................................66dB
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................................69dB
Chrome............................................................................................. 64dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric................................................................ SONY HF
FeCR02/LN........................................................................SONY FeCr02
Chrome......................................................................................TDK Kr

Recommended Retail Price......................................... £357.50 + VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................22°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................390JJV
Microphone Input Clipping...........................................................105mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average. ........................................... 50K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................  305pV
DIN Input Clipping. ........................................................................ 105mV
DIN Input Impedance Average ...... ..............................2.1K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................82mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................92K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... -3.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................-1.3dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.....................................-0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel..........................................50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted IDolby Out)............................................... 49.5dB
Dolby Improvement.................... ....................................................10.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted):.............................................53dB

Wow and Flutter Average..............................................................0.09%^
Speed Average. ............................................... ........ .. -0.3%
Meters Under-read at 64ms........................................................... -9dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring Input........................... .. ......................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level ........... 0.6%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB..................................................1.5%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level...............................0.5%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB......................................LO%^
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........... ...................... 1.8%
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat +4dB...............................................6%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... — 2dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.....................................3.5dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... -1dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref.333Hz Ferric................................................................. + 0.25/-2dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................... + 0.25/-4dB
Ref.333HzChrome.........................................................+0.25/-1.5dB

Pioneer CT-F9191: Sony HF Dolby In
Pioneer CT-F9191: TDK Kr Dolby In
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Sansui SC737 Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton S09 5OF. 0703 i
^11.

A very simple machine to operate, it includes only 
basic facilities, Dolby B processing and a % " 
microphone jack, and 5 pole DIN and line in/out 
phono sockets. Four rotary gain controls provide 
settings for left and right input and output levels. 
The VU meters under-read 6dB at a 64m sec burst.

• On replay, the response drooped slightly at 
10kHz, being -3dB, and an equal droop was 
noticed on the chromium equalisation position. 
Unfortunately, the replay hiss level was somewhat 
higher than "average, and this added just noticeably 
to the hiss on pre-recorded cassettes. The Dolby 
circuits did, however, give a full 10dB noise 
reduction on replay. The stability was good and no 
drop outs were audible, although the phase jitter 
showed variations of up to .±.15° at 10kHz which is 
only just below average.

The overall distortion on ferric TDK SO tape was 
exceptionally low at below 0.5%, and this therefore 
produced very clean recordings which subjectively 
had a very wide response, although there was a 
droop of approximately 3dB at 10kHz. Since the 
replay showed the same droop, it is clear that the 
record facilities were initially perfectly flat and had 
the factory adjusted the replay side correctly, 
response and distortion would be virtually beyqnd 
criticism. The signal to noise was affected by the 
poor average replay noise figures, and the recording 
therefore reproduced on the machine with 
approximately 4dB more hiss than optimum. As it is 
possible to record very high levels without 
distortion, though, this is less worrying than it might 
have been. Chromium tape measured approximately 
4dB down at 10kHz, and thus recordings began to 
lose their brilliance slightly. The distortion at Dolby 
level measured 1.6%, better than average, and 
decreasing the bias slightly would have considerably 
improved the response. The overall recorded sound 
was pretty good.

The microphone input sensitivity was rather poor, 
since 480uV were required for Dolby level, and 
undoubtedly an electrat microphone becomes 
essential for a reasonable recording level to be 
reached on most sounds. The input impedance was 
8.2k ohms, and the clipping level excellent. The DIN 
input sensitivity was 14mV, which was rather 
insensitive considering the input impedance was 20k 
ohms, although the clipping margin was very good 
indeed. Unfortunately, the sensitivity here nowhere 
near conforms to the DIN specification, although in 

practice, since any noise degradation occurred at 
the standard DIN input level, most DIN receivers will 
provide an adequate input. The line input sensitivity 
at 72mV into high impedance was very satisfactory. 
No degradation occurred at 100mV input level, and 
very high levels indeed did not cause any distress. 
The wow and flutter at 0.11% must be regarded as 
very good for the machine's most modest price, and 
the general stability was highly satisfactory.

Subjectively, the recorder behaved very well and 
the deck controls were liked. It is a pity that the 
noise performance rather let down the machine 
which in other respects performed well, and if 
Sansui could improve this the 737 could be regarded 
as reasonable value for money. As it stands now, it 
can still be recommended, but high quality cassette 
tape must be used to achieve a reasonable dynamic 
range. Perhaps another sample might have a better 
signal to noise ratio, but since both channels had the 
same problem it is almost certain that the noise is 
basically caused by a design fault rather than setting 
up. Still, a good buy for its price.

This model is to be discontinued shortly after , 
Christmas, 1976, but the review is included from the 
first book since the model is still likely to be in the 
shops for a while.
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Sansui SC737

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + RDolby Out ICCIR)................................................. 40dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................9.225dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.......................................... 
DolbyImprovement...............................................................................-
Chrome Av. L + RDolby Out ICCIRI........................................44.75dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 7.25dB

DIN Input NoiseDegradation................................................. OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation ................................................ OdB
Spooling Time............................................................................... 2m 12s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric................................................................................................ 61dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome........................... .......................... .................................. 60.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric.................................................. TDKSD
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-.
Chrome......................................................................................... TDKKr^

Recommended Retail Price..................................... £1i64.38+VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................. 5°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .......................................................... 480pV
Microphone Input Clipping .... 115mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average .. .........................8.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity. ............      14mV
DIN Input Clipping........... ...................................................................>lOV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................20K
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 72mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >lOV
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................... 100K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... — 1.75dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right.......................................— 2.7 5dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.....................................— 2.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 220/20 worst channel......................................... 50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted Dolby Out.................................................45.75dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ lOdB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)...........................................49.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.11%
Speed Average........................... ... +0.3%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.................................. . ... 6dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level monitoring input.................................................... 0.07%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level..........................................0.4%
Overall Ferric Av. L +Rat +4dB ........ .................................... 2%*
OverallFeCR02/LN Av.L + RatDolby Level....................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at +4dB................................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level..................................... 1.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB .. ... . 4.3%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHzFerricDolby OutAv.L + R............................................. —t'5dB
lOkHzFeCR02/LNDolby Out Av.L + R. 
lOkHz ChromeDolby OutAv.L + R....................................... —t'75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(00Hz--|2kHz) 
Ref.333HzFerric................................................................. + 1I -3.25dB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN................................................................. -/ —
Ref.333Hz Chrome.........................................................+0.75/-2.5dB

Sansui SC737: TDK Kr Dolby In
Sansui SC737: TDK SD Dolby In
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Sansui SC2002 Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton 509 5QF. 0703
<4411.

This machine is a front loader housed in a metal 
cabinet and includes the usual basic functions. The 
record level meters are not complemented by a peak 
reading light, but had better than average ballistics 
under-reading a 64mS pulse by only 4.75dB. 
Mechanically, the deck worked reasonably well, the 
wow and flutter figure averaging 0.11% at the 
beginning and end of a cassette but peaking at 
0.15% in the middle. It is possible to go straight 
from play into rewind and back again without 
depressing .the stop button. The pause control 
tended to grab the tape slightly. Although a cassette 
was easy to load, it was slightly awkward to 
withdraw it with one hand. Split friction locked 
rotary record levels are provided, and also a ganged 
stereo replay gain control can adjust the output 
down from a maximum of 350mV for Dolby level (on 
the low side) from a source impedance of 2.5k 
ohms.

A stereo headphone jack provides an inadequate 
volume even into 8 ohm headphones. Just two lever 
type switches adjust the ferric/chrome 
bias/equalisation and Dolby processing on/off. Two 
% " jack sockets give a sensitivity of 30uV for 
microphone input into 8.6k ohms (insensitive). The 
DIN 5 pole in/out socket had an input sensitivity of 
4.4mV into 48k ohms and this impedance is much 
too high for comfort, treble loss being apparent from 
high source impedances within the DIN standards. 
Even so, slight noise degradation was noticed 
showing inappropriate design of the input stage. 
Clipping points were excellent, 190mV for mic and 
greater than 10V for DIN which is totally 
unnecessary. Surely the series resistor should be 
reduced or omitted on the DIN input. The line input 
gave 70mV sensitivity into 167k ohms and no 
problems were experienced here. Erase was 
excellent and crosstalk very good.

On delivery, replay azimuth was accurate and the 
replay response excellent although very slight bass 
loss was apparent on one channel. Although no 
hum was noticed at all, replay hiss was rather higher 
than average (-48.5dB CCIR weighted ref. Dolby 
level without noise reduction). Dolby noise 
reduction gave an average of 9.5dB improvement 
and chrome a further 2.5dB (not enough). HF 
stability and tape/head contact were excellent, no 
troubles being experienced with pre-recorded 
cassettes. We were first given samples of Fuji FX 
tape to use with this recorder and the overall 

response proved to have a high frequency shelf of 
up to +4dB above 5kHz with Dolby in. Sansui 
provided some Sony HF cassette tape, which 
penned a much flatter curve with a maximum lift of 
only + 1.75dB at 5kHz on the left but +3dB on the 
right, both channels becoming flat again at around 
10kHz. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level measured 
1.2% rising to 4% at +4dB. The overall sound 
quality on the original Fuji FX was rather sibilant on 
speech and generally toppy, and slight brightness 
was also noticed on Sony HF. The distortion 
performance was rather average.

TDK SA was used in the chrome position and 
whilst this gave a pretty flat response on the right 
channel, a droop was noticed at 10kHz on the left 
channel, particularly with Dolby in-see pen chart. 
333Hz distortion at Dolby level measured 0.8% 
rising to 2.5% at +4dB. This performance shows a 
clear superiority over normal chrome tapes. Overall 
noise on ferric measured reasonably at -52.SdB 
weighted ref. Dolby level (Dolby in) and on TDK SA 
-53.5dB, not particularly good. Distortion in the 
electronics seemed quite reasonable.

The recommended retail price, as published, 
bears little relationship to the prices normally 
advertised, and with a discount this recorder is 
reasonable value for money, although I must admit 
that I was a little disappointed in its general 
performance. The record equalisation is surely 
incorrect and Sansui would be advised to modify it 
to work correctly with the best of modern tapes. The 
DIN input circuitry needs a little attention and this I 
understand is being looked into at the moment.
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Sansui SC2002

SANSUl SC-2002

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI.................................................. 42dB
DolbyImprovement...................... ........................ .........9.25dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R DolbyOutlCCIRI.........................................  
Dolby Improvement .......................    -
ChromeAv. L+R DolbyOutlCCIRI....................................... 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 8.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.75dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........ ,.................................................. OdB
Spooling Time. . ......... .................1m 50s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric.............................................................................................. 61.5dB
FeCR02/LN . . ........................ , ........... -
Chrome ...... ................. ............... ............... .. .. 65dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric............................ ....................................... ............. Sony HF
FeCR02/LN . 
Chrome.......................................................................................TDK SA

Recommended Retail Price . . .... £198.21 + VAT
Normally substantially discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average......... ....... .... ........... 15°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .... ............................. ...........  580pV
Microphone Input Clipping ......... ............................................ .. 193mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...........................................8.6K
DIN Input Sensitivity........... ...... ... . ......... 4.3mV
DIN Input Clipping............................................................................ >10V
DIN Input Impedance Average  ........................................................ 48K
Line Input Sensitivity.................................................... ............... 70mV
Line Input Clipping........................................................ .. ................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................ 167K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right................................................— IdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right ................ .. -0.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................MdB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolbyout)............................................... 49.5dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................ ... 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)......................................... 52.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.12%
SpeedAverage . .............. ....................................................0%
Meters Under-read at 64ms............. .........................................-4.75dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby Level when monitoring input.........................................0.06*%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level.............  .................. 0.5%
OverallFerric Av. L+Rat +4dB................................................. 3.8%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+R at Dolby Level....................................
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+R +4dB....................................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 0.8%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB............................................... 2.7%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................. +0.75dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOut Av.L + R.
10kHz Chrome DolbyOut Av. L+R.........................................-1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION.(100Hz-12kHzl
-Ref. 33Hz Ferric............................................................... + 2.5/ -0.5dB
Ref.33HzFeCR02/LN................................................................. - / -
Ref.333Hz Chrome....................................................................+0/-4dB

Sansui SC2002: Sony HF Dolby In
Sansui SC202: TDK SA Dolby In

nb: 2MB scale used from top to bottom
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Sansui SC3000 Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton S09 5OF. 0703
■4411.

Representing the very latest from the Sansui stable, 
the review sample was an early production 
prototype. The machine offers very basic facilities, 
having % " microphone jacks and 5 pole DIN and 
phono line input/ output sockets. It is a front loader 
with Dolby B processing, and provision for ferric and 
chromium tapes. Two separate rotary record gain 
controls are complemented by a ganged stereo 
replay gain control. All the controls are on the front 
and. apart from the stereo headphone jack and the 
two microphone jacks the remaining sockets are on 
the rear. The two VU meters have good ballistics, 
under-reading a Mm sec burst by 5dB, 2dB better 
than average, and a peak reading light commenced 
to glow at a +3dB level-just about optimum.

The replay noise levels measured about average, 
and no significant noise was added to pre-recorded 
cassettes. On delivery, the azimuth was slightly out 
at -30° (3kHz). The replay response was most 
impressive, within borderlines of only 2dB from 
40Hz to 10kHz, one of the flattest replay responses 
measured in the tests. The chromium equalisation 
was similarly excellent. Pre-recorded tapes sounded 
extremely good, and reproduced with excellent head 
to tape contact and stability, although just 
occasionally very slight flutter was audible (the wow 
and flutter measured 0.13%). On the review sample, 
the stereo output control was of too high a value at 
50k ohms, and Sansui have promised to reduce this 
to a much lower value on production models. The 
overall response on ferric TDK SO was very 
satisfactory, showing just a slight droop at 10kHz of 
approximately 2dB with Dolby processing. This very 
small droop was only approximately 1dB down 
without Dolby. The third harmonic distortion of 
333Hz at Dolby level measured 0.8%, a very good 
figure, which increased to 3% at +4dB. Music 
reproduced very well indeed overall with fairly low. 
noise but just a slight hum apparent at a low level. 
On TDK chrome tape the 10kHz response with 
Dolby showed a slight rise of approximately 3dB on 
the left but only 1.5dB on the right. The distortion at 
Dolby level was 2%, which was considered average 
and therefore satisfactory. Chromium tapes 
recorded well and in particular a Sony stereo electret 
microphone reproduced speech close to the mic 
exceptionally well although again a very slight hum 
was noticeable. Unfortunately, the microphone 
input sensitivity was rather poor at 60uV, and thus 
ordinary moving coil microphones would be 

inadequate for recording many types of programme. 
The DIN input had a reasonable sensitivity of 3.2mV 
and had an almost infinite clipping margin. But 
unfortunately, the input impedance varied from 23k 
ohms to 46k ohms — not satisfactory since, when the 
record level control is quite a way down, top loss 
will become apparent when interconnected with a 
DIN standard receiver. The line input had a 
sensitivity of 65mV, but unfortunately, at 1OOmV in, 
noise degradation of 6dB was noted, showing that 
the optimum line input level required for no noise 
degradation would be at least 50mV. Clearly, there 
is an incompatibility of input levels, impedances and 
microphone sensitivities, and Sansui are 
recommended to improve the circuit although many 
users would find no problems at all.

Both the erase and crosstalk figures were 
extremely good, and no trouble whatsoever is likely 
to be experienced. The neat push buttons on the 
front allow the user to transfer from play to wind and 
back to play without pressing the stop button. The 
rewind mechanics also include a memory facility 
allowing the tape to stop automatically at a pre-set 
point. The front loading was not quite so neat as 
some, but bear in mind the modest price and the 
fact that it is likely to be heavily discounted. Thus 
the general performance makes it relatively good 
value for money, and therefore it is recommended. 
Quite clearly, this machine is one of a new range of 
Japanese manufactured products one generation 
further ahead. No problems were encountered with 
the integrated circuit Dolby which it uses although, 
strangely, marginally too much noise reduction was 
achieved but inside Dolby's tolerance.
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Sansui SC3000

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)..............................................42.5dB
DolbyImprovement .. ........... ............................ .........10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIR).........................................
DolbyImprovement ...........................................................................
Chrome Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIR)......................................... 45.5dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.............................................................1dB
Line Input Noise Degradation ....................................................5.75dB
Spooling Time............................................................................... 1m 55s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............................ ................. ...... ...........62.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................. ■■
Chrome................................................................ ......... .........^.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric............................................................................................TDKSD
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome....................................................................................... TDK Kr' 

Recommended Retail Price
• Normally substantially discounted

£222.30 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. . .............. 22°
Microphone Input Sensitivity......................................................... 590pV
Microphone Input Clipping..............................................................70mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 9.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity..................  3mV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................>10V
DIN Input Impedance Average ...........................................  1BK
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 65mV
Line Input Clipping................................................ ............. .... >10V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................>100K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................ +0.25dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right......................... .... +0.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right...........................................+1dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................53dB
Ferric CCIR weighted {Dolby Outl.....................................................50dB
Dolby Improvement . ........................................................................ 11dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)........... ..  52.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.13%
Speed Average.................................................................................-04%
Meters Undenread at 64ms...................................................... .. —5d8

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input................................................... 0.04%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.8%
Ovorall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB.................... 3%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+R at Dolby Level.................................... 
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat+4dB 
Overall Chrome Av. L+R at Dolby Level.......................................... 2%
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat +4dB............................................... 4.2%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L+R............................................. -1.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L +R...............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L+R........................................ +0.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric............................................................... +0.5/-2.75dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN ...................................................................-/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome......................................................+0.75/-1.75dB

Sansui SC30: TDK SD Dolby In
Sansui SC^30: TDK Kr Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, Bushey Mill
Lane, Watford, Herts. Watford 30421.Sanyo RD4260

Although having relatively few facilities, this model 
performed very well overall. Dolby B is included, and 
line in, 5 pole DIN input/output and microphone 
inputs ( %"jack) are provided. Sensibly, Sanyo have 
incorporated a switch selecting either line in or 
microphone/DIN in and thus all inputs are working 
at optimum levels to avoid hiss. The microphone 
circuit has rather too low a sensitivity and even an 
electret microphone gave only just enough level for 
recording speech 1' away from the microphone. 
Unfortunately, the mic input clipped at 19mV and so 
had rather a poor dynamic range capability. The DIN 
input, however, was very sensible, having an input 
impedance on 15k ohms with a reasonable clipping 
margin to DIN specification. The line in circuit 
worked well but was a little sensitive (125mV 
maximum sensitivity) and virtually no input 
degradation occurred at this level. The line in 
impedance, incidentally, was 70k ohms, varying 
slightly with the position.of the record gain control.

On replay, pre-recorded cassettes sounded very 
good but in general a little toppy, thus confirming 
the measurement of approximately 3dB boost at 
10kHz. This should be corrected by Sanyo since 
obviously the replay noise would be slightly higher 
than optimum. As it stood, it measured slightly 
below average but adequate at -48dB CCIR 
weighted without Dolby and -57dB with Dolby in. 
Nominally, the chromium replay response, although 
4dB below that of ferric at high frequencies, 
measured correctly in ratio to ferric, thus proving 
that the replay overall equalisation was not optimally 
set up. The stability on both record and playback 
was excellent, and ferric recordings made on Sanyo 
LN tape reproduced very well with a fairly wide 
dynamic range and good clarity at high frequencies. 
The overall response on both ferric and chrome was 
very good indeed, the chrome response being 
reasonably flat to 14kHz. The distortion on ferric 
Sanyo LN was only 0.8% at Dolby level and 
remarkably low for chrome at 1.3% , .one of the best 
chrome figures. Distortion only became apparent at 
very high recording levels, but because the VU 
meters under-read a 64m sec burst by 6.5dB, and 
there are no peak reading indicators, care will have 
to be taken to avoid over recording. Chromium tape 
(TDK C60) also fared extremely well, giving one of 
the best overall chromium sound qualities and with a 
wide dynamic range. Lower than average 
i nttirrnodulatlon distortion was heard on replay, and 

this together with the excellent performance on 
ferric cassettes allows this model to be 
recommended. The wow and flutter at 0.12% was 
only average, though, and just occasionally flutter 
was audible particuarly on woodwind instruments. 
The phase jitter was only .±.5° at 10kHz which was 
one of the best measured, atthough replacing the 
cassette in the machine sometimes produced a very 
slight azimuth offset. No crosstalk problems were 
encountered by the erase performance, although 
adequate, was considerably below average at 60dB.

Mechanically, the deck worked extremely well 
and it is possible to transfer from any function to 
another smoothly without first engaging stop. On 
one occastion, though, on turning over a pre
recorded cassette and quickly reinserting it, the 
machine damaged a section of the tape, but this 
could have been coincidental. Fast wind, 
unfortunately, did not have an auto stop function 
and this will have to be watched, Ergonomically, the 
machine is well designed and has a pleasant 
appearance and in general is felt to be good value for 
money. Sanyo will have to correct the replay 
equalisation though, thus making the chromium 
overall response even flatter than it is now, but a 
little more equalisation on record will be necessary 
for ferric if the replay is adjusted to be correct.

Sensibly, Sanyo UK Ltd. have abandoned 
meaningless RRPs, and the typical price of this 
recorder is now £90 plus VAT.
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Sanyo RD4260

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. l + R Dolby Out ICCIR)....................................................42dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... lOdB
FeCR02/LN Av. l+R Dolby Out ICCIR).........................................  
Dolby Improvement...............................................................................—
Chrome Av. l+R Dolby Out ICCIR).............................................. 45dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation .............  OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation ...... ...................................0.5dB
Spooling Time...............................................................................1m 53s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric  ...........................................................................................62dB
FeCR02/LN............................  . , ...................... -
Chrome.......................................................................................... 63.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric........................................................................................Sanyo LN
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome..........................................................................................63.5dB

Typical Retail Price. ^ + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................27°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................3^pN
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 19mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.......................................... >100K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................  980pV
DIN Input Clipping..................................................  WmV
DIN Input lmpedancd Average............................................................ 15K
Line Input Sensitivity..................................................................... 125mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................72K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................ -0.75dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right........................................ +3.2dB
Chrome 10kHz Average left and Right....................................+ 3.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel..........................................^dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)............................................... 47.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)...........................................51.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................0.12%
Speed Average.................................. .. ..............+ 1.1%
Meters Under-read at 64ms............................................................. 6.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input......................... ............. 0.08%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.8%
OverallFerric Av. L + Rat+4dB..................................................3.W
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level....................................
OverallFeCR02/LN Av. l + Rat+4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.....................................1.4%
Overall ChromeAv. l + Rat +4dB................................................3.3%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................. -1.25d8
10kHzFeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv. l+R........................................-/
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R.........................................+1.25d8

OVERALL DEVIATION (1WHz-l2kHz)
Ref. 333HzFerric..................................................................+0/-3.0dB
Ref. 333HzFeCR02.................................................................................-
Ref. 333Hz Chrome........................................................ + 1.25/-1.75d8

10 20 Hl W 1OO 200 600 1000 2000 6000 10000 20000

Sanyo RD42W: Sanyo LN Dolby In
Sanyo RD42W: TDK Kr Dolby In

nb: 2W B scale u^d from top to bottom
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Sanyo RD4600 Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Ltd., Sanyo House, Bushey Mill
Lane, Watford, Herts. Watford 30421.

The most expensive recorder of the Sanyo range, it 
includes Dolby B processing, a mic/DIN and line 
input switch and an internal oscillator which can be 
used to set A/B levels precisely on both tracks for 
ferric and chrome tapes independently. This ensures 
tape type. The VU meter panel including these 
presets raises and lowers on a hinge, but this seems 
rather an expensive gimmick. The replay response in 
general measured quite well on both ferric and 
chrome tapes, but the extreme treble end measured 
a little below optimum (averaging -1.5dB at 
10kHz). The replay noise level was satisfactory but 
again slightly below average and the correct noise 
decrease resulted for chromium tape and for 
insertion of Dolby B- processing. Pre-recorded 
cassettes in general played back with rather a 
muffled quality, and the azimuth seemed to vary 
continuously. This variation was proved by the 
presence of some phase jitter overall measuring 
.±20° at 10kHz. When a recorded cassette was 
withdrawn and reinserted, the azimuth appeared to 
be unreliable.

Three positions of bias and equalisation are 
available for normal, LN and chrome. The distortion 
on TDK SD tape overall was exceptionally low at 
only 0.3% average, rising to 2% at +4dB and this 
was considered excellent. A very slight high 
frequency loss was apparent overall (see pen chart) 
but this did not detract from the relatively good 
performance, although it was slightly affected by 
the variations in azimuth. On Sanyo LN tape the 
high frequency response was extremely poor, the 
pen chart showing approximately -10dB at 10kHz 
with Dolby processing in use. This, of course, 
produced a very muffled sound overall and showed 
the machine to be rather badly set up at the factory.

Chromium tape gave a very flat overall response 
but the distortion at Dolby level was considerably 
higher than average at 3%. Nevertheless, results 
subjectively on chrome were very good, provided 
the recording level was kept down. The overall noise 
performance was good and clearly the machine, if 
aligned correctly, and if the deck mechanics were 
more stable, could perform very well indeed.

It is possible that the review sample was below 
average in this respect. The wow and flutter, 
although averaging 0.16%, appeared to vary 
considerably from one cassette to another. The 
speed accuracy was + 0.5% which was regarded as 
adequate. No crosstalk problems were encountered 

and the erase was satisfactory, averaging 62dB.
The microphone input circuitry had relatively low 

noise, but unfortunately had insufficient gain for 
speech to be recorded at a distance from the 
microphone, and an electret microphone will 
certainly be necessary to achieve sufficient 
recording level. The input impedance was about 
optimum at 4k ohms and the clipping level was 
satisfactory. The DIN input had a sensible 
impedance of 11.5k ohms with a reasonable 
sensitivity and clipping margin although at the rated 
DIN input level of 11.5mV, typical of values obtained 
from receivers designed to DIN specification, some 
4dB of noise degradation resulted. At high levels, 
however, this input was satisfactory. The line input 
had a sensitivity of only 11OmV, adequate for most 
purposes but insufficient for some. No significant 
noise degradation appeared on the line input and 
very high levels could be received without any 
distortion problems arising. Mechanically, the 
machine was liked, although one pre-recorded 
cassette was ruined. There is one interesting 
feature, that of automatic rewind of a cassette at its 
end, then either stopping or playing again as 
required. The machine also includes a memory tape 
counter. Rotary controls rather than faders are 
incorporated for both input and output levels, and a 
remote control allows the user to stop and start from 
a pre-selected function.

Despite the VU meters being of the pop-up type, 
their ballistics were poor, since a 64m sec burst 
under-read 9dB. The peak reading light was also not 
very effective, since it operated at approximately 
Dolby level, which would encourage under
recording, as opposed to the VU meters, which 
encourage over-recording.

The typical price of this recorder is now £190 plus 
VAT.
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Sanyo RD4600

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby OutICCIRI...........................................42.25dB
Dolby Improvement . .............. 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R DolbyOutICCIRI.................................... 43dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... 10dB
ChromeAv.L + RDolbyOutiCCIR).........................................45.5dB
Dolby Improvement.................................................... 10dB

DIN Input Noise Degredation...........................  3dB
Line Input Noise Degredation....................................... ............... 0.5dB
Spooling Time.......................................................................................2m

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................................................................................. 64dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................. 61.5dB
Chrome............................ . . . , , .............................61dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric.............................................................................................TDK SD
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................... SANYO LN
Chrome.........................................................................................TDK Kr*

Typical Retail Price.......................................................£190.00 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. ......... ...............................2°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.........................................................380pN
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 28mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................................4K
DIN Input Sensitivity....................................................................... 2.5mV
DIN Input Clipping............................................................................ 180mV
DIN Input Impedance Average. . ................................................. 11.5K
Line Input Sensitivity.................................................... .. . 110mV
Line Input Clipping...................................... .. , : : ........................... >10V
Line Input Impedance Average..................................................67 - 86K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................ -0.75dB
FerriclOkHzAverage Leftand Right ... .... -1.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel..........................................48dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !Dolby Out)..................................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement.. .........  10dB
Chrome Dolby OutICCIR weightedl...........................................51.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.16%
Speed Average........... ........................... ................................ + 0.5%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................—9dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level when monitoring input...........................................0.28%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat Dolby Level........................................0.3%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at +4dB..................................................1.9%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Leve!...............................1.4%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at +4dB ..................................4.1%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................3.3%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at +4dB............................................. 8.0%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R................................................. 0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R..................................-5.5dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R........... .............................-1.0dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzJ 
Ref.333Hz Ferric...............................................................+ 1.5/-0.75dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN ....................................................+ 1.5/-5.5dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome....................................................................+0/-1dB

Sanyo R D^: Sanyo LN Dolby In
Sanyo R D^: TDK Kr Dolby In
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Sony TC136 SO Sony IUK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames 87664.

This effective budget priced machine offers the 
basic facilities that one would expect. A top loader, 
it is provided with Y." mic jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack, phono line in/out and a 5 pole DIN 
in/out socket. I liked the IEC mains socket with 
separate cable. An excellent record limiter is also 
provided, but the meters are not complemented by a 
peak reading light. Separate mic/DIN and line input 
faders for ft and right are provided, which work 
smoothly, but no replay gain control is incorporated, 
the output being 470mV for Dolby level, clipping at 
2.9V. Although simple, the mechanical functions 
worked well and transfer from play into rewind and 
back again is possible without depressing stop. A 
pause button is also included, but this grabbed 
slightly, A single switch selects ferric, ferrichrome or 
chrome bias and equalisation, and additional ones 
switch in Dolby and the record limiter. Wow and 
flutter measured very low on such an inexpensive 
machine averagjng 0.08% and this is most 
creditable. Speed was very slightly slow but 
nevertheless pretty accurate. Erasure was excellent 
even on chrome and crosstalk adequate. Spooling 
was very fast, a COO requiring only 1 min 20secs.

On delivery, replay azimuth was set slightly 
inaccurately but the replay frequency response was 
excellent. Some replay hum was noticed on the left 
channel and the replay'circuits were just a little 
hissier than average, although not bad. Chrome 
showed 4dB improvement and with Dolby in an 
additional 9.5dB average improvement was noted. 
Distortion in the electronics measured reasonably 
well. HF stability and tape/head contact were both 
excellent receiving several complimentary remarks in 
the subjective report.

The microphone input sensitivity was very good at 
140uV into 7.5k ohms. Clipping was reached at 
56mV (very good). The DIN input gave 280uV 
sensitivity into 6.5k ohms and produced just 1dB 
noise degradation from our standard source via the 
quietest tape. The line input sensitivity was quite 
high at 39mV into 92k ohms and clipping margins on 
both DIN and line inputs were excellent. The limiter 
worked quite satisfactorily.

Sony HF ferric tape gave an overall response 
extending to 11kHz ildB ref. 333Hz even with 
Dolby inserted, which is truly amazing on such an 
inexpensive recorder. At Dolby level 333Hz 
distortion measured at only 0.5% rising to only 2% 
at +4dB, again astonishing. Overall the sound 

quality was very' good, but at times chuffed very 
slightly for some reason which is inexplicable. The 
overall hiss level on Sony HF was average. Sony 
ferrichrome showed a 2dB shelf down in response 
above 4kHz on the left channel, which measured 
similarly with Dolby in. This caused the ferrichrome 
to sound just a little dull. Distortion again was low at 
0.5% at Dolby level rising to only 1.1% at + 4dB. 
Bias levels had clearly been set fairly high for 
optimum distinction at middle frequencies and so 
high frequencies became just a little squashed when 
the tape was driven hard. Noise was just a little 
disappointing at -54.5dB weighted ref. Dolby level.

Sony chrome gave a very flat chart indeed on the 
left channel but showed a marginal rise at EHF on 
the right, but nevertheless much better than 
average. Distortion measured 2% at Dolby level 
rising to 6% at +4dB, slightly better than average 
for chrome. Some distortion at low frequencies was 
noted on chrome but generally, the sound quality 
was pretty clean. Again, the noise level was not as 
good as usual at only -54dB weighted. The poorer 
than average overall hiss levels were caused by too 
great a sensitivity being incorporated after the 
record level control and thus the record Dolby 
circuits boosted up this hiss and thus did not achieve 
more than 7.5dB noise reduction. This might be a 
contributory cause to the chuffing referred to 
subjectively.

Despite its very modest price then, this recorder 
has fared extremely well with the provisos that the 
overall hiss levels and replay hum level require — 
improvement. Its high performance capability must 
highly recommend it as excellent value for money 
even if purcahsed without a discount. A very fine 
example to manufacturers who produce less good 
machines at a much higher cost.
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Sony TC136 SD

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIR)........................................... 42.75dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................9dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIRJ.................................... 47dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................7.5dB
Chrome Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIRJ...............................................46dB
Dolby Improvement....................................................................... 7.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation ................................................ 1dB
Line Input Noise Degradation..............................................  OdB
Spooling Time......................................................... .......... .......... 1m 19s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric...........      64dB
FeCR02/LN.......................................................................................68dB
Chrome .   62dB

TAPE USED
Ferric......................................................................................... Sony HF
FeCR02/LN....................................................................... Sony FeCr02
Chrome ........................................................................................Sony Cr

Typical Retail Price £129.(0' + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................47°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .........................................................140pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 56mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average  ........................................ 7.6K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................  280pV
DIN Input Clipping.......................................................................... 112mV
DIN Input lmpedancp Average............................................... .. 6.5K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................39mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................ 92K

REPLAY RESPDNSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right ................................................ OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Lett and Right...................................... -0.25dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right...............................................OdB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel . ........................... . 50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Outl.............................................  50.75dB
Dolby Improvement. ... . ........... ........... 9.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR.weightedl.........................................54.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.07%
Speed Average................................................................................. -0.4%
Meters Under-read at 64ms........................................................ —7.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input...........................................0.1%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level......................... , , . .0.5%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat +4d8 ... .............................................2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+R at Dolby Level ............................. 0.5%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4dB...................................... 1.1%^
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level.............................................2%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4d8. .. ........... 6.5%*

OVERALL RESPONSE
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R............................................... -0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R............................. -1.75dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R...................................................OdB

OVERALL DISTORTION (100Hz--2kHzl
Ref.333Hz Ferric........................................................................ +O/-ldB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN ...........................................................+0/-2dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome.............................................................+1/-0.5dB

Sony TC168SD: Sony Cr Dolby In
Sony TC136SD: Sony HF Dolby In

nb: 25dB-scale used from top to bottom
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Sony TC138 SO Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames 87664.

The TC138SD can be said to be a simplified version 
of the TCinSD incorporating most of the features 
of the in including Dolby B processing, a record 
limiter, bias and equalisation switching for ferric, 
ferrichrome and chromium cassettes and peak 
reading lights. The mechanical deck controls are 
very simple to use and the wow and flutter 
performance measured extremely well at only .08%. 
The tape speed was just a little fast at 0.9%. The VU 
meters had an average under-read of 7dB on the 
64m sec pulse but the peak light operated at +3dB. 
% " jack sockets provide a sensitivity of 95uV, which 
allows very quiet sounds to be recorded even with 
moving coil microphones. Despite this astonishing 
sensitivity, clipping was not reached until 47mV and 
so the dynamic range of the microphone input is 
really excellent. A 5 pole DIN socket, impedance 3k 
ohms, gave a sensitivity of 100uV and clipped at 
45mV, again really excellent. Virtually no noise 
degradation was obtained on either the DIN or line 
inputs from standard sources, the latter having a 
sensitivity of 40mV on phono sockets. Line output 
was given on two additional phono sockets as well 
as on the 5 pole DIN one and a stereo headphone 
jack also complements the output. The record 
limiter worked exceptionally well, the threshold 
being set on just about optimum to avoid both 
distortion and tape noise.

The replay response showed a slight bass rise of 
approximately 1.75dB generally. The 10kHz 
response on ferric was just slightly down, averaging 
-1.5dB. However, the chromium equalisation was 
totally wrong, being approximately 4dB down at 
10kHz, referred to the theoretical optimum 
response. The replay noise measured a little below 
average, unfortunately, although this was partly due 
to the presence of a slight hum. Both the stability 
and tape/head contact were good, although very 
slight phase jitter was noted in the tests.

The overall distortion on Sony HF ferric tape was 
very low indeed, measuring only 0.56% at Dolby 
level, rising to 1.9% at +4dB, and the response also 
measured only 1.5dB down at 10kHz with Dolby 
processing in. Subjectively, the sound quality was 
exceptionally good with an extended frequency 
response, although the overall .noise was slightly 
marred by a noisy transistor on the left record 
channel. Sony ferrichrome also behaved very well 
despite the replay equalisation being incorrect, 
giving distortion of only 0.5% at Dolby level, rising 

to only 1.2% at +4dB, thus providing an extremely 
wide potential for dynamic range. The response was 
fairly similar to ferric, but extended to only -3dB at 
15kHz even when the Dolby circuit was switched in, 
which is really remarkable. The overall signal to 
noise ratio on ferrichrome measured 55dB ref. Dolby 
level with Dolby operative. There can be no doubt 
that if the replay circuit had a lower noise level, this 
machine would give even better results. Chrome 
tape, as usual, had much higher distortion, reaching 
4.6% at +4dB, and had a similar signal to noise 
ratio.as ferrichrome, but the 10kHz overall response 
fell markedly to -4dB. Again, if the replay response 
had been corrected, chrome would be virtually flat 
overall but ferrichrome would have shown a slight 
lift. Notwithstanding the loss of top on chrome, the 
sound quality was still good but dearly inferior to 
ferrichrome. No crosstalk or erase problems were 
noted. The rewind time of 2 minutes was very 
satisfactory and a memory counter is included. Both 
the mic/DIN and line inputs had independent faders 
for mixing and a stereo ganged line out control 
allows the replay and monitoring level to be adjusted 
at will.

This recorder was very well liked in the laboratory 
and can be recommended, although its price is 
somewhat high. It proved reliable and had a pretty 
consistent azimuth, which was nearly correct on 
delivery.

Despite the generally excellent performance, the 
laboratory asked Sony to provide a machine for 
retest to check the chrome replay equalisation and 
replay, and overall noise performance. The second 
sample was much better on chrome replay, showing 
only 1.5dB loss at 1OkHz, and the ferric response 
was also improved, so that 10kHz was virtually flat. 
The ferric replay noise figures measured very well, 
showing a 3dB improvement, CCIR weighted. 
Chromium showed an improvement of 1dB despite 
the considerable increase of HF response. The 
overall ferric noise, however, showed virtually no 
improvement although ferrichrome improved by 2dB 
and chrome by 1dB. Although the chrome response 
measured virtually flat overall on the second sample, 
both ferric and ferrichrome tapes showed rather bad 
high frequency boosts between 5. and 10kHz, thus 
presumably being under biased. This appears to 
confirm that.better quality control is required on this 
model.
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Sony TC138 SO

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + RDolby Out ICCIRI................................................... 42dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................9dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIRJ...................................46.5dB
Dolby Improvement................................... .................................... 8.5dB
ChromeAv. L + RDolbyOutlCCIR) .......................................47.5dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 7.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation . . ........................ . ........... ldB
Line Input Noise Degradation .,,_...,,. ........ 0.5dB
Spooling Time.......................................................................................2m

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..................................................................................... .. 62.5dB
FeCRO2/LN................................ ................. ..............................68.5dB
Chrome.................................................. . ......................62.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric........................................................................................SONY HF
FeCR02/LN......................................................................SONY FeCr02
Chrome.......................................................................................SONYCr

Typical Retail Price . ................................................£198.00+VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................ 12°
Microphone Input Sensitivity............................................................ 92pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 47mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average................................................ BK
DIN Input Sensitivity..........................................................................100pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 45mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..............................................................3K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................40mV
Line Input Clipping.................................................. >lOV
Line Input Impedance Average.....................................................7O-SOK

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right . .............. .. .................. + 1.5dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................-1.5dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right.  ........... ............... -3.75dB

REPLAYNOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel . ........... ...........49dB
Ferric CCIRweighted (Dolby Out)............................................... 47.5dB
Dolby lmprovement........................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)...........................................55.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average. ....., .. 0.08%
Speed Average...............................................................................+0.9%
Meters Under-read at 64ms................................................................ 7dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input..................................................... 0.04%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........... ................ .........0.6%
Overall Ferric Av.L+Rat+4dB..................................................1.9%*
Overall FeCRO2/LN Av. L+Rat Dolby Level............................... 0.5%
OveralhFeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4dB...................................... 1.2%*
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level.........................................1.9*
Overall Chrome Av.L + Rat +4dB................................................4.6%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L+R................................................-1.5dB
lOkHz FeCRO2/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................................................ 0
lOkHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R...........................................-1.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l100Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 333Hz Ferric............................................................... +0.5/ -1.5dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN ..+0.5/-0.5dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome...........................................................+0.5/-2.0dB

Sony TC138SD: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Sony TC138SD: Sony Cr Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames 87^U.Sony TC153 SO

When cassette recorders were first introduced, 
battery portables immediately became very popular 
but the restriction to mono prevented many people 
from enjoying the more realistic effects of stereo. 
The Sony TC153, though, is not only battery and 
mains operated with stereo facilities but also 
includes Dolby B. noise , reduction and very 
comprehensive input facilities particularly for 
microphone recording. This machine is easily 
portable and simple to operate and can make 
recordings, even off batteries, to an extremely high 
standard, particulary on ferric tape.

The replay response, whilst being excellent on 
ferrichrome and chromium, was a little toppy on 
ferric (a general 2dB boost being noted) and the 
replay hiss level was slightly higher than average. 
Pre-recorded cassettes sounded good, but just 
occasionally slight wow was heard. The Dolby 
circuitry worked well and overall the machine 
produced recordings above average. In particular, 
the sound quality on ferrichrome was excellent with 
a pretty good signal to noise ratio and very low 
distortion. Ferric tape, unfortunately, was just a little 
noisy, although very high recording levels could be 
achieved without distortion. The microphone input 
circuits were very quiet, and included a switched 
attenuator so that a wide range of sounds could be 
taped without overloading the pre-amplifier. The 
DIN and line inputs gave no problems and had more 
than adequate sensitivity. The VU meters were 
rather small and tended to under-read transient 
sounds, and thus distortion could result quite easily 
when recording these if allowance was not made for 
the under-reading. A peak reading light operating, 
say, at +3dB would have been welcome, and 
perhaps Sony would incorporate one in a later 
model. The crosstalk was slightly below average, 
but perfectly adequate, and the erasure was 
extremely good. The speed was +0.35%, and held 
well even on batteries. The wow and flutter seemed 
very variable and depended almost entirely on the 
type of cassette in use, one having stiff mechanics, 
for example, giving the very poor figure of 0.27%, 
whilst one with more free running mechanics was 
much better at 0.14%. The wow, however, is 
adequate for normal purposes but would be just 
audible- on some types of music on the best 
cassette. As delivered, the machine was quite badly 
out of azimuth (40° at 3kHz phase error) but overall 
the phase Jitter was amongst the best measured.

There was a tendency, though, towards azimuth 
shift when a cassette was withdrawn and replaced. 
To achieve battery economy the machine is 
switched off until a function is depressed and so a 
few seconds elapse before record or playback 
functions operate fully. A very small single monitor 
speaker is built in which, although of poor quality, 
serves its purpose well.

The machine incorporates a stereo headphone 
jack which can allow playback in stereo of 
recordings made on location. Mono jack sockets 
allow the Sony stereo electret microphone to be 
used direct in to the recorder and this microphone 
was found to be of surprisingly high quality 
considering its remarkably low price.

There can be no doubt that this recorder will give 
a lot of pleasure to many who wish to record wild life 
and other outdoor sound effects well. Users will, in 
general, obtain a pretty high standard of 
reproduction on these and other tapes in the home 
when the sender is connected to a hi-fi system. The 
slightly higher than average noise on ferric tape is 
partly attributable to the replay shelf boost which, if 
corrected, would improve the signal to noise ratio by 
2dB. The machine is fairly light (111b 10oz) and 
includes a carrying strap. Good value for money, 
then, but some recorders around the same price will 
be a little better for domestic use now, particularly if 
wow and flutter performance is the main criterion.
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Sony TC153 SD

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................40.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 1OdB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................. 45.75dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................7.5dB
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)........................................ 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 8.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation. . „ , ............ ..................0.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation .............................................    O.SdB
Spooling Time........................................................................ .. 1m 52s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..................................................................................................62dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................66.5dB
Chrome....................... 61dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric..................... ................................................................. SONY HF
FeCR02/LN........................................................................SONY FeCr02
Chrome..................................................................................... SONY Cr

Typical Retail Price £155.00 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. . .  57°
Microphone Input Sensitivity...................................... ................. 13054V
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 45mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average . ...........................7.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity..........................................................................16054V
DIN Input Clipping.................... .. ................................................. 45mV
DIN Input Impedance Average...................................................... .4.3k
Line Input Sensitivity .... .................................. 49mV
Line Input Clipping...... .  .............................. .. .. ............. >1OV
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................90K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................ OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................... + 1.2dB

REPLAY NOISE
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right....................................+ 0.5dB
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................51dB
Ferric CCIR weighted IDolby Outl............................................. 46.25dB
Dolby Improvement  ........................................................................ 1OdB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)........................................ 50.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average.......................................................... .. 0.14%
Speed Average..................... ............. ............. ...................... .. +0.4%
Meters Under-read at 64ms..................................................... ...-7dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby level monitoring input............................................... ..0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level  ........................................0.7%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB.................................................... 2% •
Overall FeCR02Av. L+Rat Dolby Level......................................0.7%
Overall FeCR02Av.L + Rat +4dB.............................................1.3%"
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level............................... .. .. . 1 .9%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB..................................................5% •

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHz Ferric Dolby OutAv.L + R...............................................+0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................................+0.25dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R........................................ +0,.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l1(00Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 333Hz Ferric..................................................................+1I -1.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN....................................................+ 1.75/-1dB
Ref. 333HzChrome ........................................................... + 1.5/-0.75dB

Sony TC11-1SD: Sony HF Dolby In 
Sony TC11-1SD: Sony FeCr"2

nb: 21-1B scale used from top to bottom
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Sony TC177 SD Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames 8764.

It was decided to choose this machine as a high 
quality standard in order to judge other recorders in 
this survey, and after testing all the machines the 
choice of this one was clearly justified. Separate 
microphone/DIN and line input faders for both left 
and right input channels are provided. Since the 
machine has three heads, after and before tape 
monitoring is available allowing immediate 
comparisons of recorded quality with the original. 
The output gain can also be controlled so that an 
average recording can be made to peak around 1 % V 
output if desired. Dual capstans are provided, which 
are partly responsible for the excellent stability and 
tape/head contact performance, and the deck also 
includes a memory tape timer.

The input circuitry seems exemplary in sensi
tivities, input impedances and clipping margins. The 
input noise performance is excellent, virtually no 
noise being added when a Sony electret stereo 
microphone was used. The record circuitry includes 
an extremely good limiter which seems to have a far 
better performance than most. A Dolby FM facility is 
provided for recording FM Dolbyed broadcasts 
should they one day be introduced, and also 
includes a Dolby tone oscillator with Dolby cali
bration user presets to allow precise setting of Dolby 
levels.

The replay noise levels were all astonishingly low, 
and when the pause button was depressed virtually 
no noise was audible at all. The remarkable figure of 
67dB signal to noise ratio ref. Dolby level was 
achieved in the replay amplifier with chromium 
equalisation and Dolby switched in, and this 
excellent figure contributed to the very good overall 
noise performance. The distortion figures were most 
impressive and whilst Sony ferric tape sounded 
extremely well BASF Super LH seemed to take a 
slightly higher level. Sony ferrichrome, however, 
was startlingly good, and it was agreed by several of 
the laboratory staff that most users would find 
difficulty in telling the difference between a good 
original sound and a recording made on this recorder 
on ferrichrome. Chromium tape, although working 
well with the in, had noticeably more distortion, 
but was still excellent by general standards. On 
delivery, the replay azimuth was slightly out (30° 
phase at 3kHz) but unfortunately the record azimuth 
was very seriously out, showing inadequate factory 
alignment, and this will have to be watched. Phase 
jitter measured very low and no dropouts were 

audible on any of the tapes used. Since a 5 pole DIN 
socket as well as line in/out phono sockets are 
provided, and the circuits are well designed, no 
interconnection difficulties should be experienced 
with DIN or phono equipment, provided the 
appropriate sockets are used. Considerable attempts 
were made to fault the machine in one way or 
another, but the only reservation that could be 
found was a tendency for extreme high frequencies 
to clip in the recording amplifier before the tape itself 
was completely saturated. Very slight sibilance was ' 
noted on high energy pop vocal recordings copied 
from master tapes, but notwithstanding this no 
average user would be likely to encounter the 
problem.

The VU meters, unfortunately, were only average 
in their performance but peak reading lights are 
incorporated which come on at + 6dB above Dolby 
level. The overall frequency response was extremely 
good but at low frequencies slightly too little bass 
cut was apparent on replay although the overall 
response was pretty flat. This made some pre
recorded cassettes sound marginally heavier at low 
frequencies than they might otherwise have been. 
High frequencies play back very flat indeed and 
without the edginess present on many other 
machines.

Although it is realised that this machine is rather 
expensive, it is felt that the cost is fully justified since 
the record quality compares very favourably with 
that produced by the finest domestic % track reel to 
reel recorders. It is very simple to use, and experi
ence has shown it to be very reliable. Whilst it was 
possible to transfer from play or record to wind, 
unfortunately the stop button had to be depressed 
before re-engaging playback. This is, however, a 
small criticism.

Unfortunately this model is no longer available as 
reviewed, but the Mk II version is reputed to be very 
similar, though including a variable head azimuth 
user control. Despite continual requests to Sony, no 
Mk II review sample was forthcoming, and I can give 
no guarantee that the circuitry or measurements 
would be as good as, or better than, the Mk I 
version.
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Sony TC177 SO

OVERALL NOISE 
FerricAv. L + R DolbyOut(CCIR) ............................................44.5d8
Dolby Improvement.. ......................................................... SdB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby OutICCIR). . ........ 47.5d8
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................8.5d8
Chrome Av. L + R DolbyOutICCIR).............................................48d8
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 7dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation. ............................................1.25d8
LineInputNoiseDegradation....................................... ................OdB
Spooling Time........... . . .......................................... .2m

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................. . ................................................ 62dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................. ................... 67d8
Chrome.......................... . ....................62.5d8

TAPE USED
Ferric........................................................................................SONY HF
FeCR02/LN...................................................................... SONY FeCr02
Chrome......................................................................................SONYCr

Typical Retail Price £325.00 + VAT

ReplayAzimuth Deviation from Average............................................22°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 170pV
Microphone Input Clipping..............................................................nmV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...........................................7.6K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 1^pV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................60mV
DIN Input Impedance Average < ............. 3.2K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................^mV
Line Input Clipping. , , - ; .........................................>lOV
Line Input lmpedance Average............................................................95K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric G:Hz Average Left and Right...........................................+ 1.5d8
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right............................................... .OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.25d8

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................55d8
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOut!................................................55.5d8
Dolby Improvement. ............................................................. 8.35dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)............................. ................. 59d8

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.1 %
Speed Average...............................................................................+0.8%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.............................................................. 7.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input..................................................... 0.06%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at Dolby Level...........................................1.2%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat+4dB ................................................. 3.5%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat DolbyLevel................................... 1%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4d8..........................................2.3%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level............................................2%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB...................................................4.5%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHz Ferric DolbyOut Av. L + R............................................. + 1.75d8
lOkHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv.L + R..................................+0.5dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R.........................................+ 1.25d8

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 333Hz Ferric............................................................... + 1.75/-ldB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN ................................................. + 0.5/-0.5dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+1.5/-0.5dB

Sony TC1G:SD: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Sony TC1G:SD: Sony HF Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames87664.Sony TC206 SO

Despite this front loader being fairly inexpensive, it 
offers fairly extensive facilities, which include 
mic/DIN, and line in mixing each having split 
concentric L/R level controls, separate bias and 
equalisation, (three position switches for ferric, 
ferrichrome and chrome), a record limiter (unganged 
but fairly effective) and a mono peak recording light 
accompanying the level meters. % " microphone 
jacks provide a sensitivity of 200uV into 4.9k ohms. 
The 5 pole DIN in/out socket on the rear had an 
input sensitivity of 300uV into 6.2k ohms. The mic 
input clipped at 60mV and the DIN at OOmV. No 
noise degradation occurred on the DIN input from 
our standard source and this is creditable. The 
phono line input, also available on a stereo jack 
socket on the front panel, had a sensitivity of 70mV 
into 125k ohms, again with no noise degradation 
and virtually no clipping problem. The limiter 
appeared to be unganged and so transients limiting 
on one channel caused marked image shifts when 
activated. Loading was slightly more awkward than 
normal but a press button 'opening the hatch' made 
withdrawal very simple with one hand.

Mechanically, the controls were just a little stiff, 
but provided play into rewind and back into play 
again without transferring to stop. The wow and 
flutter measured 0.1% but fell to 0.08% at the end 
of a cassette. Speed was a little slow, averaging - 
0.8%, but even this would hardly be noticed. 
Spooling was fast at 1min 20secs for a COO. Erase 
was excellent and crosstalk adequate. Again, as is 
common with Sony, an IEC mains socket is provided 
to go with the necessary mains lead and also a 
separate earth terminal. The recorder is provided 
with a basic metal chassis with wooden side cheeks 
and is smart in appearance.

On delivery, the replay azimuth was a little out and 
the replay response showed a significant trend to a 
boost at 10kHz (average +2dB) and +2.75dB at 
around 7kHz. Chrome equalisation was similarly 
boosted. High frequencies replayed with a rather 
bright sound quality from pre-recorded cassettes 
and seemed a little fizzy. Stability and tape/head 
contact were good. No hum was noticed on replay 
but, as expected, replay was a little noisier than 
average due to the excessive treble being present in 
the replay circuits. Dolby gave 9.5dB improvement 
and chrome an additional 3.5dB. Distortion in the 
electronics was generally low and Dolby level 
replayed at 1V, this being controllable to a limited 

extent with a stereo ganged replay potentiometer. 
Output clipped at 4.8V, thus allowing an extremely 
wide margin.

Sony HF . ferric produced an overall frequency 
response, which was slightly up on the right channel 
( +2dB at 6kHz with Dolby in). Subjectively, Sony 
HF sounded well, although some HF compression 
was noted, which was surprising considering the 
replay HF boost. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level 
measured amazingly low at 0.45% average, and this 
shows slight overbiasing which thus caused the HF 
squashing referred to. The overall noise was 
measured below average at -50.5dB weighted. Sony 
ferrichrome with Dolby in showed -3dB at 10kHz on 
the left, but nearly flat on the right and since the 
distortion measured only 0.45% again the machine 
must have been overbiased. ( +4dB distortion 
measured only 1%). Dynamic range on ferrichrome 
was disappointing (only -53.5 weighted noise 
overall) and whilst distortion was audibly low, the 
sound quality was dull. Sony chrome produced a 
very flat response to 10kHz and 333Hz distortion 
measured 2.7% rising to 10% at +4dB. The sound 
quality produced was reasonable, although some HF 
squash was noted.

Potentially this 'machine is clearly a good one, but 
errors in replay equalisation and record biasing and 
equalisation on ferric and ferrichrome must raise a 
doubt as to the efficiency of quality control. 
Because of this, and judging by the review sample, I 
cannot quite recommend the model, but perhaps 
other samples would be better. Nevertheless, good 
value for money especially for the better than 
average facilities.
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Sony TC206 SO

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI............... ............................ 40.75dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI................................. 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................9dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI........................................ 43.75dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................. OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................. OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................ 1m 20s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric....................................................................... ........................62.5dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................. 67.5dB
Chrome........................................................................................... 60.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric...........................................................................................Sony HF
^—^e^^#^R^^)^2/ ■_.. . ......... . ................... ^^t^o^n^y ^™^e^^#r^^)^2
Chrome........................................................................................Sony Cr

Typical Retail Price. £159 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average........................................... 37°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.........................................................200V
Microphone Input Clipping ..............................................................60mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average................................................5K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 300pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................90mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.........................................................6.2K
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 71 mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average......................................................... 128K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................+ 1.25dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right........................................+2.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.......................................... +3dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel......................................50.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out).............................................48.25dB
Dolby Improvement...................................................................... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)..........................................51.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.09%
Speed Average..............................................................................-0.9%
Meters Under-read at 64ms..............................................................-SdB

Sony TC206SD: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Sony TC206SD: Sony HF Dolby In

DISTORTION
At Dolby Level monitoring input................................................... 0.02%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at Dolby Level.......................................... 0.4%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at +4d8..................................................... 2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level...............................0.4%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat +4dB.......................................... 1%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at Dolby level........................................2.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L+R at +4dB................................................ 10%^

OVERALL RESPONSE
lOkHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L + R............................................ +0.75dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................................. -1.5dB
10kHz Chrome.Dolby Out Av. L + R.......................................... +0'.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHzl
Ref.333Hz Ferric................................................................ +1.5/-0dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN..................................................... +0.5/-3dB
Ref.333Hz Chrome...................................................................+2/-0dB nb: 200B scale used from top to bottom
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Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-
on-Thames, Middlesex. Sunbury-on-Thames 8764 .

Sony TC209 SO

It seems that most of the Japanese manufacturers are now bringing out models such as this, which is a front loading type with all controls on the front 
including Dolby B processing. Although it was 
found relatively easy to work and the deck functions allowed transfer direct from play to spool and back to play again, the cassette loading itself was slightly 
inconvenient and a little, practice was required to speed up the loading process.Although the VU meters had average ballistics, under-reading a 64m sec burst by 7dB , peak reading 
lights were provided which lit on + 5dB and shone brightly above + 7dB and this was felt to be optimum for the recorder. Switching is provided for bias and equalisation separately, three positions being selectable appropriately for ferric, ferrichrome 
and chromium tape types.

% " microphone Jacks gave a sensitivity of 120uV 
into an impedance of Bk ohms and clipping was not reached until 65mV. This excellent sensitivity to 
clipping ratio allows almost any low impedance microphone type to be used for recording virtually anything from quiet speech to loud pop music live 
and the noise performance at this input was also very good. The 5 pole DIN input had an impedance of Bk ohms, about optimum, the sensitivity being 620uV, and clipping was reached at 300mV, again a 
very good clipping margin. The line input sensitivity was 45mV into 70k ohms and no clipping was 
noticed on very high level Input signals. Quite clearly, then, this machine's input circuits were extremely well designed. The mic/DIN input and line input had separate concentric rotary gain controls, which allowed the two inputs to be mixed, and no problems were encountered in this area. A limiter 
was also incorporated which was found to work well and the Dolby circuits, when switched in, could 
have the multiplex filter in or out of circuit. The line 
input phones at the rear were complemented by a stereo headphone type jack input socket on the front separate from a further stereo headphone jack actually for headphones.The line output level could 
be varied with a stereo ganged output control.The replay response was one of the best measured, being virtually flat from-03Hz to 1OkHz on 
both tracks, both on ferric and chromium .tape types. The replay azimuth on delivery was found to be slightly out at -38° at 3kHz but, when corrected, was very stable, as was the general overall stability 
and phase jillei. Pre-recorded cassettes played b11ck 

exceptionally well, and in particular, the Decca 
cassette of "The World of Wagner" gave a most pleasant sound quafity with a shining high frequency 
end extending well beyond 10kHz, missing from many other machines. The replay noise measured 
about average but was adequate and, since no hum was present to any audible degree, .the nature of the 
replay noise was such that it could not be heard adding to any cassette noise present. On replay, the full Dolby noise reduction of 10dB was achieved but 
overall, unfortunately, only B.5dB average noise reduction was given. The overall noise performance 
without Dolby was slightly below average, although the machine's very good distortion performance 
allowed pretty wide dynamic ranges to be recorded successfully.

Ferric tape (Sony HF) had an extremely low distortion of 0.65% average at Dolby level rising to 
only 1.9% at + 4dB, thus allowing very high recording levels without distortion becoming too noticeable. The overall response, too, was good, being 
almost flat at 10kHz but showing a slight rise at 5kHz (see pen chart). The subjective sound quality was really superb on ferric tape and in particular the 
stability and lack of dropouts clearly contributed to this. Sony ferrichrome tape had extremely low 
distortion of O.B% at Dolby level, rising to only 1.4% 
and thus, although very slightly more distortion could be measured at lower levels, the tape could accept even higher levels than ferric. What a pitty, 
then, that the overall response was rather poor, averaging -4.5dB at 10kHz, showing the machine 
to be under-equalised in this position. Nevertheless, recordings did sound very good and clearly results 
would have been outstanding if the response had been corrected. Sony chrome tape did not give any
where near so good a performance, since 2.5% distortion was measured at Dolby level, rising to a 
poor 5.B% at +4dB. The response, though, was very satisfactory, showing just a slight rise at 7kHz and only an average of 2.5dB down at 15kHz. At 
lower recording levels therefore, the quality was 
very good indeed but when higher levels were attempted the distortion became very marked.The wow and flutter was only fair at 0.13%. The 
wind time was average and the speed just 0.4% fast. 
No problems were experienced with crosstalk or erase and the attractive appearance, encased in 
metal, together with its general good performance !llluwll it tu uu ruuornmcndcd.
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Sony TC209 SO

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby OutICCIR).............................................. 41.5dB
Dolby Improvement............................... ........................................... 9dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................... 46.5dB
Dolby Improvement. .. , < ..................................... 8.25dB
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRl....................................... 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement................. ..................... ............. ............... 8.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................1.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.....................................................0.25dB
Spooling Time...............................................................................1m 43s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............................ ............................ ............. ..................... 62dB
FeCR02/LN.......................................................   68dB
Chrome............................................................................................. 60dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric....................................................................................... SONY HF
FeCR02/LN........................................................................SONY FeCr02
Chrome..................................................................................... SONYCr

Typical Retail Price..........................................................£21.00 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................ 300
Microphone Input Sensitivity.........................................................120^iV
Microphone Input Clipping......................... ...... 64mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...........................................7.7K
DIN Input Sensitivity..........................................................................620pV
DIN Input Clipping...........................................................................300mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................8.3K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 45mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................701V

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right......................................... +0.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................................OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.....................................+ 0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel..........................................50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !Dolby Out)............................................. 50.25dB
Dolby Improvement ................................     10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted) ........... 54.25dB '

Wow and Flutter Average............................................... ,.............01.14%
Speed Average. ........................ . ........... +01.4%
Meters Under-read at 64ms .....::...,.,.:.. .........7dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................... 01.7%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat + 4dB..................................................1.9% •
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat Dolby Level................................0.8%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat +4dB.........................................1.4%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................2.5%
Overall ChromeAv. L + Rat +4dB. ........................ 5.8%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHzFerric DolbyOutAv. L+R......... ..................... .............+2.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................ ........... -0.25dB
10kHz Chrome DolbyOut Av. L+R......................................... + 2.25dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-1 2kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric...............................................................+ 2.5/-1.25dB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN...................................................... +0.51-ldB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome...................................................... . .. + 2.5/-0.5dB

Sony TC209SD: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
Sony TC209SD: Sony HF Dolby In

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Tandberg TCD310 Tandberg (UK) Ltd., Farnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road,
Leeds LSJ 1HR.0532 35111.

Quite clearly, .the Tandberg model TCD 310 has a 
very advanced tape transport, Includihg three 
motors,.fully solenoid operation of all deck functions 
and dual capstans. Dolby B .processing is 
incorporated. DIN microphone input sockets give a 
high input sensitivity of 70uV (open circuit 
sensitivity) into an impedance of 60 ohms and can 
be used with balanced microphones. Tandberg 
supplied two of their own microphones for.use with 
the recorder. This high sensitivity permitted speech 
to be recorded at a suitable distance away from the 
mics and the signal to noise ratio on this input was 
excellent. Clipping, however, occurred at 11.5mV 
and so some other types of microphone might well 
overload the input, when attempting to record loud 
sounds. A separate 5 pole DIN socket had a 
sensitivity of 7.5mV into an impedance of 44k ohms 
with clipping reached at 1.6V. The sensitivity was 
not sufficient to meet the DIN specification and the 
high input impedance would undoubtedly caused 
treble loss from many' DIN receivers. No DIN noise 
degradation occurred, however, although top loss 
was noted from a DIN source. The phono line inputs 
had a sensitivity of 33mV and clipped at4.8V, which 
was fairly satisfactory with no noise degradation at 
100mV.

Despite some very advanced technology 
employed in this machine, the measured wow and 
flutter was 0.17%, which was most disappointing. 
As delivered, the azimuth was exceptionally 
accurate and proved to be very stable, no problems 
being encountered. The replay response wtih ferric 
equalisation showed a slight less at the bass end of 
around 1.5dB at 63Hz and a similar loss at 10kHz. 
The chromium response was about optimum at 
1OkHz, but showed the same bass loss. Replay noise 
levels all measured aboutaverage and showed 10dB 
noise improvement with Dolby switched in. Pre
recorded cassettes played back pretty well with 
generally good stability, but one cassette was badly 
damaged by the mechanism. Replay hiss was 
subjectively reasonably ■ low. The overall 
performance on Tandberg XD ferric tape was very 
good indeed, giving distortion of approximately 
0.5% at Dolby level, rising to 1% at +4dB. Very 
high recording levels could thus be achieved with 
remarkably low distortion, giving a very wide 
dyanmic range. The.response showed a 2dB shelf 
from 4kHz to just above 10kHz but fell to only -1dB 
1:11 14.5kHz, tHese measurements being taken with 

Dolby processing in. Subjectively, recordings had a 
very wide response indeed and the slight HF shelf 
was not disliked.

Tandberg chrome tape produced 2% distortion at 
Dolby level, rising to 4.5% at +4dB and more 
distortion was audible than on ferric, particularly at 
very low frequencies. High frequencies, though, 
recorded with excellent clarity and transparency, 
although the measured response showed a hole of 
some 4dB at '3kHz, recovering to a flat response at 
10kHz. This was purely an exaggeration of the Dolby 
out response, which also showed a hole at 3kHz but 
of only half the depth. The deck push buttons 
operated most effectively, and allow the user to 
transfer directly from one function to another. The 
machine's rewind time was exceptionally fast at only 
55 sees average for a C90 and this surely is 
excessive, the wind being rather loose. Some low 
frequency crosstalk was noted (19dB at 63Hz) but 
this should not cause any problem to normal 
domestic users. The erase, whilst being adequate, 
was slightly below average, measuring only 60dB on 
chrome. The record level meters were particularly 
good, under-reading a 64m sec pulse by only 1dB, 
an Sm sec pulse under-reading by only 6dB, and 
thus the meters allow very accurate peak levels to be 
set for optimum recording levels. As stated, the 
meters showed an inbalance of 3dB between record 
and play back, .on record the meter reading some 
3dB too low on a continuous tone. The deck can be 
operated horizontally, or vertically, or in virtually any 

• position desired by the user, and worked very 
reliably, apart from the tape mangle referred to.

Both the DIN and line output sockets.are always 
live and presented an extremely low output 
impedance, which could not possibly present any 
problems. Unfortunately the auto rewind stop on 
the review sample was faulty. Since the subjective 
quality of the machine was well liked, many users 
would be very happy with it, although it will clearly 
perform at its best on microphone and on phono 
inputs only. Tandberg, though, will have to improve 
the wow and flutter performance, although the 
review sample might well have been a rogue one in 
this respect. A little bit more trouble taken in 
manufacture would have made this machine a 
strongly recommended one.

•Incidentally, the microphone input is a virtual 
earth type, and so in practice the sensitivity will not 
be so great from a typical moving coil model.
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Tandberg TCD310

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................42.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................ . ................. 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI.........................................
Dolby lmprovement............................................................................
ChromeAv. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................46dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................... 10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.............  ......... ........................0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................. .. 0.5dB
Spooling Time:.................................................................................... 55s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric.............................................................................................66dB
FeCR02/LN . ...................................................................................
Chrome..........................................................................................63.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric................................................................................Tandberg FeXD
FeCRD2/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome.................................................................................. Tandberg Kr

Recommended Retail Price............................................£186.67 +VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average........................................... 10°
Microphone Input Sensitivity...................... 70^V
Microphone Input Clipping .......................  12mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................^Q
DIN Input Sensitivity . , , , ................ .. 7.5mV
DIN Input Clipping................................................................................ 1.6V
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................ 44K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 33mV
Line Input Clipping . . ... .....................................................................4.8V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................>læK

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.............................................-1.3dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right .. .... .. -1.25dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right ..................................-0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20worst channel. ........... ... 52.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !Dolby Out).............................................49.25dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)...........................................52.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average..  .................... ........................... 0.17%
Speed Average...............................................................................+0.3%
Meters Under^read at Mms........................................... ............... 1.25dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.11 %
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level........................................... 0.5%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB...................................................... 1 %*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...................................... -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+Rat+4dB.............................................
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level............................................2%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at + 4dB............................................... 4.5%'

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R....................................................+1dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R.................... ....................
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L+R................................................. OdB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 333Hz Ferric............................................................. +1.75/-0.5dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02............................................................................ -/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome...........................................................+ 1.25/-1.5dB

Tandberg TCD310: Tandberg XD Dolby In
Tandberg TCD310: Tandberg Kr Dolby In

nb: 2MB scale used from top to bottom
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Tandberg TCD 330 Tandberg (UK) Ltd., Farnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road,
Leeds LS3 1HR. 0532 35111.

This model is Tandberg's first three head cassette 
recorder, allowing off tape monitoring whilst 
recording. It can be mounted vertically or 
horizontally. All the mechanical control is done with 
solenoid and micro switch operation and light 
weight push buttons allow transfer from one mode 
into another and back again. A series of function 
buttons switch Dolby in/out, Dolby FM, ferric/TDK 
SA, memory counter on/off, source/tape 
monitoring and finally a record safety lock control, 
which has to be depressed before record function. 
Left/right record and replay faders are fitted and the 
excellent record level meters are peak reading (64mS 
tone burst reading virtually correctly, and an SmS 
burst under-reading only 2.75dB). A remote control 
socket is provided but the accessory was not 
submitted. Two 5 pole recessed DIN sockets are 
situated on the main deck plate for microphone 
connections and a stereo headphone jack socket 
provides a reasonable level for both 8 ohm and ^09 
ohm models (excellent). The cassette has to be 
inserted from the right hand side of the recorder and 
close to the mechanism is a hinged lid, which when 
opened exposes an azimuth tone oscillator together 
with a record azimuth preset control to optimise 
high frequency performance in this respect on any 
cassette tape type, (some cassette types seem to 
require a different azimuth to others). Mechanically, 
the deck worked well, the wow and flutter 
measuring 0.(09% average, this measurement 
showing a distinct improvement over a prototype 
checked much earlier in 1976. Speed measured - 
0.9% and a CM spoofed in 1min 9secs-very fast 
indeed.

The mic input sensitivity measured approximately 
110uV (input terminal voltage required) into an 
impedance of 765 ohms and is designed specifically 
for use with high quality moving coil or ribbon 
microphones of between 200 and 30 ohms 
impedance. Unfortunately, clipping arose at 16.5mV 
and thus high output mics are not really suitable. 
The DIN input gave 6.SmV sensitivity into 47k ohms 
and in our opinion this impedance is too high. 
Clipping was reached at 790mV which is an excellent 
margin. The line input phono sockets gave 68mV 
sensitivity into 450k ohms and unfortunately, very 
slight hiss was introduced at high gain settings. No 
clipping problem was experienced here, but we 
recommend Tandberg to use the lower impedance 
value input resistor to improve the hiss level. The 

line output gave 1.15V for Dolby level and the 
meters vary in reading as the replay levels are 
reduced.

The line output clipped at 3.3V. Distortion in the 
electronics measured reasonably and no problem 
areas were noted. Azimuth was accurate as received 
and the replay responses were very close to 
optimum. HF stability and tape/head contact were 
excellent and the recorder produced some very tine 
recordings overall. Very slight replay hum was 
measured and the replay noise figures were a little 
below average on ferric, but average on chrome 
with a full 10dB improvement with Dolby. Erasure 
was very poor on TDK SA tape, but crosstalk was 
very good.

Maxell UD ferric showed a 3dB lift at 7kHz on the 
left but 5kHz on the right the response becoming flat 
by 13kHz approximately. 333Hz distortion measured 
0.7% rising to 2.5% at +4dB. Recordings sounded 
bright but very clean. TDK SA showed a dip at 
2kHz, but was virtually flat again at 10kHz (see pen 
chart). The 333Hz distortion measured 1% at Dolby 
level rising to 3% at +4dB. Distortion was audibly 
very low and the sound quality clean. Overall noise 
levels were marginally below average, but the 
dynamic range good, since high levels could be 
recorded.

This machine performed very well and was much 
liked by the author, but Tandberg will have to be 
more careful with record equalisation setting. It 
would seem that TDK SA is difficult to erase. 
Although the machine is costly, it can be well 
recommended and for a three head machine is 
pretty good value for money. Overall noise levels 
might be improved, but basically, the overall sound 
quality was always excellent. Potentially one of the 
best. ।
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Tandberg TCD 330

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R DolbyOut (CCIRI............................................41.25dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out (CCIRI.......................... ...........
Dolby Improvement................................................................. —
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI..............................................45dB
Dolby Improvement.........................................................  10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time. ............. ................................ 1m 9s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric................................................................................................. 50d8
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome..........................................................................................65.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric.........................................................................................Maxell UD
.FeCR02/LN...................................................................... -
Chrome.....................................................................................TDK SA

Recommended Retail Price......................,.................£350.67 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................ 1Su
Microphone Input Sensitivity.......................................................... 110pV
Microphone Input Clipping............................................................ 16.5mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................ 765Q
DIN Input Sensitivity....................................................................... 6.8mV
DIN InputClipping......................................................................... 790mV
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................ 47K
Line Input Sensitivity......................................................................... 68mV
Line Input Clipping.......................................................... lOV
Line Input Impedance Average..........................................................460K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................-0.5dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Lett and Right...................................................OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................50.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted !Dolby Out)..................................................... 50dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted).................................................55dB
Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.09%
Speed Average................................................................................. -0.8%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.........................................................-0.5dB
DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input.........................................0.18%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at Dolby Level......................................... 0.7%
Overall Ferric Av. L+ R at +4dB..................................................2.1%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level....................................  -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat+4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at Dolby Level............................................ 1%
Overall Chrome Av. L + R at +4dB................................................3.2%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................................+1.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................  -
10kHz Chrom e Dolby Out Av.L+R............................................. + 0.5dB
OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref.333Hz Ferric................................................................. +21 -0.5dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN................................................................... - / -
Ref.333Hz Chrome............................................................. + 1/-0.5dB
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TEAC A170 Acoustic Research International Ltd., High Street,
Houghtog Regis, Bedfordshire, LU5 2BR. 0582 603151.

The Teac model A170 is clearly designed to replace 
the earlier model A160 one of four Teac machines 
reviewed in the first edition of the book. A top 
loader, just basic facilities are provided including % " 
mic jacks, a 5 pole DIN in/out socket and phono line 
in/out together with a % " stereo jack socket for 
headphones. (only just enough level for normal 
listening with 8 ohm models). This relatively 
inexpensive recorder is equipped with left and right 
input • and output faders, which are smooth in 
operation, but the record level meters are not 
accompanied by a peak reading light, but worked 
slightly better than average.

Mechanically, it was easy to operate and it is 
possible to transfer from play into rewind and back 
again without depressing stop. A pause control is 
also incorporated. Lever switches operate Dolby, 
separate bias and equalisation and line in/mic, DIN 
switching and Teac recommend use of just ferric 
and chrome tape types, ferrichrome not being 
supplied at all. The review sample has been with us 
for about a year and no new sample was 
forthcoming when requested. The wow and flutter 
performance was very good measuring 0.08% 
throughout a cassette and the speed was just 0.4% 
fast. A C90 spooled in 2 minutes. Erase was 
excellent and crosstalk very good and replay 
azimuth was spot on. The microphone input 
sensitivity measured 333uV into 8k ohms and 
clipped at 36mV. The DIN input gave 360uV 
sensitivity clipping similarly into only 2.3k ohms 
(3.5dB of noise added here from our standard DIN 
source). The line in sensitivity was 68mV into high Z 
and no clipping problems were experienced here.

Over a period of many months, for some reason 
the replay response at 10kHz has drooped nearly 
3dB and whilst it was originally slightly down, it is 
now seriously so and we can only assume that some 
components have drifted somehow in the 
intervening period. The bass performance, however, 
was excellent. Some replay hum was audible and 
the 150Hz component measured only -50dB and 
thus was clearly audible. Replay hiss levels 
measured very well showing a distinct improvement 
over earlier Teac models. Dolby gave almost 10dB 
improvement, but chrome gave only 2.75dB further 
improvement. HF stability was reasonable and 
tape/head contact good. Dolby level on replay 
produced a maximum of 2V output and clipping was 
reached at 5.6V. which is a very high output level.

Distortion in the electronics was generally low.
Maxell UDXL sounded good overall but gave a 

response that showed -2.5dB at 1OkHz with Dolby in 
on both channels. This produced a slightly muffled 
overall sound quality somewhat reducing the impact 
of transients. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level 
measured 1 % rising to 4.7% at +4dB and this is on 
the high side for the type of tape used. The overall 
noise level was excellent, one of the best in the 
survey for ferric at -M.5dB weighted etc. Dynamic 
range, though, was limited a little by the distortion 
performance. Sony chrome gave a 333Hz distortion 
at Dolby level of 2.2% rising to 8% at +4dB. The 
response showed a 2.5dB dip at 2kHz (Dolby in), but 

. rose to almost flat again at higher frequencies. Sony 
chrome had always been specified for this machine 
and clearly the record Dolby calibration had been 
mis-set. Slight spitch and HF squashing was noticed 
at higher levels, which also produced more than 
average low frequency distortion, but 
notwithstanding this, the sound quality was 
reasonably good on chrome. The overall noise level 
on chrome measured well and so this machine is 
potentially a good one.

It is somewhat difficult to give an overall 
judgement on the review sample, because of the 
inexplicable replay response change, but I can be 
fairly confident in recommending the model as good 
value for money in its price bracket. It is much easier 
to use than the A40 and is well styled and easy to 
operate. Recommended then, but try listening to a 
high quality pre-recorded cassette to see it high 
frequencies are duller than usual.
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TEAC A170

OVERALL NOISE 
FerricAv. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRl........................................... 44.25d8
Dolby Improvement.  .................................................... 9.5d8
FeCR02/LN Av.. L+R DolbyOutICCIRI............. ............................ -
Dolby Improvement............................................................................
Chrome Av. L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI.................................. 48d8
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5d8

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................ ............................3.5d8
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................OdB
Spooling Time.......................................................................................2m

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.. .......................................................................... . 62.5d8
FeCR02/LN...........................................................  ■
Chrome. .............................................................................. 65.5d8

APE USED 
Ferric....................    Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN . ...................... ................................ -
Chrome. ................................. ............................Sony Cr

Recommended RetailPrice  ....................................... £143.(00 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average................................................. ”
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................  335pV
Microphone Input Clipping...................... ............................... . 36mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................................SK
DIN Input Sensitivity................................................. ......................  360pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................  35mV
DIN Input Inpedance Average........................................................ 2.3K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................68mV
Line Input Clipping................   >10V
Line Input Impedance Average................................. >lOOK

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63HzAverage Left and Right.........................................+0.75d8
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right........... .............  -5d8
ChromelOkHz Average Left and Right.................................... -5.5d8
REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.................................... 50.5d8
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby out).................................................... 53d8
Dolby Improvement...................................... ........... 9.75d8
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)...................... .................. 55.75d8

Wow and Flutter Average. ........ .........0.08%
Speed Average................................ .................... + 0.3%
Meters Under-read at64ms . ........... .................... -5.5d8

DISTORTION 
At Dolby Level when monitoring input........................................ 0.14%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at Dolby Level............ .............   .1%
OverallFerricAv. L + R at +4dB....................................................4.7%
OverallFeCR02/LNAv. L+Rat Dolby Level.................................... -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat+4dB............................................. -
Overall Chrome Av. L +R at Dolby Level...................................... 2.2%
Overall ChromeAv. L + R at +4d8..................................................7.7%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
lOkHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... -2dB
lOkHzFeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R..........................................  
lOkHz Chrome Dolby Out.Av. L + R............................................. -ldB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 333Hz Ferric...............................................................+0.5/-2.5d8
Ref. 333HzFeCR02/LN...................................................................-/
Ref. 333HzChrome............................................... + 2.0/-1.5d8

Teac A170: Maxell UDXL Dolby In
Teac A170: Sony Cr Dolby In

10 20 Hi SO 100 200 500 IO0O 2000 5000 • ^W 20000

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Acoustic Research International Ltd., High Street,
Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire, LU5 2BR. 0582 603151.TEAC A400

This front loader required the tape to be inserted 
from the side of a hinged spring loaded door. All the 
deck functions operate with rotary switches, which 
are most unusual in styling but relatively easy to 
operate. Split concentric ' rotary controls are 
provided for record and replay level setting and the 
meters are accompanied by a mono peak reading 
light, operating at 1dB over Dolby level. Slide 
switches operate Dolby in/out, bias and equalisation 
(labelled misleadingly as 1 and 2, the latter being 
ferric) and mic, DIN/Line input switching. The 54" 
mic jacks were provided with 310uV sensitivity into 
10k ohms clipping at 155mV-an excellent margin. 
The 5 pole DlN in/out socket also gave an input 
sensitivity of 310uV into 2.3k ohms (3dB noise 
degradation introduced). The phono line input had 
74mV sensitivity into high Z and no noise or clipping 
problems were experienced. The line output 
produced as much as 2.2V for Dolby level, but 
clipped at 4.2V. Output controls varied the meter 
indication on replay and the clipping margin was 
improved greatly if this control was used to give a 
lower replay level.

Mechanically, it is not possible to transfer from 
one function to another without passing through 
stop. A record pause position is, in fact, a standby 
one enabling the setting up of levels etc. without the 
tape running. Wow and flutter averaged 0.12% and 
speed measured +1% . A C90 spooled in 2mins 
30secs-a little slow. Erasure was good and 
crosstalk very adequate. On delivery, azimuth was 
found to be fairly accurate. Distortion in the 
electronics measured reasonably well.

The replay responses on ferric and chrome 
measured very well and whilst tape/head contact 
was good, very slight signs of image fuzziness 
showed HF stability to be around average. No hum 
problem was noted, and replay hiss was higher than 
average, but Dolby showed a full 10dB noise 
improvement and chrome just a further 3dB.

After some considerable confusion over 
recommended cassette tape types, and weeks of 
delay in the importers' submitting cassette samples, 
we eventually managed to extract from them a 
recommendation for Maxell UDXL. This ferric tape 
produced an overall response that was very flat to 
12kHz, even with Dolby in and this is excellent? 
333Hz distortion measured only 0.3% at Dolby level, 
rising to 3% at +4dB and this indicates that the 
record head rnight be beginriiny tu saturate 11t higher 

tevels (this was borne out by chrome figures). The 
overall hiss level was quite good (-52.5dB weighted, 
Dolby in ref. Dolby level). Some severe high 
frequency squashing was noted and also some 
spitch on speech showing the machine to be 
overbiased for this tape. (We are informed by the 
importers' publicity department that a free sample of 
UDXL tape should be with every recorder sold now 
from Teac). Sony chrome gave 2.7% distortion at 
Dolby level rising to 10% at +4dB. Although bass 
distortion was fairly evident, if levels were kept 
reasonable the sound quality was better than 
expected. The response was excellent, even with 
Dolby in, extending up to 15kHz within a dB or so. 
Chrome noise was just a little more than optimum, 
but nevertheless good.

The recorder is housed in a wooden case, and the 
review sample was supplied with a two core mains 
lead and an earth terminal. Unfortunately, since the 
importers could not supply any Teac models this 
year for review, despite many weeks advance 
warning, with their agreement we tested a machine 
that was about a year old and which was an early 
prototype. The main reservations would seem to be 
HF spitch and squash overall and my personal slight 
dislike for the operational controls which I found a 
little clumsy. This is very much personal taste, 
though, and in general I must admit that the 
performance was good and thus the machine can be 
recommended at its reasonable cost. Clearly, then, 
it is good value for money, but the importers, 
Acoustic Research, should be more specific over 
recommended tape types.
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TEAC A400

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R DolbyOut (CCIR)..............................................42.25dB
DolbyImprovement...........................................................................1OdB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R DolbyOut ICCIRI............................................ -
Dolby Improvement............................................................................... —
Chrome Av. L + R DolbyOut ICCIR)........................................... 45.5dB
DolbyImprovement...........................................................................10dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................. 3dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................. OdB
Spooling Time................................................................................2m 27s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric ..................  65dB
FeCR02/LN.............................................................................................-
Chrome. .........................................................................................62.5dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric.....................................................................................Maxell UDXL
FeCR02/LN   .......... . ............................................
Chrome..................... •.............................. SonyCr

Recommended Retail Price.......................................... £173.(00 + VAT
Occasionally-discounted

ReplayAzimuth Deviation from Average...........................................25°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.........................................................310^V
Microphone Input Clipping........................................................... 155mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average..............................................10K
DIN Input Sensitivity................................................... 310^V
DIN Input Clipping................................. : 180mV
DIN Input ImpedanceAverage.........................................................2.3K
Line Input Sensitivity........... , ..................................................... 74mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................>100K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................—0.25dB
Ferric' lOkHz Average Left and Right........................................ —0.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right................................... —0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
FerricUnweighted 20/20 worst channel........................................ 51dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOutl...................... ............................ 49dB
DolbyImprovement...........................................................................10dB
Chrome DolbyOut (CCIR weighted)...............................................52dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.12%
Speed Average......................................................................................0%
MetersUnder-readat64ms..................................................... —6.75dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby Level when monitoring input......................................... 0.22%
Overall Ferric Av.L + R at Dolby Level.......................................... 0.3%
OverallFerricAv.L+Rat +4dB................................................ 1.4%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + R at Dolby Level......................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+ R at +4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av.L +R at Dolby Level......................................2.7%
Overall Chrome Av. l + Rat +4dB...............................................10%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOut Av. L+R............................................ — 1.25dB
10kHzFeCRO2/LN DolbyOut Av. L + R..............................................-
lOkHz Chrome DolbyOut Av. L + R.......................................... —0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l1(00Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 333HzFerric.....................................................................+ 1/—2dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN .................................................................. — /-
Ref. 333Hz Chrome................................................................ +1/— IdB
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Technics RS-273USD National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Slough 27516.

l:lss

The RS-273US is a two head machine with Dolby, 
and is in the lower price bracket. It is a horizontal top 
loading machine of conventional design and 
appearance. As delivered, the azimuth was very 
accurately set at + So at 3kHz. The replay responses 
on both chrome and ferric tape were good, though 
slightly down in top on the left. This top loss was 
accentuated when the Dolby was switched in, 
tending to indicate a slight alignment error. Some 
second harmonic distortion was introduced by the 
replay amplifier which, although not serious, was 
above that expected. Playback of pre-recorded 
cassettes was generally impressive with low back
ground noise and good stability and very good wow 
and flutter (0.09%).

Phono line inputs and outputs are provided as 
well as a 5 pole DIN socket and two miniature 
microphone jacks which were disliked. A ’14" stereo 
headphone jack socket is situated on the front of the 
machine. Either line or mic/DIN inputs are selected 
with a switch on the back panel. It was felt that this 
switch and the microphone sockets would be easier 
to use if they were on the front panel, and also that 
standard 14" microphone sockets would be better 
than the miniature ones fitted. Left and right input 
and output levels are set with four rotary controls. 
The VU meters are equipped with a peak check 
switch which increases the speed at which they can 
respond to short duration transients. With this 
switch on, the meters under-read only 4dB on an Sm 
sec tone burst, a very marked improvement on their 
performance in the ordinary position.

As with the Technics 676, it is clear that the 
ordinary position of the VU meters becomes 
redundant since the peak reading facility was found 
very accurate, and enables input programme. levels 
to be adjusted to give optimum distortion/signal to 
noise performance. On Maxell UD ferric tape the 
overall distortion/sn performance at Dolby level was 
very low at 0.65%, rising to 2.2% at +4dB. The 
frequency response was very flat indeed but showed 
a very slight rise- at the extreme hf end (see pen 
chart). The overall noise was pretty low and the 
subjective sound quality on ferric tape was very 
good indeed, particularly since the machine is 
relatively low- priced. It seems that the overall quality 
on a cassette recorder is not necessarily dependent 
upon price, and undoubtedly users will be very 
pleased with the quality of this machine.

On chromium tape (TDK) the machine again par- 

formed extremely well, with a very flat response 
which extended to 15kHz on the right channel but 
fell sharply above 12kHz on the left. The signal to 
noise ratio (CCIR weighted) ref. Dolby level, was 
extremely good at 56.5dB, especially since the 
distortion on chrome was reasonable at 1.8% for 
Dolby level. All the high frequencies were recorded 
cleanly and thus the machine was regarded as very 
satisfactory.

Speech recording produced a very clean sound 
with a low hiss level, although only just enough gain 
was provided for speech only a few inches away 
from the microphone. An electret microphone with 
an inherently higher output is therefore desirable. 
The clipping margin was very good and would allow 
the recording of fairly loud instruments in close 
proximity to the microphone without distortion. 
Whilst the DIN input had good sensitivity and 
clipping margins, it had a very low input impedence 
of 2.1k ohms, and as anticipated some hiss 
degradation of 4dB was noted from the standard 
DIN source. This could be improved it the 
manufacturers raised the DIN input impedance to 
4.7k ohms since an adequate clipping margin is still 
available. The line input had a high input impedance 
and a sensitivity of 85mV, but would accept very 
high level input signals without distortion. Again, 
unfortunately, very slight hiss was added for an 
input level of 100mV, and therefore it is recommend
ed that at least 30mV should be sent into the 
recorder to avoid hiss degradation. More than 
average phase jitter (^±20°) was noted but this did 

. not seem to affect the overall performance too 
noticeably since the jitter was of very short duration. 
This machine, then, can be recommended at its 
price, but Technics are advised to make some minor 
modifications to the input circuitry to improve the 
compatibility on both the DIN and line inputs.
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Technics RS-273USD

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out (CCIR).............................................. 42.5dB
Dolby Improvement .................... .............................................. 9dB
FeCRO2/LNAv.L+RDolbyOut(CCIRI.......................................  -
Dolby Improvement............................................................... . -
ChromeAv. L + R DolbyOut(CCIR)........................................47.75dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................... ^ .. 9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.  ........... 3.75dB
Line Input Noise Degradation.....................................................2.25d8
Spooling Time................................................................................Im 55s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................................................................................62.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome........................................................................................... 64.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric....................................................................................... Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome.................................................................................  TDK Kr"

Recommended Retail Price.......................................... £135.96 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.............................................. 0°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .  .... 305pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 41mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.............................................. 36K
DIN Input Sensitivity. , : < c c . ......................................................310pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 43mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.............. ................. 21 K 
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................85mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................>100K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.........................................-0.25dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................-1.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... -0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel...................................... 52.5dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..................................................... MdB
'Dolby Improvement........................................................................... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)...........................................54.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average................................................................ 0.09%
Speed Average...............................................................................+0.3%
Meters Under-read at 64ms................................................................ 6dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input............. ...................................... 0.06%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.7%
OverallFerricAv.L + Rat+4dB..................................................2.2%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat Dolby Level........................... . . -
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat +4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...................................... 1.8%
Overall Chrome Av.L + Rat +4dB................................................4.8°%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av.L + R..................................................+ IdB
10kHzFeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R...............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L+R........................................... -0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION(100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. 333HzFerric................................................................. + 1.5/ -1.0dB
"Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN.................... -/
Ref. 333Hz Chrome..........................................................+ 0.5/ -1.25dB

Technics RS273US: TDK Kr Dolby In
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National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Slough 275l6.Technics RS630 USO

This recorder, a front loader, incorporates a 
transparant sliding door which can close over the. 
^^istoe mechanism, or can slide away to the right. 
The mechanical controls allow transfer from play 
into rrewind, but not back again, and these controls 
were slightly stiff. We found that the pause control 
grate, and the eject mechanism is quite exciting, 
since when deprreaso^ sharply the cassette flies out 
of the machine, unless the door is closed.

Split concentric rotary gain controls are provided 
for record level and replay line output level 
(maximum for Dolby level being 560mV). A stereo 
headphone jack gave only just enough volume into 8 
ohm headphones. The record level meters can be 
^switched to read paaks, in which case an Sm sec 
tone burst under-read only 1dB—excellent. Bias and 
equalisation switches allow ferric of ferrichrome 
cecasttes to be used. An additional lever controls 
Dol>y in/out. The recorder is housed in a metal 
incase and is supplied with a two core mains lead, but 
has no earth terminal. Two % " mic jacks are 
proviided with an input sensitivity of 360uV into 4.6k 
ohms, and the 5 pole DIN input, measured only 1.5k 
ohms input impedance at a sensitivity of 50uV. 
Very noticeable noise degradation occured here of 
MB from our standard DIN source. The phono line 
input sansitivity measured 79mV into 85k ohms, and 
a switch on the rear selects this or the DIN socket for 
input. Only very slight noise was added from a 
1^taV source here, and the clipping margins were 
^^V for mic and DIN and greater than 10V for line.

Wow and flutter measured 0.1% throughout the 
^^istoe, which is good, and the speed was very 
accurately set. Erase was excellent, and cross talk 
treasonable. Spooling speed was around average at 
2mins 9saes for a C90.

Replay azimuth as delivered, was rather mis-set, 
but after resetting, the replay response was 
treasonable, but rising to + 1dB at 10kHz ref 333Hz. 
The ^bas response throughout showed most 
surprisingly that Technics were still using the now 
very old curve of 1590u sec, which leads to bass 
distortion overall in many instances. Hum levels 
were satisfactory on replay. Hiss levels were slightly 
higher than average, ferric without Dolby being— 
50dB CCIR weighted. Dolby gave an average 9.75dB 
improwrnent, and chrome a further 3.75dB. 
Stability and head/tape contact were good, and 
genarally distortion in the electronics was 
treasonably low.

Maxell UD ferric gave a frequency response very 
flat up to 12kHz with Dolby in on the right channel, 
but the left channel rose slightly at EHF. The sound 
quality overall on ferric was very good, but showed a 
slight tendency to HF squash on HF transients. The 
overall hiss level was rather average, and 33Hz 
distortion measured 1.2% at Dolby level, rising to an 
average of 6% at +4dB.

Sony ferrichrome was again flat to 10kHz on the 
left, but the right channel drooped 3dB at 10kHz 
with Dolby in. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level 
measured 1.6% and 0.9% respectively on the two 
channels, and thus shows inconsistency in 
alignment. At +4dB it rose to an average of 4.5%. 
Results of ferrichrome sounded quite good, and the 
improved dynamic range was quite marked (overall 
CCIR weighted -55.5dB ref Dolby level).

BASF chrome gave a very poor HF response of - 
4dB at 10k on one cassette, but another cassette 
sample was only 1.5dB down here. Distortion 
measured an alarming 8% at Dolby level on one 
channel, whilst the other was 4.5%. The worst 
channel degraded to 18% at +4dB. Although the 
distortion performance was very poor, the noise 
level was reasonably low overall on chrome.

The inconsistencies between biasing and 
equalisation of the two tracks are most unfortunate, 
and it is a pity that I cannot really recommend this 
model, although it was clearly better in many 
respects than the same manufacturer's RS640USD. 
It is possible that the type of record head employed 
might be saturating at the higher bias levels, and this 
needs improvement. Also, Technics must put right 
the incorrect bass time constant.
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Technics RS630 USO

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + RDolby OutICCIR)............................................. 41.7MB
Dolby Improvement.................................................................... 10.25dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L + R Dolby OutICCIR).......... ........................ 45.5dB
Dolby Improvement . . , s . . .................................10d8
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby OutICCIRl.............................................. 47dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.'^B

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ 3dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time........................................................................ . ..2m9s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric................................................................................................60.5dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................. 64.5dB
Chrome........................................................................................... 61.5dB

TAPE USED
Ferric .    MaxellUD
FeCR02/LN........................................................................Sony FeC^2
Chrome . .............................................................................. BASFCr02

Recommended Retail Price......................................... £122.62 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average......................     55°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 360yV
Microphone Input Clipping .. .....................22mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average . ....................................4.6K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ ^MpV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 22mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................4.6K
Line Input Sensitivity.................................. .. ....................................78mV
Line Input Clipping..............................................................................>lOV
Line Input Impedance Average...........  ..... . , .. , ......... 85K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 62Hz Average Left and Right................................................-3dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right ............ . ...........+ 1.5dB
Chrome 1 OkHz Average Left and Right.........................................+2dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel...................... .... 50dB
Ferric CCIR weighted {Dolby Out)............................................. 50.25dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................... .. 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted).................................................54dB

Wow and Flutter Average , ............0.1 %
Speed Average...............................................................................—0.3%
Meters Under-read at 64ms........................................................ —5.5dB

DISTORTION
At Dolby Level monitoring input...................................................... 0.2%
Overall Ferric Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...........................................1.2%
Overall Ferric Av. L + A at +4dB.......................................................6%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level................................. 1.2%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB.......................................... 4.3%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................5.8%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB............................................... 17.3%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R............................................... +0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.......................................—1dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R........................................... -0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz)
Ref. 623Hz Ferric................................................................. + 1.5/ —1.5dB
Rei. 623Hz FeCR02/LN........................................................ + 0.5/-3dB
Ref. 362Hz Chrome......... ..................... + 0/—2.5dB
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National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Slough 27516.Technics RS-540 USO

This machine could be described as a middle of the 
road top loader with a few particularly interesting 
facilities. Fitted with independent rotary controls for 
left and right mic/DIN and line inputs, mixing is 
possible and the record level meters can be switched 
to a peak read facility. It gives an under-read of an 
8mS pulse of only 0.5dB-excellent. %" mic jacks 
gave a sensitivity of 60uV (very insensitive) into 
10.5k ohms and clipping at 36mV. A 5 pole DIN 
socket had an input impedance of 1.8k ohms (much 
too low), again, at a sensitivity of 600uV. As would 
be expected, 2dB noise degradation was produced 
here and clipping occurred at 38mV. The phono line 
inputs had a maximum sensitivity of 83mV into 81k 
ohms with no noise degradation and no clipping 
problem. The line out phonos produced a 
controllable maximum level of 570mV for Dolby 
level. A stereo headphone jack produced only 89mV 
into 8 ohms, which is not really adequate for some 
purposes. Output clipping was at 2.1V which is only 
just enough margin. Distortion in the electronics 
measured none too well, 1V input to the line in 
socket producing 1 % distortion on line out and a 
similar second harmonic level was produced from 
our high level special test tape.

Wow and flutter measured 0.14% at the 
beginning of a cassette, but improved to 0.1 % at the 
middle and end. Speed was very slightly slow and 
spooling was very slow at 3mins 6secs for a COO. A 
memory counter facility is provided and a single 
switch selects ferric, chrome or ferrichrome. Other 
switches operate Dolby in/out, normal metering or 
peak reading functions. A two core colour coded 
captive mains lead is provided with no separate 
earth terminal. Push buttons allow transfer from 
play to rewind or wind but the stop button has to be 
depressed before engaging play again. They were all 
easy to operate as was loading and unloading.

On delivery, we found azimuth was set reasonably 
accurately and the replay response very accurately 
set- indeed, being virtually flat at 10kHz on both 
channels. However, some slight low bass loss was 
present. Chrome equalisation also was very 
accurate. Although slight 50Hz hum was 
measurable, it was not noticed subjectively. The 
replay hiss levels were slightly below average, but 
chrome gave a 3.5dB improvement, with Dolby an 
additional 9.5dB average. Stability and tape/head 
contact were very good.

Two samples of this machine were checked, since 

the first one showed a disasterous dip of up to 7.5dB 
in the presence region, although coming up again 
slightly at EHF (on Sony ferrichrome). On Maxell UD 
ferric the second sample showed a response some 
3dB up at 3kHz, but only 1dB up at 10kHz with 
Dolby in on the left channel, the right being not 
quite so much boosted. The 333Hz distortion at 
Dolby level measured an average of 1.1% rising to 
5% at +4dB and this is not too good for this tape 
type, which is usually better. Sony ferrichrome still 
had a dip in the presence region of 2dB at 2kHz, but 
rose to flat again by 14kHz. (Dolby in). Distortion at 
Dolby level measured 0.9% rising to 3.3% at +4dB.

On BASF chrome the response showed +3.5dB 
at 3.5kHz on the left channel (Dolby in) and 
continually wavers up to 13kHz (see pen chart). The 
right channel was similar but slightly better. 
Distortion at Dolby level reached 4% but an 
alarming 14% at +4dB. Noise levels were all 
generally rather average.

Unfortunately, despite examining two samples of 
this machine I must admit that neither my colleagues 
nor I were at all impressed with the actual 
performance generally and quite clearly Technics 
would seem to be confused with recommendations 
of suitable cassette tapes types. It is possible that 
exhaustive research might have revealed more 
compatible brands than those tested but in any case 
slight distortion problems in the input stages and 
replay electronics seem to indicate that the machine 
is not as well designed as many other Technics 
models that I have measured.

Unfortunately, then, this model cannot be 
recommended, against such stiff competition. 
Notwithstanding this, the styling is excellent and the 
machine is easy to use and most presentable. 
Incidentally, this model has an indicator, warning 
the user that tape there is about 3 minutes recording 
time left. The solenoid operation of the mechanical 
functions also allows interconnection with a tape 
timer for unattended recordings, but no accessory 
was supplied for review.
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Technics RS-640 USO

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)............................................42.25dB
Dolby Improvement......... .. . . . . ........... .... 9.25dB
FeCR02/LN Av. L+ R Dolby OutICCIR).....................................47dB
Dolby Improvement .. s : s :......................... 9dB
ChromeAv. L+R Dolby Out (CCIRl........................................47.75dB
Dolby Improvement........................ ..................................... 9.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation .................. ... 2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Spooling ^Ti^^re; . .. . .......................... . ^3^^r 16s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric...............  ..................................................................60dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................. ^5dB
Chrome.................... ................................... .........62.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric....................................................................................  Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN .......... ...................................................... Sony FeCr02
Chrome.................................................................................. BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price.............................. .......... ..  £162.62+ VAT
Not normally discounted

Repay Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................20°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................^pV
Microphone Input Clipping......................... .... ...... , . 36mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average ... - - . o t c , ;.... 10.5K
DIN Input Sensitivity..........................................................................^WpV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 36mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.........................................................1 .SK
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................83mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................ 82K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz AverageLeft and Right................................................-1dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................+0.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... +0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.......................................... WdB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..............................................W.75dB
Dolby Improvement. . ............. .....................................9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).........................................M.25dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.11%
SpeedAverage. ... ............................................-0.6%
Meters Under-read at 64ms............................................................... -6dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input...................................................... 0.9%
Overall Ferric Av. L +R at Dolby Level........................................... 1.1 %
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat+4dB..................................................5.2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + R at Dolby Level...............................0.8%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB...................................... 3.3%*
OverallChromeAv. L + Rat Dolby Level...................................... 4.1 %
Overall ChromeAv. L + R at +4dB.................. . .......................14%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R. .  ........... .... + 1.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R............................................ OdB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R........................................... +Q.SdB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz)
Ref.333Hz Ferric......................................................................+ 2/-0dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN.................................................... + 1/-0.75dB
Ref: 333Hz Chrome...........................................................+ 1.5/-0.MB nb: 2MB scale used from top to bottom
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Technics RS-671 USO National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Slough 27516.

The RS 671 USO is basically a simplified version of 
the 676, and is a front loader including switching for 
ferric and chrome cassettes but not ferrichrome. A 
push button opens a trap door and lifts a platform to 
allow withdrawal of the cassette. This model also 
has an indicator, warning the user that there is about 
three minutes recording time left. All the mechanical 
controls operate microswitches or solenoids, and 
permit direct transfer from play to rewind after 
which, stop has to be depressed. Push buttons 
select memory, Dolby in/out, a peak reading facility 
on the meters and separate bias and equalisation- 
(each two positions). We were asked by Technics 
not to try ferrichrome, although this is stated to be 
possible on a gummed label on the top.

The recorder is housed in a metal case, and has a 
two core colour coded mains lead and an earth tag. 
% " microphone jacks are provided with a sensitivity 
of 60uV into an impedance of 42.Sk ohms dipping 
at 25mV (very insensitive). The 5 pole DIN 
input/output socket had an input sensitivity of 
60uV clipping at 25mV, into 2.1k ohms. Mic/DIN 
inputs are controllable with concentrically mounted 
rotary controls which are friction locked and can be 
mixed in with a similar control operating on the 
phono line in sockets, which had a sensitivity of 
92mV into 82k ohms with a virtually unlimited 
clipping point. Slight noise degradation occured on 
the DIN input, but not on the line input.

The wow and flutter averaged 0.11% and the 
speed about +0.85%. A C90 spooled in 1min 
35secs. Erase was excellent, but some crosstalk was 
noticed at very low frequencies between the two 
right tracks. Left/right crosstalk was excellent. The 
phono line outputs are controllable with a stereo 
ganged rotary, and gave a maximum of 50mV for 
Dolby level. Clipping was reached at 2.5V. Some 
slight second harmonic distortion was noted in the 
input amplifier, and also in the replay section, but 
this was not serious.

A slight error in replay azimuth was observed. 
Whilst the ferric replay response showed - a 2dB lift at 
10kHz, a 2dB loss was noted at 50Hz. Chrome 
showed a virtually identical tendency. Replay hum 
levels were satisfactory, but replay hiss levels were 
rather below average, eg. ferric without Dolby 
measured -49dB CCIR weighted ref. Dolby level. 
Dolby insertion gave 9.75dB improvement and 
Chrome equalisation improved the figure by 3.75dB. 
HF stability was only tair, showing slight phase jitter, 

but tape to head contact was good.
Maxell UD ferric was very flat at 10kHz on the left 

channel, but on the right channel bumped up 2.5dB 
at 6kHz, and was still slightly up at 10kHz. Both 
channels had a response extending to 15kHz which 
is commendable. 333Hz distortion measured 0.7% 
at Dolby level, rising to 3% at + 4dB. Subjectively, 
the sound quality was good on the second sample. 
BASF chrome with Dolby in showed a slight droop 
at 1OkHz on both channels, but a rise at 15kHz, 
above which the response fell sharply. Distortion 
measured 3% at Dolby level, rising to 11 % at +4dB, 
again suggesting a tendency to saturation of the 
record head on chrome tape types. Technics would 
be well advised to rebias etc. for Maxell UDXL II or 
TDK SA, both of which should give significantly 
superior results. Ferric and chrome noise overall 
were both slightly below average.

The price of this machine seems just slightly high, 
and since the performances are rather average by 
the latest. standards, the model can only be 
recommended to those who are attracted to the 
styling, and who are prepared to use only ferric tape, 
unless Technics improve the chrome position.
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Technics RS-671 USO

OVERALL NOISE 
FerricAv.L+R DolbyOut(CCIR).................................................. 42dB
Dolby Improvement.........................................................................9dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out(CCIR).......................................... -
Dolby Improvement ....... .................
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out(CCIR).........................................46.25dB
Dolby Improvement............................................................................9dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................... 1.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Spooling Time;................................... .........................................1m 36s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................................................................................KdB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome............................................................................................KdB

TAPE USED 
Ferric.........................................................................................Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN  ........   ........ .......
Chrome . . ....................    BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price.............................. .............£I77.73 + VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................30°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................ ........... ^W^V
Microphone lnput Clipping..............................................................25mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.............................................. 43K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 6(00pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 25mV
DIN Input Impedance Average......................................................... 2.1 K
Line Input Sensitivity.................... ................................................... 92mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................ 82K

REPLAY RESPONSE. 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................... — 1.5dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................+2.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right....................................... +3dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel........................................ 48dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..................................................... 49dB
Dolby Improvement........................................... .................. 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)......................................... 52.75dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................... . . . ,  ..............0.12%
Speed Average............................................................................... + 0.7%
Meters Under-read at 64ms........................................................ -5.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input . ...................... 0.63%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................0.7%
Overall Ferric Av. L + A at +4dB..................................................... 3%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat Dolby Level .................................. -
Overall FeCR02/LNAv. L+Rat +4dB...............................................-
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level........................................... 3%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat + 4dB............................................. 112%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby OutAv.L + R................................................—0.5dB
10kHz feCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L + R.............................................-
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R........................................ — 125dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. 333Hz Ferric...................................................................... +01 -2dB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN.................................................................-/
Ref. 333Hz Chrome..................................................................+01 -2dB
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Technics RS-676US . National Panasonic (UK) Ltd., 107I109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Slough 27516.

The RS-676USD, a two head machine incorporating 
Dolby, is at the top of the wide range of Technics 
cassette recorders. A front loader, it has all front 

• operated controls, including the transport functions 
which are solenoid operated, and may be remotely 
controlled from an optional plug in unit. The winding 
time for a C90 cassette was fairly fast at 1min 
36secs, but neat. The memory counter facility was 
accurate and useful. As delivered, the azimuth was 
reasonably well set at + 18° at 3kHz.

The replay response showed the bass to be 
incorrect but the hf end very flat indeed, although 
just beginning to droop at 10kHz by an average of 
1dB on ferric and slightly less than this on chrome. 
Pre-recorded cassettes sounded consistently good 
with excellent head to tape contact. The replay 
signal to noise ratio was marginally below average, 
although adequate, and showed a 3.5dB improve
ment on chrome, and a 10dB improvement when 
the Dolby circuit was switched in. Cassettes played 
back with good stability and virtually no audible 
wow and flutter, which measured .07%, one of the 
best measurements.

The phone line input sockets had a sensitivity of 
90mV in to 100k ohm, and would accept virtually 
any input level without clipping. This input was 
extremely quiet, having virtually no hiss at full 
sensitivity. A Dolby FM switch allows Dolby 
processed broadcasts to be recorded at a pre-set 
level, whilst being monitored with the processors 
switched to de-process, and this will be found 
useful if broadcasts are ever processed in the UK. 
Early samples had the incorrect equalisation here, 
but Technics have now corrected this. The 5 pole 
DIN input/output socket had an inputsensitivity of 
420uV in to the somewhat lower impedance of 2k 
ohms, and some slight noise degradation occurred 
from the muted DIN source, thus showing that 
Technics should raise the input impedance to 4.7k 
ohms or so, since there is an adequate clipping level 
of 42mV. The two %" microphone jack sockets on 
the front panel presented an input impedance of 19k 
ohms and a sensitivity of 400uV, certainly too 
insensitive for moving coil microphones but just 
satisfactory for electrets. The clipping level of 42mV 
is certainly satisfactory. A switch selects which 
source is to be recorded, the levels being set with a 
single stereo ganged control. Differences in levels 
betweenthe channels are corrected with a separate 
balance cuiitrul. Tha VU meters liava a peak eheck 

switch which, when selected, enables them to 
respond to short transients only under-reading by 
4dB on an Sm sec tone burst, thus making the 
ordinary position of the switch somewhat 
redundant.

The overall performance on the recommended 
ferric tape (Maxell UD) was most impressive, and 
the measurements of flat frequency response, low 
distortion (0.7% at Dolby level) and very good 
azimuth stability were all confirmed by the listening 
tests.

The overall response on chrome tape was most 
disappointing, the frequency response with Dolby in 
being 6dB down at 10kHz. Distortion was apparent 
at high levels but was not serious. Erasure of high 
level recordings made on chrome tape was very 
good, and crosstalk between left and right channels 
and between programmes recorded in opposite 
directions was good at all frequencies. The overall 
noise was just a little higher than it should be, but 
the low distortion at high levels, on ferric tape, 
permits a good signal to noise ratio still to be 
obtained.

The deck includes a useful memory counter and 
all the controls were smooth. It is a pity that 
Technics have not incorporated a switch position for 
ferrichrome, for this tape type would undoubtedly 
work well on the machine. Since chrome tape will be 
almost certainly on the way out within two years or 
so, perhaps the chrome position could be replaced 
with a ferrichrome one with appropriate changes of 
record equalisation and bias. Loading a cassette was 
very simple, and no trouble was experienced with 
any jamming or azimuth variations.

The RS-676USD is pleasantly designed and was 
liked by the laboratory staff for its ease of operation 
and reliability. Notwithstanding its relatively 
excellent' performance on ferric tape, its rather high 
price should be considered. Readers should be 
reminded that Technics do not recommend chrome 
tape, and incorporate the facility only in passing.
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Technics RS-676US

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out (CCIRI............... ...................................42dB
Dolby Improvement.........................................................................8.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out{CCIR)..........................................
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................
Chrome Av. L+R Dolby OuttCCIR)................................................#6dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation ........................ ...................................2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................0.5dB
Spooling Time...................... 1m38s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric.............................................................................................. 60.5dB
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome............................................................................................. 62dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric................................... Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................-
Chrome...........................................................................................TDK Kr

Recommended Retail Price
Not normally discounted

............................................ 603.96 + VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviati6n from Average............................................ 26°
Microphone Input Sensitivity..........................................................^W1-1V
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 42mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average. ............................... 19K
DIN Input Sensitivity.................................................... . ...................420pV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................42mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.................. .... ........... 2K
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................89mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >10V
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................... 1(00K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right...........................................—0.6dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right......................................... —1.2dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.....................................—0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/^0 worst channel........................................ 51dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Outl....................................................49dB
Dolby Improvement .... ............................................... 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)...........................................52.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.07%
Speed Average............................................................................. -0.04%
Meters Under-read at 60ms.............................................................. 1.5dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input . . .........................0.13%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.........................................0.7%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat + 4dB..................................................2.9%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level......................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat+4dB............................................... -
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................2.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB...........  . .  ............. 6.4%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby OutAv.L+R............................................... + 0.5dB
10kHzFeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av. L+R...............................................-
10kHzChromeDolby0utAv.L+R...............................................-3dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (1(00Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.31-1Hz Ferric.............................................................+ 1.25/-0.25dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................................-/-
Ref.31-1Hz Chrome...........................................................+ 0.25/-3.5dB

Technics RS676US: TDK Kr Dolby In
Technics RS676US: Maxell UD Dolby In

nb: 260B scale u1-1d from top to bottom
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Telefunken MCaaOO AEG (Telefunken) Ltd., Bath Road, Slough, Bucks. Slough
872101.

The model MC3300 is a deck built in precise 
accordance to DIN specifications and is provided 
with a 5 pole DIN input/output socket, a stereo mic 
socket and a DIN headphone socket. No phono 
input or output was provided, and because of the 
machine's extremely low input impedance and very 
poor input clipping margin it must be driven from a 
receiver designed precisely to DIN specifications, 
since the output clips at only 10mV. Microphone or 
DIN inputs are switch selectable and no output is 
available for monitoring, with the exception of the 
headphone output which has its own gain control.

The recording level meters have very strange 
ballistics, since they actually over-read a 64m sec 
pulse by 2dB and under-read an 8m sec pulse by 
7dB. In practice on a music programme they seemed 
to under-read transients by about 4dB, which is 
good when compared with most recorders having 
normal VU meters. The styling was extremely good 
and the deck function push buttons very easy to 
use, most of their operations controlling solenoids 
and micro switches. It is possible to change from 
any function to another rapidly, and in general the 
deck performed well but had a wow and flutter 
figure which is rather high at 0.18%, enough to give 
audible wow on many music programmes. Phase 
jitter was not too good and each re-insertion of a 
cassette produced a slightly different azimuth. 
Unfortunately, the speed was 1.5% fast, which will 
affect musicians wishing to accompany tapes.

The replay signal to noise was adequate and the 
frequency response measured extremely flat being 
within ±1dB (ref. 333Hz) from 63Hz to 10kHz of the 
new internationally recommended standard of 
3180/120u sees on both channels. This gave a very 
even clarity of sound replaying pre-recorded 
cassettes, and the azimuth was pretty stable. Head 
to tape contact was good, but audibly very slight 
pumping was heard in the replay Dolby circuits, 
although this could have been due to production 
faults in the pre-recorded cassettes played. Despite 
Telefunken setting the recorder up for ordinary 
BASF LH tape, which in the tests consistently gave 
much higher distortion than Super LH the overall 
response when Dolby was switched in was fairly 
reasonable and sounded well. The distortion, of 
course, was not as good as many other machines, 
and would have been dramatically better if the 
machine had been biased for Super LH; Telefunken 
are advised to reset all their machines for the better 

tape. The overall signal to noise ratio was quite 
reasonable at 43dB, showing a 9.5dB improvement 
when the Dolby circuits were operative on both 
record and play back.

Chrome tape produced an overall signal to noise 
ratio with Dolby of 56.5dB, a very good figure, but 
alas produced a rather high distortion of 3% at 
Dolby level, reaching 8% at +4dB, which did not 
deteriorate when the Dolby circuits were operative. 
The response on chrome was very bad on the left 
channel, but better on the right, and showed a 
Dolby level record calibration error which is 
surprising, since the specified tape was used.

The microphone input was tested with the 
Telefunken capacitor microphone supplied for use 
with the recorder, and the speech quality recorded 
was extremely good. Ferric recordings made from 
the DIN input, incidentally, were also good but 
remember that the recorder needs an extremely low 
level to avoid clipping (see section in the forward 
explaining interconnection with other equipment). 
Apart from the poor wow and flutter figures, the 
DIN input specified circuitry and the poor 
performance on chrome tape, this machine was 
liked and it is felt that the manufacturers should 
heed the criticisms when developing new models. It 
might be said somewhat sarcastically that this is the 
most DIN type machine in the survey, and shows 
clearly the serious ergonomic errors with the DIN 
specified connection parameters. Is it not time for 
Germany to come in to step with the rest of the 
world by acknowledging phono sockets and line 
input/output connections and standards, rather 
than attempting to force everyone to adopt the old- 
fashioned German standard? Notwithstanding these 
criticisms, this machine can be recommended 
specifically for interconnection with DIN equipment.

Telefunken have now agreed to modify the input 
circuitry to give 30mV clipping on mic/DIN but also 
reducing the mic/DIN sensitivity to 180uV-still 
adequate. This considerably improves DIN input 
compatibility.
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Telefunken MC3300

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R DolbyOut ICCIRI........................................... 42.75dB
DolbyImprovement.............  .................................................. 9.75dB
FeCR02/LNAv.L + R DolbyOutlCCIRl............................................-
DolbyImprovement.............................................................................
Chrome Av.L + R DolbyOutlCCIR).........................................47.25dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.25dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation............................................................ OdB
Line Input Noise Degradation.............................................................
Spooling Time............................................................................... 1m 22s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric................................................................................................59.5dB
FeCR02/LN....................................................  -
Chrome........................................................................................... 61.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric......................................................................................... BASF LH
FeCR02/LN............................................................................................ -
Chrome.................................................................................. BASF Cr02

Recommended Retail Price............................................£212.44 +VAT
Not normally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................................ 82°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.......................................................... lOOpV
Microphone Input Clipping............................................................. 9.5mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average.................................................2K
DIN Input Sensitivity. .......... ........... 105pV
DIN Input Clipping...........................................................................9.9mV
DIN Input Impedance Average.............................................................. 2K
line Input Sensitivity...............................................  , ..............—
Line Input Clipping ................   —
Line Input Impedance Average............................................................... -

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right................................................. -1dB
Ferric 10kHzAverage Left and Right.................................... .. -0.5dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right...................................... + 1.5dB

REPLAY NOISE
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................51dB
Ferric CCIR weighted IDolby Out)................................................. 47.5dB
DolbyImprovement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted).................................................51dB

Wow and Flutter Average. . - .................................................... 0.18%
Speed Average...............................................................................+ 1.5dB
Meters Under-read at 64ms............................................................. +2dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolbylevel monitoring input...............................................................-
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level  ......... 2.2%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat +4dB ............................................... 6.3%^
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level....................................
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB...............................................—
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................3.8%
Overall Chrome Av.L + Rat +4dB............................................... 7.6%^

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOut Av. L+R............................................... + 0.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOutAv.L + R.............................................
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R......................................... -1.25dB

OVERALL DEVIATION l1OOHz-12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric............................................................... +11 — 1.75dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN........................................................................-/-
Ref.333Hz Chrome.............................................................+0.5/ -3dB nb: 2OOB scale used from top to bottom
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Toshiba PC-5060 Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West
Road, Feltham, Middlesex. 01-751 1281.

This modestly priced front loader from Toshiba is 
most attractively styled, and includes rather more 
facilities than average for its price. Two microphone 
inputs on % " jacks are complemented by an 
independent stereo jack auxiliary input with an 
additional stereo jack for headphone monitoring, 
giving adequate level for both 8 ohm and (60 ohm 
types. On the rear are situated a 5 pole DIN in/out 
socket and line in/out phonos. A two core colour 
coded (blue and black unfortunately) mains lead is 
accompanied by a separate earth terminal. Push 
buttons select Dolby in/out, limiter (good). mic/DIN 
or auxiliary or line inputs, and separate bias and 
equalisation two-position controls, allowing ferric or 
chrome to be used, ferrichrome not apparantly 
being recommended. A mono/stereo button allows 
the same signal to be recorded on both tracks. The 
mechanical deck control levers were just a little stiff, 
but do provide play direct into rewind and back etc. 
Loading was easy, and the mechanism can be 
enclosed by lowering a lid, but reject spills the 
cassette out with rather a force.

Wow and flutter averaged at only 0.08% and the 
speed was very precisely set. Erasure of Toksa tape 
was poor at only -57dB on the worst channel, and 
Toshiba will have to look into this. Cross-talk, 
however, measured very well. C90 spooling was 
achieved in 1 min 30 sees-quite fast.

The mic in sensitivity measured 460uV into 4.1k 
ohms, clipping at 25mV. The DIN input (impedance 
also 4.1k ohms) again had a sensitivity of 460uV with 
the same clipping point. 1dB noise degradation was 
noted on the quietest tape from a standard DIN 
source. Both line and auxiliary inputs had a 
sensitivity of 170mV in to 50k ohms, and no noise 
degradation occurred at maximum sensitivity. No 
clipping problem was experienced either here. Dolby 
level produced 560mV on the line out sockets, which 
are controllable with a stereo ganged potentiometer. 
Output clipping was reached though at 1.26V, and 
this perhaps should be better. The output gain 
control (110k ohms) presents much too high an 
impedance to the phono sockets if at 6dB down 
from maximum. Perhaps the incorrect use of 
integrated circuits could be responsible for the poor 
clipping margins on parts of the circuitry, which also 
showed slightly more than average second harmonic 
distortion.

The replay azimuth on delivery was reasonably 
accurate, and whilst the HF response was very flat 

indeed, the bass end, unfortunately, had too much 
cut, showing the old 1590u sec curve to be in use. 
These comments apply to ferric and chrome 
equalisation. Hiss levels were higher than average, 
and some replay hum was also noticeable, but was 
not too serious. The usual imrovements with Dolby 
and Chrome tape were noted. A typical noise figure 
on replay was -49.5 ferric CCIR weighted ref Dolby 
level with Dolby switched out. Tape stability and 
head contact were excellent throughout.

When delivered, the recorder had been set up for 
TDK ED and chrome, both of which are no longer 
available, and so we were asked to suggest an 
optimum tape which Toshiba UK will agree to 
recommend as being compatible until the factory 
make new recommendations etc. Maxell UD 
produced an overall response which was +2dB at 
10kHz with Dolby in both channels, but 40Hz was - 
5.5dB on both channels. 333Hz distortion at Dolby 
level measured 1 % and rose to 3% at +4dB, which 
is pretty good. Provided very high levels were not 
attempted, recordings were clean and reproduced 
well with relatively low high frequency 
squash-clearly better than average. TDK SA on the 
chrome position produced an A/B level error. 
Without Dolby the response was flat, but with Dolby 
a lump occurred of 2.5dB at 5kHz, restoring to flat at 
10kHz. Although slightly bright, the sound quality 
was good (distortion 0.9% at Dolby level rising to 
3% at +4dB). Overall noise levels were a little below 
average, but just acceptable.

A lever is provided for withdrawing erase and bias 
for editing, but this seems unnecessary. The record 
level meters under-read seriously (64m sec burst 
reading -12dB).

This machine then can be recommended with 
caution for its excellent facilities, but note the slight 
problem areas mentioned. Good value for money 
though.
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Toshiba PC-5060

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)............................................ 42.25dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................9.25dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIR).......................................... 
Dolby Improvement.................................................................... —
Chrome Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)...................................... 45.5dB
Dolby Improvement...........................................................................8.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation ... ....................................................... ldB
Line Input Noise Degradation............................................................. OdB
Spooling Time:.................................................... . •............................1m30s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............... -.............................................................................. 62.5dB
FeCR02/LN.............................................................................................-
Chrome.............................................................................................66dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric.......................... .................................................. ....Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN .... 

Chrome.............................. TDK SA

Recommended Retail Price ex VAT..............................£148.22 +VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average........................................... 33°
Microphone Input Sensitivity............... ....................................... ^pV
Microphone Input Clipping............................................................. 25mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average................................................4K
DIN Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 460pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................25mV
DIN Input Impedance. Average............................................................. 4K
Line Input Sensitivity...................................................................... 171mV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................>lOV
Lineinput Impedance Average........................................................... WK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63 Hz Average Left and Right.................................................-3dB
Ferric lOkHz Average Left and Right.................................................. OdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right........................................+ 1dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel . . ................................. 54dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)................................................49.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................... lOdB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)................................................ 53dB

Wow and Flutter Average............................................................... 0.08%
Speed Average............................................................................+0.75%
Metera Under-read at 64ms..........................................................— 12dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input...................................................0.75%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat Dolby Level...............................................1%
Overall Ferric Av. L + R at +4dB.......................................................3%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat Dolby Level.................................... 
OverallFeCR02/LNAv.L + Rat+4dB.............................................. -
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level....................................0.9%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB...............................................2.7%*

OVERALL.RESPONSE 
WkHzFerric Dolby Out Av. L + R...............................................+0.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv. L+R............................................  
lOkHz ChromeDolbyOutAv. L + R.........................................—0.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref. 333HzFerric..............................................................+0.5/ -1.5dB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN................................................................— / —
Ref. 333Hz Chrome..........................................................+0.5/ -1.5dB

'0 20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 *-'20000

nb: 25dB scale used from top to bottom
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Toshiba PC-6030 Toshiba (UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West
Road, Feltham, Middlesex. 01751 1281.

This very expensive front loader is equipped with 
some rather gimmicky facilities, which could 
nevertheless be useful for special applications. All 
the deck functions are electronically controlled, a 
series of push buttons allowing a change from one 
function to another without depressing stop. Any of 
these changes occur in a carefully controlled 
manner. A memory counter is incorporated, which 
in addition to the usual function allows rewind and 
play again automatically at a pre-determined point. 
An automatic rewind function rewinds the cassette 
at the end of a track. This can be repeated endlessly 
if required. Loading was slightly aggravating, a 
sharp push inwards being required to locate the 
cassette into its operating position.

Separate split concentric rotary controls are 
provided for replay level, mic/DIN input level, and 
line input levels with a master stereo ganged control 
giving overall record gain setting. Push buttons 
select bias and equalisation separately (two 
positions each), multiplex filter and Dolby function. 
The recorder is attractively encased in a metal 
cabinet, and is unusually tall, and shallow back to 
front. A two core correctly colour coded mains lead 
is complemented by an earth terminal. % " mic jacks 
produce a sensitivity of 430uV into 9k ohms clipping 
at 85mV-fairly insensitive, but a good clipping 
margin. The 5 pole DIN socket also had 430uV 
sensitivity into 4.7k ohms. A hum problem was 
produced if a stereo mic with a common earth was 
plugged in to both mono jacks, and also a similar 
problem was experienced with the DIN input, 
showing some earth loop problem internally. Line 
input sensitivity was 120mV into 88k ohms, but only 
very slight hiss was audible at full gain. The level 
meters under read a 64m sec tone burst by only 2dB 
and an Sm sec burst by 7.5dB, showing them to be 
very much better than average, and nearly peak 
reading. ’ .

Wow and flutter measured 0.1% average, but 
increased from the beginning to the end of the 
cassette. Speed was 0.5% slow and COO spooling 
was achieved in 2 mins. Erase was not too good, but 
crosstalk was excellent. Dolby level replayed at 
480mV maximum, and output clipping was reached 
at 2.85V (much better margin than on the 5060). 
Distortion in the electronics was at a pretty low 
level. Adequate output level was provided for 8 ohm 
and 60 ohm headphones on a stereo jack. Replay 
azimuth was accurate, and the replay responses 

were very flat, but showed a slight bass droop. Very 
slight hum was present on the right replay channel, 
but replay hiss levels were pretty low (eg chrome - 
56dB CCIR weighted ref. Dolby level, Dolby out). 
Nearly 10dB improvement with Dolbywas noted.

The recorder gave a very bright overall response 
on TDK ED and chrome, but these not now being 
available we agreed to .use Maxell UD and TDK SA 
as alternatives. Ferric produced a chart showing a 
fairly flat response to above 10kHz on both channels 
with Dolby in or out. Distortion was remarkably low 
at only 0.4% at Dolby level rising to only 2.2% at 
+ 4dB (33Hz). Subjectively, recordings were very 
clean and stable, producing a significantly better 
than average sound quality. TDK SA also sounded 
well, and gave a response extending to only -2dB at 
18kHz on both channels, deteriorating slightly with 
Dolby in. 33 Hz distortion measured 1.6% at Dolby 
level, rising to 6% at +4dB. User presets are 
available for ferric and chrome record calibrations 
and .a Dolby tone button is incorporated. Overall 
noise on ferric measured -52.5dB (Dolby in) and - 
57dB on TDK SA, both figures weighted ref Dolby 
level.

Despite its somewhat indifferent erasure which 
Toshiba must improve, this machine gave an 
excellent overall account of itself, and although I can 
recommend it fairly strongly, especially for its 
specialised functions, it s only relatively average 
value for money, and a purchaser will be paying 
quite a bit for some facilities which he might tire of. 
Its • advanced tape control mechanism, though, is a 
considerable achievement, and those who delight in 
such controls will undoubtedly be attracted.
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Toshiba PC-6030

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR).............................................. 42.5dB
Dolby Improvement...........................................................................10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR) . ....... .........................-
Dolby Improvement.....................     —
Chrome Av.L+ R Dolby Out ICCIR).............................................. 47dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.........................................................1.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation......................................................0.25dB
Spooling Timec.......................... .................................................... 2m 4s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric...............................................................................................65.5dB
FeCR02/LN..........................................................................................
Chrome. ...... ......... . . ........ 65.5dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric.........................................................................................Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN. 
Chrome........................................................................................TDK SA

Recommended Retail Price...............................,,.... £319.60 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.................................... .. 20°
Microphone Input Sensitivity .. ............. 5301-1V
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 83mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................... 9K
DIN Input Sensitivity..............  430gV
DIN Input Clipping..............................................................................83mV
DIN Input Impedance Average..........................................................4.7K
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................11BmV
Line Input Clipping.............................................................................. >lOV
Line Input lmpedance Average............................................................ æK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric63Hz Average Left and Right................................................— 1dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right ....... ............. +0.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... +0.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................52dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)..............................................52.25dB
Dolby lmprovement............................................................................ 10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted).................................................56dB

Wow and Rutter Average.................. .............................................0.1%
Speed Average............................................................................... —0.6%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...................................................... -2.25dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.14%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...........................................04%
OverallFerricAv.L + Rat +4dB..................................................2.2%*
OverallFeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat Dolby Level , ....... ...........-
OverallFeCR02/LNAv.L + Rat +4dB .... 
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level...................................... 1.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB.................................................6.1%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L + R...................................................... OdB
10kHzFeCRO2/LN Dolby Out Av.L+R............................................... -
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R........................................... -0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-l2kHz) 
Ref. 333HzFerric....................................................................+ 1 I-0.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................................-/-
Ref.333HzChrome.............................................................+0/-1.5dB

Toshiba PC ^: Maxell UD Dolby In 
Toshiba PC ^: TDK SA
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B H Morris and Co. Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park
Drive, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1 SU. 01-902 9422.

Trio KX620

Fortunately, this machine performed much better 
than the rather poor KX710 and it incorporates 
Dolby B processing and provision for ferric; 
ferrichrome and chrome cassettes. A switch selects 
either line or mic/DIN with two available 
sensitivities, the recording level control being a dual 
concentric one. The VU meters under-read a 64m 
sec tone burst by SdB and therefore setting peak 
recording levels was difficult especially since no 
peak reading lights are provided. The machine is a 
front loader. including two ’14" jack sockets for mic 
input and a stereo headphone jack on the front 
panel with all the other inputs and outputs on the 
rear. which include line in and line out phono 
sockets and a 5 pole DIN socket. The microphone 
input automatically switches to mono if only the left 
mono jack is used and the sensitivity measured 
320uV. The clipping level was 38mV, which 
increased to 150mV with an input sensitivity 
decreased to 1.3mV in the lower sensitivity position. 
The DIN input was identical in sensitivity and 
clipping to the microphone input and the input 
impedance was 3.7k ohms instead of 8.3 for the 
microphone input. The impedance on microphone is 
halved if only one microphone is inserted.

The wow and flutter measured 0.13%, which was 
adequate and the speed accuracy was excellent. 
The stability was in general good, although the 
cassette itself was held rather loosely in the 
mechanism, thus causing the azimuth to vary 
slightly on each insertion. The deck controls allow 
rewind to be selected directly from play and back 
again without depressing the stop button. No 
crosstalk or erase problems were encountered.

On replay, the response was found to be 
extremely flat, having a measured response of 
.±.1dB from 50Hz to 10kHz ref. 333Hz on both 
tracks. The chrome response was equally good and 
so indeed was the replay noise performance, one of 
the best measured at —66.5dB average with Dolby 
switched in. Pre-recorded cassettes played back 
excellently with good head/tape contact but just a 
suspicion of azimuth wander. The noise was also 
subjectively very low.

Bias positions are provided for ferric and chrome 
tapes and equalisation for normal ferric and chrome 
with a third position bearing the legend 'reserve'. 
The importers were unable to provide us with any 
concrete information about this reserve 
equalisation, but subjectively it appeared to being in 

a top boost on record and improved the overall 
response performance on ferric tape. B.H. Morris 
indicated that the machine had been set up for TDK 
C90 SO and this unfortunately gave an appalling 
distortion figure of 3.4% at' Dolby level, rising to 9% 
at +4dB. The treble response also was poor, 
measuring some 5dB down at 10kHz. On our advice 
the importers agreed to our testing the machine with 
BASF Super LH, which proved to have far better 
distortion at Dolby level (0.5%), rising to 2% at 
+ 4dB. The response was slightly better but still 
—3.5dB at 10kHz on the left but the right was clearly 
overbiased on both tapes since the response still 
measured about 6dB down at 10kHz. The sound 
quality on BASF Super LH and Maxell was very 
good, although slightly muffled, and the overall tape 
noise measured very well at -43.5dB without 

. Dolby, improving by 9.75dB with Dolby. Trio have 
obviously done well in their basic electronic design, 
but perhaps the factory quality control needs some 
improvement because the response figures were a 
little unsatisfactory. TDK chrome gave a very 
acceptable distortion figure of 1.6% at Dolby level, 
rising as usual to 3.7% at +4dB. With Dolby 
processing in, the excellent signal to noise ratio 
(weighted) of 57.5dB was measured, this being one 
of the best overall noise figures checked in the tests. 
The response was rather odd, showing an average 
dip at 2kHz of some 3.75dB, but rising again to 
approximately flat at 10kH.z (see pen charts). The 
overall quality here, though, was good, although a 
lack of presence was noted.

The machine was liked and seemed to be reliable 
and it is fair to mention that, since it was a 
prototype, virtually no technical data or circuits were 
available and the machine was a very late entry for 
review. On a listening test the reserve equalisation 
seemed to give much better high frequency 
performance on ferric tape, but it was not found 
possible to get anywhere near a flat response on 
Sony ferrichrome tape. It is hoped that B.H. Morris 
will be able to improve on Trio's quality control and 
no doubt they will be doing extensive sample checks 
on the new model to ensure that they come up to 
the manufacturers' specifications.
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Trio KX620

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.............................................. 43.5dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................Si.7i5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRI.................................43.25dB
Dolby Improvement........... ..  .........10.5dB
Chrome Av.L+R Dolby Out ICCIRI............................................... 48dB
Dolby Improvement. .......................... ................9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................2.25dB
Line Input Noise Degradation........................................................... 1dB
Spooling Time........................... ....... . . 1m 52s

DYNAMIC RANGE
Ferric..................................................................................................60dB
FeCR02/LN.. ..................65dB
Chrome..............................................................................................66dB

TAPEUSED 
Ferric............................................................................................ TDK SO
FeCR02/LN...................................................................... Sony FeCr02
Chrome.......................................................................................... TDKKr

Recommended Retail Price............................................£136.88 + VAT
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average.............................  ........ 2°
Microphone Input Sensitivity.........  ............................... 320pV
Microphone Input Clipping......... .. . ........................... 66mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...............................................83K
DIN Input Sensitivity.........................................................................315pV
DIN Input Clipping.............................................................................. 66mV
DIN Input Impedance Average ................ ......... ........ ...........3.7K
Line Input Sensitivity......... ..........................................153mV
Line Input Clipping........................................................................... >10V
Line Input Impedance Average.......................................................>IMK

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........._,............................................. OdB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right . . .'......................................-0.75dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right............................. +0.5dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel.........................................MdB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)....................................................53dB
Dolby Improvement......................................................................... 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)........................................... M.5dB

Wow and Flutter Average........................................... .. t. ...0.13%
Speed Average......... ......................................................................+0.3%
Meters Under-read at 64ms.................................................................SdB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input.................................... ........... 0.14%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................... 3.4%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat + 4dB......................................................90%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level................................0.9%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + Rat +4dB....................................... 2.3%^
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby.Level...................................... 1.6%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat + 4dB..................................................3.7%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOutAv. L + R............................................. -2.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby Out Av.L + R................................+3.75dB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R.........................................-0.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Ferric................................................................+ 0.5/-4.5dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN................................................+ 3.75/-1.25dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome........................................................... + 0.5/-2.5dB

Trio KX620: TDK Kr Dolby In
Trio KX620: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In

nb: 266B scale used from top to bottom
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Trio KX720 B H Morris and Co. Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park
Drive, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1SU. 01-902 9422.

Last year, the importers submitted two models, one 
of which is no longer available. The new model is a 
top loader having very reasonable facilities at an 
attractive price. Separate left and right input and 
output faders are incorporated with small slider 
markers either side of the record controls to allow a 
predetermined gain setting to be established (most 
useful). Push buttons select bias and equalisation 
for ferric, ferrichrome and chrome cassettes, 
although we were asked to test the machine with 
TDK Audua for the ferrichrome position. Additional 
push buttons control Dolby, memory counter, Dolby 
FM radio recording, mic DIN line switching. The 
record level meters had an average performance and 
a mono peak reading light indicating at 3dB above 
Dolby level was included.

The wow and flutter performance was very good, 
measuring an average of only 0.08%, but the speed 
was 1% fast. Mechanically, the deck worked well, 
and the control levers and buttons were well laid 
out, allowing transfer from play into wind, in which 
case cueing was possible. If rewind is depressed 
from stop, however, the mechanism works 
conventionally. It was easy to load cassettes, and 
whilst the eject was effective the pause control was 
a little stiff. CM spooling was achieved in 1min 
45secs. Erasure was good, and crosstalk very good.

Two % " mic jacks had a sensitivity of 
approximately 300uV (two channels slightly 
different) into 8k ohms, and clipping at 57mV. A 5 
DIN pole in/out socket had an input sensitivity of 
310uV into 5.1k ohms and also clipped at 57mV. 
Only slight noise degradation occurred here from 
our standard source. The line input phonos had an 
input sensitivity of 63mV intg 200k ohms, and no 
clipping problem was noted.

The replay azimuth on delivery was set 
incorrectly, but after adjustment, replay response 
showed a 1.75dB shelf up above 6.3kHz. Chrome 
equalisation, though, was slightly flatter. As would 
be expected, this slight treble boost produced replay 
weighted noise levels a little worse than average, but 
just acceptable. Very slight replay hum was noted, 
and Dolby gave a full 10dB noise improvement, but 
chrome only an additional 2dB which seems 
puzzling. HF stability sounded reasonably good, and 
no tape/head contact problems were noted. Dolby 
level on replay produced a maximum output of 1.2V, 
and clipping was produced at 2.1V. The output 
faders also affected the replay meter readings, and 

an improvement in clipping margin was produced if 
they were brought down as required. Distortion in 
the electronics generally measured well.

TDK SD ferric tape produced an overall response 
showing a decided HF droop (-4.5dB at 10kHz), with 
Dolby in, but was less marked on the right channel, 
and also without Dolby. No doubt a more 
appropriate choice of tape would have given a flatter 
overall response, and the importers should 
investigate this. 333Hz distortion measured 2.2% at 
Dolby level rising to 9% at +4dB, and this is not 
very good.

Recordings lacked sparkle, and some lower 
frequency distortion was audible subjectively. TDK 
Audua proved to have a very bad HF droop on our 
particular sample of cassette, showing a hump in the 
presence region, and yet -3dB at 10kHz with Dolby 
in (see pen chart). 333Hz distortion measured 1% at 
Dolby level rising to 3% at +4dB. Subjectively, the 
present rise was clearly audible, and yet EHF 
transients were clearly down. Sony chrome gave a 
frequency response which dips a little at 2kHz but 
rising to +3dB at 14kHz on the left, but the right 
was better. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level was 2% 
(better than usual) rising to 6% at +4dB. Bass 
frequencies were a little rough, but the treble end 
was clear and clean, and audibly up slightly. Overall 
noise levels were good on ferric, but poor on the 
other two types. A strange intermittant 
breakthrough of high frequencies of -26dB was 
noticed from input to output on one channel.

Although this machine is reasonable value for 
money, some response anomalies need attention 
(better choice of tape?). This model, though, is 
much better than Trio's older ones, and shows 
considerable promise.
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Trio KX720

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av. L + R DolbyOut (CCIRI............................................... 43.5dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................10.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out (CCIRI.................................... 44.5d B
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Av. L+ R Dolby Out (CCIRI........................................ 44.75dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.75dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation..........................................................0.5dB
Line Input Noi^ Degradation......................................................... 0.5dB
Spooling Time.................................................................................. 1m47s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferie...................................................................................................62dB
FeCR02/LN.................... ................................................................. 65dB
Chrome........... ............................................................................62.5kiB

TAPE USED 
Ferric.......................... ........... ............... ........... ............... TDK SD
FeCR02/LN...........................................................................TDKAudua
Chrome  ................................................................................SonyCr

Recommended Retail Price .,.<_- = .... E155.55+VAT 
Occasionally discounted

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................45°
Microphone Input Sensitivity....................................................... 200pV
Microphone Input Ciipping............................................................ 57mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average............................................... 8K
DIN Input Sensitivity....................................................................... 310pV
DIN Input Ciipping............................................................................57mV
DIN Input Impedance Average........................................................ 5.1K
Une Input Sensitivity.......................................................................63mV
Une Input Clipping.............................................................................>10V
Line Input Impedance Average........................................................200K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right........................................+0.25dB
Ferric 101kHz Average Left and Right........................................+ 1.25dB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right......................................+ 0.75dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20 worst channel........................................ 53dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOut)............................................ 49.7>dB
DolbyImprovement..........................................................................10dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted)........................................51.75dB

Wow and Rutter Average.............................................................. 01.08%
Speed Average.............................................................................. +01.9%
Meters Under-read at64ms..........................................................—M8
DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input...................................................0.13%
Overall Ferric Av. L + RatDolbyLevel.......................................... 2.2%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat+4dB .................................................8.9%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat DolbyLevel...................................1%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB..................................... 2.8%*
Overall Chrome Av. L+Rat Dolby Level.......................................... 2%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB.............................................. 6.1 %*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric DolbyOutAv. L + R............................................ -3.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOut Av.L + R...................................... -3dB
10kHz Chrome DolbyOut Av. L + R.............................'............+ 0.5dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz-12kHzl 
Ref. i^Hz Ferric..................................................................... +0/-4dB
Ref.333HzFeCR02/LN..........................................................+2/-5dB
Ref. 3^Hz Chrome..........................................................+1.5/-0.5dB

Trio KX720: Sony Cr Dolby In
Trio KX720: TDK Audua Reserve Dolby In
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Uher Ltd., 24 Market Place, Hallowden Way, London
NW11.01-4551771.Uher CG360

This machine includes Dolby B processing and is 
literally sprinkled with DIN sockets for every possible 
requirement but no phono sockets are provided at 
all. The machine will play back in either direction, 
but only records from left to right. Optional extras 
are available including a plug-in stereo power 
amplifier and a remote control unit. The cassette is 
inserted in a post-box type slot and is engaged in its 
operating position when the mechanism is started. If 
the eject button is operated at all fiercely the 
cassette is inclined to exit with force and, if not 
caught, may land on the floor!

All the operating controls are on the front with the 
dubbing and headphone sockets, and the inputs and 
outputs are on the rear. All labelling is unfortunately 
in German, or by DIN type signs, but the user 
manual is very explicit. However, the user will have 
to study this manual for some time to gain a clear 
understanding of all the functions.

The CG360 was supplied fairly close to the correct 
azimuth, although the two tracks are nowhere near 
co-incidental, since the errors were in opposite 
directions from nominal (ie forward and backward 
azimuths). The replay response on the left track was 
very good indeed for both ferric and chrome, but on 
the right channel an anomaly was present in that 
there was some 3dB cut at 10kHz on ferric but 2.5dB 
lift on chrome. Unfortunately, the old DIN time 
constant of 1590u sees was used at the bass end and 
this meant that pre-recorded cassettes tended to be 
light in bass. Uher should put this matter right 
immediately as bass distortion was quite noticeable 
when recordings were made at a high level. It was 
useful to be able to change tracks on replaying pre
recorded cassettes and both tracks were surprisingly 
compatible on response. The machine includes an 
auto reverse function, which will be found useful for 
continuous playing of background music. The replay 
noise measured average, and no significant 
problems were encountered here.

The spooling was very fast at 53 sees. average, 
but was neat. The wow and flutter measured fairly 
well at 0.11% and whilst the general phase jitter and 
stability were good there was a tendency for the 
azimuth to change slightly when a cassette was 
withdrawn and reinserted. BASF Super LH tape 
produced recordings of fairly high quality, the dis
tortion at Dolby level measuring only 0.6% rising to 
1.6% averngP. at + 4dB, but the response had a shelf 
cut of approximately 3dB above 4kHz. Subjectively, 

although slightly muffled, the quality was good. On 
chrome tape, the distortion was average at 1.9% at 
Dolby level and the frequency response was reason
ably good, although a valley of 2.5dB was noted on 
both channels at around 3kHz, the response rising 
again to be reasonably flat at 10 and 15kHz (see pen 
chart). The hiss level on chrome was low, and the 
response sounded very wide, but the distortion was 
apparent at high recording levels although the sound 
quality at lower levels was very good. On ferric tape, 
though, the overall hiss level was very low, 
-54.5dB average weighted, and since ferric tape 
would accept a much higher level than chrome a 
wide dynamic range can be recorded.

The VU meters were very good, under-reading a 
64m sec burst by only 1.5dB, and thus could be used 
to gain a good impression of peak recording levels. 
The machine, unfortunately, had second harmonic 
distortion in various parts of the circuitry, although if 
all levels are compatible the effect might not be too 
marked.

The main DIN input impedance was 21k ohms and 
had a sensitivity of 13mV, and no clipping problems 
should be experienced when interconnected with 
DIN equipment. A second DIN socket is provided for 
use with non-DIN equipment, and had a sensitivity 
of 320mV which is not really enough for many users. 
Although the microphone input sockets worked well 
with the Uher mics supplied, and recordings were 
produced with a pretty low background noise level, 
the mics were of extremely poor quality. A dubbing 
socket is provided to copy from or to the recorder at 
DIN levels. Bass and treble controls are provided for 
replay, which operate on the headphone socket, and 
stereo loudspeaker amplifier if fitted, but the DIN 
output socket is not affected by the tone controls. 
Separate faders are provided for mic and DIN 
inputs. Quite considerable crosstalk was produced 
at 5kHz, presumably in the DIN sockets. As with the 
Telefunken machines it is felt that Uher should 
acknowledge standards used in the rest of the world 
and phono sockets should be provided for line in and 
out at compatible levels.

This machine is very complicated and is still rather 
expensive for a two head machine. I have just heard 
from Uher Ltd. that this model now incorporates the 
correct 3180uS replay time constant and also can 
now be programmed for continuous play or remote 
operation.
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Uher CG360

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L+R DolbyOut(CCIRI........................................... 44.25dB
Dolby Improvement .......... ........ .............9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L+R DolbyOut (CCIRI.........................................
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................
ChromeAv. L + R DolbyOut ICCIRI......................................... 45.5dB
Dolby Improvement................ 1.2... . 10.25dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation................................... .... —0.5dB
Line Input Noise Degradation . .......... ............. ...... OdB
Spooling Time......................  ......................... 55s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric................................................................................................66dB
FeCR02/LN . ....................................................... ... . -
Chrome............................................................................................64dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric..............................................................................BASF SUPER LH
FeCR02/LN.
Chrome...................................................................................BASF Cr02

Typical Retail Price.........................................................£420.00+ VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average............................ 22°— 13°—

Microphone Input Sensitivity.......................................................1.75mV
Microphone Input Clipping............................................. ......................
Microphone Input Impedance Average .....................
DIN Input Sensitivity.......................................................................... 13mV
DIN Input Clipping . ................................................................................. —
DIN Input Impedance Average............................................................21K
Line Input Sensitivity...................................................................... 320mV
Line Input Clipping....................................................................................—
Line Input Impedance Average. .   >lOOK

REPLAY RESPONSE
Ferric 63Hz Average Left and Right.......................................... — 2.75dB
Ferric 10kHz Average Left and Right.........................................-1.5dB
Chrome lOkHz Average Left and Right...........................................+1dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 2(0/220 worst channel.......................................... 53dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (DolbyOut)..................................................... 50dB
Dolby Improvement.............................................................................. 9dB
Chrome Dolby Out (CCIR weighted) ............. ..............51dB

Wow and Flutter Average. ...... .................................................. 0.11%
Speed Average............................................................................... +0.8%
Meters Under-read at 64ms ..:<.-......,,............................ 1.75dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input. . .............. .
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level . ..................... .... 0.6%
Overall Ferric Av.L + Rat+4dB..................................................1.7%*
Overall FeCR02/LNAv.L+RatDolbyLevel......................................-
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L+Rat+4dB.............................................
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level........................................... 2%
Overall ChromeAv. L+Rat +4dB................................................4.5%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferric Dolby Out Av. L+R..............................................— 1.25dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN DolbyOut Av. L + R.............................................
10kHz Chrome DolbyOut Av. L+R.........................................+ 1.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION (100Hz^12kHz) 
Ref.333Hz Fen-ic............................................................... +0/-1.75dB
Ref.333Hz FeCR02/LN.................................... .........................-/-
Ref.333HzChrome............................................................... + 1.75/-1dB
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Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.Yamaha TC511S

This front loader is housed in a veneered wooden 
type cabinet, and includes split concentric rotary 
gain controls on record only. Rotary selector 
switches choose ferric, ferrichrome or chrome 
cassette tape types, and a level switch throws Dolby 
in or out. Two Y. " jack sockets for mics and a stereo 
jack socket for headphones are mounted on the 
front panel, whilst a 5 pole DIN in/out socket and 
phono in and out sockets are on the rear. A two core 
colour coded mains lead is incorporated, together 
with an earth terminal. Lever switches provide all 
mechanical functions, including play into wind and 
back without depressing stop, and a pause button 
also worked well. The wow and flutter performance 
was rather variable, measuring a minimum of 0.12% 
to a maximum of 0.16%, and thus not up to the 
average standard. Occasionally, the measurement 
was as low as 0.08%, but not for long. C90 spooling 
took approximately 2 minutes, and speed was 
slightly slow. Erasure was very good, and crosstalk 
excellent (far better than average).

On delivery, the replay azimuth was badly out, 
and had to be reset for all our tests. The mic input 
impedance measured 5.5k ohm with a maximum 
sensitivity of 770uV (very insensitive) clipping at 
56mV. The DIN input sensitivity and impedance 
were the same as for the mic, and also clipped at 
56mV. Slight noise was added from our standard 
DIN source. 80mV line sensitivity was achieved into 
83k ohms, and no clipping problem was noted. 
580mV output for Dolby level was given, but output 
clipping was not reached until 4.7V. Distortion in the 
electronics was minimal. Adequate headphone 
monitoring level was provided for 8 ohm and 601 
ohm models.

The replay response showed a slight HF rise on 
both ferric and chrome equalisation, but the bass 
end was pretty flat. Some replay hum was audible, 
and yet replay hiss levels were very low, particularly 
considering that the response was slightly up rather 
than down. Ferric noise measured -53dB (CCIR 
weighted) ref Dolby level without Dolby. Dolby gave 
9.5dB improvement, and chrome some 4d8. HF 
stability and tape to head contact were good. Maxell 
UD produced an overall response which penned 
+ 3dB at 10kHz on both channels with Dolby in, and 
thus sounded a little bright. The response however 
was well maintained to 15kHz. The overall noise 
l evel meRsured -52dB which was good, considering 
Maxell UD tape is slightly hissier than average.

333Hz distortion measured 0.95%, rising to 4% at 
+ 4dB, and this is reasonably good, and showed 
that biasing had been set to achieve reasonable 
distortion. performance at lower frequencies with a 
relatively good HF squash characteristic.

Sony ferrichrome charted a very flat response to 
10kHz on both channels with and without Dolby, 
and the response extended upwards to 15kHz, 
falling rapidly above this. 333Hz distortion measured 
very low at 0.6% rising to only 1.7% at +4dB. 
Subjectively, the sound quality showed some EHF 
squashing, but the distortion was clearly very low. 
The overall noise on ferrichrome was around 
average, at -56.5dB weighted ref Dolby level. The 
importers could not tell us to begin with what type 
of tape to use on the chrome position, but 
eventually supplied some Maxell UDXL H, which 
proved to be reasonably flat to 15kHz on both 
channels. This was quite remarkable, since 
distortion was also low at only 0.8% at Dolby level, 
rising to 3% at +4dB. Noise measured -55.5dB 
weighted ref Dolby level with Dolby. UDXL II 
sounded very good, and clearly more pleasant to 
listen to than any normal chrome tape type.

This recorder has only very basic functions, but is 
ergonomically well designed and easy to use. The 
review sample was from the first pre-production run, 
and I hope that the replay hum problem will be 
attended to, as well as the poor average wow and 
flutter performance. Since it is so promising, I feel it 
only fair to recommend it, but with caution, and I do 
suggest that you are paying a proportion of the price 
for the product name, since many competitive front 
loaders with similar facilities are somewhat cheaper. 
Potential purchasers are recommended to check 
replay hum and wow.
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Yamaha TC511S

OVERALL NOISE 
Ferric Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR I..................................................42dB
Dolby Improvement...................................... ., . _ .... 10dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L +R Dolby Out ICCIR I................................. 46.75dB
Dolby Improvement.......................................................................9.5dB
Chrome Av.L +R Dolby Out ICC IRI........................................46.25dB
Dolby Improvement...................... .. ................. 9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation...........................................................2dB
Line Input Noise Degradation...........................................................OdB
Spooling Time:.............................................................................1 m 54s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric............. ............   62dB
FeCR02/LN.................................................................................69.5dB
Chrome............................................................................................. 67dB

TAPE USED 
Ferric ... ..   .......... . :; . Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN......................................................................SonyFeCO2
Chrome.......................................................................... Maxell UDXLIl

RecommendedRetall Price............................................£142.00 + VAT
Occasionally diicounted

RepOiy Azimuth Deviation from Average...........................................85°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 770pV
Microphone Input Clipping............................................................. 56mV
Microphone ntpuit Impedance Average...........................................5.6K
DIN ntput Sensitivity........................................................................780pV
DIN Input dipping............................................................................. 56mV
DIN Input Impedance Average........................................................ 5.6K
Line Input Sensitivity........................................................................ 81 mV
Line ntput ^lippntg..............................................................................>10V
Line input impedance Average................................   83K

REPLAY RESPONSE
Fertic 63Hz Average Left and Right...................................................OdB
Fertic 10kHz Average Left and Right.............................................+ IdB
Chrome 10kHz Average Left and Right.................................... + 1.25dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Fertic Unweighted 20/20 worst ihanne I.........................................51dB
Fertic CCIR weighted !Dolby Out..................................................... 53dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................ 9.75dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)................................................57dB

Wow and Flutter Average...............................................................0.14%
Speed Average...............................................................................-0.8%
Meters Under-read at 64ms...............................................................-SdB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input....................................................0.03%
Overall Ferric Av. L + Rat Dolby Level...................................... • .. 0.9%
Overall Fertic Av. L + Rat+4dB................................................. 3.7%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level............................... 0.6%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L + Rat +4dB...................................... 1.7%*
Overal I Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Leve I......... ............................ 0.8%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB.....................................................3%

OVERALL RESPONSE 
10kHz Ferii Dolby Out Av.L + R............................................... +3.5dB
10kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv. L+R...................................... + IdB
10kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av. L + R........................................ + 0.75dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 1100Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 333Hz Ferri......................................................................+4/-0dB
Ref. 333HzFeCR02/LN  ............. ........................ +1/-0dB
Ref. 333Hz Chrome............................................................... + 0.75/-OdB

Yamaha TC5115: Maxell UDXLIl Dolby In
Yamaha TC5115: Sony FeCr02 Dolby In
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Yamaha TCSOOGL Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone,
Harrow, Middlesex. 01-863 8622.

Unusually styled, this recorder includes many inter
esting features giving an adaptability that makes it 
very useful. In addition to having Dolby B, it can be 
driven off normal.mains or internal batteries or even 
from an external 14V supply, eg a car battery. The 
gain controls are all arranged to slide from right to 
left in steps, giving half the width of the machine the 
appearance of a staircase. The tone controls work 
simply and it is possible to transfer from play to 
wind, but the stop button has to be depressed 
before reengaging another function.

Two % " jack sockets are provided for 
microphone input, which has a maximum sensitivity 
of 620uV into a high impedance of 86k ohms, and 
thus requires for optimum results medium 
impedance microphones which will give adequate 
sensitivity. Lower impedance microphones will not 
in general give sufficient volume for an adequate 
recording level to be achieved. No 5 pole DIN socket 
is provided, and the phone line in sockets have a 
sensitivity of-60mV into an input impedance varying 
from 20k ohms to 40k ohms, depending on the 
position of the gain control. Separate pairs of faders 
are provided for the microphone and line inputs so 
that mixing becomes possible. An additional pair of 
faders provide control of line input monitoring level. 
A speed control with a centre click position gives an 
adjustment of approximately .±-4 % (just under a 
semitone), and the centre position is incredibly 
accurate, the laboratory measurement being within 
0.1%.

The wow and flutter also measured exceptionally 
well at 0.06% average, and no wow was heard on 
any programme recorded. The VU meters had 
extremely poor ballistics, underreading a 64m sec 
pulse by some 11dB, but fortunately green and red 
peak reading lights come to the rescue, reading at 
-3dB and +4dB ref. Dolby level. If only the VU 
meters are used to set recording levels, serious over
recording will occur, but used carefully in 
conjunction with the peak reading lightssts a 
reasonable peak level can be set. Although the user 
will have to get used to the poor ballistics. The deck 
includes a memory rewind mechanism, and a stereo 
unganged record limiter permits recordings to be 
made without significant distortion, although after 
the limiters had ducked, full gain was not reached 
for.a further few seconds.

The replay response was really excellent, showing 
only a marginal rise above nominal aHhe bass end of 

about 1dB at 40 and 63Hz. This very fine tolerance 
was maintained right up to 10kHz, no deviation of 
.more than ±.1dB from the response at 333Hz being 
noted. The chrome response also was good but 
showed a rise' of 2dB at 10kHz. Unfortunately, the 
right replay amplifier suffered from a slightly noisy 
transistor which degraded the noise by about 2dB 
below the left channel's figure of -48dB ref. Dolby 
level, without Dolby de-processing. This noise 
figure, though, was about 2dB below the average of 
other machines, and just a slight hiss was noticed, 
adding to general cassette tape hiss. Pre-recorded 
cassettes played back extremely well but just a few 
had noticeably too much bass; Decca cassettes 
seemed to reproduce better than EMI ones. The 
overall response was so good as to be virtually flat 
(see pen charts) and furthermore, the distortion 
levels were quite remarkably low, Maxell UD giving a 
figure of 0.6% at Dolby level rising to only 2% at 
+ 4dB. Sony ferrichome fared even better, giving an 

.astonishingly low figure of 0.4% at Dolby level, 
rising to an even more astonishing 0.8% at +4, thus 

•allowing very high levels to be recorded without 
distortion, although the frequency response did fall 
to -3.5dB on the left and -2dB on the right at 
10kHz. This fall off, however, was certainly not 

. considered serious but just noticeable subjectively.
Nakamichi chrome tape had very significantly higher 
distortion but. nevertheless about average for 
chrome, reaching 2% at Dolby level rising to 4.8% 
at +4dB, and this gave noticeable distortion if high 
levels were attempted. Although the overall sound 
quality of ferric and ferrichrome was superb, slightly 
more hiss than usual was noted but this was 
counteracted by the machine's capability of 
recording such high levels, thus restoring the overall 
dynamic range.

The laboratory staff were all very enthusiastic 
about this machine, notwithstanding the poor meter 
ballistics and overall noise performance, and it can 
therefore be recommended as good value for 
money.

The importers were requested, but did not agree, 
to a retest for us to check on the transistor noise 
problem encountered, but presumably new models 
are satisfactory.
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Yamaha TC800GL

OVERALL NOISE
Ferric Av. L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)....................................................43dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB
FeCR02/LN Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIRl......................................46dB
Dolby Improvement........................................................................9.25dB
Chrome Av.L + R Dolby Out ICCIR)................................................47dB
Dolby Improvement..........................................................................9.5dB

DIN Input Noise Degradation.......................................................... -
Line Input Noise Degradation...................... OdB
Spooling Time:...............................................................................1m 8s

DYNAMIC RANGE 
Ferric........... .................................................................................... 64dB*
FeCR02/LN.....................................................................................69dB*
Chrome......... ...........................................................................64.5dB*

TAPE USED 
Ferric.................................................. Maxell UD
FeCR02/LN...................................................................... Sony FeCr02
Chrome............... ............................................................... Nakamichi Cr

Recommended Retail Price
Occasionally discounted

..........................................£197.60+VAT

Replay Azimuth Deviation from Average. . . ,. .... 17°
Microphone Input Sensitivity........................................................ 620pV
Microphone Input Clipping.............................................................. 87mV
Microphone Input Impedance Average...............................................r0K
DIN' Input Sensitivity.................................................................................—
DIN Input Clipping.................. ................................................. . . —
DIN Input Impedance Average.........  . ................................
Line Input Sensitivity..........................................................................58mV
Line Input Clipping.................... ........................................................>0V
Line Input Impedance Average..................................................... 20-40K

REPLAY RESPONSE 
Ferric63Hz Average Left and Right.........................................+0.75dB
Ferric 110kHz Average Left and Right.........................................+0.5dB
Chrome WkHzAverage Left and Right.........................................+2dB

REPLAY NOISE 
Ferric Unweighted 20/20worst channel.........................................49dB
Ferric CCIR weighted (Dolby Out)....................................................47dB
Dolby Improvement...........................................................................9dB
Chrome Dolby Out ICCIR weighted)................................................51dB

Wow and Flutter Average.................................................................0.06%
Speed Average................................................................................ 0.05%*
Metera Under-read at 64ms.................................................................11dB

DISTORTION 
At Dolby level monitoring input..................................................... 0.02%
Overall Ferric Av.L+R at Dolby Level........................................... 0.6%
Overall Ferric Av.L+R at +4dB.......................................................2%*
Overall FeCR02/LN Av.L + R at Dolby Level................................ 0.4%
Overall FeCR02/LN Av. L+ Rat+4dB.......................................0.8%*
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat Dolby Level.......................................... 2%
Overall Chrome Av. L + Rat +4dB................................................4.8%*

OVERALL RESPONSE 
110kHz Ferric Dolby OutAv. L + R..............................................-0.75dB
110kHz FeCR02/LN Dolby OutAv. L + R................................-2.25dB
110kHz Chrome Dolby Out Av.L + R............................................. —2dB

OVERALL DEVIATION 11(00Hz-12kHzl
Ref. 3^Hz Ferric............................................................. +0.25/-2.0dB
Ref. 333Hz FeCR02/LN...................................................... + 0/-2.25dB
Ref. 3^Hz Chrome..................................................................+0/-2dB nb: 2r0B æale used from top to bottom
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We can help you choose.
Choosing Hi-Fi equipment is a serious business. You need to look at all the specifications, 
decide which features are essential. which you can live without. which equipment will match 
your existing system and so on.
At Unilet you'll get all the advice you require on which equipment will suit you and your pocket 
best.
You need to know which speakers are best suited to which amplifier or tuner amplifier, which 
cartridge is fully compatible with your turntable. But once'we've narrowed down the choice 
together, there's no substitute to listening to them.
At Unilet we have our own special Comparator called Rosie (Remote Operation Switching 
Equipment) wired up to more than 55 pairs of positioned loudspeakers. 25 amplifiers and 
tuner amps and 20 turntables and tape decks. You can just settle back and hear the difference 
yourself.
If you're too far away from us to call in, give us a ring for expert advice and a copy of 
our price catalogue.

UniLET

GUARANTEED MONEY SAVERS
We stock all the better makes and you will be suipnsed how much you 
can uve when you buy from us. In addition all the following equipmeni 
is fully gueranteed by u Ior^ minimum of 12 monihs
Aiwa. AR, Armstrong, 8 & N. B & O. 8 & W. Bose, Cambridge. 
Celestion. Conno^rnr. Duel. EPI. Era Mk. 6. Ferrograph, Gale. Ganard. 
Hatman Kardon. Hln'son Chipman. IMF. KEF. KLH. Kensonic. Koss. 
JBL. Larson. Linn. Lustraphone. Lu* Maranu. Mcintosh. Micio. 
Mondor Audio. Mordaunl-Short. NAO. Nakamichi, Naioonal Technics. 
Neal Ortofon, Pioner. Oued. Richard Allan. Revo* Rogers. SAE. 
Seensonic. Sherwood. Shure. SME. Sonab. Sony, Soundcr^ltsman. 
Stanton, Stu. Tandbe^o. Tanney. Teac. TOK. Thorens. Toshiba. Tno. 
Yemaha.

HIGH STREET
I Davis Photo-

MPL-t!nD dOI'KE n a BEnER price

Please send me your price catalogue 
(andlist ofspecial offers).

Name ............

Addre» . .............

UPL

t!k.— 1

Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden. Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8 L J
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Short Reports

Short reports have been given to certain models 
which either do not attain reasonable standards or 
alternatively are about to be discontinued. In some 
cases, full reviews were given in the original edition 
of 'Hi-Fi- Choice: Cassette Decks' published in 1975. 
However, a short review does not necessarily imply 
that the machine is totally unrecommendable, but 
the competition in a given price bracket is so intense 
that it was felt that a particular model may well not 
be good value for money.

AkaiGXC39D
£173.33 would seem to be on the high side for this 
machine which unfortunately has a very noisy 
phono line in circuit which precludes the full input 
sensitivity being of any use, since hiss would be 
added to virtually any programme recorded, unless it 
was introduced at a much higher level than is 
common with many receivers. The wow and flutter 
did not measure particularly well (Q.14%). 
Chromium tape had a very high distortion at Dolby 
level (4.5% on the right channel). The overall 
responses, however, were very reasonable. The DIN 
input impedance measured on the high side at 31k 
ohms, and some top loss might be contributed in 
some circumstances. The machine also ran 
approximately 1.5% fast. The review sample was 
significantly better than one tested a year ago, but 
was not quite good enough for a more extended 
report to be given. A full review is printed in the 
original edition of 'Hi-Fi Choice: Cassette Decks' 
published in 1975.

Akai GXC 3250
This three head machine (two samples tested) 
showed record/replay azimuth inconsistencies. 
Unfortunately, the first sample broke down, and the 
second sample produced severe high frequency 
losses on the recommended tape types (Fuji FL, 
Sony FeCr and BASF Cr02), eg -9.5dB at 5kHz on 
FeCr with Dolby in. Some replay hum was 
noticeable, and the replay response measured 
-4.75dB down on the right channel at 10kHz (the 
left -4dB).

If this machine had been better aligned in the 
factory it might have been more successful, but as it 
stands it cannot be seriously considered.

B &O 1100
Although this machine is modestly priced, it lacks so 
many facilities that it cannot stand up in my opinion 
to its competition. The meters only work on record 
and overshoot considerably on sharp transients. 
Neither a tape counter nor a headphone socket is 
provided. Once again, the machine is aligned at the 
factory for old type BASF LH cassettes, superseded 
nearly two years ago by their Super LH. No 
ferrichrome switch position is provided. Only a 
mono microphone socket feeding both channels is 
incorporated. Whilst the response on BASF LH 
measured 2dB down at 1kHz ref. 333Hz, it was 
+ 4.5dB at BkHz and one can imagine the top rise 
that would be noticeable with modern tapes. With 
BASF Chrome, the response was -6dB at 1.5kHz 
and yet flat at SkHz. These response anomalies and 
the general austerity in approach withholds any 
recommendation.

8&0^
This machine was a great disappointment to us. It 
has so clearly been designed to work at its best with 
B & 0 equipment, but has various interconnection 
problems when used with more typical receivers etc. 
We found the attached DIN input lead tiresome and 
slightly intermittent and whereas the review sample 
(an early prototype) had a 47k input impedance, we 
understand that normal production will now reduce 
this to 22k to avoid top loss in the input circuit. The 
basic deck plate is plastic and seems to attract 
finger-marks. Mechanically, we found that the 
record/replay seemed to give rather bad phase jitter 
and high frequency wavering, particularly on central 
images. Whilst the distortion level at low and middle 
frequencies was relatively low if the machine was 
used with Super LH tape, the response was wrong 
anyway. Once again, I must heavily criticise the 
manufacturers for their inappropriate choice of 
BASF ordinary LH cassettes, for which the machine 
is aligned (alttiough they delivered Super LH to us in 
error). The machine has only an automatic chrome 
switch and BASF chrome tape is recommended by 
B & 0 which gave approximately 3dB error in Dolby 
A/B level. Unfortunately, no ferrichrome position is 
available and thus it seems that B & 0 do not 
recognise any really modern tape types at all. The 
meters are graduated only every 5dB and this is just 
not good enough. The output is only available on 
the normal DIN input lead, although an auxiliary DIN 
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Short Reports

socket is provided on the front for high level inputs 
only. Severe high frequency squash was audible on 
normal LH tape. The eject mechanism was 
intermittent and, bearing in mind the high cost of 
this machine, I can only recommend it to B & 0 
enthusiasts. Although the machine has three heads, 
the replay head comes before the record one to 
alleviate a hum problem. If the head positions had 
been normal, the machine could be used for 
monitoring off tape, We also noticed that the wow 
and flutter degrade seriously it the machine was 
lightly knocked during operation. I cannot help but 
feel that the manufacturers seem somewhat insular : 
in their approach.

Beltek M1150 ‘
In the first edition, we looked at a very early 
prototype of this machine which seemed to be 
promising and was, therefore, just recommended, 
but with a degree of caution. We have now 
examined another two samples and feel that in the 
l ight of the latest competition the recommendation 
must be just withdrawn. The replay response of the 
samples tested was some 4dB down at 10kHz which 
is frankly not good enough. On the first retest 
sample, 30 and 60Hz tones were audible in quiet 
passages, which came from the motor control 
circuit and whilst these measured at only a low level, 
it was nevertheless irritating at times. A third sample 
was examined and whilst it did not have this fault it 
unfortunately broke down during the laboratory 
tests. The left record channel appeared to be 
intermittent in level on the ferrichrome position and 
in any case^ this type of tape recorded with an 
exceptionally poor high frequency response 
(-8.5dB at 10kHz with Dolby in on the right 
channel). We found the machine to be slightly 
clumsy mechanically and also awkward to •load 
(please refer to first edition). The importers have 
informed us that this model will no longer be 
available after January 19n.

DualC919
Whilst the overall ferric frequency response of this 
recorder measured on BASF super LH was 
excellent, and that on BASF Ferrochrom and 
Chrome was just reasonably good, some serious 
problems unfortunately prevent recommendation at 
the current price. The first sample had such poor 

hum on replay that it was immediately rejected, and 
although a second sample was better, the hum level 
was still sufficiently poor to be audible behind much 
of the test programme (150Hz component at -55dB 
on right channel ref. Dolby level). Unfortunately, 
high pitched hum such as this is very audible, 
whereas 50Hz hum with the same measurements 
would not be so objectionable. Furthermore, the 
replay amplifier clips at approximately 4.5dB above 
Dolby level-in our opinion insufficient in the 
context of latest tape types and many modern pre

. recorded cassettes. Our special high level replay 
cassette tape showed some 14% distortion when we 
attempted to reproduce it, the output clipping at the 
previously mentioned level. The phono sockets are 
mounted straight on to the printed circuit board, and 
this method was clearly unsatisfactory since some 
intermittency problems arose with both samples, 
and eventually one channel became completely 
dead. Dual will have to improve on this by using a 
more effective soldering technique. It is suggested 
that solder on both sides of the board would help.

Goodmans SCD 100
After all the tests had been completed, we were 
informed by Goodmans that this model is being 
withdrawn from sale around Dec. 1st 1976, and so 
only a short review is justified. The machine offers 
fairly good value for money (RRP £150 plus VAT) 
and in general was reasonably satisfactory on 
replay, although HF stability was slightly criticised. 
BASF Ferrochrom tape was supplied. Sony Chrome 
fared better in stability. Replay responses were 
good, but whilst replay was a little noisy overall, hiss 
levels were good on Super LH and Sony Chrome. 
BASF ordinary LH cassettes were poor overall, but 
Super LH ones were a little better. Sony Chrome 
was more or less flat, and distortion levels were 
slightly better than average throughout for the tape 
types used. Not a bad little machine then, and we 
are sorry to see it withdrawn for it might have been 
reasonably recommendable.

JVCCD 1669
This machine, fully reviewed in the first edition, was 
not found satisfactory, and is by today's standards 
an old design. Now no longer in production, a few 
models are still available. Not recommended for 
purchase.
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JVCCD 1770
This recorder, unfortunately, had such a severe 
replay hum problem (50Hz-52dB, 150Hz-53.5dB) 
that in its present state the machine cannot be 
recommended. JVC have now promised to look into 
the matter urgently and insert extra metal screens to. 
cure the problem on models delivered by the end of 
1976. We also noted some high frequency 
deficiences on various types of ferric tape, although 
BASF chrome was reasonably flat. JVC were not 
prepared to specify brands of tape, but eventually 
they delivered various types, which we suggest are 
unsuitable showing that they must be more specific 
from the factory to .the shop counter in making 
recommendations. JVC will .shortly be rebiasing the 
machine for the latest tape types, .which should 
make matters more satisfactory. Again. we.noticed 
substantial improvements in the ANRS systems and 
whilst the laboratory still prefers Dolby B, ANRS and 
SANRS would appear to give subjectively slightly 
more noise reduction, although we could not 
confirm this by measurement, because of the 
presence of the hum and its harmonics. A machine 
then with promise, but not acceptable at the 
moment judging by the review sample. NB. 
Ridiculous monitoring of ANRS record signal as 
with some other JVC models. This must be 
changed.

Philips N 2511
Although this machine is modestly priced at £130.38 
excluding VAT, its frequency response on ferric tape 
was rather poor, and on chromium tape very poor, 
using the Philips cassettes supplied. Whilst the 
dynamic range was excellent, this is to be expected 
when so much treble cut is introduced overall. The 
wow and flutter measured .15% at the beginning 
and middle of a cassette. Generally, the styling was 
'plasticy', and not liked by the laboratory staff. 
Unfortunately, there is too much competition which 
is better styled, and which offers a better overall 
performance. Philips ferric cassettes produced 3% 
distortion at Dolby level (333Hz) and chromium 
fared worse still, approximating 4%. We cannot 
understand why Philips could not recommend a 
higher output tape than that supplied, which would 
have given significantly superior results. In addition 
to Dolby circuitry, the machine also incorporates the 
Philips DNL replay noise reduction system 
(switchable), which reduces hiss extremely well, but 

also removes almost all the sheen from any 
recording.

Telefunken MC 220
Although we were informed whilst this book was 
being written that this model was no longer to be 
marketed, at the last minute we hear that it will still 
be available in the UK up to about March 1977. First 
reviewed in the 1975 edition of 'Hi-Fi Choice: 
Cassette Decks', the recorder had a number of 
problems in the electronics and the original sample 
was biased for an old ferric tape type, which can no 
longer be regarded as satisfactory, bearing in mind 
more modern types.

At its price of .£141 plus VAT, it cannot be 
considered a recommendable buy and in any case 
has already been replaced by later models not 
submitted for review.

UherCG3220
This machine, reviewed fully in the first edition, has 
been reduced in price from £280 to approximately 
£180, excluding VAT. I still cannot recommend it, 
though, since it does not include Dolby noise 
reduction. Notwithstanding this, it performed well, 
but obviously made somewhat hissy recordings. It is 
only really suitable for highly specialist applications 
since it can work off a 12V external DC supply.

Wollensak 4766
This recorder, reviewed fully in the first edition, gave 
a poor account of itself, and was obviously 
considerably over priced. It has been reduced 
substantially at discount shops, but still cannot be 
recommended, since its competition, which is so 
very great, generally performed much better. I still 
consider it poor value for money. The manufacturers 
have informed us that it is about to be discontinued.
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CORRECT ALIGNMENT IS
VITAL FOR ANY
TAPE MACHINE

* Whichever cassette deck you choose, unless it is correctly set up, you will 
not get the performance it is capable of.

* We are able to set bias, azimuth alignment, record/replay equalisation and 
check all other parameters such as wow and flutter and tape speed using the 
most sophisticated test equipment and our comprehensive library of test 
tapes.

* Of course we can also give comparative demonstrations of any cassette 
decks we stock-phone for details of hourly appointments.

A complete service to ensure your chosen cassette deck really does give the 
performance you expect and pay for

We stock cassette decks 
by:- AIWA, A lll, DUAL, 
HARMAN KARDON, JVC, 

NAKAMICHI, ROTEL, TEAC, 
TECHNICS. TRIO and 

YAMAHA.

AudioT
The Audio Consultants

190 West End Lane 
London NW6 ISQ 

Tel 01-794 7848
11-6 Thurs-Fn l l - 7 llt 10-5
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Conclusions

For the first edition of this book 52 complete reviews were published. By the 
time this revised edition is published, around half of these will be obsolete, and 
so, for reasons of space, reviews of models no longer available are omitted. 
Some 35 new models have been measured, but' a few of these did not, in my 
opinion, come up to a satisfactory standard, or did not represent good value 
for money. The Goodmans receives a short review since we were informed 
only a few weeks before publication that the manufacturers are withdrawing it. 
One or two reviews have been changed from a full one in the first book to a 
short one here for similar reasons, explained in the relevant reviews. Now that 
my colleagues and I have examined well over 100 cassette recorders, we have 
been able to see trends in design and circuit problems in a way that possibly no 
other reviewer has done before.

I must emphasise the rather alarming sample 
variability. Although a particular machine that might 
interest the reader measures badly in a specific area, 
another sample might well be satisfactory. 
Conversely, a purchased sample may well have a 
performance well below that of the review one.

It is clear that the quality control and lining up 
departments in .most cassette recorder 
manufacturers' factories leave a lot to be desired, 
and this is evident in many of the cases where re
tests have been called for. I have tried to separate 
design problems from quality control ones in the 
reviews, and there are clearly many models which 
just cannot be recommended because of basic 
design problems.

The area which shows the most serious general 
problem is that of the input pre-amplifier, in which 
manufacturers have often tried to save costs by 
using a single pre-amp to cater for phono inputs, 
DIN inputs and microphone inputs. This is most 
unwise, since it means frequently that a level of, say 
50mV has had to be reduced to one of perhaps 2 or 
3mV, so that a 100mV level may well be reduced to 
below 1 mV before amplification.

This ridiculous attenuation frequently leads to 
noise degradation, since the record level controls 
have to be brought up to near maximum to cope 
with low level line input signals, and thus any noise 
produced in the pre-amplifier will be carried through 
the entire system (for example, BASF 8200 and 
Sansui 330). The DIN inputs have varied wildly in 
impedance from well below 2k ohms to as high as 
47k ohms, and whilst both these extremes are within 

the DIN specification, this is so wide as to be almost 
ludicrous.

To avoid noise degradation caused by too much 
attentuation on the DIN input, (some Technics 
models) and high frequency loss caused by the input 
impedance being too high (for example, Nakamichi 
60 and Tandberg 330) my colleagues and I feel 
strongly that the DIN specification should be 
changed, so that the minimum input impedance 
becomes 5.6k ohmns, and the maximum 20k ohms.

We also noticed that the input impedance of the 
microphone circuits again varied considerably, and 
this should be more carefully controlled, not by 
using just a resistor across the input, but by negative 
feed-back to give optimum noise performance. 
Laboratory experiments have proved that the input 
impedance for optimum noise from a moving coil or 
low output, low impedance microphone should be 
between a minimum of 60 ohms and an absolute 
maximum of about 10k ohms. Input pre-amplifiers 
would be much better if the circuit was organised to 
vary in gain for the different inputs, the inputs and 
gain being selected by a switch. This type of circuit 
is already in use in both the Revox model 77 and 700 
reel to .reel recorders, and proves pretty effective. 
Many new models of recorder incorporate mic, 
DIN/line switches, possibly as a result of pressure 
introduced by my comments in the first book (many 
manufacturers admitted this). The same DIN noise 
degradation was still noticed on the DIN input, 
although line inputs were usually much better when 
switching was provided.

VU meters have again varied considerably in 
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performance, some having peak reading capabilities 
(for example, Harman Kardon 200, Tandberg 330 
and Technics/RS 640 US), whilst others under-read 
so seriously on programme that bad distortion 
results if the programme is allowed to peak 
anywhere near a OVU indication (for example, 
Toshiba ^50601. Some machines have peak reading 
lights, but sometimes these indicated at much too 
low a level (Teac A 40). It is doubtful whether the 
majority of the meters could even legally be called 
VU's, since the name VU meter implies a 
performance to the original American standard 
established about 35 years ago. Manufacturers such 
as Harman-Kardon, Neal, Tandberg, Technics and 
Nakamichi etc. must be particularly commended for 
incorporating peak reading type meters.

Almost all the Dolby circuits showed about the 
correct noise reduction and worked well (with the 
exception of some Sansui and Sony models). Dolby 
processing though, must not be regarded by 
manufacturers as a means of saving quality control 
time on the assumption that the noise is so much 
lower and so they need not take very much trouble 
to eliminate the noise from circuits. This, of course, 
is ridiculous. Any recorder that has a poor replay 
noise figure without Dolby switched in must be 
heavily criticised, for example, Dual 901, Sansui 
SC737, and Sony TC 153SD), and I must draw 
attention to the practice of many Japanese 
manufacturers in-which, throughout the record and 
replay circuitry, levels are severely attenuated to a 
few mV's or so before being boosted up again. 
Fortunately for the present day market, the majority 
of recorders which were bad in this respect are no 
longer available, and readers will have to look at the 
first edition for more details.

I am extremely concerned that some importers 
were not initially able to tell me what tape best suits. 
their recorders, and surprisingly, quite a number had 
to Telex Japan to find out. What an incredible 
situation, since quite obviously those importers 
could not possibly quality-control the machines to 
the manufacturers' specifications without this 
knowledge. It was also surprising that many of the 
recorders failed to meet their published 
specifications anyway, even when tested with the 
correct brand of tape. Legally minded readers might 
well have a heyday with their local trading standards 
organisations if they wanted to be difficult.

The inaccuracies of frequency response found 

were exaggerated when Dolby processing was in 
use, and this may well cause a machine to measure 
out of specification with Dolby processing, although 
it may be just within when measured without 
processing. This, of course, is no fault of Dolby, but 
can be blamed on bad quality control again. Let me 
emphasise once more that if Dalby is incorporated 
quality control must be better, and results can be 
dramatically improved with Dolby and a good quality 
tape.

Many manufacturers are just not keeping up with 
current advances in tape technology, and we were 
all surprised to find that many eminent ones were 
setting up their models on old tape types. Perhaps 
the most outstanding example of this is B & 0, for 
their machines could improve dramatically if BASF 
Super LH tape was chosen by the factory. A 
competent dealer should be able to re-bias machines 
quite easily for any of the modern superferric 
cassettes, and thus pass on the advantages of 
modern technology to the user.

References and general comments in the cassette 
tape section of this book show conclusively that 
chromium dioxide tape is no longer the wonder that 
it was once held up to be, and I advise 
manufacturers to use their chromium dioxide 
positions for the new 70 u sec tapes such as Maxell 
UDXL II and TDK SA, both of which will give results 
generally superior to pure chrome. If only two 
positions of biassing are available, they might drop 
chrome in favour of an optimised ferrichrome, for in 
all cases ferrichrome can perform better than 
chrome.

The distortion figures quoted, relevant to the tape 
itself,were always of the third harmonic only of pure 
tones, recorded from a low distortion oscillator set 
at 333Hz. The distortion was measured with a fairly 
wide bandwidth around 1kHz to allow for wow and 
flutter. An ordinary distortion meter cannot be used 
unless it has at least 10Hz bandwidth at 333Hz, as 
otherwise the fundamental rejection may lead to bad 
errors in distortion readings. In any case, noise 
would be included in the distortion reading, which is 
generally undesirable.

Whereas machines reviewed in the first book were 
measured at +4dB ref Dolby level by increasing the 
input level by 4d8 above that required to give Dolby 
level, we decided to make a change and record that 
level which played back at +4dB, and so the 
relevant readings on the new machines reviewed 
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will on average be somewhat higher than those 
published from the first book. I ask the reader's' 
indulgence here, for surely it is better to make an 
improvement in test methods than stick to one that 
might not show up problems on some more modern 
machines. Since the measurements at Dolby level 
were made in an identical manner it is possible to 
make reasonable comparisons. Dynamic range 
figures, however have been re-computed and are all 
comparative.

Published specifications are almost useless, 
unfortunately, since so many sail extremely close to 
the wind, whereas others give a very reasonable 
margin to allow for sample variation. Wow and 
flutter is a case in point, and it seems quite incredible 
that the best machine was nearly ten times better 
here than the worst, which had to be replaced by a 
re-test sample. Wow and flutter also can depend on 
the quality of the cassette itself, and so if you notice 
wow on a particular brand of cassette, try changing 
to an equivalent tape made by another 
manufacturer. (See section on cassette tape.) I 
remember a friend who complained about bad wow 
on one famous brand of small cassette recorder, 
which was completely eliminated by changing to 
another make of tape.

Unfortunately, many published reviews have 
quoted ridiculous distortion figures for cassette 
recorders, which just do not tally with ones taken 
correctly. The third harmonic distortion on any tape 
recorder should always measure appreciably higher 
than the second harmonic, since the tape medium 
does not itself introduce any even harmonics. Such 
harmonics can, however, be introduced in the 
record or replay amplifiers (for example, Technics 
RS 54 US), and if this had any significance, it 
receives a comment in the review. All noise 
measurements, quoted as weighted, were made 
with a CCIR weighting filter as recommended by 
Dolby Laboratories, but with unity gain set at 1 kHz. 
Many manufacturers were not able to quote CCIR 
weighted figures, and queried the laboratory 
measurements. Since all recorders had to be tested 
in an identical manner, we did not take any 
measurements at all with other weighting networks, 
as it was decided that it was far more important to 
compare all the recorders in the survey with one 
another rather than with their manufacturer's 
specification.

Many models included record limiters, and I was 

horrified to find that in general they were not ganged 
together. If a large peak presents itself on one 
channel, both channels must duck simultaneously to 
avoid image shifting, so that a crash of cymbals to 
the left will not cause a singer who is centre normally 
to shift suddenly over to the right. This effect is well 
known to professional recording engineers, but 
apparently has not yet been noted by most cassette 
recorder designers. Some of the limiters were set to 
operate at much too high a level, so that all loud 
passages of music limited to an equal high level, 
which consistently distorted (for example, Akai GXC 
310D).

The Philips DNL replay noise reduction system 
seemed to be an attempt to shut the stable door 
after the horse had bolted. It was certainly effective 
at removing hiss, but so often it removed presence 
in quiet passages. The threshold seems to be set 
arbitrarily, and this is not surprising since when set 
at too low a level no hiss reduction occurs at all, but 
when set at a higher level, programme degradation 
occurs.

The JVC ANRS system was introduced some 
time ago, and earlier JVC models incorporating it 
were not all together successful, since the system 
was not really compatible with Dolby, and audibly 
breathed, somehow also sounding brittle. The 
recorders with ANRS and the new Super ANRS 
system show substantial improvements within the 
last year, and quite clearly JVC must have changed 
the design considerably. At its best, this system is 
almost as good as the Dolby B one, but since JVC 
have a Dolby B licence anyway I still cannot see 
why, other than for reasons of personal pride, they 
do not go over fully to Dolby B, if only for the sake 
of compatibility with the majority of Dolby B pre
recorded cassettes. Their recent improvements, in 
my opinion, came too late for the system to be 
established in the cassette field, and it seems 
possible that JVC have almost certainly used similar 
techniques in design to Dolby to achieve their 
improvements.

The original Philips tolerance on record/replay 
head azimuth was rather wide, but I was most 
concerned to see that so many manufacturers had 
delivered machines well outside even this tolerance 
(see the appropriate Azimuth setting column in the 
overall comparison chart). Pre-recorded cassettes 
would sound very muffled on such machines, but be 
very careful if you attempt to re-adjust the azimuth 
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on your recorder. Make sure that you adjust it either 
to a high quality test cassette, or to an average 
found on various makes of pre-recorded 
programmed cassettes. If you do this your own 
recorded cassettes will be likely to sound better on 
your friends' machines.

Some recorders gave a rather poor head/tape 
contact, or showed instabilities in the transport due 
either to poor quality machined parts, insufficient 
back tension or even misalignment of the capstan's 
pressure wheel. Frequently, this problem appeared 
to be a simple fault, and if you experience difficulty 
you should ask your dealer to exchange your 
particular sample for another. Fortunately, we have 
noticed a quite dramatic improvement in the 
standards of the transports in the new models 
reviewed, the majority of which gave wow and 
flutter and head/tae contact performances equal 
to, or better than, the best machine reviewed in the 
first edition. Only by continuous pressure from the 
public and dealers for better quality control will 
manufactures learn that setting up equipment 
roughly just will not do. Is it not better to increase 
the price by £5 or so, and supply a machine in which 
the manufacturer, retailer and user can have more 
confidence?

This brings up the vexing question of discounting. 
Many makes of recorder have an artificially high 
RRP which allows a retailer to set a much lower 
price in order to give the impression that a 
substantial discount is being offered. Frequently, if 
one examines the ratio of imported cost to a 
retailer's advertised cost, the equivalent of a 
discount is indeed being offered-but what appears 
to be 35 or 40% may prove to be a more realistic 
10%. I hope that the Government will soon legislate 
against the publication of RRPs which will put an 
end to this practice. Traders who offer a genuine 
discount, obviously rely on a large turnover to make 
up for lower profit, and whilst some large retail 
chains may offer a reasonable after sales service, a 
few cut back the profit margin so much that they 
cannot give a good service. They usually return the 
equipment to the importer, in which case there may 
be a long time delay. Some hi-fi chains have major 
service departments at only one or two branches, 
but in one instance when I phoned around, each 
branch claimed that another had the servicing 
department. In the end, I discovered that most 
equipment was returned to the importer. Clearly, if 

retailers are not prepared to do their own servicing, 
importers' costs will rise fast, thus increasing the 
cost of the product, to the disadvantage of the 
genuinely good retailer. An adequately equipped 
service workshop which deals with all audio 
equipment will have perhaps £^50 worth of test 
gear, for gone are the days when an Avo and a bent 
pin sufficed. Remember that 15% discount, 
representing a saving of £15 in £100 may well 
amount to well over half the dealer's profit, and a 
good retailer will want to retain a reasonable profit to 
pay for after sales service.

I do not want to appear to be preaching, but just 
stating facts, as I see them in the interests of the 
reader. Undoubtedly though, many users will be 
content with a machine that is just outside 
specification. In many cases, a minor excursion from 
a printed specification may be relatively 
unimportant, and each user will have to make his 
own mind up about any particular brand.

The microphone input circuit of each recorder 
was checked by recording my own voice with a 
compatible microphone. Most users, though, will 
probably never use a microphone at all after the first 
few days of ownership, and thus any remarks made 
relevant to the microphone input can be disregarded 
if only the occasional recording might be attempted. 
The same applies to either the DIN or phono inputs if 
only one input pair and one output pair are to be 
normally used. Remember that any receiver will not 
necessarily work into any particular cassette 
recorder, since the two must be ■ compatible. 
Incompatibility problems receive comment in the 
reviews (also see the compatibility columns in the 
overall comparison chart).

Note that many of the machines incorporating a 5 
pole DIN in/out socket do not meet the DIN 
specification which states that whilst recording, the 
output pins shall be muted to avoid crosstalk. 
Japanese manufacturers do not seem to be aware of 
this, and would be advised to observe it, whilst 
leaving the phono sockets always live. A good 
retailer will inform you about interconnection with 
external equipment, but a bad one may either bluff 
his way through, or give you incorrect information. 
If you have a problem, probably the best person to 
contact is a manufacturer's or importer's technical 
public relations manager. Even he, though, may not 
be prepared to admit that a product is not 
necessarily compatible with all installations. Reviews 
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in magazines may thus be found additionally helpful, 
although do not forget that one reviewer's standard 
may be very different from another's.

I was very surprised to find that the speed 
accuracy of nearly all the recorders was excellent, 
and even the poorest measurements were really not 
too bad. Rewind times, though, were variable, and 
frequently receive comment. Crosstalk between left 
and right channels of stereo is relatively 
unimportant, and it is surprising that quite bad 
measured figures on some machines give only a 
marginal degradation to sound quality, but the 
Sansui SC 737 was particularly bad.

More important is the measurement of crosstalk 
between the right channels of each track, for a poor 
figure here will mean that a programme in one 
direction will be heard very muffled and at a low 
level when playing back a programme recorded in 
the opposite direction. Fortunately, very few 
recorders had a problem here, although you should 
watch for this on a machine that you have 
purchased. Erasure too was usually very good, 
although a slight mumbling sound was clearly 
audible on a few machines having insufficient erase 
particularly on chrome type tapes. (Toshiba ^5060, 
6030 and Tandberg 330 had trouble in erasing TDK 
SA.) TDK SA and normal chrome tapes require 
substantially more erase current to wipe them 
clean-not a problem for users of ferric tape which 
erased adequately on virtually every machine.

Many hi-fi addicts have tended to turn their noses 
up at Dolbyed cassettes, but the time has come for 
the cassette recorder to be taken very seriously, 
since it offers a medium which can give high quality 
at relatively low cost per recording. It is also very 
convenient. Hours of programmes can be stored in a 
small space. Because of the azimuth problem, 
compatability between different machines will 
always be more difficult than with reel to reel ones, 
and another unfortunate misconception of the 
original Philips standard reared its ugly head towards 
the end of the survey. Some recorders do not record 
and play back tracks in the position standardised by 
Philips. The original specification showed a narrow 
guard band between left and right channels, but a 
wider one between the two stereo tracks. Some 
recorders have heads not quite comforming to this, 
and thus will play back pre-recorded cassettes both 
commercial and those made on other machines, at 
too low a level on either one or both tracks, since the 

relevant section of the head will not be scanning a 
complete track width in some cases.

Manufacturers will have to watch this much more 
closely, and British pre-recorded cassette factories 
have indeed been looking into the matter 
comprehensively in the last year. They are all now 
conforming to the Philips standard to my 
knowledge, but some machines may reproduce 
such cassettes incorrectly, particularly on the right 
channel. Such cassettes now are of pretty good 
quality at best, but are frankly abysmal at worst, and 
I suggest that a really badly duplicated cassette 
should be returned to a retailer if the user is 
convinced that his own recorder is satisfactory.

Whilst stereo records are still almost always 
preferable to pre-recorded cassettes, the absence of 
clicks and surface noise on the latter obviously 
attracts the consumer. A very good hi-fi installation, 
though, can provide superior quality from records, 
and it is probably best to make your own high quality 
cassettes from a good tuner or receiver, as such 
recordings can be noticeably better even than 
records. Remember that the BBC broadcasts are 
free, though to satisfy legal requirements you have 
to apply for a licence to record them.

Finally, remember that extra trimmings on some 
machines may appear attractive at first, but will 
possibly become redundant once the novelty has 
worn off. As I see it, the basic priorities should be 
good performance from one pair of inputs to the 
output, with low distortion, a good signal to noise 
ratio, a reasonably wide frequency response, good 
wow and flutter, and stability performance. A three 
head machine will clearly make this easier for the 
user to obtain, as he can check a recording whilst it 
is being made, but such machines are very 
expensive with the exception of the Hitachi D 350 
which is very reasonably priced.

Most people will obviously go for medium priced 
machines, which can perform very well indeed, and 
a trial of any particular model in a shop to check its 
ease of operation will always be important, for there 
may be particular points which a reader may dislike 
but which have not received comments in the 
reviews. Similarly, it may be considered that I have 
commented unfavourably about some minor point 
which will not greatly concern a reader. I hope that 
the general comments and reviews in this book, 
however, will give a far better understanding of the 
cassette recorder scene.
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Some readers may not be technically inclined enough to decide which 
machine best suits their purposes at a given price. So, I am listing the models 
that we feel can be safely recommended in two price brackets. Do not forget 
that all the comments are based on the review samples, but nevertheless I feel 
pretty sure that most samples of the models mentioned should be up to a good 
standard. Sample variation and personal experience have been borne in mind 
in these final recommendations. The publishers, the editor and I cannot, of 
course, accept responsibility if your particular machine disappoints you.

In the budget range I outline the 'best value for 
money' recorders reviewed costing under £160 
excluding VAT. The prices quoted are those which 
we believe to be correct at the end of October 1976, 
but naturally prices are likely to change somewhat. 
Some manufacturers were only able to give an 
approximate estimate of retail price for models not 
released at the time of going to print. The publishers 
and I would particularly like to thank them for 
making available prototypes or early production 
samples for the tests.

Under £160
AIWA AD 1250 (128.40 ex VAT). This modestly 
priced recorder gave an excellent account of itself 
and is extremely well styled and easy to use. 
Strongly recommended as excellent value for 
money, but check the replay hum level is 
satisfactory. Immediately prior to going to press 
Aiwa rushed a sample from their latest production 
line, which showed a complete cure to the hum 
problem referred to in the review. This shows the 

' model to be a market winner in its class.
AIWA AD 130 (£144.36 ex VAT). This machine 
was very well liked and gave a very good 
performance on ferrichrome cassettes. Still 
recommended although a 1975 model. No doubt the 
excellent performance is due not only to a good 
Aiwa design team but also to influence from Sony, 
who in fact supply the record/playback heads.
AIWA AD 6630 (£141.n ex VAT). Although this is 
one of the cheapest front loaders in the survey, it 
performed extremely well and can be recommended 
at its price. Despite a slight reservation of occasional 
audible flutter, we all-liked it better than many other 
front loaders costing a lot more. It has similar 
facilities to mostof the other recorders in the budget 
bracket and is excellently styled and housed in a 
metal case.

Pioneer CT-F2121 (£173.52 ex VAT) is above the 
high end of the budget range, if purchased at its 
recommended retail price. It is almost invariably 
discounted, though, a typical price being around 
£143.70 ex VAT. It offers remarkable value for 
money, having very good overall performance, 
particularly on ferrichrome and can be very strongly 
recommended. Clearly one of the best designs from 
1975, it still competes well with the best 1976 
models. Still one of the best buys, especially since 
its typical wow and flutter performance has recently 
been significantly improved.
Sanyo RD 4260 (typically approx. £95 ex VAT). The 
most inexpensive model recommended, the RD 
4260 seemed to perform very well, and gave very 
reasonable quality without serious problems for a 
remarkably low price. You may well see this model 
even cheaper and it shows very clear technical 
advances in design and circuitry over its 
predecessors. (NBA 1975 model).
Sony TC 15350 (typically approx. £155 ex VAT) 
will undoubtedly give much pleasure to those 
wanting a good battery portable at a modest price. It 
seemed very reliable and gave remarkably good 
quality, especially on ferrichrome, recording out of 
doors with a Sony stereo electret microphone. 
Recording sound effects and outdoor events can be 
a lot of fun, but do not forget that this model also 
performs reasonably well off mains when connected 
to a Hi-fi installation. Look also at the JVC model 
1635 Mk II (see review) which also did well and 
might have better battery economy.
Sony TC 13650 (typically approx. £129 ex VAT). 
Sony introduced this model some time ago, but it 
was not sent to me for review before this second 
edition. At its modest price it can be strongly- 
recommended, since it gave. a good account of 
itself. We also. examined a sample; purchased.one 
year ago by a friend, which after. considerable-use 
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was still within the printed specification. Excellent 
value for money, even without a discount.

Over£160
Aiwa AD 180 (^88.66 ex VAT) gave a remarkable 
performance. A design reviewed in the first edition 
and introduced in 1975, it has many interesting 
features. It will obviously satisfy users with its 
excellent all round performance on many different 
types of cassette tape.
Hitachi 0350 (£21.33 ex VAT) is one of the 
cheapest available three head recorders and allows 
monitoring off tape. This model in general 
performed very well and can _ be highly 
recommended.. An early prototype was reviewed in 
the first edition, but a new one was supplied for re
review in this edition, which showed that most of 
the original problems had been overcome. Excellent 
value for money.
Nakamichi 5550 (£301 ex VAT) is basically a battery 
operated machine, but is supplied with an external 
mains power supply. It gives quite clearly very good 
stereo out-of-doors recordings of remarkable 
fidelity, which were comparable with the well known 
Uher stereo reel to reel battery operated recorders. 
Working off mains, it produced recordings of very 
high quality when coupled to a hi-fi system. Highly 
recommended, but now rather expensive.
Nakamichi 6550 (£301 ex VAT) provides an excellent 
overall sound quality and is definitely one of the best 
in the survey (see review). However, pre-recorded 
cassettes will usually sound rather brittle, whilst 
recordings made on the 60 may appear dull on 
other models, and so I can only hold to the 
recommendation if you are not concerned with 
compatibility with other makes. Reasonably priced 
for its excellent performance.
Neal 102 Mk II (£215 ex VAT) is British made, but 
incorporates the well tried American Wollensak 
deck. It includes only very basic facilities, but 
worked well and was reliable. When linked up with a 
hi-fi system, it gives results that will undoubtedly 
please many owners. It is mentioned as a very good 
performer, but surely the price is still just a little 
high, although you may see a small discount offered 
here and there. The 102 Mk llV is a new version 
incorporating variable bias and record equalisation 
presets, as are found on the model 103 (see 103 
review). This version (at £215 + VAT) can also be 
recommended particularly for those who like to try 

different types of cassette, but as yet has not been 
checked in my laboratory.
Pioneer CT-F9191 (£357.50 ex VAT) is a really 
outstanding design and gave a remarkable 
performance, which showed the cassette medium at 
’ts best. The RRP is high, but this machine is almost 
invariably heavily discounted, a typical price being 
£3550.95 ex VAT. Clearly great pains have been taken 
to optimise performance to obtain the best possible 
sound quality from the cassette medium.
Sony TC 13880 (typically approx. £198 ex VAT). 
The Sony TC 138SD impressed us, and we feel that 
the- price is still reasonable considering all its 
functions. It is clearly capable of producing excellent 
quality recordings, but note in the review (reprinted 
from the first edition) that the first sample was just a 
little hissy, whereas the second one was much 
better in this respect, but was rather toppy on ferric 
and ferrichrome cassettes. A good well aligned 
sample, will clearly be very good value for money.
Tandberg TCD 330 (£354.67 ex VAT) gave an 
extremely good overall performance and was easy to 
use. Three heads allow off tape monitoring and 
recordings can be made of very high quality on the 
latest cassette. Although expensive, it can be 
strongly recommended.
Toshiba 60550. (£319.60 ex VAT) includes some 
extremely useful facilities for those requiring auto 
play and rewind (restaurants and hotels, etc). The 
general audio performance was very good and the 
front loader mechanism operated well. Strongly 
recommended at its reasonable price, but for 
specialised applications.
Yamaha TCSoGL (£197:60 ex VAT). This battery "' 
machine was very impressive in almost every way, 
although the styling is rather unusual. Bellini, a well 
known Italian designer was deeply involved in the 
lay-out and ergonomic design and some users will 
be most attracted to its presentation. Reviewed 
originally in the first edition, it gave very good sound 
quality with both battery and mains operation. 
Although the basic noise performance on the review 
sample (an early prototype) was not quite as good as 
might be expected, probably later samples will have 
been improved. More facilities are provided than on 
the Sony model 153 battery machine and the 
performance was noticeably better. The distortion 
performance was so good that very high recording 
levels were possible. Unfortunately, the importers 
failed to supply a second sample for re-test.
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Summary
A quick perusal through the above 
recommendations shows relatively few models 
which were introduced into the UK before the 
beginning of 1975. However, I am pleased to see 
several recorders introduced in 1975 that can still be 
considered as excellent buys. I have not noted any 
significant improvements in general electronics 
standards in the most recent models, but what is 
most interesting. is the consistent improvement in 
wow and flutter figures and frequency responses in 
nearly all the new models submitted, even including 
some models which were otherwise not altogether 
satisfactory. Do not be misled into purchasing a 
model that received only a mediocre review in the 
first edition, and certainly be wary of models that 
have long since become obsolete. Some older 
models may offer very poor value for money by 
comparison with the latest ones. When you have 
made up your mind you may have to shop around 
before you track down your chosen machine, but it 
is worth the trouble. Do not always go for the 
maximum discount (see Conclusions), for you may 
need helpful and effective after sales service.

Having chosen both your shop and your model, 
ask for a demonstration. Do not put up with a quick 
replay of a pre-recorded cassette, since this will 
almost certainly be either a commercial one (which 
will probably be of considerably lower quality than 
your machine will be .capable of recording from a 
stereo tuner), or one that the shop may have made 
on another recorder. You should request the shop to 
record direct a high quality stereo tuner, or record 
player, straight into the machine, and hear the 
recording made on a cassette tape recommended 
for that machine.

Do not pick loud pop music, since you may not be 
able to hear the amount of hiss present; Pick, if 
possible, music including long sustained notes either 
of woodwind or brass instruments, or even better, 
piano, and listen for wow on playback. Check that 
the hiss or high notes are not varying on either 
channel whilst the cassette is playing back.

If you hear a swishing hiss or if high frequencies 
seem to be coming and going the tape- transport 
may be unstable.. Listen for.hum on playback. If it is 
there suggest to the shop that- they may have an 
earth loop but be highly suspicious if they make an 
excuse and cannot clear it. Make sure that the shop 

demonstrates the recorder on the cassette tape type 
recommended by the manufacturer, or alternatively 
one that I have indicated should be compatible.

Be specific to the shop about the equipment with 
which you are going to interconnect the recorder, 
and make sure you get a receipt giving the date of 
purchase and the amount paid for the equipment, 
listing the serial number. Remember that a shop is in 
business to make money, but will not continue to do 
do if it earns a bad reputation. A good shop will, 
therefore, take a lot of trouble in helping you, but do 
not over stress unnecessary points, since their time 
naturally costs money.

If you stick to the important points, and show 
yourself to be knowledgeable, but sympathetic, 
particularly if you have a problem later, I am sure 
you will find a good shop helpful and reasonable.
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u^e dio'fislaning 7o•i" 
(formerly trading as Audio T-Bucksi
105 HIGH STREET, ETON, WINDSOR, BERKSHIRE SL4 6AF. TEL WINDSOR 54531 & 53014

"THE BEST OFBOTH WORLDS"
We have COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS to all callers consisting 
of any/all of the following units (the day-to-day situation being affected 

from time to time by the inevitable stock shortages),

Amplifiers and Receivers by BGW. QUAD. J.E. SUGDEN. JVC.
'BANG & OLUFSEN. TECHNICS. YAMAHA
Loudspeakers by CELEF. KEESONIC. KEF. KLH. MONITOR AUDIO.
NIPPRO ACOUSTICS. QUAD. SPENDOR. TANNOY. VIDEOTONE
Cartridges by EMPIRE. GOLDRING. JVC. MICRO ACOUSTICS.
ORTOFON. SHURE. STANTON
Tape Decks by AIWA. JVC. NAKAMICHI. NEAL. REVOX. TEAC. 
TECHNICS
Turntables by MICHELL. TECHNICS. THORENS 
plus many other well-known brands.
We can DELIVER and INSTALL any item anywhere in the UK.
We offer HP facilities to personal callers.
We accept ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD (for mail orders tool

We can EXPORT any item anywhere abroad.

You can reach us:
By Train-To Slough or Windsor.
By Boat-Along the Thames to Eton Bridge.
By Plane-To Heathrow Airport-just phone when you arrive.
By Road-Exit No. 5 from M4-for Datchet, then follow the 

signs for Eton.
Opening Hours: Tuesday to Saturday 11a.m. to 6p.m. Sundays in
July to Sept. 11a.m. to 3p.m. by appointment.
Late appointments up to Sp.m. Tuesday to Friday. 105HIGH ST. 

ETON. WINDSOR

Many of you will have read the various comparative reviews printed in this and other Hi-Fi magazines. Perhaps 
you too have found amusing in them the increasing use of the word 'subjective', because it wasn't very long 
ago when the results of objective test procedures formed the basis of equipment recommendations. You may 
also remember that it was one of our fellow dealers who really put the cat amongst the pigeons by stating in his 
advert that a certain very well measured amplifier sounded 'foul'! What a controversy that caused!! . .  
The outcome is plain to see—the word 'subjective', now being used in almost every equipment review, proves 
thatthe human ear rnuarbethefinal judge in assessing the performance of any audio component. . . .  
Unfortunately old habits die hard and it is still too easy to be impressed by the written word, words which really 
tell us so little about the actual sound. At Hi-Fi Consultants we have created a stylish listening environment 
where you can compare everything front cartridges to loudspeakers. We carry good stocks and keep our prices 
comparable with the lowest advertised.
SocomeandZ/sren-you can't blame your ears if you don't! .

YAMAHA are establishing themselves as being recognised as amongst 
the best equipment available today.

CONSULTANTS (Peterborough)
13, Whitsed Street, Peterborough. 

Telephone (0733) 51007
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The Ideal Cassette Recorder

To assist readers in selecting the best cassette recorder for their requirement 
and also to help manufacturers have a better insight of ' the general 
requirements of most users, I felt that it would be rather interesting to publish a 
proposed list of parameters for an ideal cassette recorder which would be 
excellent value for money by excluding some costly features. So here goes 
with complete details of my proposed recorder, which might cost around £170 
plus VAT.

The machine would include % " jack sockets for 
microphone, a 5 pole DIN input/output socket with 
the output pins muted whilst recording and phono 
line in and output sockets, the output always being 
live to monitor on record or playback as appropriate. 
Only two high quality input faders need be provided 
or alternatively, a very high quality stereo ganged 
volume control with a separate balance control as on 
the Technics 676. The inputs should be switched 
with positions as follows:
(1) High gain low impedance microphone input, 

sensitivity 100uV, into an impedance of 2k 
ohms clipping at 20mV.

(2) a 500uV microphone input, impedance around 
10k ohms, clipping at 100mV.

(3) DIN input with impedance and gain identical to 
(2).

(4) A phono line input, sensitivity 70mV, clipping 
at above 1OV into 1OOk ohms.

The line input, incidentally, should connect directly 
to the top of the record level controls and thus jump 
over the input pre-amplifier.

Dolby B processing should, of course, be 
provided and the metering should be taken from the 
calibration point immediately before processing on 
record and after deprocessing on replay. The meter 
should be peak reading with a nominal OdB 
representing Dolby level and having a scale up to 
+ 6dB with the top 3dB marked in red. Record and 
repiay equalisation, together with bias and gain 
changing, should be provided on only one switch, 
with positions for ordinary ferric tape, superferric 
tapes, ferrichrome tape, and the new 70uSec tapes 
such as Maxell UDXL II and TDK SA. A position for 
chrome tape would not be mandatory and thus 
could be omitted. User presets for record bias 
should be provided for superferric and ferrichrome 
positions, and should be located either on the rear of 
the recorder, or underneath, and should be 
accompanied by wording to the effect that they 

should not be touched unless adequate test 
equipment is available.

The Dolby processing circuits should include 
permanently a multiplex filter having a response not 
more than 2dB down at 15kHz, and at least 30dB 
down at 19kHz. This filter should be operational in 
both record and play modes for technical reasons 
concerned with high frequency distortion on 
cassette tape, possibly affecting the replay Dolby 
deprocessing again. The relay pre-amplifier should 
have just two basic time constants, 3180/120uS for 
ferric positions and 3180/70uS for ferrichrome and 
chromium positions, and these are automatically 
selected appropriately when the record 
bias/equalisation switched position is selected.

The machine should have an output level 
controllable up to 1V out for Dolby level to satisfy 
semi-professional users, and enthusiasts who have 
high quality monitoring equipment, which usually 
works on higher output and input levels. A 
headphone socket with an independent gain control 
should be provided, which should give at least 1V 
for Dolby level into ohms headphones.

The deck functions should be very simple and 
include stop, pause, play, rewind, wind and record, 
and the logic should allow immediate change from 
one function to another. If the rewind or wind 
button is depressed from playback or record, cueing 
should be possible as on the Aiwa models. The 
cassette should be very simple to insert, but should 
be firmly gripped once inserted. The wow and flutter 
should be better than .08% and the speed accuracy 
within +0.5% of nominal. Obviously, considerable 
pains should be taken by the designer to ensure a 
very stable tape transport. A tape timing counter 
must be included, and a warning light, as supplied 
on the Nakamichi 5550, should indicate the point 
where only two minutes' recording time is left. 
However, I feel that a memory counter is rather an 
unnecessary luxury. An auto stop should be 
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The Ideal Cassette Recorder

included to stop the mechanism completely when 
the cassette has been wound to one end or the 
other, and this should bring the entire mechanism to 
its normal resting position.

The replay noise, measured with CCIR weighting 
with unity gain set at 1kHz, should be better than 
52dB ref. Dolby level without deprocessing, and 
61.5dB with deprocessing. Ferrichrome/chrome 
equalisation should provide a noise improvement of 
4dB. The unweighted 20/20kHz noise, again ref. 
Dolby level, should be better than 54dB. The hum 
components of the noise should be better than 64dB 
below Dolby level.

The overall noise, CCIR weighted, should be 
better than 54dB for ferric, with Dolby, 58dB on 
ferrichrome and 57dB on chrome (if available), these 
latter figures being again relative to Dolby level. The 
3% distortion point (333Hz third harmonic) should 
be at least +6dB ref. Dolby level on the best quality 
superferric tape. Ferrichrome cassettes should have 
a similar distortion performance at middle 
frequencies. The record amplifier/head combination 
shall not distort at any frequency up to a flux level 
equivalent to that which should give +10dB ref. 
Dolby level on an ideal tape, although the margin at 
the very high frequency end could be reduced by a 
few dB, perhaps. The electronics themselves should 
not have more ttian 0.1% distortion throughout at 
all levels which would be normally encountered, ie. 
approaching + 10dB ref. Dolby level.

The replay equalisation shall be within +1dB ref. 
333Hz from 63Hz to 10kHz, on both equalisations, 
and between +2dB down to 30Hz. The replay head 
should be capable of reproducing frequencies up to 
15kHz, but not above, and should not require more 
than a very small amount of extreme treble lift for 
compensation. This extra compensation is best 
done by a damped resonance. I suggest that the 
resonating capacitor should have a manufacturer's 
preset variable resistor in series with it for adjusting 
the high end response.

The overall response on normal ferric cassettes 
should be within +1.5dB from 100Hz to 12.5kHz 
and should not rise significantly above 10kHz. The 
optimum would be a fairly sharp roll off above 
13kHz. Below 100Hz the tolerance should be +2dB 
down to 30Hz. Superferric tapes should produce a 
response up to 14kHz, again with a rapid roll off 
above this frequency. Ferrichrome cassettes should 
have a response extending to 15kHz, with a 

tolerance of + 1.5dB at 10kHz and +0 to -3dB at 
15kHz. I have purposely chosen reasonable overall 
responses and not ridiculously tight ones, as the 
latter would be virtually impossible to achieve in the 
quality control department of a manufacturer's 
production line.

Crosstalk at all frequencies should be better than 
30dB from left to right channels, and better than 
70dB at mid frequencies and 60dB at low and high 
frequencies between the right channels of the two 
tracks. Erasure should be at least 70dB.

The record/replay head shall be azimuthed at the 
factory as accurately as possible to the centre line of 
the Philips specification, and this is best done with a 
phase meter. If the factory is sufficiently happy with 
their capability of setting azimuth properly, it should 
not be made simple for the user to re-adjust 
azimuth, but it should be made relatively simple for a 
dealer to make an adjustment when necessary. To 
allow for servicing requirements when head 
replacement, for example, is necessary, all internal 
presets should be adequately labelled in situ, so that 
even without a service manual an intelligeht dealer 
will be abie to perform quick adjustments. However, 
adjustments to the Dolby circuitry itself should be 
made less easy, to discourage anyone from making 
adjustments to circuits which are almost certainly 
adequately set up in the first place. The Dolby 
circuitry could well be incorporated in a separate 
printed circuit board, which should be made in such 
a way as to allow easy complete replacement.

I have intentionally omitted such luxuries as 
record limiters, input mixing, built in tone oscillators, 
remote control sockets and pop up VU meters, since 
all these should not really be required by 99% of 
users once they get used to the operation of a 
properly lined up and easy to use recorder. One 
useful facility, though, could be incorporated, and 
this would be the provision on an automatic external 
tape start/stop counter, starting the cassette at a 
pre-determined time, or indeed switching off the 
mains to it at the end of a cassette. It is no use 
providing a facility for such an external device unless 
the counter itself is made available as an accessory. 
By excluding unnecessary gimmicks, but still 
allowing a price as high as £170 excluding VAT, I am 
suggesting that much more money should be 
allocated for quality control at the manufacturer's 
premises and arranging the distribution of the 
equipment through responsible companies or 
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importers with first class service departments and 
furthermore, arranging for agencies only to be given 
to dealers who themselves have excellent servicing 
facilities.

It should be designed in such a way that any 
intelligent member of the family can use it, and even 
grandma should be able to set recording levels, 
since if a needle peaks somewhere around the 
beginning of the red section of the scale the 
recording will probably be satisfactory. The general 
styling of the machine should be attractive, and the 
meters should be made as large as possible, 
consistent with the styling. Whether lever type 
switches or push buttons are provided, clearly 
depends on the overall styling, but once a prototype 
has been made, it should be shown to as many well 
known technical journalists as possible. It would 
probably be a good idea to make at least a dozen 
such prototypes, and submit these to such 
journalists for their impressions with a fairly lengthy 
time period, after the first prototype has been 
evaluated by a very competent consultant, who 
should have an intimate knowledge of European 
requirements as opposed to American and Japanese 
ones.

It has probably been fairly obvious to the reader 
that I intensely dislike DIN standards, but 
nevertheless as such a standard exists, it must be 
strictly adhered to on the DIN socket. However, 
manufacturers of DIN equipment must observe 
absolutely other standards, such as phono ones, 
and thus acknowledge that many users will clearly 
prefer phono sockets to DIN types. Phono sockets 
are not likely to 'go away' as many European 
manufacturers might wish, and similarly, 
manufacturers outside Europe should also realise 
that the 5 pole DIN socket was, after all, introduced 
in Germany, and if fitted, should be incorporated 
correctly. Perhaps it is time for DIN to introduce a 
new input/output standard for use with 
transistorised equipment, since their existing 
standard was formulated specifically for valve 
equipment. Perhaps the new standard, when 
introduced, could stipulate low source impedances, 
and high input impedances. Crosstalk could still be 
very low, and interconnection with phono 
equipment and the new proposed DIN type 
equipment could be so much simpler, and 
dramatically reduce costs of production.

Finally, manufactures should remember the poor 

dealer who tries to service a faulty machine. It is in 
the manufacturer's interest for dealers to be able to 
service equipment quickly and effectively, and this 
can only be done if mother board and printed 
circuits are far more adequately labelled. A few 
manufacturers print the complete circuit diagram on 
the inside of the bottom cover. If everybody did this, 
it would save dealers a lot of time.

Surely, a machine built to these suggested 
specifications should not be difficult to produce, for 
each and every parameter has been achieved on 
virtually one or another machine reviewed, although 
no one machine is within the complete specification 
outlined above. The first manufacturer who brings 
out a machine along my suggested lines, and who 
dramatically improves quality control and customer 
relations throughout the selling chain will, in my 
opinion, stand to make a lot of money, and gain a 
reputation that will surely become world wide. 
Remember that all the average customer wants is an 
easy-to-use machine which will reliably record an 
input programme and play it back with optimum 
response and signal to noise, and without audible 
wow and flutter or bad head/tape contact.
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Overall Comparison Chart

KEY
A Exceelent/No problems encountered
B Very good/Very slight reservations
C Good/Slight reservations
D Fair/Below aver^e/Definite reservations
E Poor/Serious problems encountered
F Very poor/Unsatisfactory performance

* Special note, se review
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Everread 
, the small print 
on a record label!

In amongst the small print on a record label it says: UNI AUTHORISED 
COPYING OF THIS RECORD PROHIBITED-and it means just that. 
The composers of your favourite music have a legal right to financial 
reward for their music (royalties,in other words) ; yet if you're one of 
the many owners of cassette,8-track and other recording equipment, 
you could be infringing the CopyrightAct each time you run off a copy 
from your own records. Obviously you can't apply for permission 
every time you record,but there is a very easy and inexpensive way of 
fulfilling your legal obligation. It works like this:
For an annual fee of only £1.62 (including VAT) we will issue you an Amateur Recording 
Licence which permits you to make recordings of musical works, gramophone records, 
cassettes and cartridges.And who are we? MCPS is the Mechanical-Copyright Protection 
Society Limited.originally founded in 1910 to enforce the Copyright Act on behalf of
composer-members and make certain that proper payment is made to them.
Just £1.62 a year from you ensures that the originators of music benefit from their work -
precious little to pay for the music you love to listen to at home or in your car.
To obtain your Amateur Recording Licence, please fili in and post the coupon with your 
remittance to us. We'll do the rest.

Mechanical - Copyright Protection Society Limited

fo:
Mechanical-Copyright Protection Society Limited Name

Elgar House, 380 Streatham High Road, London SW16 6HR Address
n ■ t 1 n ■ . | i i k i annannl\cgi>ki cd Office, Regi>ki cJ inn luiidunn Nu. 199120

I enclose cheque/PO. for £1.62, please register me as the holder 
ofan Amateur Recording Licence and forward my licence to me. HFC.77



Tapes: Introduction

Many cassette recorder manufacturers recommend specific brands of tape for 
use with their machines. However, a number either make no 
recommendations or do so only to retailers. Unfortunately both manufacturers 
and retailers frequently have vested interests in recommending or not 
recommending particular brands. Often, we have found examples where a 
recorder worked much better with another type of tape. Regrettably, it was 
not possible to test each machine reviewed in this book on tapes other than 
those supplied by the manufacturer or importer. So, in order to help you 
determine what types of cassette tape are best suited to any particular 
machine, this section on cassette tape has been included in this revised 
edition.
If you notice slight top loss on a particular make of 
cassette tape on your recorder, you should be able 
to choose another brand of tape which will give you 
a little bit more top. Conversely, you may well be 
able to find a brand which is just as good, or even 
better, than the one you are now using but which is 
cheaper or more easily purchased at a discount.

Cassette tape is normally available in three 
thicknesses, COO, C90 and C120, although C180 in 
one or two brands is also available, but is rather 
unsatisfactory as it is so extremely thin. Shorter 
playing times than that available on a COO are 
normally supplied with COO type tape, which is 
incidentally the equivalent of triple play reel to reel 
tape in thickness. C90 can be said to be 
approximately quadruple play and C120 sextuple 
play.

By far the most popular type is C90, and for this 
reason almost all our tests have been done on 
samples of this length and thickness. My colleagues 
and I have looked at all the brands that we could get 
hold of relatively easily and we have also included 
some very recent cassette tape types, which should 
be on the market by the time this revised edition 
appears. It is important to consider both the 
mechanical and electromagnetic properties of the 
cassettes. We have all been rather shocked to find 
that quite a few brands show significant degradation 
in wow and flutter performance on some makes of 
recorder. We also looked at some more esoteric 
measurements, such as printthrough. Here you will 
find some disconcerting results, as some otherwise 
excellent cassette tapes prove to be very 
disappointing. Unfortunately, the ferrichrome and 
chromium types show significantly inferior 

printthrough to pure ferric ones in general.
The first cassette tapes were made about 11 years 

ago for Philips who initially developed the system of 
these tapes at a much lower coercivity than modern 
ones. Originally, the oxide particles were much 
coarser. Hence, the earlier tapes had a relatively 
poor performance, even on machines which were 
designed to work with them. In general, modern 
cassette tapes, if used on older equipment, will 
show better sensitivity, particularly at high 
frequencies, as well as giving higher output levels. 
However, frequently such tapes will give a very 
noticeable treble boost on older machines, 
especially if these decks were aligned to be 
moderately flat with the older types of tape.

This section is primarily concerned with the 
performance of current cassette tape types on 
modern machines similar to those reviewed in this 
book, which are of at least reasonably good quality. 
It will be seen that several types of tape give an 
excellent performance in one parameter but a 
relatively poor result in another. On other tape types 
the position may be reversed. An ideal tape should 
be good or very good in all parameters. Often, an 
otherwise excellent tape has to be downgraded 
slightly for one poor property, such as poor 
mechanics, poor printthrough, or a higher than 
average background noise referred to the standard 
magnetisation termed Dolby level.

Tape compatibility would seem a very serious 
problem at the moment, with manufacturers 
changing their minds quite regularly, and leaving not 
only the consumer but also the hardware 
manufacturers in quite a quandary. Factory 
alignment to sensible standard blank tapes is vital.
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One manufacturer can produce a recorder in our 
survey, apparently within its published specification 
on 75% of tapes tried, whereas another 
manufacturer is hard pressed to meet his advertised 
specification on two ferries out of nearly fifty—let 
alone chrome! Clearly cassette software and 
hardware makers must get together to resolve this 
sorry state of affairs to the benefit of their 
consumers.

Mechanics
The cassette housing is constructed in two major 
parts, one being above and one below the cassette 
tape path. The cassette tape is wound on a tiny hub, 
and this rotates around a flange having a circular 
hole inside it. When the two halves of the cassette 
holder are assembled, the holes in the top and 
bottom parts allow the recorder's spindle to come 
through it and lock on to the inside of- the hub. The 
cassette housing has various holes and sections 
through which the capstans can pass (most 
machines only have one capstan but several have 
two). The front part of the cassette includes the 
windows through which the oxide surface of the 
tape itself makes contact with erase and 
record/replay heads. On the other side of the part 
making contact with the record head is a small 
compartment incorporating a minute pressure pad 
and a magnetic shield intended to improve the hum 
shielding around the head on replay. At each end of 
the head/capstan tape^ path are either small wheels 
around which the cassette tape is pulled or, in 
poorer mechanisms, just fixed posts.

In between these rotatable or fixed bearings and 
the cassette hubs themselves are sometimes parts 
termed Special Mechanics, which are supposed to 
reduce jamming. They are also intended to improve 
the stability of the tape path, but we could find no 
evidence for or against this (see section on wow and 
flutter).

Whereas most cassettes can be unscrewed to 
reveal the tape path, a few makes weld the entire 
mechanism together, thus making it impossible to 
repair a cassette, which may havejammed or wound 
badly. In some cases, the user requires to edit the 
tape, which is much more difficult if it is not possible 
to extract the tape from the mechanism. While the 
manufacturers of welded mechanisms claim that if a 
cassette can be unscrewed it might have been badly 

screwed up in the first place, manufacturers who do 
not weld their cassette mechanisms claim that 
welding them can lead to a degraded performance. 
Our findings in each case are stated in the individual 
reviews.

Since chromium dioxide is a much more 
expensive material than ferric oxide, chromium 
dioxide cassettes are almost invariably housed in the 
better types of mechanics. It has not been possible 
to find any really cheap Cr02 cassettes.

Wow and Flutter
Under the best conditions, and with the best brands 
of cassette tape, DIN peak weighted overall wow 
and flutter figures as low as 0.05% have been 
measured in our tests. Surprisingly, such figures are 
the equal of those produced by professional tape 
recorders manufactured some 20 years ago. 
Therefore, wow and flutter should not be a problem 
under domestic conditions. More usually, though, if 
wow and flutter -is audible, it may be due to 
inadequacies in the recorder itself, particularly in the 
design •of the capstan, or forward and back 
tensioning. Inadequate or inaccurate contact 
between the capstan and its idler wheel is often 
responsible for flutter and tape weave, but wow s 
introduced as often as not by the cassette tape 
housing as by the recorder's mechanism.

It is vital for friction to be kept to an absolute 
minimum in the housing, since whilst the forward 
tension is governed by the take-up wheel being 
driven by a motor, back tension is frequently 
governed by controlled slight friction. Most cassette 
recorders rely on this for reaching a compromise 
between sufficient head/tape contact on the one 
hand, as against wow being introduced on the 
other. Too much back tension increases wow 
generally and also can introduce scrape flutter or 
modulation noise by holding the tape too tightly 
against the surface of the record/replay head.. If a 
rotation bearing is introduced around which the 
cassette tape passes, it is less likely to increase 
friction than a static post. However, should this 
bearing rotate unevenly, wow again will develop. 
We found that cassette housings not incorporating 
rotational bearings increased the tendency of wow 
and flutter and modulation noises of various kinds, 
whilst most rotating rollers worked pretty well. 
Comments on the mechanisms are made in each 
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individual review.
Special Mechanics, introduced by BASF and 

licensed to Agfa, appear to influence wow and 
flutter on some machines. When recording at the 
beginning of a cassette, back tension is at its 
minimum, whereas towards the end it reaches a 
maximum. Consequently, any additional friction in 
the system naturally tends to degrade the wow 
performance at the end of a cassette. Some 
recorder mechanisms, in particular battery operated 
types, have less than average capstan/idler wheel 
pressure and forward tensioning. Therefore, when 
some cassette tape types were used on battery 
recorders, the cassette virtually ground to a halt, or 
at best wowed so intolerably as to produce laughter 
amongst my colleagues. This is not so funny, 
though, it you have purchased a quantity of 
inappropriate blank cassettes to use on a recorder, 
which may have slightly less forward tension than 
average. Despite this, such machines may work 
extremely well with other brands of cassette. Even 
the best recorders showed a tendency to improved 
wow and flutter performance on some types of 
mechanism, and therefore it would seem that 
Special Mechanics in combination with the current 
housings can be deemed inadvisable in too many 
cases. Similarly, cassette housings not 
incorporating rotational bearings must also be 
deemed unsatisfactory.

In between the cassette tape itself and the plastic 
top and bottom sections will be found a covering 
slither of paper or plastic material. The tape 
'pancake' should slide over this as it is rotating, 
without undue friction, but we have found that 
some manufacturers had used a covering which 
caused too much friction. This again introduced 
wow, as did slight inaccuracies in the tooling of the 
plastic parts or the basic design of the entire 
cassette, which varied from one manufacturer to 
another.

We also found that the plastic backing of the 
cassette tape itself could cause a tendency to 
degrade wow performance. We checked this by 
mounting one brand of tape in another 
manufacturer's cassette and vice versa. Suprisingly, 
Maxell tape produced significantly lower wow and 
flutter figures in a BASF Special Mechanics housing 
than did BASF tape itself. Of course, BASF tape 
behaved better in a Maxell housing than in a BASF 
SM one.

Internal tensions and tapebacking all contribute to 
wow, and so each manufacturer is advised to 
investigate the properties of their cassettes on 
several different makes of recorder-particularly 
popular ones. I emphasise that European 
manufacturers must test their tapes with Asiatic 
products and indeed the Japanese must also test 
their machines and tapes with European products. 
Only with such testing can a real situation be 
understood by each individual manufacturer.

Wind
We noted that where the cassette housing 
introduced a higher than average friction the wind 
and rewind time was longer. This sometimes could 
be quite annoying as the wind time could be at least 
20% longer than with another type of cassette. This 
is particularly important with battery operated 
machines, since more friction and a longer wind 
time will discharge the batteries rather more quickly 
which thus becomes inconvenient and more costly.

Hum shields
We were surprised that the efficiency of hum shields 
in various brands of cassette was very different. 
Amongst the best were Memorex and Agfa, whilst 
the worst used a flimsy piece of lurking metal, which 
made very little difference to hum pick-up at all. 
Memorex, in particular, must be commended 
strongly for their excellent shielding properties. This 
really does make a diference in practice if a recorder 
has a slight replay head hum pick-up problem. If, 
however, your recorder is very good with respect to 
hum pick-up, you will probably not need to bother 
about the hum shield adequacy.

Biassing
To enable a tape to be magnetised proportionately 
to the audio current passing through the record 
head, a very high frequency bias current has also to 
be passed through the head. The bias frequency is 
usually between 85kHz and 125kHz and it is most 
important for the bias wave form to be symmetrical. 
As the bias current is increased from a low value, a 
rise in efficiency at high frequencies is noted first, 
followed by a maximum efficiency at low ones. Just 
before the point where maximum efficiciency is 
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reached at ^BHz the HF efficiency begins to go 
down again, and so the correct setting of bias has to 
be a compromise between good performance at 
lower frequencies and an acceptable performance at 
high ones.

Most cassette recorders have the bias levels 
preset at the factory, although a skilled engineer can 
change the positions of presets inside the recorder. 
A few, however, allow the user to select optimum 
bias. The most noteworthy examples of this being 
the Neal models 102V and 103, and Aiwa model 
180.

Unfortunately, at higher bias settings, not only 
does the high frequency response begin to droop 
noticeably, but the maximum level that can be 
recorded at these frequencies becomes 
progressively more and more, limited, whilst low 
frequency distortion usually improves considerably. 
This effect is limited by the thickness of the oxide 
and the record gap length. In our laboratory 
measurements, we have noted the performance at 
an optimum bias setting, but we have also checked 
to see what happens when any particular tape is 
under or over biassed.

We have found that with many poorer brands of 
ferric tape a rather low bias setting has been 
necessary to obtain an optimum high frequency 
performance. In such cases even middle frequency 
performance suffers considerably. Under these 
circumstances, my colleagues and I cannot see how 
we can possibly recommend some of the poorer 
brands of cassette tape on other than economic 
grounds and indeed even considering cost, some 
types seem disproportionately expensive.

We noted that bias requirements for ferries were 
within a fairly narrow 'slot' except for Ampex 350, 
Capitol, 3M Dynarange, (all low) and Dixons Pro, 
Hitachi UD, Maxell, UD, TDK, Audua and ED (all 
high).

For the purposes of this survey, 'optimum' bias 
was defined as that current yielding maximum 
efficiency at 33Hz, unless such a current was 
deemed unsatisfactory on account of the ratio of 
maximum outputs at long and short wavelengths 
deviating significantly from an average figure.

For optimum electromagnetic performance, 
chromium dioxide tapes require approximately 5dB 
more bias than is required for ferric tapes-See Fig 
1. Unfortunately, such a marked increase in. bias 
current almost always causes saturation of the

record head cap. Therefore, most two head 
recorders increase the bias level by only a maximum 
of 3dB or so, as compared with that for ferric tape. 
Thus, in these cases, chromium tapes are quite 
seriously underbiassed and, whilst the response may 
well be flat, low and middle frequencies are much 
more distored level for level as compared with ferric. 
Furthermore, chromium tape requires about 3.5dB 
more audio current at middle frequencies to achieve 
the same magnetisation. Thus the record amplifier is 
working that much harder. As a general rule, then, 
chromium tapes are not the wonder cassettes that 
they were predicted to be when they were first 
introduced.

Wide gap record heads, as generally used on 
three head machines, do not saturate so easily' and 
so, a higher bias current can be used. For this reason 
chromium cassettes will perform pretty well on such 
machines. Such wide gap heads, though, are totally 
unsuitable for two head machines, for if they were 
used for playback, a severe loss of high frequencies 
would become apparent. If chromium tapes are 
biassed correctly and are used with the 70us 
playback curve they require rather more equalisation 
on record, but they still show a slight advantage 
over ferric types.

Ferrichrome tapes in many respects offer the best 
of both worlds, having a ferric oxide layer deposited 
on to the plastic backing first, followed by a layer of 
chromium dioxide. These dual layer tapes allow low
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and mid frequencies to be recorded into the ferric 
layer, whereas high frequencies are in general 
recorded by the chromium layer. The effective 
crossover frequency between the two layers is 
determined by the proportional thickness of the 
layers, by the effective record gap width, and by the 
amount of bias current employed. For optimum 
results, the bias required is about 2dB more than for 
the average ferric cassette. If ferrichrome tapes, 
made by Sony, BASF, 3M (Classic) and now by 
Agfa, are used, on ferric bias and equalisation, the 
layer of chromium is very considerably 
underbiassed. Consequently, a high frequency 
boost is very apparent. Nevertheless, the results are 
greatly superior to those obtained by using pure 
chromium dioxide tapes on a ferric bias position. 
These latter have totally unacceptable distortion at 
lower frequencies and literally screaming top at high 
ones under such circumstances.

The sensitivity of ferrichrome tapes is very similar 
to that of ferric with the exception that at high 
frequencies they have almost the sensitivity of 
chromium dioxide types. For this reason, they 
should be used with 70us equalisation, although 
originally 3M proposed ferric 120us equalisation on 
playback. It is unfortunate that pressures from 
Japan have made the latter recommendation 
obsolete, since in my opinion it was more suitable.

TDK have introduced their Super Avilyn cassette 
type and recommend chromium bias and 
equalisation positions. This tape is more sensitive 
and thus will show a Dolby calibration error if the 
recorder is set up correctly for normal chromium 
cassettes (see review). Its general bias requirement 
would seem to be close to that qt chrome.

Maximum Output Levels

The maximum output available at low and middle 
frequencies is very much higher than that at high 
ones because of the limitations imposed by the 
magnetic oxides at short wave lengths. In the 
laboratory, we measured the third harmonic 
distortion at Dolby level of a 333Hz tone. We also 
noted the level at which 5% third harmonic 
distortion of the same tone was reached. All these 
tests were carried out on our Telefunken special 
M15 machine on a reel to reel basis. Additionally, we 
checked overall distortion of each tape on four Aiwa 
cassette decks and several cassettes were also 

tested on other machines. Each tape was biassed to 
give the fairest optimum performance which was 
considered to be the compromise, as explained in 
the section dealing with biassing.

The distortion levels and 5% levels are quoted in 
the chart. Reference s also made to them in the 
individual reviews. We also checked the 
performance of each recorder at 10kHz to determine 
a maximum realistic level that it was possible to 
record on each tape when biassed correctly. This 
corresponded to 20% IM Distortion (9.5kHz + 
10.5kHz looking at 8.5kHz product). We found very 
considerable differences between different types of 
cassette and the results are given on an A to E scale, 
A designating excellent and E very poor. Some 
tapes could accept very high levels at middle 
frequencies, but only average levels at high 
frequencies, whereas others were only average at 
333Hz but surprisingly good at 10kHz. This was not 
necessarily dependent on bias, but when it was, we 
checked the performance at several bias points to
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re-check once again the best compromise. See Fig 
2.

Tape Sensitivity
We measured the sensitivity of each cassette tape at 
333Hz and 10kHz, so that once you have found 
which cassette tape type best suits your machine, 
you will be able to see which other types will give a 
similar frequency response.

Some cassette recorders require tapes which are 
very sensitive at high frequencies to give a flat 
response and, if another brand is chosen with a 
relatively poorer HF sensitivity, a very poor response 
might be noted. Conversely, though, particularly it 
your recorder is quite an old one, you may find that 
you obtain a flat response on some brands, which 
are frankly now outdated. In such cases, you may 
well obtain a considerable high frequency boost it 
you use •a better tape. Your machine may well 
benefit by being re-biassed for such a tape and, if 
possible, re-equalised on record. Should your 
recorder include Dolby B or ANRS processing, it is 
very important to choose a tape which records and' 
plays back through the Dolby at the same level. 
Once again you will find that some tapes, which are 
less sensitive, will play back at too low a level, 
whereas others that are more sensitive may 
conversely play back at too high a level. The overall 
Dolby level compatibility will usually depend on the 
type of cassette tape used by the manufacturer to 
set the equipment up.

As with the biassing, we found that most ferric 
tapes' sensitivity at long wavelengths fell within a 
tight 'slot', notable exceptions were BASF LH, 
Philips Standard, Philips Super, (all low) and Ampex 
20/20 (high). The frequency response (10k ref 333) 
also fell within limits, with several deviants, namely 
Agfa LN, Ampex 350, Ampex 370, Philips Standard, 
which were lacking in HF response-see Fig 3.

At middle and lower frequencies, the average 
chromium dioxide cassette is approximately 3.5dB 
less sensitive than the average ferric oxide cassette. 
Therefore, to achieve the same magnetisation at 
these frequencies a higher audio current must be 
passed through the record head. This requires the 
recording amplifier to be capable of delivering the 
extra current without distortion, and also that the 
record head itself will not reach magnetic saturation 
with the extra current passing through it.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of tape sensitivities, measured at 333Hz 
onM15.

The great majority of cassette recorders employ a 
combined record/playback head. Whilst a wide gap 
head does not usually saturate anywhere near as low 
as a narrow gap head, on replay, wide gap heads 
have an inferior playback response and thus 
reproduce very high frequencies at well below the 
correct intensity. In order to get a better response, 
most cassette recorders employ narrow gap heads, 
but these unfortunately are more likely to saturate 
with the increased head current needed for 
chromium dioxide. At high frequencies, however, 
the sensitivity of the oxide is much greater, and thus 
less saturation is likely to occur unless the playback 
equalisation normally adopted for chromium dioxide 
cassettes is used to its fullest. In such a case, the 
amount of equalisation necessary on record comes 
fairly close to that needed for ferric cassettes, 
especially if a high bias setting is used.
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Chromium dioxide tape, then, is so insensitive at 
lower frequencies that optimum results can only be 
achieved if a wide gap record head is used. The only 
machines that have such heads these days are 
usually three head models, which are of course very 
expensive. Such recorders as the Sony 177 work 
with chromium dioxide tape pretty well, but the 
average cassette recorder undoubtedly gives inferior 
results on chromium dioxide tape as opposed to the 
better quality ferric types.

Ferrichrome cassettes are of similar (or slightly 
higher) sensitivity compared to the average ferric 
types. Thus, they are suitable for almost all 
machines, but because of the chromium layer they 
are considerably more sensitive at high frequencies 
(although the actual record head gap length will 
affect this) and therefore will sound a little shrill if 
used on an ordinary ferric switched position (see 
section-on Bias).

Ferrichrome tapes are dual layer types with the 
ferric oxide coated first on to the plastic backing 
with a subsequent layer of chromium dioxide then 
being coated onto the surface. Low and mid 
frequencies are mainly magnetised into the ferric 
oxide, whereas the chromium dioxide layer accepts 
most of the high frequency modulation. The two 
layers can thus be said to act with a crossover 
effect, having a very gradual slope either side of the 
crossover point. This point, incidentally, is partly 
determined by the ratios of thickness of the two 
layers and the record gap length, and the amount of 
bias used through the record head.

Signal to Noise Ratio and Dynamic 
Range

We measured the hiss level produced by each of the 
.tape types using a CCIR weighting filter. We were 
quite surprised to find that there were several dB's 
difference between the noisiest (TDK Audua) and 
quietest (3M High Energy) tapes. The actual hiss 
produced by the tape is only relevant when it is 
compared with the maximum level that can be 
recorded on the tape, both at lower and higher 
frequencies.

Two dynamic range columns are provided in the 
chart. The first gives a rating based on the difference 
between the 5% distortion point of 333Hz and the 
CCIR weighted noise, whereas the general dynamic 
range column adds a calculated weighting factor, 

which is dependent on the tape's high frequency 
potential.

In many cases, the two columns show the same 
rating, but in some they are different. In such cases 
you are recommended to note particularly the 
general figure rather than the mid frequency range, 
if you are recording programme material having a 
fair amount of high frequency energy present.

All the signal to noise ratios were taken without 
any Dolby circuits operating and since they are all 
relative anyway, they should all show an identical 
improvement when noise reduction is used. The 
noise levels, incidentally, were measured after the 
tape had been erased and biassed on record but with 
no input signal present.

If your machine has a generally very quiet replay 
section then tapes having a relatively low hiss output 
will be comparatively better than those having more 
hiss-as compared with machines having a higher 
playback amplifier hiss. If your recorder has a rather 
higher than average playback hiss, you will not reap 
the full benefit from the less hissier tapes, since their 
quietness will be partly obscured by amplifier hiss. In 
such cases, therefore, you are recommended to 
choose a tape having a very high output capability, 
w^hmay hiss a little more rather than one with less 
hiss but less output potential.

Printthrough
In the case of reel to reel tapes, printthrough has 
been a recognized problem with many brands, but 
with cassette tape it is clear that it .does not always 
need quite such serious attention. The basic reason 
for this is the rather restricted dynamic range of the 
cassette system. Perhaps it will be a surprise to 
readers, though, that printthrough becomes more 
noticeable if a noise reduction system is employed 
than if it is not, as in almost all domestic systems 
noise reduction only acts on hiss and high frequency 
signals. Printthrough is more noticeable at middle 
frequencies, although low frequency printthrough 
which measures as badly, is not so audible, since the 
ear is less sensitive to low level low frequency 
signals or noise. The printthrough measurements 
were all taken under extremely carefully controlled 
conditions, in which a tone of 333Hz was recorded 
at a level producing 5% harmonic distortion. After 
72 hours, at room temperature, each cassette was 
played back through a spectrum analyser and the
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Fig.4(a)

Fig.4(b)
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Fig. 4(c) Print-through characteristics of low print 
but fairly low output ferric tape.

Fig. 4(d) Print-through characteristics of 
ferric/ cobalt tape with particularly poor print.

Fig.4(d) Diagrams courtesy Hi-Fi for Pleasure.
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results were plotted on an XY chart recorder.
The steps of printthrough can be seen easily in 

figures 4(a)-(d),' and the contrast between the best 
and .the worst is clearly visible. Because of the 
masking effect of the noise, many of the tapes that 
are not amongst the very best will be unlikely to 
cause audible trouble. However, those having the 
worst printthrough factor did give audible 
printthrough on several types of programme. One 
tape tested earlier this year (see fig 1 d) produced 
clearly audible pre- and post-echos one tape 
pancake revolution before and after that containing 
the actual recording.

Printthrough is caused by one layer slightly 
magentising the adjacent ones when stored. 
Cassette tapes, incidentally, should not be stored at 
too high or variable a temperature and should not be 
left in broad sunlight, or near a central Seating 
radiator or hot water pipes, for example.

We have graded printthrough on the table from A 
to E and whilst tapes branded A should' give no 
trouble at all, B and C grades are still relatively good 
in context and would probably not give trouble. D 
graded ones might give audible printthrough at 

times and could cause annoyance whilst those 
graded E might well produce audible printthrough 
fairly frequently, especially on speech, or music with 
a wide dynamic range. A, B and. C are thus 
satisfactory, but E can definitely be. said to be 
unsatisfactory.

Chromium • dioxide tapes in general had 
significantly more printthrough than ferric oxide 
ones. Furthermore, they require a much more 
efficient erase head to remove any traces of a 
previous recording, which might otherwise be 
mistaken for printthrough. Ferrichrome tapes were 
also rather poor in this parameter, which is most 
unfortunate since in other respects they fared so 
well. You can sometimes reduce the subjective 
effect of printthrough by repeated winding 
backwards and forwards but unfortunately, this is 
not always the case. Occasionally, I have known 
cases where traces of a previous recording have re
appeared on a tape after it has already been bulk 
erased and re-recorded. This has sometimes 
occurred when the oxide used is not particularly 
stable.
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“Maximum output at 333Hz was the highest 
of all pure ferries tested”

“The 10kHz maximum output was bettered 
by very few, most costing considerably more”

“Clearly highly competitive and likely to give 
truly excellent results on most modern recorders”

Guess which'taape Angus McKenzie 

was talking about?
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Tape Reviews

Agfa-Gevaert
Agfa-Gevaert have a range of three tape 
formulations currently available on the British 
market including Chromium Dioxide, Low Noise 
tape and the Super Ferro-dynamic which is 
gradually replacing the 'old' Super which might well 
still be in the shops at the time of this publication.

The Low-Noise tape required a lower bias than 
average to optimise performance on a high-quality 
recorder. This caused a poor frequency response 
when the cassette was tried out on several factory 
aligned 'off the shelf' Japanese hi-fi recorders. 
When the bias was adjusted to a lower value on one 
of these machines the response improved 
considerably.

Both at long and short wavelengths, the 
maximum output available did not compare 
favourably with many other manufacturer's 
products, and it is clear to us that the tape is not a 
particularly recent design. Agfa might be advised to 
consder introducing their previous 'Super' 
formulation (PE88) into the Low-Noise product in 
the context of the very great competition now 
coming from overseas.

Mechanically, we must regretfully criticise the 
Agfa Low-Noise tape in that all of the samples 
submitted seemed to contribute too much drag on 
the tape, particularly at the end of the cassette. 
Although we are sure that the Agfa product meets 
established international standards of mechanical 
performance (eg IEC94), these standards do not 
appear to take account of the design of many 
currently available recorders, particularly coming 
from Japan. This new generation of high-quality 
cassette recorders can offer staggeringly low wow 
and flutter but only when used with cassettes having 
very low inherent back tension.

The Super Ferro-dynamic cassette formulation is 
the superferric in the Agfa range. As with its 'Super' 
predecessor, it offers an extra 6 minutes recording 
time which is most convenient for those who require 
a longer playing time without the occasional 
mechanical problems to be associated with C120's.

Electromagnetically, the Super Ferro-dynamic 
samples performed on or above the average of all 
the tapes tested for this survey, giving a good flat 
response on the 'off the shelf' Japanese recorders. 
The bias requirement for optimum results on our 
M15 recorder was very close indeed to the average 

of all types tested. This indicates that Agfa have 
clearly researched the market and have produced a 
tape which will perform well electrically on most 
modern recorders. Our on^ significant reservation 
regarding this product is is that of wow and flutter 
induced on high-quality recorders by the apparently 
rather high back tension (see section on wow and 
flutter).

Comparing the Agfa Cr02 tape to the other 
chromium dioxides, it required marginally less bias 
than average chromium to give maximum sensitivity 
at 333Hz (-24dB ref 213nWb/m). The cassette 
housing incorporates the 'Special Mechanics' also 
to be found in BASF cassettes. However, apart from 
our general reservations regarding Cr02 cassettes, 
our main criticism specifically of the Agfa chromium 
dioxide cassettes concerns the wow and flutter 
performance on many typical modern domestic 
recorders, particularly those from Japan which rely 
on low back-tension to reach their low wow/flutter 
specification. The wow was disturbing on several 
decks tested, particularly towards the end of the 
tape.

When tested on domestic recorders, the Agfa 
Stereochrom gave a good extended frequency 
response at the top end (subject, naturally, to the 
recorder's having been aligned satisfactorily for its 
use with chrome). The printthrough on the 
particular samples in our tests was considered very 
poor at -45dB.

Agfa tapes perform significantly better when 
mounted into a Maxell C zero housing giving 
average measured wow improvements of nearly 
30% ie 0.1% reduced to 0.07%. Initially, we 
considered that the problem might be associated 
with Agfa's recent decision to include the anti
jamming Special Mechanics first introduced by 
BASF. However, further research in our laboratories 
indicated that the problem probably lay more 
fundamentally in the design of the basic mechanics. 
The wow at the end of a cassette was clearly audible 
on programme when used on a Pioneer 2121, and 
reached qurte alarming proportions on an 
inexpensive Sony TC92 battery portable.

All Agfa types included excellent hum shields fuly 
enclosing the pressure pad and screening the head 
of a recorder very well. The printthrough of SFD 
was inferior to that of the low noise, and was just 
below average (-52.5dB compared to an average 
figure around -55dB).
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The Super Ferro-dynamic represents good value 
for money from an electro-magnetic point of view. 
But, from the samples tested, we do not consider it 
mechanically satisfactory for all users. The rather 
high friction of the housing may or may not make for 
disappointing mechanical results depending on the 
design of your recorder.

We understand from Agfa-Gevaert that they 
intend to update their Low Noise product in the 
foreseeable future with an improved tape 
formulation (PE88, etc), and also that a dual-coating 
Ferrichrome is to be introduced called 'Carat'. Brief 
tests carried out on Carat were most encouraging, 
showing a similarity to Sony Duad in bias and 
equalization needs and again rather different from 
3M Classic.

Ampex
Ampex offers a considerable range of cassettes, 
including Cr02, Ampex ^W, Ampex 370 and 20/20. 
They have only comparatively recently re
established themselves firmly in the retail consumer 
market although their video and studio tapes are 
used widely professionally. All of the cassettes are 
assembled in Mexico using tape manufactured in the 
USA.

All of the Ampex products gave wow and flutter 
results consistently above average. In particular the 
20/20 (recently further updated mechanically) was 
worthy of the best of all the machines used for the 
wow and flutter tests. The electrical tests showed 
that the 350 is rather an old formulation and is by no 
means up to the standard we would expect from a 
manufacturer with a well justified reputation for high 
quality in tape manufacture. The maximum output 
of 350 at 333Hz was the lowest of all measured.

Passing on to the Ampex 370 cassette type, this 
was markedly superior to the 350. Nonetheless, it 
was rather disappointing, especially in terms of 
maximum output. The optimum bias current was 
close to the average. However, the HF sensitivity 
was rather poor and on several factory-aligned 
cassette recorders was clearly audibly lacking in 
treble. The 370 offers good mechanical performance 
with slightly below average audio performance.

The 20/20 product is very clearly the best in the 
range, offering very low distortion at Dolby level 
(213nWb/m 333Hz) viz: 0.5% at reference bias, 
where the average was 1.4%. The long wavelength 

sensitivity was very high as was the 10kHz 
sensitivity. When the tape was tried out on six 
different mains recorders, the results generally were 
most satisfactory. However, on one machine, the 
treble was audibly down on account of a rather high 
bias setting such as is employed by some Japanese 
manufacturers who have not made a choice of 
alignment blank tape which is compatible with lower 
coercivity American and European (and also some 
Japanese) formulations.

The 20/20 housing caused no problem to any 
machine tested, including an inexpensive battery 
portable, which gave some of the best wow and 
flutter results measured on this machine. The extra 
sensitivity of this tape makes it suitable for many 
recorders with limited drive from the record head, 
and it is well worthy of investigation from the 
cassette enthusiast.

We were equally impressed by the mechanical 
performance of the Ampex Chromium Dioxide 
cassettes. All of them gave better than average wow 
and flutter on all recorders tested, indicating that the 
internal frictions and clearances were very good. We 
noted that the CrO Ampex cassettes were welded 
rather than screwed, and this surprised us 
somewhat, as did also the lack of automatic bias 
switching slots in the housing.

Compared to the other Chromium Dioxides 
tested, the Ampex gave a slightly higher output at 
long wavelengths-but the printthrough was 
considered rather poor at -50.SdB (72hr 20°C). 
When tried out on several factory aligned mains 
recorders, results obtained were very similar to 
those from the other chromes, although, in general, 
showing a tendency to a drooping treble response 
on the more sensibly aligned recprders. As with the 
other chromes, Ampex is not a cheap tape, and on 
many recorders we would consider the Ampex 
20/20 pure ferric oxide tape better value for money.

In summary, then, the Ampex 350 leaves more 
than a little to be desired-it comes in rather a 
strange box, and it is not easy to see how much tape 
is left in the cassette without holding the window up 
to the light. The 370 is just below average in most 
respects other than its excellent housing. We noted 
that the 370 and 20/20 had screwed casings, 
whereas the 350 was welded (also lacking rollers).

One of the best tapes tested in the survey, Ampex 
20/20 is recommendable. Its only significant 
problem being that of printthrough, which at
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-51.5dB is rather below average.

Amsa Magnetic

Amsa Magnetics manufacture cassettes not only for 
distribution under their own brand name, but also 
for several 'own brand' budget labels. Since this 
survey is aimed specifically at the individual seeking 
to obtain the very. best results from his quality 
recorder, we thought it unfair to include the cheaper 
lines (very much cheaper than our average price in 
this survey) which are not really intended for this 
application.

At the top of their range is the XHE cassette. 
Apart from Agfa-Gevaert and BASF, the XHE was 
the only other cassette type including special anti
jamming parts. XHE was the only tape tested which 
did not have leader tape at the beginning and end, 
which Amsa Magnetic term as 'instant start 
recording capability'. The housing also lacks labels, 
which the purchaser has to affix himself.

The tape performed generally on or just above the 
average line, although the frequency response 
drooped in treble when tested on three mains 
'factory aligned' recorders presumably on account 
of bias requirement being below that of many 
Japanese types. The printthrough was considered 
rather poor at -50.5dB, and the tape was an 
example of where relatively high output plus low 
noise equals printthrough, similar to several others 
in this respect.

Dixons

Dixons operate a large chain of retail shops both in 
the UK and now on a part of the continent. There is 
a range of three tapes available from Dixons, namely 
Dixons Low Noise, Prinzsound Dynacoustic, and 
Prinzsound Professional.

Our measurements made it clear to us that the 
low-noise product was of 'budget' quality and not in 
the category of tapes for this survey. The 
Dynacoustic and Professional cassettes bore very 
much more than a coincidental resemblance to 
products from Maxell, the Professional type 
currently even having an HM (ie Hitachi-Maxell) 
tear-off strip to take the outer cellophane wrapping 
off. As such, rather than duplicate our comments on 
the tapes' performance we would refer you to the 

section discussing Maxell-where if you are 
interested in Dynacoustic you should look at Maxell 
LN and for Professional you should look at Maxell 
UD. We were unable to distinguish these tapes from 
their Maxell equivalents apart from details of outside 
appearance. It should be pointed out, though, that 
the origin of tape to be found in own-brand 
cassettes such as Dixons may not always be the 
same in the long term future. Dixons inform us that 
they will be changing the Professional tape type 
early next year. Dixons admit to us that after their 
December 1976 shipments of Maxell UD they will 
have to change their Professional tape type through 
difficulties of supply, although their stocks might 
well last for an appreciable time, possibly several 
months.

Capitol
Capitol Magnetics are an American division of the 
EMI organization and comparatively late last year 
introduced their 'Mastertape' domestic products 
(reel to reel and cassette) to the British market.

The cassette tape performed well generally, apart 
from some printthrough (-52.5dB) and also some 
serious wow and flutter problems similar to those 
experienced by some products of several other 
manufacturers (eg. BASF, Agfa, 3M). At the end of 
a Capitol cassette the wow was unacceptable on 
two recorders where the drive eventually ground to 
a halt completely, and the same was the case with a 
battery recorder where the flutter reference 
frequency was heard to hiccup regularly before 
eventually grinding to a stop. Many samples were 
tested (15 plus) both submitted by the distributors 
and purchased from a retail shop-and every 
cassette had the same trouble which, in our opnion, 
should receive prompt attention from the 
manufacturers before it can be considered for 
general application. Bias requirement was also 
rather low.

BASF
BASF is one of the longest established tape 
manufacturing companies in the world, and over the 
years has won an excellent reputation for quality. 
There are four cassette types in the range, 
Chromium Dioxide, ordinary LH, Super LH and 
Ferrochrom.
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From this point, we shall isolate our comments 
into two compartments, mechanical and electrical. 
As with the products of one or two other 
manufacturers, we have to criticise the cassette 
housings for inducing more wow on many modern 
designs of recorder where the back tension from 
within the cassette itself must be as low as possible 
in order to achieve the optimum wow and flutter, 
particularly at the end of the cassette.

At the commencement of this and last year's 'Hi
Fi Choice' project, we made the decision to request 
that samples of each recorder be submitted together 
with blank cassettes of the manufacturer's or 
importer's recommended tape.

It is of interest to note that last year BASF tapes 
were recommended for nearly 40% of total 
machines (20% recommended Super LH, and nearly 
as many recommended LH as first choice for use on 
the ferric position) but it was disappointing to note 
that, in general, these machines did not perform as 
well mechanically as we might have expected. In 
fact, of the twelve machines which then received 
greater criticism of wow and flutter, eight were 
supplied with BASF tapes as recom- 
mended-conversely of the 17 recorders 
which performed rather better than average, only 5 
were supplied with BASF products. In this latest 
edition of 'Hi-Fi Choice', only just over 15% of 
recorders were tested with BASF ferric tapes (9% 
Super and 7 % % ordinary LH), as recommended by 
the manufacturers.

Discussions with BASF both in London and 
Ludwigshafen were fruitful, and we understand that 
this mechanics problem has been and will be 
investigated further. We gather that BASF cassettes 
meet the international standards (IEC94 etc) laid 
down for internal frictions and tensions within the 
cassette, but this being the case, clearly these 
standards require some updating in the context of 
modern recorders offering wow and flutter 
performance which could not have been dreamt of 
five years ago.

Our initial response to our measurement results 
was to 'point the finger' at the 'Special Mechanics' 
which, to our recollection, actually received 
considerable sales promotion in the UK as offering 
better wow and flutter rather than as a method of 
reducing incidence of jamming. Removing the 
Special Mechanics plastic tusks produced little 
significant improvement in wow and flutter, which 

was audible on programme on several recorders, so 
we must assume that the basic mechanism itself 
requires some updating. Loading the tape into 
another brand of housing gave very good results, 
so the actual tape is not the basic problem (the 
nature of the base, and the presence or absence of 
back-coating can modify wow and flutter 
performance). We noted that the Ferrochrom gave 
generally superior wow and flutter, but it was still 
not up to the standard of, for example, Ampex, 
Memorex, or for that matter any of the Japanese 
manufacturers.

Moving on to the electrical performance, the 
ordinary LH cassette tape performed quite well in 
many respects, with relatively low noise and 
printthrough (-55.5dB). The maximum output at 
long wavelengths (333Hz) was considered poor at 
only + 1.5dB ref. 213nWb/m at ref. bias on our 
Telefunken M15 (average tape +4.5dB) and this 
would seem connected with the low sensitivity (the 
lowest apart from Philips). On several Japanese 
recorders the overall response was down in top due 
in part to the low sensitivity making the A/B Dolby 
level incorrect without realignment.

The Super LH gave significantly better results 
than the ordinary LH and was better than average in 
all respects other than printthrough where it was 
slightly poorer (-KdB). The dynamic range of 
Super LH was equal best of the pure ferries on our 
M15 test set-up. Unfortunately, the frequency 
response on several top selling Japanese decks was 
down in top, presumably from the bias being set for 
higher coercivity Japanese tapes.

Next, the Ferrochrom tape. This is the third dual 
Fe203/Cr02 cassette tape to be launched on the UK 
market, and shares similar properties electrically to 
the FeCr's of 3M and Sony-in basic measured 
parameters it is closer to the Sony than the 3M 
Classic. It requires a higher bias than pure ferric 
oxides to optimise performance ( + 2dB ref average), 
and at lower bias settings is likely to give excessive 
treble unless the machine is especially 
equalized-although all too many machines, 
particularly older types, see to lack clear treble 
reproduction and the extra top on Ferrochrom 
would help rather than hinder. At optimum bias, the 
FeCr gave results consistently significantly above 
average, other than printthrough which was very 
poor (-49.5dB). On our M15 recorder (relatively 
long record-head gap) llie dynamic range was 
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marginally the best tested of all. On one or two 
recorders we noticed a curious dip in frequency 
response in the mid region which was not the case 
with equivalent Sony or Agfa products.

We would add that we have recently heard some 
criticism of BASF Super tapes not being compatible 
with other types in respect of bias requirement for 
optimum performance. We would suggest that this 
is more typically an example of some recorder 
manufacturers making an alternative (and also in our 
opinion sometimes more wise) choice of alignment 
blank cassette tape further up the bias 'slot', when 
the BASF Super is already slightly below average of 
the modern superferrics particularly from Japan. 
One set of samples of 'chrom-dioxid' had the 
highest bias requirement of all tapes .tested for 
optimum results namely 5.75dB higher than an 
average ferric tape. The sensitivity at 333Hz was the 
lowest at more than 4.5dB below that of a typical 
ferric tape and -1dB ref average Cr02^ The high 
bias requirement meant that when the tape was tried 
out on several typical recorders the results were not 
optimum, characterized by a poor maximum output 
(5% third harmonic distortion) at long wavelengths 
often below Dolby level (213nWb/m). Bearing this 
factor in mind, BASF Chromium Dioxide gave 
results on several recorders, which were inferior to 
those obtained with BASF Super LH pure ferric 
oxide tape, (bias and equalization switched 
appropriately), which is considerably cheaper and in 
our opinion considerably more likely to give good 
results. Even on our laboratory set-up, the BASF 
Chrome gave poor figures for distortion at operating 
level (213nWb/m). We were disappointed in the 
performance of BASF Chromium Dioxide, being 
poorer than we recollect from previous tests carried 
out some time ago-maybe BASF have been 
carrying out some experiments in modifying the 
formulation.

After our reservations had been expressed, a 
small parcel of new samples arrived from BASF UK, 
and a telephone call explained that these were 
another production to arrive from Germany. The 
latest samples have a slightly different coating 
according to BASF, and tests revealed a few slight 
changes, showing marginally better sensitivity (still 
low though) and a slightly lower bias requirement 
bringing BASF closer to the average for the 
chromes.

The mechanical performance programme was 

only investigated in full on the original samples 
(although some tests were carried out on the new 
ones), and the tape was found to fall below some of 
‘ts Japanese and American competition. When the 
cassettes were tried out on one Japanese recorder, 
one sample actually ground to a halt before the end 
of the tape. From a mechanical point of view, we 
can only recommend BASF with caution-either 
your recorder will behave perfectly satisfactorily or 
else it will give increasingly audible wow and flutter 
as the cassette nears the end, depending entirely on 
the design of your particular recorder.

In the first edition of this book, BASF Cr02 was 
recommended by the recorder manufacturers as first 
choice for over 25% of the machines, with TDK 
Cr02 (no longer manufactured) recommended for 
around 35%. In this second edition, BASF Cr02 was 
supplied by manufacturers for 45% of recorders, 
with Sony Cr02 now recommended for 30%. 
Unfortunately though, considerable variation in 
quality of the BASF Cr02 was noted. In one extreme 
case, one recorder was nearly abandoned to a short 
report as the result of a particularly inferior sample 
giving dropouts and poor HF.

EMI

EMI manufacture three types of cassette for the 
retail market, as well as producing 'own brand' 
cassettes for several large chains of retail shops to 
sell under their own name. The three types are 
Soundhog which comes in an unusual case, HOLN 
Hi-Dynamic and the comparatively new X1(00.

The Soundhog tape turned out to be what we 
have already termed 'budget tape' and it would be 
unfair to compare it with more expensive 
competition aimed at a different market.

The Hi-Dynamic product gave rather 
disappointing results, particularly in terms of 
maximum outputs at long and short wavelengths 
and consequently below average dynamic range. On 
several off the shelf 'factory aligned' recorders, the 
frequency response drooped in the treble.

The X1 (00 fared very much better, and is likely to 
be attractive to many users. The printthrough of 
both the Hi-Dynamic and X1(00 products was 
considered good, and in our opinion, X1oo)'would 
be high in the shortlist for a typical modern tape for 
factories andeervice tapes to employ for alignment.

We would not altogether. agree with some of 
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EMl's promotional terminolgy. The High Output 
Low Noise (HOLN) had below average output and 
average noise, and Ultra Dynamic X100 had 
marginally above average output and only average 
noise.

Mechanically, the EMI products again were on the 
centre average line, although we were surprised to 
find two. different kinds of insert in the housing (one 
PTFE, one plastic) of the HOLN Hi-Dynamic.

Fuji

The Fuji agency is now established with Pyser 
Limited as importer. There are currently two types of 
Fuji tape in the UK onetermed FL and the other FX.

Two further Fuji ferric tapes are available in 
Japan, one called FX Junior (reputedly similar to 
Maxell UD) and another one due to be released 
shortly in the UK called FX Duo which is a dual 
coating (high coercivity ferric on low coercivity 
ferric) operating at ferric bias. In Japan, FX Duo 
costs about the same as the ferrichrome tapes.

•Mechanically, the Fuji tapes performed excellently 
and are likely to take full advantage of comparatively 
recent advances in cassette recorder design. With 
the FL on our M15 laboratory recorder, the 
maximum output available at 33Hz was rather low, 
making the dynamic range on the average line. 
Printthrough was excellent at -59.5dB.

The FX tape is indeed of the highest quality, and 
we welcome its introduction to the UK. The high 
output both at long and short wavelengths is not 
accompanied by excessive printthrough, rather a 
slight increase in background noise which in our 
opinion shows a wise compromise. The background 
noise on very many occasions will be further masked 
by imperfect recorder replay circuits and 
inadequacies in the source of the material being 
recorded. Maximum output at 33Hz (5% third 
harmonic distortion) was the highest of all pure 
ferries tested ( + 6.5dB ref Dolby level on our 
Telefunken test-equipment) and the 10kHz 
maximum output was bettered by very few, most 
costing considerably more.

FL and FX cassettes are clearly competitive, and 
are likely to give truly excellent results on most 
modern recorders-although the excellent HF 
sensitivity of FX might turn out to be a bit too much 
for some decks aligned to older tapes (as was also 

the case with two of FX's Japanese competitors). 
Fuji tapes are available through at least one major 
discount outlet, and are clearly very major 
competition for some established household names 
with FX in particular still very much underrated on 
the UK market. It is interesting to note that in last 
year's 'Hi-Fi Choice', no recorders were supplied 
with Fuji products as recommended-this year over 
10% supplied Fuji for ferric.

HCL

HCL Super cassettes have been available in the 
United Kingdom for a short time only, and have 
received quite a lot of advertising, particularly in the 
London area. They emanate from a firm called 
Hellermann Cassettes who are well established in 
the professional cassette market, as the suppliers of 
Czero housings for several pre-recorded musicasette 
duplicators and also for two out of three of the 
British blank-tape factories.

The housings of HCL Super cassettes gave 
average performance at a below average price and 
the tape housed therein was of good overall quality, 
bearing a close resemblance to a well-known highly 
reputable manufacturer's Super Dynamic tape.

As with the other sources of cassettes where the 
manufacturer does not actually make the entire 
product (in this case Hellermann buy in blank tape 
and load it Into their own housings), it is quite 
possible that changes might arise in the precise tape 
type depending upon availability of supplies. We are 
assured though, that HCL have no immediate 
intentions to make any changes.

Hitachi

Better known in this country as the manufacturers 
of consumer hardware than of cassettes, Hitachi sell 
three kinds of tape. These are Hitachi LN and 
Hitachi UD, and a new type UDR which we put 
through as many of our normal set of tests as we 
could. We were, however, hampered by the late 
arrival of UDR, which bore resemblance to Maxwell 
UDXL in electrical performance only-apparently 
loaded into a UD type housing.

It turned out that Hitachi cassettes (in common 
with the current Dixons Prinzsound products) were 
in fact MrxaII products as far as we could detect, 
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and the table includes one or two entries taken from 
results taken on the equivalent Maxell product. We 
would refer the reader to the section discussing 
Maxell for details of our electrical and mechanical 
findings.

The value for money aspect of Hitachi must be 
regarded in the light of the same tapes being 
available also under other guises, and we were 
interested to see that in Japan, Hitachi UD was also 
generally cheaper than Maxell UD. Mechanical 
performance was consistently good and the 
electrical properties as discussed in the Maxell 
section.

Maxell
Maxell is still fairly new on a large scale in the United 
Kingdom. Their tapes are distributed by Natural 
Sound Systems who also handle Yamaha and 
Nakamichi products. There are three cassette types 
available in this country namely Super LN, Maxell 
UD and UDXL-shortly to be added to by UDXLI 
(ferric) and UDXLll (70us).

It is clear to us that a great deal of research has 
been carried out by the manufacturers not only in 
producing a tape which measures well on highly 
expensive laboratory equipment, but also on typical 
high- quality cassette recorders available to the 
consumer. This attention to detail is particularly 
apparent in mechanical performance, where, 
especially in the case of the UDXL's we have been 
able to measure some of the lowest wow and flutter 
figures on domestic cassette recorders-to give an 
example, on an Aiwa AD 106) (straight off the shelf) 
the peak DIN weighted overall wow and flutter was 
only 0.06% which is truly excellent.

Maxell Super LN and UD are also available under 
two other brand names which were submitted for 
this cassette survey, including Hitachi, and our 
comments in respect of LN and UD naturally refer 
equally to the equivalent products.

The LN tape was in electrical performance on or 
just below the average line. The maximum outputs 
at both long and short wavelengths, particularly 
when measured using a comparatively long record 
head-gap, were below average ( +2.5dB ref Dolby 
level at .33Hz •5% k3; average was +4.5dB) but 
would be adequate for most applications. The 
printthrough was extremely low at -58.5dB.

The UD tape was above average in most respects 

and performed well on all factory aligned Japanese 
recorders tested, showing in general, a treble 
rise rather than the droop noted with other tapes. 
This rise might be too great on some recorders, 
especially older types aligned, say, to the older DIN 
reference tape. But, in many cases where we had 
noted poor treble, the extra HF sensitivity and power 
response of the UD counteracted the machines' 
inbuilt treble loss. It is important for a user in , this 
situation to try one UD out before buying several, in 
case the reproduction turns out too shrill or toppy. 
The dynamic range rating of B in our table calls for 
some explanation, .since some enthusiasts of Maxell 
products may well have anticipated an A. This 
downgrading arises as a result of the background 
noise being below average (-44dB CCIR weighted 
ref Dolby level 0.6mm track width, where the 
average was -45dB and the best was -47dB). 
Although this may seem rather open to criticism, we 
would imagine that Maxell are fully aware of this 
extra noise, and have chosen to have a dB more 
noise rather than 3dB or 4dB more printthrough.

As may be seen from the table, all of the tapes 
with an A (and also 2 or 3 B's) for dynamic range 
also have an E for printthrough. In our experience, 
this is no coincidence, since something usually has 
to suffer if a manufacturer pushes the balance too 
far over in one direction. The bias requirement is 
rather higher than average.

The UDXL tape is available under the Maxell 
brandname and also as Hitachi UDR in a different 
housing. In most respects, our comments on the UD 
refer afeo to UDXL only more sol The general 
sensitivity is high, and the bias requirement slightly 
lower than the UD and consequently very close to 
the average.. The changes have degraded the 
printthrough to -52dB which was 3dB worse than 
average maybe as a result of the cobalt-ferrite 
activation. The mechanism of the UDXL was very 
good indeed and would take full advantages of 
recent advances in recorder design.

All of the Maxell and Hitachi cassettes are made in 
Japan apart from the Maxell LN which is assembled 
in Korea.

The recommended retail prices are rather on the 
high side on the Maxell brand-name and for LN and 
UD are clearly bettered by the equivalent Hitachi 
products. This is by no means the full story though, 
since both Maxell and Hitachi tapes are available 
through discount and mail-order sources
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Is it Ella,or 
is it Memorex?

.. £ * I ' 1
The incredible Ella Fitzgerald.

Her amplified voice has such 
perfect pitch it can shatter glass. • 

And anything Ella can do, 
Memorex cassette tape with .
MRX2 oxide can do.

So we recorded Ella on Memorex " 
cassette tape.

And played it back: Memorex top 
shattered a glass.

An incredible demonstration of 
Memorex fidelity.

Next time you record, use Memorex.
You’ll ask yourself.... is it live?

• -

MEMOREX^tS
Is it live, or is it Memorex? .

Memorex (U.K.) Ltd., 50 Salisbury Road, 
Hounslow West. Middlesex TW4 6JN. 01-570 7716.
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(particularly Maxell). This makes the UD products 
more attractive to enthusiasts seeking high quality, 
particularly in terms of treble clarity, which would, 
we suggest, surprise many fans of Chromium 
Dioxide tape.

All of the Maxell/Hitachi products included 
lengths of cleaning leader at the beginning and end 
of the tape-a good feature, not available with any 
other brands tested, apart from the Woolworths 
Alpha Plus.

The Maxell UDXL (incidentally no longer available 
generally in Japan) is rather more expensive than 
UD (20% or so), and comes in a very well 
engineered housing. Electrically, it is similar to the 
UD, only requiring a lower bias, with a higher 
maximum output at 333Hz on commercial recorders 
tested. The HF response was very good and 
generally up on domestic machines tested.

Shortly before completing the final script of this 
tape section, the British importers of Maxell sent us 
some samples of UDXLI and UDXLIl. Unfortunately, 
lack of time precluded our full sequence of 
exhaustive tests, but we were able to try them out 
on one or two decks whose properties in terms of 
bias and equilization are well known to us.

The UDXLI would seem very similar to (and 
therefore compatible with) the current UDXL both 
electrically and mechanically, although there are 
some improvements in both respects. The UDXLI 
was 1 /4dB or so more sensitive at long wavelengths 
and 2dB or so up at short wavelengths than the 
UDXL and offered marginally lower distortion at 
Dolby reference level. We imagine UDXLI will 
supersede UDXL in due course, and this would 
seem the case already on the Japanese market.

The UDXLll on the other hand was completely 
different, being designed specifically for use in the 
Cr02 70us bias and equalization switch positions to 
be found on most modern recorders. We have grave 
doubts concerning the use of pure chromium 
dioxide tapes with very many machines, and Maxell 
UDXLll sets out to overcome this by having 
increased overall sensitivity when compared to pure 
Cr02 (approximately + 2Y:zdB).

This approach is similar to that of the original TDK 
Super Avilyn although the bias requirement of 
UDXLll was significantly lower and consequently 
closer to the actual settings for many recorders, and 
our comments regarding compatibility with existing 
decks aligned for Cr02 must be equally critical. In 

the longer term future, it is quite likely that many 
decks will arrive already aligned for the new 70uS 
tapes, but at least for the moment Maxell UDXLll 
will not in our opinion perform at its best on typical 
decks without simple readjustment but after this the 
results should be superb. Both UDXLI and UDXLll 
are likely to be expensive but are very promising. In 
Japan where they are both on the market already, 
the price is the same for both UDXLI and UDXLll at 
around 20%-25% dearer than UD.

In this latest Hi-Fi Choice, Hitachi-Maxell ferric 
tapes were supplied as recommended for 30% of 
recorders (9% UDXL 21% UD).

Memorex
The Memorex Corporation manufactures two 
cassette types available in Great Britain, Chromium 
Dioxide and MRX2 Ferric Oxide.

The MRX2 formulation was something of a 
mystery to us, since it seemed to perform well on all 
the cassette decks tried, no matter how badly the 
decks performed with other tapes which were of 
similar design to the Memorex. Possibly, MRX2 has 
a thinner coating than average. This must indicate 
considerable research having been carried out by the 
Memorex team using conventional consumer-type 
recorders other than just calibration . laboratory 
machines which can give misleading results in 
certain circumstances.

The MRX2 gave below average output at all 
wavelengths (eg +3dB ref Dolby level 213nWb/m 
for 5% k3 at 333Hz compared to an average of 
+ 4.5dB) when measured with a comparatively long 
record head-gap on our laboratory calibration 
recorder. However, the available output, although 
still lower than quite a few, was closer to an average 
figure when tested on Sony, Aiwa and Pioneer 
recorders. The printthrough was also very close to 
average at -M.5dB.

All our results indicated that the formulation 
offered a well-balanced electrical performance, 
combined with an excellent mechanical 
performance. The hum shield was of the best design 
of all cassette makes tested, being quite 
substantially constructed and of the fully enclosing 
type.

Typical prices were average or below average, 
and clearly the reliable and consistently good 
responses and wow/flutter on many recorders will 
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make MRX2 attractive value for money. The case is 
welded rather than screwed.

The chromium dioxide cassettes gave very good 
mechanical results on recorders tested. The cassette 
housing is welded rather than screwed (as with 
MRX2), and now includes slots for automatic Cr02 
bias switching. There is an excellent hum-shield 
incorporated in the Memorex chromes.

With regard to electrical performance, the 
Chrome gave similar results to .the other 
makes-characterized by relatively low output at 
long wavelengths, particularly on domestic 
recorders. At its price, the performance likely to be 
obtained with many current domestic machines will 
in our opinion be bettered by super-ferries in 
important respects (dynamic range, frequency 
response, etc.).

Philips
Since Philips were very much responsible for getting 
the medium of compact cassettes off the ground in 
the first place, it was of great interest for us to have 
a close look at the performance of their blank 
cassette tapes. We were sent samples of Philips 
Standard, Philips Super, and their Cr02 tapes.

The Standard type did not perform particularly 
well electrically, giving low maximum output (OdB 
ref Dolby level 333Hz, 4 }'!,dB below average) and 
poor frequency response on 'off the shelf' high 
quality recorders. The biassed noise was average 
(-45.SdB ref 213nWb/m CCIR weighted 0.6mm 
track width), and the printthrough very low 
(-K.SdBl. Mechanically, the Standard worked 
well, boasting a new Floating Foil- system in the 
housing. This consisted of two foils one 
conventional type, 'floating' on a corrugated thin 
plastic foil thereby decoupling the tape further from 
the housing.

The Super formulation gave over 3dB greater 
dynamic range than the Standard at the expense of 
WB more printthrough on the samples tested. The 
main improvements lie in 1 }'!,dB lower- weighted 
biassed noise and superior HF performance, which 
meant that, in terms of measured overall frequency 
response, the Philips Super performed well on 
typical high quality cassette decks. The Super came 
also with Floating Foil housings, and gave good 
results in terms of wow and flutter induced from 
internal frictions. We noted that the Super was 

manufactured both in Austria and Holland, both 
these types apparently available in the shops. Long 
wavelengths maximum output and sensitivity were 
low on both Philips types <-3dB ref average on 
Super) often making for poor distortion at operating 
level (see N2511 report).

The samples of Philips Chromium Dioxide 
cassettes measured well on the centre-line of all the 
chromes, having no particular mechanical problems. 
The housing seems very similar to that employed for 
the Super pure ferric formulation. The printthrough 
was better, by a fairly small margin, than all of the 
other chromes except the first samples of BASF 
Chromium Dioxide.

The casing is screwed, incorporating automatic 
bias switching cutouts, and includes the same 
'floating-foil' double-shim system.

Pyral
Earlier in 1976 we investigated the performance of 
the then Pyral range which consisted just of Low 
Noise and Maxima Cobalt Activated. At the time we 
were most disappointed in the performance on 
typical top-selling recorders such as reviewed 
elsewhere in this publication. Problems mainly 
concerned poor HF response, due particularly to 
apparently rather low bias requirements.

Just before this book went to press, Pyral 
Magnetics informed us that severlal major changes 
had been made to the range, including a new 
formulation called Optima. Unfortunately, time was 
too limited to carry out our full sequence of tests on 
the M15, but from our limited checks, it would seem 
that Pyral products have taken a step in the right 
direction.

With Pyral LN on three out of the only four 
recorders we had time to try (Pioneer 2121, Teac 
170, Aiwa AD160, Aiwa AD180) the frequency 
response (-24dB ref Dolby level 213nWb/m) 
extended above 10kHz within boundaries of +2dB 
-3dB, which shows a marked improvement over 
our tests earlier this year. The maximum output 
available was below average on all the recorders 
tested.

The new formulation Optima also fared well on 
three out of four recorders, with the overall response 
(Dolby in) also extending to 10kHz or beyond, and 
offering a maximum output at long wavelengths 
around WB higher than LN as measured on one of 
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the cassette decks. We also noted a difference in HF 
frequency response (2dB at 10kHz) depending upon 
which direction one was recording. This effect is 
called Velour Effect and is caused by coating 
difficulties.

When we tested the original Maxima Cobalt, we 
were again disappointed by the performance on 
typical decks. The new type of Maxima has a higher 
overall sensitivity than its predecessor, with 
consequently lower distortion at Dolby level and 
higher maximum operating level at long 
wavelengths (over 5dB more than Pyral LN). The 
frequency response plots carried out using new 
Maxima on our four decks gave very confusing 
results, and closer investigation revealed a similar 
problem to the Optima, namely Velour Effect. In the 
case of Maxima, though, the effect is significantly 
more pronounced (on the particular samples sent by 
the manufacturers) being 5 %dB at 10kHz on the 
C60, and 4dB on the C90. The pen-chart (Fig 6) 
shows this variation, and therefore we cannot really 
make comment about the frequency response on 
typical decks. In one direction (backwards with our 
samples), the performance is well maintained within 
+ 2dB -3dB border-lines beyond 10kHz on three 
out of four decks tried (the other one was clearly 
aligned for a non-typical standard, and did not even 
work very well with Sony HF in our experience a 

tape which works satisfactorily on many high-quality 
decks). In the other direction, though, the response 
was hard-pressed to reach 4kHz within the same 
borderlines-the response also seemed to be 
different from the beginning to the end of the 
cassette, without even turning the cassette over. 
See Fig. 1.

Printthrough on the original Maxima was 
considered poor at -49.5dB )72hr 20°C), and tests 
on the latest type of Maxima and also Optima 
indicated that the print was significantly inferior to 
average ferries although in the same region as the 
ferrichromes. We are most pleased to hear that 
Pyral Magnetics have recently invested considerably 
in test-equipment; this will doubtless lead the way to 
even better Pyral tapes in the future and we look 
forward to seeing these,

3M-Scotch
We were sent samples of four kinds of cassette 
formulations-Chromium Dioxide and High Energy 
(which are now produced in the UK plant near 
Swansea), Classic FeCr (imported from the USA) 
and Dynarange (imported from Caserta in Italy). 
Dynarange, we believe, also finds its way on to the 
British market under other 'own brand' names.

As with several other manufacturers, we would 

Fig. 1
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recommend that the 3M Company investigate an 
updating of the design of cassette housing, which 
induced considerable wow and flutter problems 
(especially the Dynarange cassettes) on many 
modern recorders tested. Towards the end of a 
cassette, the drive actually ground to a complete 
halt on four occasions, and when it did not actually 
stop, the wow was very clearly audible.

The High Energy cassettes had less trouble 
although they were still significantly below average 
on several recorders tested in terms of overall 
record/replay wow and flutter. In this case, though, 
the housing seemed to induce a curious mechanical 
oscillation in the 7kHz region which was audible 
when the cassettes were played on several 
recorders. This mechanical instability also found its 
way onto the recording in the form of modulation \ 
noise, particularly in the presence of a lot of high 
frequency programme energy. On three occasions, 
the modulation noise interference was sufficient to 
pull our automatic seeking wave-analyser off- 
frequency-thereby making our frequency response 
plots unusable above 10kHz. The Scotch Hi Energy 
was the only cassette type of all to give us this 
problem even at -24dB ref. Dolby level.

Mechanically, the Classic ferrichrome gave us the 
least problems, although we still feel it would benefit 
from some mechanical updating, particularly in 
respect of the choice of fixed pillar guides (rather 
than rollers) which can in our experience lead to 
excessive drag and modulation noise induced by 
scrape.

Electrically, the.tapes perform better out of their 
housings than in them. The Dynarange was on the 
borderline of being treated as a 'budget' tape, but 
we thought it would be instructive to include it in the 
full survey since it is very widely available and also in 
the same price bracket as several other types 
included in the survey. The Dynarange gave results 
rather below average, particularly in terms of overall 
frequency response on factory aligned Japanese 
recorders which was consistently very down in top 
without readjustment. Printthrough was close to 
average at -54.5dB and noise was low at -46.5dB, 
but the maximum output at 333 Hz was rather low at 
+ 2.75dB ref. Dolby level.

The High Energy tape performed well on our 
laboratory recorder giving joint best overall dynamic 
rimgA of pure ferries, but the ultimate in any one 
paramiHei often pushes th!! b11lance over In anotner 

direction, and in the case of the 3M High Energy, the 
printthrough has suffered a little at -52.5dB.

The Classic Ferrichrome coating cassette tape 
gave an extremely high dynamic range on our 
laboratory set-up (1 ^dB greater than the best pure 
ferries) combining high output with the lowest 
biassed noise of all types tested (-47dB), but as 
with several other makes of high-output combined 
with low noise, printthrough has suffered with a 
figure of — 50.5dB (not the worst case though).

Putting our mechanical criticisms aside, Scotch 
High Energy and Classic offer good quality, and in 
the case of High Energy good value for money. 
However, our reservations should be borne in mind 
regarding wow and flutter and modulation noise..

We noted that all of the 3M cassette products 
were welded together, not screwed.

Scotch Chromium Dioxide cassettes are 
manufactured in the United Kingdom at 3m's 
Gorseinon plant in South Wales. We find it difficult 
to raise much enthusiasm for this product on several 
grounds, primarily those which also apply equally to 
the other chromes, but secondly on account of 
some mechanical problems. The housing 
incorporates automatic bias switching to the Cr02 
position. The wow at the end of a cassette was poor 
on several machines tested, and the rewind from the 
end was also very much slower initially than with 
other tape-types.

In the context of its competition, not only from 
other manufacturers but also from its own stable 
(Classic and High Energy), the Scotch chrome is 
likely to be a disappointment unless you are a true 
chrome fan with a machine optimized for chromium 
dioxide tapes.

The 3M Classic dual-coating cassettes are much 
more suitable for typical 'consumer' type recorders. 
The housing gave less problems as regards wow and 
flutter than other 3M cassettes tested previously. 
When the Classic was tried on several mains 
recorders incorporating FeCr bias and equalization 
switch positions. recordings tended on one or two 
occasions to droop in treble. This situation was 
rectified by switching the bias switch to Ferric/Low- 
Noise whilst maintaining the equalization in the FeCr 
position. As may be seen from the tables, Classic is 
better in almost every respect than the CR02^

It would appear that Classic is slightly different in 
concept from the ferrichromes of Sony and BASF in 
that the bias requirement rs closer to terric, and 
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performance although good with 70us replay 
equalization would seem more suitable optimized 
with conventional ferric 120us playback curve. 
There will therefore be machines on the market 
where Classic performs well in ferric bias and 
equalization.

We were most fascinated to discover on a recent 
visit to the 1976 Tokyo Audio Fair that Scotch 
cassettes there have a completely different housing 
design, incorporating screwed cases and roller 
guides and generally more sophisticated design. We 
hope that these will appear in the UK soon, either by 
importing Japanese product (Classic and the new 
Master micro-acicular formulation) or else 
incorporating the new housings in the British 
production lines.

Sony
Sony is a tape manufacturer at a great advantage 
over many others since the same company also 
manufactures hardware and will consequently be up 
to date with trends (particularly mechanical) in 
recorder design. There is a range of four cassette 
products: Chromium Dioxide, Sony K Low Noise, 
Sony HF, and Ferrichrome. Particularly in 
mechanical terms, the tapes performed very well 
and would work well on most .recorders ancient or 
modern.

To start with the least expensive of the range, 
Sony K has the lowest printthrough (-6Q.5dB) of 
all tapes tested and also lower than average biased 
noise. The sensitivity of the tape was rather lower 
than average (-1.25dB at 333Hz) and the maximum 
output available was also below average ( + 2.75dB 
at 333Hz ref Dolby level for 5% distortion, rather 
than the average figure of +4.5dB). On several 
domestic machines, the frequency drooped in the 
treble indicating that the tape is not intended for 
decks aligned for higher bias tapes.

The HF cassettes came out very well overall, 
showing a well balanced oxide formulation. It was in 
fact the only tape to be average or above average in 
every measured parameter included in our sequence 
of measurements. The dynamic range was bettered 
by eight types, but all of these types had inferior 
printthrough, several by a considerable amount. The 
bias requirement was very near the centre line, and 
the overall response on many factory-aligned 
machines was good. Sony HF was supplied by 

manufacturers for 13% of machines in the latest 
survey, and is clearly most suitable at the moment 
for factory alignment of high-quality recorders.

Sony Ferrichrome gave consistently the highest 
output of all tape-types at long wavelengths. The 
tape required 2.25dB more bias than the average 
pure ferric oxide tape, and therefore would be likely 
to give rather too much top on some recorders set in 
a ferric bias position. As mentioned earlier though, 
this could do more good than bad in some situations 
where a recorder always sounds muffled or down in 
top. The very high output at long wavelenths would, 
in practice, not be all of use since the recording level 
would be limited by the high frequency saturation. 
However, high output capability at long 
wavelengths usually comes hand in hand with low 
distortion at normal operating levels, which would 
further enhance general sound quality. Thus, it is 
worthwhile to experiment with Ferrichrome to see if 
it suits your particular recorder. As with the other 
Ferrichromes, the printthrough is below average 
(-51dB). Sony FeCr is clearly the most popular with 
recorder manufacturers, being recommended for 
over 90% of machines in this survey with FeCr 
facilities.

Compared with the other chromium dioxides, the 
Sony performed on or above the average line in all 
respects other than printthrough, which was 3dB 
worse than average ferric. As such, our main 
criticisms apply equally to the other chromes, and 
have already been discussed in our general 
comments. The Sony Chrome would seem a good 
choice of blank alignment tape for service 
'departments wishing to align cassette recorders to a 
chromium standard. Sony Chrome was supplied for 
30% of recorders in this 'Hi-Fi Choice'.

The Ferrichrome dual coating tape has only 
comparatively recently become available in C90 
format. It also offers very high output at long 
wavelengths (particularly with recorders .using a 
long record-gap) and functioned well on all 
recorders tested which incorporated ferrichrome 
switching, partly due, no doubt, to the fact that to 
our knowledge all but one recorder manufacturer 
(Wollensak-part of the 3M Company) recommend 
it and presumably align their machines for it. The 
tables show results both for the C60 types, and the 
new C90 which in even closer investigation are still 
very similar. The bias requirement is marginally 
lower than the C60 and the sensitivity at long
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wavelengths (333Hz) also lower indicating that the 
ferric part of the coating is probably thinner.

In summary, we were enthusiastic about the Sony 
products-the Sony HF offered, in our opinion, a 
very sensibly balanced performance, and the 
Ferrichrome offered the lowest distortion at low and 
mid frequencies combined with clear treble, so long 
as one is not tempted to over-record. The Sony HF 
cassettes are excellent value for money, for they 
offer well-balanced mechanical and electrical 
performance-it is curious that in relative terms, 
Sony HF is much better value in the UK than in, say, 
Japan, where its price is typically slightly dearer than 
Maxell UD.

TDK
To our recollection, TDK was the first Japanese tape 
manufacturer to establish themselves on a firm basis 
in the United Kingdom. They have their own 
distribution company here and have gained a very 
high reputation for quality.

Four cassette tapes are at present on sale in the 
UK-TDK D, SA, TDK SD and Audua-their ED 
and Cr02 cassettes having been discontinued. We 
were a little disappointed in the types tested from an 
electrical standpoint, although mechanically the 
cassettes all performed well.

The TDK D cassette type had good printthrough 
(-57dB) but only average or just below average 
performance in other respects. The frequency 
response on two 'factory aligned' Japanese 
recorders out of four showed treble loss, indicating 
that the tape. does not respond favourably to the 
high bias currents set by some recorder 
manufacturers.

The older type TDK ED cassette tape, which is 
still available from some outlets, and still 
manufactured in Japan, required rather a high bias 
to optimize performance and this could make for 
rather toppy reproduction in some situations where 
manufacturers have made an alternative choice of 
reference alignment blank tape. When the tape was 
tried out on a range of commercial cassette decks, 
the performance was very good both in terms of 
frequency response and dynamic range. The 
printthrough, however, was rather below average at 
-51dB.

We well recall the impact TDK SD tape had on the 
market when it first arrived on the scene some time 

ago, when its competition was quite a long way 
behind, and as such it rapidly gained wide 
acceptance throughout the industry. Last year, 
when we first looked at 52 cassette recorders (first 
edition of 'Hi-Fi Choice'), TDK SD was 
recommended by makers for 20% of machines 
under test as first choice for use in the ferric 
equalization and bias switch setting. This year, the 
figure is 13%, consisting almost entirely of last 
year's machines reprinted.

However, TDK's competitors have not been 
standing still and indeed TDK SD is no longer an 
outstanding tape in the way it was when it was first 
introduced. The only respects in which it proved to 
be above average were in mechanical performance 
(consistently good wow and flutter on modern 
recorders) and printthrough which was excellent at 
-60dB. We do not feel that SD had degraded at all, 
but rather that others have caught up with it. We 
noted that SD is now assembled'in the USA.

TDK submitted samples of their latest Ferric 
formulation Audua, which now supersedes ED in 
Europe and the USA and has similar presentation 
and pricing. The packaging bears the legend 'New 
Added High End', and this was borne out by our 
tests. The maximum output at 10kHz (20% IM) was 
above average for a ferric tape. Unfortunately, the 
bias requirement was significantly above average 
(maximum efficiency at 333Hz) and in the region of 
that required for the ferrichromes ( + 2dB ref average 
Fe203 on our Ml5 recorder). If you want to use 
Audua, you are recommended to use the higher bias 
switch position (not Cr02 though) if your recorder is 
fitted with one. In an underbiassed, in other words 
more typically biassed situation, the 'added high 
end' could prove excessive on many recorders. The 
subjective effect of too much high end on playback 
could be dealt with by use of the 70uS chromium 
dioxide characteristic on replay; but this is by no 
means altogether satisfactory since the tape does 
not have adequate HF power response at high levels 
to accommodate 70uS.

It would seem that TDK discontinued their ED' in 
the light of foreign market trends, particularly to 
meet the 'hot ferric' competition such as Hitachi
Maxell UD, UDXL and Fuji FX which are all 
popular brands at the moment. But, in our opinion, 
TDK have gone a little too far, and have come out 
with a tape which is incompatible with the general 
range of cassette recorders and tapes currently on 
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the UK market. Even when properly biassed, the 
maximum output at long wavelengths seemed lower 
than quite a lot of its competition (presumably 
sacrificed in favour of the added high end). On the 

.samples tested, Audua suffered from rather high 
background noise (2.5dB or so more CCIR weighted 
noise than average ferric, measured with a peak 
reading.meter), which was the poorest in the survey.

Obviously, TDK were aware of the difficulties 
experienced with pure chromium dioxide on all too 
many currently available domestic cassette 
recorders, when they chose to discontinue their 
TDK KR chrome cassette range in favour of Super 
Avilyn introduced in early 1976. The first production, 
still in the shops for a while to come, has a higher 
overall sensitivity than the various chromes tested 
( + 2.25dB ref average Cr02; ie only -1.25dB ref 
average ferric), and this feature rescues many 
recorders from having poor maximum outputs 
particularly at long wavelengths. This increased 
sensitivity, however, does have one unfortunate 
side-effect on machines aligned for more usual 
chromes (Philips, Sony, etc) in that the A/B level 
(and consequently Dolby reference level) will 
probably be 2^d8 or more in error-in some 
instances considerably more, and unpredictably so, 
depending upon the type of Cr02 employed by the 
recorder manufacturer for production-line alignment 
and also upon the type of record-head involved. 
Such anomalies should normally be corrected by 
fairly simple realignment of internal record- 
levels-but this, although recommended, should 
not be undertaken unless the user is technically 
confident that he knows what he is doing. A 
competent dealer or manufacturer should be able to 
do this for you without particular aggravation, 
although it must be remembered that such 
readjustment will make the use of conventional 
chromium tapes and also various productions of SA 
non-standard, with a Dolby level error in the 
opposite direction.

The very latest production of SA should be in the 
shops in early 1977, and following criticism from 
some quarters of the hi-fi trade, TDK have made 
certain minor changes. The most significant one is a 
reduction in overall sensitivity of around 12% (just 
over 1d8), bringing—SA closer to chrome in terms of 
compatibility and also an increase in coercivity. We. 
noted, however, an increase in distortion at. 
operating level (213nWb/m Dolby level), bringing it 

also unfortunately closer to chrome although still 
offering some significant improvement over &O2. 
TDK clearly found themselves in an awkward 
position, and set out at least to reestablish the status 
quo, at the expense of the promising start of 'high 
efficiency' 70uS tapes (now followed up by Hitachi- 
Maxell's new UDXLll). It will be most interesting 
to see how the market changes over the next year or 
two. TDK SA seems more difficult to erase than 
even some chrome tapes and this might present a 
problem to some recorders.

All in all, TDK's range of products was by no 
means without problems, although Audua and SA 
are most interesting in concept and rather different 
from other manufacturers' lines. The UK market is 
exceedingly competitive at the moment as may be 
seen from the number of types in this survey. All of 
TDK's cassette-tapes must be under very 
considerable pressure, and any general 
recommendation would have to be heavily qualified 
in the light of our findings.

Winfield
By the time this book is published, Woolworths will 
be marketing a cassette known as 'Winfield Alpha 
Plus'. We have had a look a pre-production samples, 
which prove that it will be good value for money. On 
an average recorder, we found that it had a good 
overall response rather than a drooping one so 
familiar with budget tapes. Furthermore, the 
mechanics are of reasonable quality and should 
prove satisfactory. The bias requirement and 
general sensitivities were about average, but the 
maximum operating levels a little below average, but 
nevertheless very acceptable considering the low 
price. The cassettes will incorporate a head cleaning 
leader and will be marketed at around 65p per C90. 
We have had an assurance from Woolworths that 
the tape type will remain the same for at least one 
year provided no production difficulties ensue.

Budget Tapes
We have examined many. different makes of budget 
tape which appear under every conceivable guise 
you can imagine. Many companies sell such tapes 
under their own names; although they only rarely 
make :them themselves. In almost all cases, we 
found in the laboratory that as a. general. tendency 
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they were considerably below the average 
performance expected of cassette tapes in general. 
One, for example, had a general sensitivity some 
3dB lower than the higher quality named brands and 
thus Dolby record/playback levels would be 
seriously in error, leading to pumping and severe 
loss of high frequencies. In another case, although 
the A/B level was correct, the 10kHz response was 
some 12dB down from optimum on several typical 
recorders tested on it. In yet another case, cyclic 
variations in output and oxide shedding caused 
continued dropouts and variations in output level, 
which were again unsatisfactory. In a few instances, 
care had been taken by the distributors to choose a 
tape which offered a balanced response with 
reasonable sensitivity and fairly good mechanics, 
but reduced overall maximum output potential.

In general, then, budget tapes with 'own brand' 
names affixed should be regarded with suspicion, 
but note our favourable comments on Dixons 
Photographic and Woolworths. We all feel strongly 
that it is false economy to purchase a tape which 
appears to be very cheap but which will have an 
audibly inferior performance. Consequently, we 
would advise you to try only one sample of budget 
brand on your recorder before buying a quantity. 

Also note that a given own brand cassette may well 
have one manufacturer's product in it one month 
and another less good or even better type next 
month.

Average Tapes
We include figures for average tapes. Rather than 
use a standard reference tape, which is, in our 
experience, often rather untypical of current trends 
in consumer types, we chose to refer all our figures 
to a statistically-derived 'average' tape of all those 
tested.

Closer investigation of the statistical spread in 
bias requirements for the ferric tapes indicates 3 
'subgroups'. One at -%dB, one at - %dB which 
includes the new DIN standard BASF Super, and 
one at +%dB (ie 10% above BASF Super) which 
includes most of the modern popular 'Superferrics' 
to which the bulk of recorders in this book seem to 
have been optimized.

A short list of suitable ferric tapes would definitely 
include Sony HF, with Sony DUAD for ferrichrome 
position and Sony Cr02 for chrome, although the 
trend toward high-sensitivity 70uS tapes might 
make TDKSA and Maxell UDXLll preferable.
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After my colleagues and I had tested so many cassette tape types on our 
Telefunken M15 evaluation recorder, backing these up with tests on typical 
high quality cassette recorders, many very important conclusions can be 
drawn. It must be admitted that up to about a year ago we did not appreciate 
the full significance of the importance of the cassette C zero mechanics. Much 
to our surprise, the quality of the mechanics greatly influences the wow and 
flutter performance and modulation noise characteristics on the better quality 
cassette recorders. We found, for example, that cassette mechanisms such as 
some of the 3M types, having fixed guide pillars rather than rotary ones, 
introduced considerable amounts of modulation noise. Again some 
mechanisms including those made by BASF, Agfa etc. (see reviews) tended to 
induce more wow and flutter, particularly at the end of a cassette, than those 
made by Memorex, Ampex and most Japanese makes. Some recorders may 
well be quite satisfactory with a particular cassette whilst others will show up a 
problem on the same cassette. In some instances, particularly on battery 
recorders, cassettes actually ground to a halt towards the end of the tape and 
we regard this as very serious. It seems that some manufacturers have not 
carried out sufficient research to find out the general properties of typical 
machines available on the market-place from all over the world. Too many of 
them appear to be much too insular and just quote back their own internal or 
DIN standards, which unfortunately, do not really reflect the behaviour of very 
many machines sold around the world.

The relative importance of the different measured 
parameters became clear to us all during the testing 
and in addition to mechanical properties we also 
consider printthrough quite important. We also feel 
that too many cassette tape types, still being 
marketed, are incompatible with the majority of 
recorders now being sold. This cassette tape survey 
‘s specifically relevant to the types of recorder 
reviewed in this book, for modern cassettes may 
well give a very different type of performance 
particularly with respect to frequency response on 
much older machines. Whilst it is clearly reasonable 
for an equipment reviewer to use a brand of cassette 
tape recommended by the manufacturer of any 
machine being reviewed, it is now obvious that wow 
and flutter tests should also be carried out on 
cassette tape types that we found good in this 
respect. It is noteworthy that all the Japanese tape 
types were significantly better than European types 
and thus Japanese manufacturers have obviously 

liaised for the benefit of the entire cassette medium.
We were also surprised to find some significant 

differences in background hiss produced by 
different tapes, and whilst Maxell UD has earned a 
just reputation for being an extremely good tape, we 
were interested to find that the background noise 
produced was slightly higher than average, thus in 
fact restricting the dynamic range somewhat. 
However, background noise on higher output tapes 
would seem to correlate fairly well with 
printthrough, for the quietest tapes usually gave 
inferior printthrough measurements, whilst noisier 
ones were frequently better. Assuming you have a 
high quality cassette recorder with a very quiet 
replay amplifier, you will have to weigh up dynamic 
range quite carefully, but if on the other hand you 
have a machine which has an unfortunate reputation 
for above average replay amplifier noise, then 
differences between hiss levels from one brand to 
another will not be anywhere near so noticeable. In 
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such cases, you are recommended to choose a 
cassette tape type with a high output potential. 
When considering the maximum output potential at 
333Hz, marked differences were noted between the 
poorest tapes and the best. The ferrichrome tapes 
all had an amazing output capability at mid 
frequencies, whilst also being good at high 
frequencies. All the ferrichrome tapes had average 
or better than average hiss levels, and thus the 
dynamic range available on these tapes can be 
extremely good, particularly when they are biassed 
correctly. if they are used in the ferric position on a 
recorder which excludes a ferrichrome switch, they 
are likely to give a fairly sharply rising treble 
response, although older machines may not show 
up this effect so much if they are down in overall 
response normally.

Unfortunately, all the ferrichrome types had poor 
printthrough levels, and thus wide dynamic range 
programmes will produce noticeable printthrough if 
a pause in the programme precedes or follows a 
sudden loud transient (see the section on 
'Printthrough'). Nevertheless, in practice, 
ferrichrome cassettes will undoubtedly give 
generally excellent results (although they are very 
expensive) and they had reasonable mechanics 
when compared with some of the ordinary ferric 
types. Our tests have shown quite conclusively that 
almost all the budget brands tested were highly 
unsatisfactory in dynamic range performance, whilst 
some of them also had poor mechanics. The 
sensitivity at high frequencies was generally very 
poor, and thus most modern cassette recorders will 
produce rather muffled recordings with them, 
although the better quality tapes the quality would 
not be muffled at all. You might find that poor 
quality tapes might give an acceptable performance 
on some types of material if you record with Dolby 
processing in but play back with it out, but naturally 
the sound produced will show pumping effects 
introduced by the Dolby action, which would not be 
noticed on recorders using a combination of a good 
tape type and with processing switched in on 
recordI replay.

If you do have trouble with a cassette, such as 
jamming, faulty spooling or wow and flutter 
problems, it is probably best to deal with the shop 
from whom you have made the purchase, but do not 
forget that manufacturers are in general most 
helpful in such cases and will often give an instant 

replacement. We should warn readers that 
sometimes the fault is more usually in the recorder 
rather than in ttie cassette tape.

There can be no doubt that chromium dioxide 
cassettes are capable of yielding excellent high
fidelity recording quality on recorders designed and 
aligned with their use in mind, but all two few 
recorders fall into this category. It is therefore 
necessary to recommend the use of Cr02 with 
extreme caution, since it is more expensive and will 
probably give you worse results rather than better 
ones! If you want to use chrome, you would be well 
advised to buy only one or two to start with, and 
then see if you can really hear any improvement. 
Several of the brands of chromium tapes had some 
mechanical problems (Agfa, BASF and 3M notably) 
which could also contribute to dissatisfaction if your 
particular recorder takes exception to their apparent 
rather high internal tensions and friction causing 
wow and flutter. There is also the question of future 
availability of chromium dioxide cassettes, since at 
least one major producer has already ceased 
production (TDK) with some rumours of others to 
follow on grounds not only of increased competition 
from the latest generation of super ferric 
formulations, ferrichromes and 70uS tapes such as 
TDK SA and Maxell UDXL II but also as a result of 
production difficulties (the manufacture of 
chromium dioxide tape produces toxic chemicals 
which are viewed as a considerable health hazard by 
some experts).

Ferrichromes, on the other hand, seem better 
suited to typical machines on the market, but are 
still far from cheap and are not without problems. 
All three types tested gave excellent results on 
recorders tried out but the dual coating process 
must make for difficulties in the tape-factory and be 
rather expensive to • make. The latest super-ferries 
would not seem far behind the ferrichromes in terms 
of performance, and one cannot help wondering 
whether it is worth paying the extra. The decision 
taken by three of the most important tape 
manufacturers in the world to produce dual-coatings 
seems to confirm our feelings of some 
dissatisfaction wit the standard of performance to 
be expected from a combination of pure chromes 
with typical hi-fi cassette decks.

When Chrome was first introduced, ferric tapes 
were by no means as sophisticated particularly in 
terms ' of short-wavelengths (high frequency) 
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performance. Nowadays, they offer lower price, 
lower printthrough, excellent clarity and also do not 
ask your machine (if it is a normal one) to do more 
than it is capable of. One cannot help wondering 
how much longer hardware manufacturers are going 
to bother to include expensive bias and equalization 
switching in their decks for chrome when the 
benefits are so readily open to question.

Time did not allow for us to look into the old 
question of 'does Cr02 wear your heads out?'. Our 
comment realistically would be that, for most users 
with typical decks, headwear is the least of its 
problems! The material used for making heads is 
generally by no means as soft as one might be led to 
believe, and there seems to be remarkably little 
verifiable evidence either way indicating that the 
time-scale must in any case be pretty long if it is 
there at all.

In a nutshell, then, after lengthy and deep 
investigation, we feel that pure chromium tape as 
we know it just cannot be recommended above the 
other types for any normal purposes. It has proved 
most disappointing, but this is not really due to the 
tape itself, but rather to the incapability of the vast 
majority of domestic recorders to give anywhere 
near the performance on chrome that should be 
scientifically possible. We must suggest that it is 
poor value for money, and you will do far better to 
purchase one of the best super ferric types, or else 
ferrichrome ones. The TDK Super Avilyn and Maxell 
UDXL II will require readjustment of the pre-set 
record Dolby calibration levels, and if this is done 
will probably give a very satisfactory performance. 
We would not be suprised to see pure chromium 
dioxide virtually off the market within a year or so for 
‘t will almost certainly be replaced by some new 
oxide formulations which will be rather exciting.

In the meantime, we must ask the provocative 
question-whatever has happened to the Philips 
pure iron cassette tape which we have understood is 
under development. I am quite sure that Philips will 
not release such a revolutionary tape until it comes 
up to their full specifications requirements. It is 
difficult to predict the properties that a pure iron 
powder tape will have and what snags might have to 
be overcome, but perhaps Philips may well not even 
release the product at all. I wish to emphasise that 
no press statements have been forthcoming from 
Philips at all and my remarks are based entirely on 
informal comments and general discussion in 

various countries.
Every cassette recorder is set up at the factory to 

be within specification on a particular type of 
cassette tape, but some manufacturers do not 
inform the public what type to use to obtain 
specified performance. Even some importers do not 
know, if the original manufacturer did not want to 
indicate what tape type had been used for political 
reasons, and this must be heavily condemned. If you 
try a particular type of cassette and note any 
deficiencies, you should be able to work out which 
alternative types are either more or less sensitive, so 
that you can obtain a reasonably flat overall 
response. Sensitivitiy at ^GHz is clearly important, 
since the Dolby calibration levels on record, having 
been set for a particular tape type, may show Dolby 
errors on significantly more or less sensitive tapes. 
(Again, the ' tables indicate tapes of similar 
sensitivity.)

We have found that high frequency stability and 
head/tape contact is almost as dependent on tape 
type as it is on cassette recorder mechanism, and 
cassettes such as Maxell UD, for example, 
consistently gave more stable recordings at high 
frequencies than cassettes employing mechanisms 
which produced a high back drag. A typical example 
can be found in those cassettes not employing 
rotary guides, replacing these by fixed pillars.

Most of the cassettes had reasonable hum shields 
incorporated, but Memorex were excellent, and 
Agfa very good in this respect. If your recorder has a 
hum problem on replay, then either of these two 
cassette types might well help matters. For the 
widest dynamic range we recommend one of the 
ferrichrome types, but these are very expensive, and 
thus cannot really be said to be good value for 
money. If you want very good results at under £1.25 
per C90, we can safely recommend Sony HF, Maxell 
UD, Fuji FX, Dixons Professional, Hitachi UD 
Memorex and Ampex 2020. (Some shops will be 
charging the full retail ' price, though, whereas mail 
order houses in general offer very substantial 
discounts for the same product and so you may see 
up to 50% discount on some products, particularly 
when the recommended retail price is artificially 
inflated eg. EMI X100, RRP. of £1.10, discount 
price 75p and TDK Audua ARP of £2.36, discount 
price £1.35. If your recorder can cope with cassettes 
having more than average back drag, BASF C90 
Super will also give excellent results, but note that 
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this tape should be avoided if your recorder shows 
any signs of wow towards the end of the cassette. 
The typical discount price of BASF LH Super shows 
it to be very good value for money. Maxell UDXL 
tape offered a very high quality of performance and 
had relatively normal bias settings, although many 
recorders will show a clear high frequency rise. 
Apart from bias requirements being average, it gave 
a very similar performance, when biassed correctly, 
to Maxell UD but at the expense of slightly increased 
printthrough which would just be noticeable from 
time to time. Maxell UDXL then can be highly 
recommended, but it is rather more expensive than 
most of the other recommended types and you are 
advised to look for it at a discount. Incidentally, we 
were very impressed indeed with the excellent 
housing and mechanics employed on this high class 
product. Usually cheaper, but nevertheless pretty 
good, were Memorex MAX 2, EMI X100, Fuji FL 
and with reservation Scotch high energy (see 
review). What is most interesting is the fact that the 
best cassette tapes of only two years or so ago are 
now in general only fairly good in performance in 

relation to the most modern types which offer very 
clear advances performance-wise. Almost certainly, 
even newer types will come along in the next year or 
two, and will better those now obtainable.

The matter of discounting is probably of more 
significance in tape than in any other hi-fi product, 
for after sales service is not normally required, and 
the product is identical if it is offered in the same 
brand pack etc. Some organisations actually have a 
discount subsidiary, offering lower prices than the 
main company, whilst not necessarily disclosing the 
business connection between the two companies. 
Although, then, we might be a little unpopular with 
some retailers, we really must recommend in this 
specific case that you seriously consider purchasing 
from discount or mail order houses, for obviously 
you will get better value for money. Provided you 
buy a substantial quantity of cassettes from a mail 
order house, you will probably save a lot of money, 
but do not expect them to offer their low price on a 
very small order, since in any case they will have to 
charge postage, which could swing the balance 
away from them.
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G\'our^<:/\1ost Treasured Possessions • • •
Sounds that you treasure, memories that 
you cherish are worthy of the very best in 
cassette technology.
At HCL we have specialised for many 
years in supplying the very best cassettes 
exclusively to the professional recording 
companies.
They have every right to be fussy about 

the quality of the cassettes which carry 
their names. That's why they come to us. 
HCL Super blank cassettes are now avail
able to you. The same cassette combined 
with the latest generation high energy 
tape.
Should you settle^ for less

The Professionals’ Choice

Available. from leading stockists. 
Write lo usfor more information. I

Hellermann Cassettes Limited
Pound Hill • Crowley • Sussex, RH10 4AZ 

A member of the Bowthorpe Hellermann Group
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Glossary of Terms

ANRS: The JVC automatic noise reduction system. 
AZIMUTH: Please refer to foreword and conclusion.
BIAS: This term, in the context of this book, refers to a high 
frequency current passing through the record head which 
allows the audio current also passing through the head to 
produce reasonably linear magnetisation of the tape at all 
levels permitted by the combination of each machine with 
the cassette tape. The lowest level of bias is required for 
ferric cassettes, a slightly higher one for super ferric, an 
even higher one for ferrichrome, and the highest for 
chromium. Very few machines indeed have this parameter 
set correctly for all positions of the bias switch.
CENTRE INJECTION: This refers to an input whose sound 
is recorded equally on both channels so that when replayed 
i t appears to come from the centre of the sound stage.
CLIPPING: This refers to the level above which bad 
distortion becomes evident, due to a circuit being 
overloaded by being overdriven.
CROSS TALK: Breakthrough of frequencies from one 
channel or direction to another.
DECIBEL (dB): The logarithmic ratio .between two volume 
levels which represents either a difference of level from a 
nominal one, or the gain or loss in volume of a particular 
circuit sometimes at a specific frequency. A 1dB change of 
volume is approximately the lowest change of volume on a 
programme or tone that can be heard by a fairly expert 
musician or engineer. 3dB represents double the power and 
6dB a doubling of apparent volume which is also equal td 
doubling the voltage. 10dB represents 10 times the power 
and 10 times the voltage, and 20dB represents 10 times 
the voltage and 100 times the power. dBs can be used to 
represent increased or decreased level changes or 
differences.
DIN COMPATIBILITY: The ability of a 5 pole DIN socket 
to be interconnected with external equipment designed 
approximately or precisely to DIN specifications, without 
problems arising in mismatching, of hiss, response or 
distortion.
DNL: The Philips dynamic noise limiter system, active on 
playback only.
DOLBY PROCESSING AND DEPROCESSING: This term 
refers to changes introduced in recording and play back in 
order to achieve noise reduction.
DOLBY LEVEL: This level represents a record flux 
equivalent to 213 Nanoweber per metre measured by the 
DIN method or 200nWb/n by the American method. It is an 
arbitrary level set by. Dolby Laboratories, and serves well as 
a reference to which almost all the measurements have 
been taken. It represents very approximately 6dB below 
peak domestic recording level as would be measured by a 
very good peak programme meter. It also happens to be the 
level required for calibrating Dolby B processing units.
DROP OUTS: Momentary reductions of programme level 
due to inadequate head/tape contact caused by oxide 
particles shedding off the tape on to the head gap, and 
becoming displaced, or inadequacies in tape transport.

DYNAMIC RANGE: The raiio in dBs between the quietest 
sound that can be successfully recorded and the loudest 
which can be accepted by the tape without serious 
distortion on an average programme. The overall dynamic 
range has been calculated by adding 6dB, to the overall 
CCIR weighted noise, and adding or subtracting a further 
amount to allow for distortion measured both at Dolby level 
and at the point of 3% distortion. This range is reduced 
slightly if a recorder permits very high levels to be recorded 
successfully at just middle frequencies only. The figures 
quoted should only be regarded as a comparison, and 
should not be compared with figures quoted in other 
literature as they will probably not have been calculated on 
the same basis.
EARTH LOOP: A situation produced, usually in 
interconnecting equipment, but sometimes unfortunately 
present in the equipment itself, in which more than one 
earth path is present. It usually refers to earth paths 
connected to the earth pin of a mains plug. See reference 
to this in the foreword.
EQUALISATION: This refers to the necessary change in 
frequency response of an amplifier required so that an 
overall flat frequency response is obtained from a tape 
medium. Equalisation is required both on record and replay. 
Any tape recorded on a good cassette recorder should have 
the same inherrent response when played back on another 
correctly set up machine since all playback equalisations 
should have been standardised.
ERASE: The first head over which the tape passes has a 
very high supersonic frequency Ithe same as for bias) 
passing through it at a considerable level, and this should 
completely remove any trace of a previous recording before 
a new recording is magnetised on to the tape.
FADERS: Most volume controls in the past have been of a 
rotary type, but in recent years these have frequently been 
replaced by levers acting up and down or even sideways to 
adjust level.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: The accuracy with which an 
amplifier or recorder reproduces high notes and low notes 
at the same intensity as middle notes. In particular it refers 
to a reproduction of such intensities identical to the 
intensities that would be measured on the input. It is usually 
expressed as being a range over which the medium has a 
fairly constant response with respect to the level at the 
middle frequencies, ie one lying between 333Hz and 1kHz.
FUFFINESS: A word coined by the writer in an attempt to 
describe noise modulation of one form or another, ie for a 
form of hiss which is added to the sound during louder 
passages, particularly at high frequencies.
HUM: A low frequency interfering sound produced by 
break through or interference from mains wiring or circuitry 
with audio circuitry. If this is audible it can sometimes be 
produced by bad design, but also through earth loops or 
bad, or even no earthing. It can also be produced by placing 
some recorders too close to external mains operated 
equipment.
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IMPEDANCE: The approximate equivalent resistance in 
ohms presented by a circuit measured at a frequency of 
1590Hz in the tests for this book. Resistance in ohms equals 
the voltage at a point divided by the current taken at that 
point !Ohms Law).

. JACK SOCKET: A socket into which a jack plug can be 
inserted. Both mono and stereo types are used on cassette 
recorders, stereo ones normally only being used to feed 
headphones. Mono types are in three basic sizes, 2.5mm, 
3.5mm and Y." 16.35mm).
LIMITER: An electronic device which limits the recording. 
level to a pre-determined maximum value but allows levels 
below the set threshold to be reproduced accurately.
LINE ADAPTABILITY: The ease with which phono 
sockets or an extra DIN socket can be interconnected with 
non DIN type external equipment, without distortion, noise 
or frequency response problems.
MEMORY COUNTER: Please refer to the introduction.
MICROSECONDS .luS): The time constant of a 
resistor/capacitor combination involving a frequency 
response change Equalisation). This is normally calculated 
as the equivalent change introduced by the combination of 
a resistor in ohms, x the capacitor in ufd Alternatively K 
ohms x nano farads).
MODULATION: The amount of volume that the medium 
can accept and reproduce or alternatively the actual sound 
present on the recording.
MOL: Maximum operating level normally referring to 5% • 
distortion of 333Hz or 20% intermodulation products 
occuring of two high frequencies.
MULTIPLEX FILTER: A circuit which introduces severe 
attenuation at supersonic frequencies to decrease 
interference encountered with the output from some stereo 
FM tuners.
NOISE DEGRADATION: An effect which occurs when 
hiss, or occasionally hum, is added to the potential best hiss 
performance of each recorder when the record levels are at 
minimum. Most recorders produce noticeable additional 
hiss when their record level controls are advanced above a 
certain point.
PEAK READING LIGHTS: These are visual indicators 
which usually come on when a certain level has been 
achieved. A few gradually increase in brightness above a 
pre-set point. They are usually designed as a complement 
to the action of the recording level meters.
PEAK RECORDING LEVEL: A level above which distortion 
becomes apparent. This distortion is introduced when the 
oxide particles almost reach magnetic saturation, and thus 
will accept no more level. Sometimes, distortion is 
introduced by the recorder's electronics' incapability of 
providing the required high levels to fully magnetise the 
tape. In some cases, the record head itself starts saturating, 
ie magnetically distorting above a certain level.
PHONE (LINE) SOCKETS: These sockets are coaxial and 
accept a special plug (termed phono plug) with a lonfl pin in 
Lhe c;,iiLi;, (liv;,) and a cylindric81 section around it providing 

an earth connection. Inputs are normally high impedance 
and outputs are low impedance, and are provided for 
interconnection with many types of external hi-fi 
equipment.
pRiNt-THROUGH: A pre or post echo of a loud signal 
created by magnetisation occuring from one layer to 
adjacent layer after the tape has spooled or been recorded. 
REPLAY AMPLIFIER HISS: This is produced since very 
great amplification is required to increase the minute 
electrical energies produced by the playback head to a level 
sufficient to drive external equipment. Well designed 
circuits hiss less than poorly designed ones.
SPECIAL MECHANICS: Originally produced by BASF and 
licensed to AGFA and referring to extra parts inserted 
allegedly to improve the reliability of tensioning and reduce 
incidents of jamming, but see relevant sections in survey.
SPITCH: An effect similar to thuthiness caused by 
distortion of high frequency sibilants of speech. Also 
sometimes refers to spreading of high frequencies on 
transients.
SQUASH: High frequency limiting produced by the 
inability of the tape oxide to reproduce high frequency 
levels above a maximum level, higher levels being squashed 
to a particular limit.
STABILITY: In this book stability refers to either poor head 
to tape contact or variations in the angle with which this is 
achieved.
TAPE HISS: This is produced by the minute particles of 
iron or chrome oxide passing the replay head gap in a 
random fashion. It can be emphasised by hiss introduced in 
the record amplifiers or input circuits, and is reduced if 
noise reduction is employed.
THUTHINESS: A lisping effect caused particularly on 
speech by high frequency tape compression when too high 
a recording level is being attempted.
UNWEIGHTED NOISE: Noise that is measured with a flat 
response over a band width sufficient to encompass all 
frequencies heard by the human ear.
VELOUR EFFECT: A change of sensitivity of an oxide 
coating at middle and high frequencies when 
measurements are taken in two directions, of particular 
relevance at high frequencies.
VU METERS: Some level meters are calibrated in VUs, and 
these represent volume units in IdB steps. OVU, 
approximately half way across most meters, does not 
necessarily represent Dolby level, and most certainly must 
not be confused with peak recording level on constant 
tones. It does, however, represent very approximate peak 
recording levels on an average programme, but see 
comments in individual reviews.
WEIGHTED NOISE: This refers to noise in which 
equalisation has been introduced to emphasise frequencies 
that cause most subjective annoyance, and which also 
reduces noise of less concern to the average ear. 
Throughout tho tooto, a CCIR filtor ha6 boon employed.
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Test Equipment used by Angus McKenzie Facilities

B & K 1405 noise generator
B & K 2010 heterodyne analyser
B & K 2112 spectrometer
B & K 2307 logarithmic chart recorder
B & K ^960 automatic control
B & K 2426 AC auto range voltmeter
B & K 1001 tracking frequency multiplier
B & K 1002 distortion measurement control unit 
Hewlett-Packard 3310B function generator 
Hewlett-Packard 3515A gain/phase meter 
Hewlett-Packard 182C oscilloscope 
Hewlett-Packard 5381A frequency counter 
Hewlett-Packard 3580 audio spectrum analyser 
Hewlett-Packard 970A digital meter 
Hewlett-Packard HP45 computer calculator 
Hewlett-Packard HP65 computer calculator 
Hewlett-Packard 0012B pulse generator 
Hewlett-Packard HP 400FL AC voltmeter 
Hewlett-Packard HP 7002A log. voltmeter/converter 
Telequipment DM64 storage oscilloscope 
Telequipment D83 oscilloscope
Sound Technology 140A low distortion oscillator 
Sound Technology 1700A distortion meter 
Woelke ME 102B wow and flutter meter

Revox A700 tape recorder
A301 Dolby noise reduction system
Amcron JC150 pre-amplifier
Spendor BC1 and BC3 loudspeakers
Yamaha 100M loudspeakers
Cawkell 1471 active band pass filter set
Barr + Stroud variable filter EF3
Amcron IMA intermodulation analyser
Fluke auto range digital multimeter
Wayne Kerr 642 impedance bridge
Technics SU960 pre-amplifier
Technics SE^960 amplifier
Sansui 9090 receiver
Amber 4550 real time spectrum analyser
Levell DC millivolt meter
Attenuators by: Marconi, Bradley, Hatfield
EMT wow and flutter analyser 424
Bryan's Instruments XV chart recorder 2^60
Telefunken M15 special cassette tape testing recorder
Test tapes by: BASF, Philips, Teac, Angus McKenzie 

Facilities Limited
Many other adaptors, transformers and specialised test 

equipment as required.

Glossary of Terms

Please see foreword for frequency chart giving filter 
response.

WOW AND FLUTTER: Pitch variations due to mechanical 
imperfections of the tape transport.

1 kHz: This frequency used to be referred to as 1KC or 
1000c/s and is a note of approximately 2 octaves about 
middle C on a piano. 1Hz represents one vibration per 
second, and the human ear can easily hear from 40Hz to 
approximately 16kHz in an average room, although with 

increase in age a listener begins to lose HF sensitivity.
5 POLE DIN SOCKET: Special socket designed in 
Germany having two live input connections, an earth and 
two output connections. On some recorders, the output 
connections become low sensitivity inputs on record, 
whereas on most Japanese equipment, two pins provide a 
monitor signal on record and a replay signal on replay. 
Various types of DIN socket will be found on many 
European recorders for microphone, loudspeaker and 
remote control facilities.
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See and hear the TCD 330 at:
AVON
Bath Ryland Huntley& Co

15 Old Bond Street 
Bristol Audio Bristo!

Park Street Avenue
Bristol H. Salanson & Co. Ltd

83185 Fairfax Street
BERKSHIRE
ReadingB& B Hi-Fi

16 Gun Street
Radins Reading Casse.tie

& Hi-Filenhe, 516 Ha ms
Arcade, Friar Street 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Co bridge ............

Andre!McCulloch Ltd
24 King Street

CHiNNEL \SLANDS (GUERNSEY)
St. PeterPortA!pma Ltd

24 Smith Street
CHANNEL ISLANDS ' '■
St. Helier Regent - CO UR Ltd

49 Halkett Place 
CHESHIRE
Chester Hardman Radio

rum Centre. Northgate Street 
Chesteriewdawnf- igi

Centre, 1 & 3 Castle Street 
Wiimslow Swift of Wilmslow

5 Swan Street
CLWYD
Colwyn Bay Coast

Electronics. 148 Conway Road 
CUMBRIA
Carhrie Misons, 11 Warwick

Road
DERBYSHIRE
Chesterfield Micron Audio

Ltd. 135 Sheffield Road 
Derby R. F. Potts& Co.

66/68Babington Lane
OCRS
Bournemouth Dawsons

Radio Ltd, 23 Seamoor Road 
Westbouine

Poole Television Centre
6 Bank Chambers

DYFED
Carmarthen Ken Davies

Hi-Fi, 7 John Street
ESSEX
Chelmsford Hi-Fi Centre

Chelmsford Ltd, 6 Cornhill
Colchester K. A. Cheeseman

Ltd, Shewe!J Road
Leigh on Sea Soundtrack

Audio Visual Centre
149 Leigh Road

Rayleigh VCOCOUR Collard Ltd
118 i <1 i m C Street

Wivenhoe Allcock & Stevens
29/3IFigh Street 

GLAMORCAW (WESTi 
Port Talbot Electrophonic

10 Forge Road
SwanreaJohn Ham

75176 Mansell Street 
HAMPSHIRE
ChandlersFord

Hanpshire AudioLtd8 :ndf2 Hurs1ey Road
HavantHavant Radio Centre

6 North Street Arcade 
Southampton Hamilton

Electronics Ltd, 35 London Road 
Soufiisea Express Radio

1051107 Fawcett Road

HERTFORDSHIRE
Barnet Portogram REJ. Ltd

175 High Street
NewBarnet

Russell Wood (Barnet) Ltd
22 Greenhill Parade

Hitchin The Record Shop
31 Hermitage Road 

St. Albans David Payne
Audio Visual Systems Ltd
22 Heritage Close

Hhs!reet . ,
Wauo rd i.J. Leisuresound

Ltd, 101 St. Albans Road 
HUMBERSIDE (SOUTH) 
G^ito-y G. & F. Manders

2/4 Edward Street
KENT
ArfifordPhotocraft Hi-Fi

40 High Street
Beodeyheatii Whomes Ltd 

240 Broadway
Bromley Sound Systems
LOP High St r
Gingham 5.E. Hadaway&

5qn Ltd.95/S7 Watting Street
Maidstone SYzman & Pettitt

Pudding Lan e
S:venoaksSe venoaks Hi-Fi

Centre, 118 London Road 
Tunbridge We list Goulden &

Cuny Ltd, 59/63 High Street 
Welling H. C. & C. Coppins

Bellegrove Road 
LANCASHIRE 
B\ackpoolF.Benfel1 Ltd 

’8 West fieidRord
Blackpool G. D. Fortune Ltd

62 Woodlands Road
Ansdell, St. Annes

BoltonH.D.Kirk 
(Stereolectrics) Ltd 
203 St. Georges Road 

Chorley Monitor Sound
64 Chapel Street

Manchester Hardman Radio
Ltd, 8 St Mary's Gate

Nelson Hayhurst's Camera 
Shop Ltd, 56 Manchester Road

Peston Hardman Radio Ltd 
The Guild Hall

RawtcnstallJoc Cryer
(Rossendale) Ltd
87 Bank Street

Umston Shannons Radio
Ltd, 25129 Station Road 

LINCOLNSHIRE
Boston Fotosound

19 Dolphin Lane 
LONDON (EAST) 
E Wally for W.reless .

283Whrtech! perRoad 
E7 Speaker SefectionLtd

611 Forest Road,Walthamstow 
EC2Nusound

228 Bishopsgate 
LONDON (NORTH) 
N1 Grahams Electrical Ltd

88 Pentonville Road 
N22Goodwrns

7 The Broadway, High Road 
Wood Green

NW Nicholas Hi-Fi
Camden High Sheet

LONDON (SOUTH)
SE6 Flying Video Si%:'aice Ltd 17fti79 f oni3gn Road

SW1 Audio Centre
38 Parliament Street

SW1 Piercys (Electronics) Ltd 
62 Lupus Street .

SW16Francisofktreatham
1691173 Streatham High Road

SW19 M.O'Brien, 95 High Street 
Wimbledon Village

LONDON (WEST)
W1 Chappells

5 Oie£ßond Street
W1 Laskys _J01 Oxford Street
W1 Laskys . _ . .

J2/45Tottenham Court Road
W1 K.J.Leisuresound

48 Wigmore Street
W2H.L. Smith& Co Ltd

287/289 Edgware Road
W Ci Im;o1s,n2/lli New

Oxford Street
WC2R.E.W. Audio Visual Co.

Centre Point
20/21 St. Giles Highstreet

W 82 AF.W. Audio VisualCo
146 Charing Cross Road

MERSEtySIDt
Liverpool Hardma? Radio 

ltdl3 gal: Street
Lverpool Hargreaves 

Photo;ra8hyJmtree 
CameraCen !re
31/37 Warbreck Moor

MIDDLESEX
Edgwr r; :ilanetHi-Fi Centre

88High Street
Enfield A. T. Laboratories

191 Chase Side
Saarow K.J. Leisuresound.Ltd 

27 Springfield Road
Haarow London Sound

70 WestStreet
Harrow-on-the-Hill

HounsSow Delta Radio Ltd 
50Be11Road

Hounslow Temf leton TV Ltd 
7Zl74 staines Road

Northwood The Recorderie
Ltd, 3 Rowlands Place

Sunbury on Thames
. Haven Hi-Fi (Ealing) Ltd

8 Sunbury Cress Centre
U^ndgeK.J. ieisuresound 

278 High Street
NCRFO(K
No^ich Martins Electronics

Centre, 85187 Ber Street
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

• Attenborough JohnKirk
Hi-Fi Specialist
139 Attenborough Lane

Nottingh am Peted Anson Ltd
523AYfr!to! Roed

OXFORDSHIRE
Bianbuury

Blinkhorn's, 516 South Bar
Haley -oa-T!a mes

C.O.Noo;hen
190 Reading Road

SCOTLAND
AyrVennal Audio Yisual

115 High Street, Central Arcade
Aberdeen Aberdeen Radio

Co., ll Back Wynd
Aberdeen Alexanders

Retailers (Aberdeen) Ltd 
73-81 Holburn Street

Aberdeen Holb^ Hi-Fi Ltd
445 Holbum Street

Ediinimgh Audio Aids
20 South Clerk Street

Edlinbtugh Audio Aids
274 Canongate,The Royal Mile

Ed inburgh Aac io Aids 
33A Morningside Road .

^^Mtael«W!*erleyS1udios
23124 Bank Street

Glasgow James 11 OUR Co. Ltd 
08/110 W;odJands ioad

Glasgow Eric M.Hamilton f36/1380ueenM:rg!t:er Dnve
Glasgow McCormack's 

(Music) Ltd,33Bath 
Street

Greenock Lectro-Mek Sound
Systems, 25 Regent Street

Perth The Concorde Hi-Fi
Centre, 6 St.John's Square

SOMERSET
YeovilYeovil Audio

8Wynd hamStreet5 TAFtOiDSHYKE
Brurton-on-Trent Rees Bros.

95/96 High Street
SUFFOLK
Br^y St. Edmunds Anglia

Audio, The Street, Hessell
Ipswich F. A. Page Ltd 

lODialLane
SURREY
Croydon Spalding

Electrical Ltd, 352/4 Lower
Addiscombe Road

Wolring Aerco Records Ltd
27 Chobham Road

SUSSEX (WEST)
EastGitasteadJohn Rees

Ht-Fi.2 Highstreet „ „ .
Ho;:h:: Worsh:m Audio Systems 

Ltd, 28-35 Queen Street
WARWICKSHIRE
WarwickJCV Music

44 Emscote Road
WORCESTERSHIRE
Kiddeminster Vision &

Recordin iServ ices Ltd 
StcErportRoad

WarieySamR Uey
(Bl!ckh:ath) ItJ
Kings Theatre Buildings
LondLane

YORKSHIRE (NORTH)
YorkJohn Saville & Sons Ltd

TGocdramg ate
VbRKSHIRE(S6 UTH)
Doncaster TomJaques Ltd

16 Wood Street
SheffieH Micron Audio Ltd

172 Baslow Road. Totley
YORKSHIRE (WEST)
Bunoldswick

H. Garlick the TV Centre
1 Church Street

Pon terracC Mrs Bean Sound
Systems, The Precinct 
4 Station Lane, Featherstone

See and hear Tandberg at the 
dealers listed above, or write to 
the Customer Advisory Service 
at Leeds for full-colour leaflets 
and product details.

HI-Fl AND COLOUR TV 

TANDBERG = 
The best you've eveer h^eard-or seen

Tmdberg (UK) Ltd., Head Office: Farnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS31HR. London Office: 167 Hermitage Road, London N4 lLZ.
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^faat have you heard 
about Tandberg 

cassette recorders?

"The TCD 310 realy 
scores on recording"

The TCD 310-the original front loader. Technically this unit is outstanding value for money* Three motors* Specification better than required by DIN 45500* Tape transport system with two capstans and two pressure rollers (closed loop) reduces speed variations to a very low level* Electronic controls* High-quality magnetic heads* Large, precise, peak level meters* Mixing-in mono* Automatic stop* Can be used in vertical position

"TheTCD330?
Its practically human!"

The TCD 330-the most advanced yet. This unit "thinks" with an "electronic brain." It has a built-in memory Practically the only thing it doesn't have is hands! Check out these features:* Three heads for tape/source monitonng during recording* Azimuth adjustment for precise tape/head alignment* Three motors for reliability* Servo tape winding for gentle tape handling* Dual-capstan closed-loop drive system for long-term stability* Fingertip logic control for foolproof transition from mode to mode* For use with separate hi-fi stereo amplifier* Long-life, heavy-duty unit;: ^ of the cost of this machine goeE towards 
superior components and circuitry, so you can obtain a wide range of recordings with the lowest possible distortion or speed variation and excellent signal-to-noise ratio, from line or microphone input.

And it has a built-in safety device. It will stop automatically if the tape sticks in a worn cassette or if the tape comes to an end.
Unique to Tandberg is the self-adjusting input amplifier. It gives a full dynamic range with absolute minimum noise, regardless of programme source or. recording level used.

* Dual Dolby* system for simultaneous record/playback Dolby processing* FM Dolby Decoder (25 psec de-emphasis) for the quietest FM listening or recording* MPX filter switch for accurate FM recordings. Dolby tracking* Peak equalised meters for security against overload and distortion* Linear input and output level controls for precise adjustments* Headphone jack for monitoring live recordings* Memory rewind for added convenienceIf you're into sound, you'll be in to see a Tandberg dealer for a demonstration of these machines soon. And then you'll have heard it al. HI-FI COLOUR TV
TANDBERG*Dolby is the trade mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc., U.SA The bbest you've ^r heard.-or seen Tandberg ^(UK) Limited, Head Office: Farnell House, 81 Kirkstal!Road, Leeds LS31HR. London Office: 1671 lermitage Road, London N41LZ.
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llirn^ l^di^
TOP FOR HI-FI-BOTTOM FOR PRICE!

UNBEATABLE MAIL ORDER 12 MONTHS COMPARITOR 
DISCOUNTS SPECIALISTS FREE SERVICE DEMO. STUDIO

FOR OUR LATEST AND KEENEST PRICES 
OF THE PRODUCTS REVIEWED PLEASE 

TELEPHONE OR SEND S.A.E.
NOW!

Accredited dealers + stockists for: -

Aiwa, Armstrong, A.R., A.R.D., Amstrad, Akai, 
A.K.G., Bose, Bib, Accuphase, Celestion, Castle 
Acoustics, Dual, Harmon Kardon, J.R. 149, R.A.M., 
S.M.E., Tannoy, Lux, Teac, Revox, Cambridge 
Audio, Trio, Monitor Audio, Marantz, Shure, Koss, 
Pioneer,Sansui, Rotel, Wharfedale, Leak, Sanyo etc 

. ... etc ... ! .

FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

Barclaycard +Access at no extra cost ... just 'phone your order through.
Finance arranged on balance of £100 or over. _

All goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt of order by Securicor (£3.50 per item). Subject to 
availability.

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE ON ALL ITEMS SOLD
ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR STUDIOS

ONE OF THE LARGEST DISPLAYS OF HI-FI 
OUTSIDE LONDON

All mail to: CLIMAX AUDIO, MAIL ORDER DEPT., 2 BROAD ROW, 
GT. YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR301HT.
Telephone: Gt. Yarmouth 10493)50354
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Now open at Munich: 
8000 MUNCHEN 2

FARBERGRABEN 8 
WEST GERMANY

TEL: (089) 260 3756

All prices include 
VAT

Available in White, 
Teak, Black and Walnut. 

VERY LIMITED STOCK

OM3-23 RRP £170.55
OUR PRICE £85.95

OM3-28 RRP £179.64
OUR PRICE £89.95

OM2-17 RRP £84.35
OUR PRICE £42.15

OM2-21 RRP £133.83
OUR PRICE £66.95

2 YEARS
FREE SERVICE 

PARTS a 
LABOUR 

(except cartridges)

Analog 
Audio

FOR THE KEENEST PRICES

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS AT HUGE DISCOUNTS 
COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL 

BRANCHES GIVEN WITH ADVICE, WHEN REQUIRED 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

FONS SQ30 AMays 
in stock. Fitted with 
SME arm (fixed or 

detached headshell) 
or less arm.

THE BEST IN BELT 
DRIVE

TURNTABLES

SPECIAL: 
MICRO SOLID ONE 

TURNTABLE 
Belt drive, superior 

tracking ability 
RRP £72.00

OUR PRICE £44.95

CASSETTE DECKS

Many other special 
lines always 

available.

Sanyo RD4260 
£86.95

Sanyo RD5150FL 
£99.95

Range of MIRSCH speakers 
16 PRICE exclusive to

ANALOG AUDIO

FINCHLEY
849 High Road, Finchley N12 
(North of Tally Ho Corner)

Tel: 445 1443

LIVERPOOL ST. STATION
20 Eldon Street, London EC2 

(Between Moorgate and Liverpool St.)
Tel: 628 7316

KING'S CROSS STATION
273 Pentonville Road, London N1

(Beside King's Cross Cinema) Tel: 837 6641

VICTORIA STATION
127 Wilton Road, London SW1 Tel: 834 1430

OM5-32 RRP £242.10
OUR PRICE £110.95

No responsibility can be accepted for 
printer's errors, price increases and other 
factors that result in these advertised prices 

being incorrect at date of publication

BELFAST
All goods available from our associated Co.

Electronic Services, 11a Wellington St., (Nr. City Hall) 
Tel: 21517

At slightly adjusted prices.
Half day closing l.ldon Street Saturday

All other branches Monday
Price on application

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
MAIL ORDER

. Enquiries & requirements:
540 High Rd., North Finchley, London N12

Phone 01-445 1443
Money returned immediately if goods not in stock

Postage, packing & 
Insce charges 
£2 for 1 item 

£3.50 for 2 items 
£5 for 3 items

C.O.D
Upon written request

For best prices on 
these and other 
ranges including:

Sanyo RD4600 
£158.20

Sanyo RD5300 
£119.95

See and hear cassette 
decks by:

Aiwa, JVC, Nakamichi, 
Pioneer, Sansui, Sanyo, 
Tandberg, Toshiba, Trio 

and Yamaha.

ALL GOODS 
AVAILABLE

AR, Bose, Celestion, 
Castle Acoustics 
Goodmans, Leak, 

Lux, Tannoy, 
Wharfedale, Videotone 

and many more . . .



•USM«E 
FACllTIES lIMITID 

AUDIO AND RECORDING CONSULTANTS
57 Fitzalan Road, London N3, England. 01-349 0511*

INDEPENDENT PRODUCT EVALUATION OF DOMESTIC 

AND PROFESSIONAL AUDIO GEAR (PROTOTYPES, ETC.,) 

USING R.F. AND A.F. TEST EQUIPMENT BY BRUEL & 
KJAER, HEWLETT-PACKARD, SOUND TECHNOLOGY, 

ETC.

TAPE ASSESSMENT AND SPECIALIST TEST TAPES (1 /7" 
CASSETTE WIDTH, 1 /4", !") USING CALIBRATED 
TELEFUNKEN M 15 AND PHILIPS RECORDERS.

LOCATION SOUND RECORDING UNIT FOR COMMERCIAL 

RECORDS (CALREC AND MIDAS QUADRAPHONIC MIXING 
CONSOLES, MICS. BY NEUMANN, AKG, SCHOEPS, ETC.).

All this and of course more:
Professional enquiries welcome* — brochure on request

LOCATION SOUND RECORDING . 
l•EPENDENlPRDOU.CI WftAlUITION IHlASSfSSMIll

*We regret that we do not off or oorioos diroatly to thB g9n9ral public.
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NORTH EAST AUDIO LTD., 5 Charlotte Square, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 4XF, England

ORMANu

TOERS
ßELIABIL

I ELIABILITY L 
ANSCRIPTO

[TION CASSETTE RECORI 
QUALITY ■ PERF

J CASSETTE RECORDERS
QUALITY ■ PERFORMANCE ■ RELIABILITY

SSETTE RECORDERS
PERFORMANCE • RELIABILITY 
?^|■TRANSCRIP

ON CASSETTE REC(
QUALITY • PERFORMANC

)RMANCE • R.

ETTE RE 

TFORV^

AL

►¿ABILITY fc——
gÉCRIPTION GASSET 

ouz

^—
I
J

Reprints from leading technical journals of articles 
on NEAL equipment, together with fully descriptive 
literature, will be sent on receipt of this coupon.

Name_  
Address

NORTH EAST AUDIO LTD., 5 Charlotte Square, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 4XF, England.

, 

I
J
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What's the most important 
thing about a cassette 
deckl
After you've made your choice on the basis of price, reliability, performance and 
ergonomics, what is the most important thing about your cassette deck? It is your 
confidence in its ability to make the very best recording it is capable of. How can 
you achieve this goal? Not by buying your lovely new machine in a box and 
assuming it's perfect. It won't be! Even if it was set up perfectly by the 
manufacturer, it certainly won't be by the time it has been on and off ships, docks, 
trains, lorries and dropped on to the stock-room floor. If you are concerned that 
your pick-up arm is set up and adjusted so that the cartridge tracks the record 
properly, you should be equally concerned that your cassette recorder is correctly 
set up and aligned to get the best out of the tape you use. Only^ then will you feel 
confident that every time you press the record button you're getting the best 
recording you can make.

The important adjustments are playback level and equalisation, bias, record level 
and equalisation, meter alignment, Dolby level adjustment, head alignment and 
azimuth. On top of that you should know that the play torque and back tension are 
within spec. as are the wow and flutter, frequency response, S/N ratio, distortion, 
etc.

All these things we can do for you! We have the right test equipment for the job 
(including the complete Sound Technology setup), the right tools, the right test
cassettes and a great deal of experience. So, how can we help you to get the best 
cassette deck for your money? We've had a look at the enormous and confusing 
range of machines on the market, from which we've picked the best. You are 
welcome to come in and use and listen to them. We are quite happy to let you take 
a machine home to try before you buy. Then we can set up your machine correctly 
for you, give you our test results of its performance and then we'll guarantee the 
electronics for five years.

It doesn't make sense to buy an unknown quantity in a sealed box, does it, 
however good the review? After all, you can be certain of only one thing: you won't 
get the same machine that Angus did.

Russ Andrews High Fidelity Limited

34 Northumberland Street, Edinburgh EH3 6LS Tel. 031 557 1672
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A.tLabs
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex ENI OQZ
^^^ay-Satu^rday 10.00-18.00 01-363 7981

AKAi

AIWA

JVC

NAO

NAKAMICHI

PIONEER

ROTEL 
TECHNICS 

TANDBERG

TEAC
TRIO 

YAMAHA

Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to EQfield Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt 
service. Make cheques payable to: A.T. Labs.

Credit
Phone for details. Facilities for reclaiming VAT available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of all types of Hi-Fi/ Audio equipment by qualified 
engineers.
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD.
We sell most makes of Hi-Fi equipment at discount prices:

including cassette decks by:

AIWA, NEAL, PIONEER, TANDBERG.

as well as:

AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, TURNTABLES, LOUDSPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, CARTRIDGES, AND BLANK TAPES

IN FACT, A COMPLETE RANGE OF ALL THAT IS BEST IN HI-FI, AND AT THE BEST PRICES.

Full comparator demonstration facilities avaiiable at all times.

CALL IN OR TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 01-531 3117

DEPT. C - 611, FOREST RD., WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP
Hours of Business: 10 am to 6 pm Tuesday • Saturday

Please check prices and availability' before 

ordering/calling as prices are subject to alteration 

without notice. All prices are inclusive of VAT 25%, 

tapes at 8%. Advice and leaflets always sent on request, 

please send stamped addressed envelope with 

enquiries.

Personal callers-Access and Barclaycard now

welcome. Cheques with adequate identification only. 

Personal export scheme for reclaiming VAT available. 

We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow 

Town Hall.

Trains-Walthamstow Central. Buses-123, 275, 276. 

262, 69, W21, 251, 718.

FULL DEMO FACILITIES: FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDER

WE DO NOT RECOMMEND
CASSEHE DECKS
Over the years we have sampled the majority of cassette decks available. Most 
of these have been disappointing for a variety of reasons when compared to one 
of the better open-reel machines. However, if you are determined to purchase a 
cassette deck, we have one or two models on demonstration which compare 
very favourably.

-Pluftp Copfo Hi-Fi
4 New Street, Ossett, West Yorkshire.

Telephone Number: Ossett 272545 (STD Code 0924)
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How's this for starters!

- A special Starter Pack for 
all new cassette recorder owners

Here's a great way for new cassette 
owners to set themselves up: Scotch are 
giving away a head cleaning cassette 
and a cassette recording guide in their 
Starter Packs of 5 C90 High Energy 
cassettes. Altogether these cassettes give 
7 t hours of high quality playing time 
and the head cleaning cassette keeps 
recorders in tip-top condition. The 
48-page booklet is an introduction to the 

technicalities of tapes and recorders 
and helps make successful recordings.

Starter Saver
Look out for the Scotch cassette
Starter Pack at the discount price of 
around £7.00 (normal retail price 
£9.80 inc.VAT).

3M, Scotch and Posi-Tra k are trade_arks 31D



Sounds Supreme
136 Portland Road, Hove, Sussex Telephone Brighton 723399

HI-FI MAIN DEALERS
JVC - Yamaha - Lux - Sansui - Trio - Monitor Audio - Kef 

Strathearn - Leeson - Nightingale - Videotone - And many others

Extensive range ofequipment ori comparator demonstration 
Home demonstrations by appointment 

Full sevicing and repair facilities

Following the recent closures in Brighton and Hove we are now your only 
retailer in the area concerned solely with hi-fi and stereo equipment. 

Don't make expensive mistakes-let our experts advise you 
Minimum 12 months comprehensive guarantee

Open Monday-Saturday 10 am to 6 pm 
Late night Wednesday tH/ 9 pm

FULL SALES AND 
AFTER SALES SERVICE

harman/kardon

WE ARE NOW STOCKISTS OF HARMON KARDON AND TANNOY PRODUCTS. EACH ONE DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU THE MOST EXCITING PERFORMANCE YOU HAVE EVER HEARD. CALL AND SEE THIS RANGE NOW ON COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR HI-FI CENTRE.
KENNETH LEVELL LTD.
MARKET STREET. 
HUDDERSFIELD.
TEL. 32294.
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Sansui 331 stereo receiver«

Hi Fi reduced to basics.
This 15 Watts per channel 

(each channel driven into 
8 ohms, 1000 Hz) Sansui stereo 
receiver is the perfect choice for 
the music lover who whishes to 
enjoy stereo music without 
going to great expense.

Beneath its simple design, 
are sophisticated electronics. 
They guarantee the famous 
Sansui sound.

The 331 receiver offers 
excellent FM/ AM reception 
with high stability and low 
distortion. Connected to a 
turntable and a pair of speakers, 
it allows you to sit back and 
enjoy the music you like. 
If you're in the London area, 
drop into our Showroom for a 

full demonstration. 
It's just next to the 
G.P. 0. tower. Or if 
you're out of town, 
see a qualified 
Sansui dealer.

(closed Monday)
Continuous-power into 8 n
1 OOO Hz. each channel driven____ 15 W x 2____________
Continuous power at 1 OOO Hz
into 8 o, both channels driven 13 W x 2
Min.RMSinto’ 8Q.’40’ to’20.000’ Hz
both channels driven 12W x. 2 ..... .
Total harmonic distortion_________ 1 .0%______________
Power bandwidth______________ 20-40.000 Hz
1 .y-and noise (IHFJ ... 80 dB_____________
FM .. 1.3 pVlDlNJ________
FM stereo total harmonic distortion 1.0% ____
Controls . ........... Bass, Treble Loudness

Thank you for listening

Sole importer for the U.K.: Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill Southampton, S09SQF England.
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Diacem Building, Vestingstraat 53/55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium.

Sansui Electronics Corporation, 55-11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A.
Sansui Electric CO. Ltd., 14-1, 2-chome, Izumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan.



Goodwins NORTH LONDON S

Telephone: 888 0077 HI-FI CENTRE

COMPETITIVE PRICESFRIENDLY SERVICEBEST EQUIPMENT

PROMPT ARRANGED

ACCESSBarclaycard

BANG & OLUFSEN Specialists

jri«

Three minutes from WOOD GREEN tube station (Piccadilly line). Next to the Odeon Cinema.

Whatever your requirements in Hi-Fi, colour TVs, black and white portable TVs, cassette-recorders, 
radios, cartridges, hi-fl accessories, you will get a good deal from us. We stock the following makes:

Free shipping list
S3 for literature

AIWA
AR
ARMijRONG
BANG & OLUFSEN
BTVW 
CELEijION
DECCA 
FERROGRAPH 
GOLDRING
HITACHI
1.M.F.

KEF STRATHEARN
LECSON SUGDEN
LOijHER TANDBERG
NATIONAL PANASONIC THORENS
NATVMICHI TECHNICS
PIONEER TANNOY
RADFORD' TRANSCRIPTORS
REVOX YAMAHA
ROGERS WHARFEDALE
SME ZEROijAT
SHURE
SONY

Goodwins
Telephone: 888 0077

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD 
WOOD GREEN, LONDONN22

Open: Tues - Sat. 9am - 5-30pm
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When Test Engineers 
inform a Marketing Department 
of a new cassette deck they have produced, 
with the specifications and technology usually

TEAC
employed in the more sophisticated models, 
at a much reduced price, the first reaction 
is one of incredulity.

Nevertheless there it is before you, in the 
shape of the TEAC A-I 70. Attractive 
styling, smooth acting record/output level 
controls, two position bias and EQswitches, 
also Dolby noise reduction.

But that's not all, the TEAC A-I 70 features 
a new transport system, a new DC servo 
controlled motor with wow and flutter 
kept to 0.09%. High density Ferrite heads 
which offer a greatly extended life, and 
distortion free recording up to the highest 
audio frequencies.

Perhaps the most astonishing thing about this 
Cassette Deck is the price for the perfor
mance, rich full sound, reproduced as 
faithfully as possible which has to be heard 
to be believed.

^^^^^^^^f^^^
HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, DJNSTABLE, 
BEDFORDSHIRE, LU5 5QJ, ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE: DUN STABLE (05821603151

II
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I'm Sian, I deal with your requests for 
catalogues and will be delighted to 
send you details of any H1Fi item that 
takes your fancy

You get a more attractive 
deal from Wilmslow Audio

We thought that we'd like to show you some 
of the charming people you'll be dealing with. 
(We employ lots of fellas too, but whilst they 
are renowned for their technical knowledge, 
patience and enthusiasm - they're not all 
that pretty!)
We feel sure that you'll find our prices rather 
attractive too and every sale has full backing 
- during the guarantee period and after - 
from our own efficient service department.

We stock and recommend Cassette Decks by:

AIWA.

AKAi.

PIONEER,

SANSUI,

TANDBERG, 

TEAC.

In addition we offer an equally attractive deal on 

ARMSTRONG, BOWERS & WILKINS, CASTLE, 

CELESTION. CHARTWELL. DUAL. FONS, GOODMANS, 

IMF. JR149, KEF. LEAK, LINN SONDEK. MONITOR

AUDIO. NYTECH, RADFORD, RICHARD ALLAN. RDTEL.

SUGDEN, SHARP, TANNOY, TRIO. WHARFEDALE etc ...

We stock the larlargest range of lou^^aker drive units, kits and components for koidspeaker constructors in the 

cnsountry. LListen before you build!-We have Hi-Fi News State of the /Art design, Hi-Fi Answers Monitor etc. on 

demo^stion.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW

SWAN WORKS. BANK SQUARE. WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE. 
(SPEAKERS, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT)

10 SWAN STREET. WILMSLOW (HIFI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS)

5 SWAN STREET. WILMSLOW (HIFI AND RADIO) 
TELEPHONE: WILMSLOW 26213 (HIFI) 2V5VV (MA!L QRDER ETC,)
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save EEC’s AT LEADING 4
CASSETTE 
CENTRE

Only at Cavendish can you find the world's finest range of Dolby cassette units 
They are all in stock now, come and hear them for yourself

Hi-Fi front loading Dolby 
Cassette Deck. Exceptional 
specification for its price.

PIONEER 2121
E®5»e I 
(wogiHSk5'its

Our Price

£129.95

ISONY TC 186 SO । 
Superb value front " 
loading Dolby Cassette. 
deck. Bias/equalisation
switching. Normal or chrome 
tapes. Record level limiter. 
Wow & Flutter only .09%,

AKAI GXC 7600
■Very High Quality front 
loading Dolby Cassette. 
Wow/Flutter less Tape

or. fPpffP®
' Our Price

£115.95 J

Our Price
£304.95

000000 c C C
o cecec ♦ *.. * o

than .06%. Tape switching, Monitor, Memory, Peak check 
switch. Auto stop and Remote control facility.

SANSUI SC 3000 Superb front 
loading cassette deck 
FR 30-16,000 Hz (CRO2) 
Wow and Flutter only 
0.09%. Auto stop. 
Memory, Twin VU's with

Our Price

£171.95

J AMSTRAD7050
y Slimline stereo dolby cassetterresjjfiu 

deck featuring twin VU level 
metres, record level sliders, auto 
stop, tape counter, pause, CRO2 
indicator. Phono, DIN headphone 
sockets, W & F 0. 1%.

SANYO RD 40556
High performance, high quality 
Dolby cassette deck. Chrome/ 
Normal tapes. Low wow & 
flutter and F.R. 30-16,000 
(CRO2). S/N 58dB.

HITACHI 2360
Superb cassette recorder/ 
player in contrasting cabinet.
Dolby system and CrO2/normal 
tape selector. 2 VU meters and 3 
digit tape counter. Ferrite head and electronic’’ 
speed-control motor. For use with most amplifiers
AIWA 6500
A precision hi-fi deck 
with unique fully-automatic 
cassette loading. S/N 60dB.

^Callus 
fordetails

W+F only .07%. Large VU meters 
with 2 step peak indicators, 
tape select, counter and memory.Peak level indicators. Quick change mode operation.

AIWA 1250 POA DOKOROER MK50 79.95 PHILIPS 2520 142.95 SHARP RT2000 78.95 TECHNICS RS610 POA
► AIWA AD 1600 POA FERGUSON 32 74 85.95 PHILIPS N2511 103.95 SONY ELCASSET ELS 281.95 TECHNICS RS 671 POA

AIWA 1800 POA HARMON PIONEER CTF 9191 276.95 SONY ELCASSET EL7 439.95 TECHNICS AS676 POA
AIWA 63œ PQA KARDMON1M0 156.95 PIONEER CTF 4141 94.95 SONY TC 118 78.95 TECHNICS RS630 POA

k AIWA 65W POA HITACHI 0440 89.95 PIONEER CTF 5151 108.95 SONY TC 1380 165.95 TECHNICS AS263 POA
t AKAi CS707D 145.95 HITACHI 0450 96.95 PIONEER 6060 ‘ 172.95 SONY TC 15350 159.95 TECHNICS RS640 TOA a

r AKAi CS7050 117.95 HITACHI 2750 147.95 PIONEER 7070 195.95 SONY 177 SO 355.95 TRIO KX 620 154.95
AKAi GX 390 129.95 HITACHI D 35POA 186.95 PIONEER 8080 236.95 SONY TC 135 105.95 TRIO KX 720 176.95
AKAi GX 340 91.95 HITACHI 2330 65.95 ROTEL RD 12F 133.95 SONY TC 136 128.95 TRIO KX 920 218.95 ^B
AKAi GXC 3100 1?9.95 JVC CD 1920 POA ROTEL RD 20 133.95 SONY TC 204 139.95 TOSHIBA PC4020 POA

r AKAi GXC 51POA 150.95 JVC CO 2008 POA SANSUI 737 121.95 SONY TC 209 218.95 TOSHIBA PC4030 POA
AKAi GXC 750 189.95 JVC 1740 POA SANSUI SC2000/2002 155.95 SONY TC 206SO 159.95 TOSHIBA PC3060 POA
AKAi GXC 3250 207.95 NAKAMICHI 700 POA SANYO RD 4600 179.95 TAN OBERG TCD 310 POA TOSHIBA PC5060 POA
AKAi GXC 7400 255.95 NAKAMICHI 500 POA SANYO 5500 125.95 TANOBERG TCD 330 POA TOSHIBA PC6030 TOA
AKAi 710D 170.95 NAKAMICHI 6000 SANY0 4080 99.95 TEAC A170 139.95 YAMAHA TC 800 POA
AMSTRAO 7070 83.95 NATIONAL 263 POA. SHARP RT3500 121.95 TEAC A400 164.95 1 Rncf A Parkina £11 ’AMSTRAD 70POA 56.95 NATIONAL 269 TOA" ■ SHARP RT2500 106.95

aPOA a30ilablitycorrect at tirn of ^
TECHNICS AS273 POA

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON E1 
Tel: 01-247 3453 24HourAnsweringService
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground StationGændidi]

CASSETTE CENTRE Ajaies
FOR A GOOD DEAL - BETTER! BARCLAYCARD

Open 9am-6pm Mon-Sat
Phone your Access/Barclaycard no.

over with your order for 
k prompt delivery

Prices
INCLUDE
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YOU GET THE BEST BUYS, ONE YEAR FREE PARTS AND LABOUR, AND 
EXCELLENT DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES ALL FROM MONITOR SOUND

PIONEER AIWA TAN OBERG

SONY
■ I ■H’M

YAMAHA NAKAMICHI

COME AND LISTEN BEFORE YOU FINALLY CHOOSE YOUR HI-FI
RECEIVERS-TURNTABLES-CASSETTE DECKS-SPEAKERS 
Personal Service with huge savings you can't afford to miss.

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

monitor 
sound

STOCKISTS OF:
Armstrong, Leak, Good
mans, Sony, Aiwa, Celes
tion, AR, B & W, IMF, Quad, 
Monitor Audio, Thorens, 
Dual, Garrard, Shure, 
Wharfedale, Fons, etc.

64 chapel street, chorley, lancashire Tel: 71935

THOM’S
THE 

HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

DISCOUNT PRICES ON MOST EQUIPMENT
We stock and recommend Cassette Decks by: Hitachi • Toshiba • Sony • JVC • AIWA •Tandberg.
Other agencies include: Technics • Gold Seal • Ratel • Akai • Dual • Grundig • Acoustic Research • KEF • Quad • 
Wharfedale • Celestion • Atron • Telefunken ... etc.
Sole agents for: Phillips Videocassette Machines.
We have over 100 Speakers, Receivers, Turntables and Cassette Decks wired for demonstration in our HiFi room.

Excellent after-sales service (average 48-hour turnround) in our well-equipped workshop.
OUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT includes H/H, Carlsbfo, Gibson, Fender, Yamaha, Boosey & Hawkes, Selmer 
Phillicordia, etc., and large stocks of Woodwind, Brass, String and percussion instruments plus Disco, Disco 
Lights, etc.
Come in and look around-you will be surprised by our enormous range.
Any items will be delivered by Securicor at extra charge.

RAVS ELECTRICAL LTD.,
2071 ligh Street, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. Telephone: 22317.
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open 6 days a week 9 - 5.30

Radford HiFi Limited 
52/54 Gloucester Road
Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel Bristol 422709 and 44593
Telex No 449315

Al WA
ACOS
ADVENT
ADC
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AMPEX
ARISTON
ARMSTRONG
ALTEC
AMCRON
AKG
AGFA
BGW
B & W
BOSE
BRAUN
CAMBRIDGE
CELEF
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DUAL
DENON
EMPIRE
FONS
FERROGRAPH
GALE
GRACE
GROOVAC
HARMAN KARDON
HARRISON
INFINITY
IMF
JVC
JBL
KEF
KLH
KLIPSCH
LARSON
LUX
LECSON
LINN SONDECK
LEAK
MONITOR AUDIO
MARANTZ
MAYWARE
MICRO
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MEMOREX
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
OMAL
ORTOFON
PIONEER
PHASE LINEAR
QUAD
REVOX
ROGERS
ROGERS PROFESSIONAL
ROTEL
SANSUI
SME
SPENDOR
STANTON 
STUDIOCRAFT 
SUPEX 
TANNOY 
TANDBERG 
TEAC 
TECHNICS 
TRANSCRIPTORS 
TRIO 
TDK 
UHER 
VIDEOTONE 
WHARFEOALE 
YAMAHA 
ZEROSTAT

The greatest selection of 
the world's hi-fi equipment 
displayed on three floors.

Professional advice from 
the experts with unequalled 
demonstration facilities 
enable you to comfortably 
compare and select the 
equipment best suited to 
your taste, your budget and 
your home

Intelligent purchasing 
enables us to offer enormous 
discounts. Part exchange, 
credit facilities, Access 
and Barclaycard are welcome.

Mail order delivery in 
safety by Secuncor in the 
UK and exports throughout 
the world.
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Believe it or not, 
this is our cheapcassptte deck

The new Aiwa 1250 has a recommended price 
of just £144.45. Yet its specification looks a great deal 
more expensive. A signal to noise ratio of up to60dB, 
(Dolby on. FeCr tape). A wow and flutter of 0.09%.

Plus our patented oil-damped cassette ejection 
system, a peak level indicator and interlocked Dolby- 
MPX filter switch.

Listen to it for yourself. Even with your eyes 
closed, you’ll find it still offers you a lot. AIWA

; THE l’RICE SIIOWN 1NCLI IDES VAT Al 12' % AND IS CORREGI Al I 'IMEOE.MhNC TO PRESS. AIWA SALES AND SERVICE <UK) I IIM 

XnmíTWftRIÓíCiAb I ONltoN WBOT'H IXH.HY 1S A Rh(,t9KEKEDTKÁDEMARK OEIlOl.UYLABS.INC.



You asked Yamaha for a front-loader 
to match your system.

We’ve done better
We’ve made one to match your pocket

OYAMAHA
MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887 
Send for our free colour book.
Natural Sound Systems Ltd, StrathconaRoad, 
North Wembley,Middx.01-904 0141.

YamahaYes

YAMAHA TC51 IS CASSETTE DECK 
¿159-75 inc VAT at. 12'/?%




	HI-FI CHOICE

	CASSETTE DECKS AND TAPES

	HI-FI CHOICE

	YOU’VE NEVEVER HEARD ANYTHING j LIKE THIS BEFORE.	.

	YOU’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING

	LIKE THIS BEFORE

	NUSOUND

	BRITAIN'S MOST COMPETITIVE

	HI-FI SPECIALISTS

	And the PC-4030

	And the PC-4020


	multisound hi-fi lid.

	TA YISTOCK HI-FI THE SOUND BARGAIN CENTRE

	TAVISTOCK HI-FI

	Guess who ^^^s

	Hi-Fi as well as Hitachi makeTV?

	•ml^

	LATEST additions to our audio series

	Fountain Press

	TO GIVE THE MOST MUSICAL SIGNAL TO YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM WE OFFER THE INCOMPARABLE



	OUR FIRST 5 SECONDS WILL TRANSFORM YOUR NEXT 45 MINUTES.


	ll the BEST BUYS


	^^^

	AIWA 1250, 1300, 1800 and 6300

	JVC 1635 Mk II and 17408

	TECHNICS 630, 640 and 671

	YAMAHA 800 GL

	NAKAMICHI 550 and 600

	SONY 136 and 138

	2 Years' Guarantee parts and labour


	We can only tell you why it sounds good, not how good it sounds.

	TOP TAPE ?

	ww

	Isn't it about time you tried the tape the professionals use?

	“ NOW THAT YOU HAVE CHOSEN YOUR CASSETTE DECK ...

	Input circuits

	Playback circuits


	the best choice...

	...that’s eo111rr

	COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES


	'I h^ ).Ou can buy quality sound from MConomyJ

	'Can you? . .at economy prices?'	•

	'Yes?

	Mcanomg where you save



	SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE' ☆ SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE

	SALE * SALE ☆ SALE

	. * SALE * SALE * SALE * SALE* SALE

	Noise reduction systems

	Noise reduction systems

	Overall signal to noise performance

	Overall signal to noise performance

	Azimuth and phase jitter.

	Azimuth and phase jitter

	Interconnecting the cassette recorder with external equipment

	Interconnecting the cassette recorder with external equipment

	Maintenance

	Harman Kardon 2000


	We can help you choose.

	UniLET

	MPL-t!nD dOI'KE n a BEnER price



	CORRECT ALIGNMENT IS

	VITAL FOR ANY

	TAPE MACHINE

	Under £160

	"THE BEST OFBOTH WORLDS"

	YAMAHA are establishing themselves as being recognised as amongst the best equipment available today.



	Everread , the small print on a record label!

	Mechanics/Wow and flutter

	Mechanics

	Wow and Flutter

	Wind

	Hum shields

	Biassing

	Maximum Output Levels

	Tape sensitivity

	Tape Sensitivity

	Signal to Noise Ratio and Dynamic Range

	Printthrough

	Agfa-Gevaert

	Ampex

	Amsa Magnetic

	Dixons

	Capitol

	BASF

	Fuji

	HCL

	Hitachi

	Maxell

	Is it Ella,or is it Memorex?

	Is it live, or is it Memorex? .

	Memorex

	Philips

	Pyral

	3M-Scotch

	Sony



	Superfi

	TDK

	Winfield

	Budget Tapes

	Average Tapes

	G\'our^<:/\1ost Treasured Possessions • • •

	The Professionals’ Choice

	Glossary of Terms

	See and hear the TCD 330 at:

	^faat have you heard about Tandberg cassette recorders?

	TANDBERG



	llirn^ l^di^

	2 YEARS

	Analog Audio

	•USM«E FACllTIES lIMITID AUDIO AND RECORDING CONSULTANTS

	LOCATION SOUND RECORDING . l•EPENDENlPRDOU.CI WftAlUITION IHlASSfSSMIll


	A.tLabs

	Callers:

	By Post

	Credit

	Service


	WE DO NOT RECOMMEND

	How's this for starters!

	- A special Starter Pack for all new cassette recorder owners

	Sounds Supreme

	Extensive range ofequipment ori comparator demonstration Home demonstrations by appointment Full sevicing and repair facilities

	Sansui 331 stereo receiver«

	Hi Fi reduced to basics.

	Thank you for listening


	Goodwins

	NORTH LONDON S

	HI-FI CENTRE

	Goodwins



	You get a more attractive deal from Wilmslow Audio

	^Callus fordetails

	Gændidi]

	CASSETTE CENTRE Ajaies

	FOR A GOOD DEAL - BETTER!

	SONY

	YAMAHA

	NAKAMICHI




	monitor sound

	THE HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR

	GLOUCESTERSHIRE

	You asked Yamaha for a front-loader to match your system.

	We’ve done better

	We’ve made one to match your pocket

	OYAMAHA






